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THE

PILLARS OP HERCULES.
, fs

RV)ok III.
i

( c o n t in u e d .)

CHAPTER VI.

ARAB DOMESTIC INDUSTRY.*

T he sheik deploring the result of the ' day’s hunt, I 
expressed the hope that we should make pp for it next 
day ; on this they were thrown into paroxysms, and 
they set about the sheik, some by fair njpans, the rest 
by foul, to prevent my doing anything save going 
along the main road, or going any road except that 
to l)ar el Baida, whither I had no particular wisl^ to 
go. Despite these difficulties, I found means to con
cert privately a chase for the next daĵ . We were to be 
limited to twenty guns, and, with a good supply of 
beaters, to start early. In ̂  the morning, Sheik Tibi
and the other soldiers, after using every effort to stop 
me, insisted on going also; thus,*the sun was high 
before we got a start. Wq drew two valleys .with no

VOL II. * b

    
 



^  ARAB BOARS.

better success than the day before, expending two 
hours on each. Being satisfied that ther§ was a pur
pose- in this, I persisted in trying further off, and 
being joined by thirty or forty men fr<3m the next 
tribe, the oath was administered and we proceeded. 
It was now a sight to see the boars, as they issued from 
each of. two valleys simultaneously beaten, running 
about, listening and watching, starting and returning, 
as the roll of musketry came^up from both sides : 
it was like shooting hares in a .well-stocked preserve, 
without dogs. The scenery surpassed that of the Bay 
before. I <vks now quite, at home with these people, 
and it was only after it was over, that we thought it 
might have been imprudent to start on such an ex
pedition, without , knowing a word of their language, 
and not only without, but J n  defiance of, the persons^ 
charged with the care of us. '

The boars enjoy a state of unparalleled happiness 
under the fostering shadow of Islamism and the law 
of Moses ; a law not so observed in ancient Judaia as 
in Modem Morocco, as may be seen by the denunci
ations of the Prophets—the occupation of the Prodigal 
So^ and the selection made by the cast-out devils. 
These two laws have excluded from this region domes
tic pigs and peopled it with wild ones.

The Arabs hold them to be transformed men and 
infidels ; and converse \^ith them, interpreting into 
words their grunts and motions. Each Arab, as he 
caiije up, soliloquised or addressed a curse to the car
casses, as he would to a» slaughtered doe. These

    
 



THEIR STRENGTH AND DEXTERITY. 3

notions are natural enough, for they seem possessed 
of man’s r<^on with brute’s force. . We had commonly 
an alarm at day-break of boars close to the douar, and 
though instantly pursued by dogs and horsemen, .they 
managed to escape by speed, dodging, and short turns. 
They move through the bushes with, a surprising faci
lity of avoiding noise, squeezing by strength and 
with their thick hides through places that appeared 
utterly impassable. I'hey get over everything, through 
everything, and lie as close unddl* cover as they are 
alert when up. In starting for a chase, the..boys com
mence by plaiting the rush-like palm leaves into a 
sling, , for it is oply by stones that they can start them. 
No pigs are fed like these. They have the run of the 
forests of , cork, producing the bellota and the pal- 
ipetto-root: they prefer, however, the potato-like root 
of the aram, which is called y&rni, and grows gene
rally in the. bunches of the palmetto. In substance it 
is like a milky turnip, of a sweetish and mawkish 
flavour. Next to this they feed on thg narcissus, the 
plant of which is called hugareg, and the*root hililouse. 
They like very much the hto, of which I have yet to 
speak, and tlierefore deserve the name of loto:^goi. 
I t is called folilla. Their well-known predilection for 
iurfel—trntR̂ es—would be gratified in the extreme, were 
it not that the taste of the Arab coincides with theirs. 
Every square yard contaiq^ these plants, and when 
the vegetation is dried up, these roots remain in the 
ground fresh and succulent. No wonder, then,^that 
they prosper, with free quarters and full commons.

B 2

    
 



4 DESTRUCTION OF FORESTS,

The tribes of the Tahel are wood-destroyers. They 
consume constantly, and never plant. Apportion of 
their fuel is brushwood; but still the olive, the oak, and 
the arar, the remnants of primeval forests, daily dis
appear. Around Rabat, not a tree is to be seen ; yet 
the firewood is the roots which are dug out of the plain.

The copses, woods, and forests of the cork-tree, 
which I have traversed, will have disappeared in a very 
few years. This, however, is Ibe effect of stripping 
them of their bark'for exportation. It was saddening 
to pass through these groves, where the ancient patri
arch of the forest was circled by the scalping-knife, 
which did not spare even the young promise by his 
side ; and, as if in savage ruthlessness, and not blinded 
avarice, they sought to ensure the decay of the tree. 
They had stripped the bark only to the height of a  ̂
man, neglecting the rest. They seek the bark only for 
tanning. The cork stripped off was lying rotting 
around. • The” cork may be taken from the tree, with
out injury, as^it covers th e . real bark through which 
the sap runs?* This the Spaniards never touch.

Four years ago, this speculation was introduced by 
a Frpnch merchant. He offered 4,000 dollars for the 
liberty of exportation, besides four per cent. duty. 
The farm has risen^this year to ^25,000 dollars. The 
Arabs seemed shocked at this work, but avoided the 
subject with apparent uneasiness, whenever it was in
troduced. I asked them why they did not plant trees 
for yieir children, as they were constantly destroying 
those that their fathers had left ? The answer was,

    
 



BY ARAB TRIBES. 5

“ I t is not the custom; if we' planted them there 
would be liobody to watch them, and they would be 
destroyed.” .

At presen% large districts are destitute of douars 
from the deficiency of fuel. A considerable portion 
of the country I  have passed over will'soon be in the 
same condition, unless by the reduction of the popula
tion the forests are a^ain allowed to spread. The ex
tent of the change mthin a century is marked by the 
extinction of wild beasts. Travellers, a century ago, 
narrate that they did not dare to pass the night out of 
a douar for the lions and panthers. .Reading these ac
counts enables one to understand how the people of 
Palestine were not to be driven out befjre the Jews 
in one month or in one year, lest tl\p beasts of the 
field should multiply against them.' In the times of 
the Romans, the lions and panthers, niust have been 
as numerous as are now tjie boars.’**

The chief lady of the douar was too busy for cere
m o n y s h e  left that department to heifc husband. She 
was first lieutenalnt. But one evening* as we were 
returning to the douar, she signified that she had 
something to say, and conducting me into the *tent, 
made me sit down, and; seating herself opposite, said, 
“ Christian, — since the wives and, daughters of your

• When the Romans first sa^ lions and panthers, they called 
them African rats {Mures Africanos). Pliny tells us, that 
Q. Scasvola, when edile, first exhibited lions in the arena. Sylla 
exhibited one hundred ; Pompey six hundred ; Csesar fo»r hun
dred. •

    
 



6 CONVERSATION WITH THE SHEIK’S WIFE-

country’s sheilis neither cook nor weave, nor make 
butter, nor look after the guests or sheep, what do 
they do ? ” Haying already avowed that the greatest 
sheik in the English country had not iif his tent or 
in. his house a spindle or a loom, I explained how 
our ladies occupied themselves. She shook her head, 
and said,' “ I t  is not good ; ” but added, after a pause, 
“ Are your women happier than we ? ” I answered, 
“ Neither of you would take the life of the other. But 
when I tell my countrywomen about you, they will be 
glad to hear, and they will not say, ‘ it is not good.’ ” 
“ Christian,” she said, “ what will you tell of me 1 ” 
I answered, “ I will say I  have seen the wife of an 
Arab Sheik, ̂ and the mistress of an Arab tent, such 
as we read of ip the writings of old,* such as are the 
models held up to our young maidens; such as we 
listen to only in songs or see in dreams.”

Had a voice spoken fronj the earth, I could not 
have been more startled. It was Nature saying to Art, 
“ What is thj^w orthl” What do we know of the 
happiness and the uses that belong to the drudgeries 
o f life 1 Our harvest is of the briers and thorns of 
a spjrit uneasy and over-wrought. Here are no 
changes in progress — no revolutions that threaten —  
no theories at war^-no classes that hate—and why 1

* “ And all the women that^were wise-hearted did spin with 
their hands, and brought that which they had spun, both of blue, 
and of purple, and of scarlet, and of fine linen. And all the 
womew whose hearts stirred them up in wisdom, spun goats’- 
hair.”—Exodus xxxv. 25, 26. • '

    
 



HOUSEHOLD INDUSTRY.

The household works. There is no subdivision, of 
labour — tl|e household, not the man, is the mint of 
the state. I t is so by its work, its varying cares, 
and interchanging toil. These impose discipline, nur
ture affection, knit and fortify that unit. Take away 
these cares, this industry, this dexterity, this power of 
standing alone, and what will—what can—a “ home ” 
become, save a crib to sleep in, with a trough to feed 
at, supplied from the^utcher’s cart and the huckster’s 
stall 1 Take from the household its industrial charac
ter, and you take away its social charm, and its public 
worth. You exchange domestic industry for political 
economy— that is, the fictitious evils which it classi
fies: for habits you substitute laws, that is, cumbrous, 
mockery : for happiness, refinement, that is, pretence : 
—and you become possessed of the gifts of fortune— 
the few at least who draw the prizes, only, to lose the 
value, of life.

The change in our manners is producing, no doubt, 
an alteration in the position as well np in the happi
ness of women. From my first acquai^ftince with the 
East, I was struck with the erroneous notions which we 
entertain regarding the state of the sex there. I could 
not resist the evidence of their occupying relatively 
a higher station, and I perceived that the difference 
depended upon the greater strength of the family tie. 
I find in an official Freii^ch work * my proposition 
strengthened.

“ In all the Sahara, the fabrication of stuffs is
f

* Exploration soientifique i ’Algqrie.

    
 



8 INDUSTRY IN THE SAHARA.

exclusively the work of the women. The men apply 
themselves to the culture of the date-tr^s. I t  has 
been already shown that in the movements and expe
ditions, the women have their share equally allotted 
to them with the men. Thus, -in the produce of the 
labour of the Sahara, that of the women amounts to 
one-half. In the intervals of their necessary house
hold occupations, they find time to contribute to the 
common riches an equal quantity with the men. 
This, is a fact which it appears to us worthy of being 
placed in evidence, because it is impossible that*it 
should remain,without influence OU‘ the eondition of 
the female sex. The inutility of the occupations in 
which they are engaged almost everywhere else, ex
plains perhaps, to a certain degree, and excuses the 
state of dependence in which they are placed, and 
the disregard of which they are the object; but where 
by the nature of the occupations they are placed upon 
a level equal with that of man, he must cease to 
regard himself ||,s the sole chief of the domestic hearth, 
and be prepas-ed to share the family sovereignty with 
his companion. It is certain that in the Sahara the 
merit of a woman is measured above aU by her talents 
and dexterity.” -

In Egypt all things were consecrated, and then 
displayed in types. The successive labours (as even 
to these days in Africa) yere announced from the 
sanctuary, accompanied by sacrifices and proces
sions,  ̂and amidst the richness of their ceremonials, 
and the pomp of their temples. The changes of the

    
 



EGYPTIAN SYMBOLS. 9

seasons wliich they announced, appeared to flow from 
their directing power, and the labours undertaken to he 
the fruit of their providential care. Before calendars 
were printed* all field labours had to be determined 
by astronomy, and especially in the valley of the Nile, 
which was subject to disappear under a deluge, and 
whose fertility consisted in the rise and duration of. the 
flood. Placing ourselves in the soft and yielding, the 
unlearned and unprejudiced embryo of society ; man 
groping his way, fearful to stray, yet eager to advance, 
what more natural than a scientific priesthood, and a 
symbolical worship 1 The Greeks, copying these fruit
ful symbols, sacrificed purpose and usefulness to grace. 
The name of Moses, we are informed i^ Scripture, 
means saved from the water. The pluses was the 

. same word : nine months in Egypt are saved from the 
waters—these are the Muses. Each had its festival, 
and the symbol of its occupation. There were three 
other similar—these are the Graces—they are admitted 
by the most learned Hellenists to be ^sater-nymphs ; 
—together they make up the year. HSre, then, we 
have the homeliest occupations the basis of the re
ligious pomps of Egypt, and of the mythology ^nd  
art of Greece ; the distribution of these works filled 
up the year, combined field and ^-door labour, and 
linked the community, while furnishing the charm of. 
life. .

The plough, the yoke, “ The invention of gods and 
the occupation of heroes are the loom, the spiydle, 
and distaff of less noble .parentage ? You sever the

    
 



10 ARAB COMPARED WITH

distaflP and the plough, the spindle and the yoke, and 
you get factories and poor-house^ credit #and panics 
—two hostile notions, agricultural and commercial. 
Poetry becomes politics, patriotism facJtion; and a 
light-hearted and contented people rusts into clowns 
or sharpens into knaves.

I made, amongst the Arabs, the discoveiy 'that home 
industiy was the secret of the permanency of their 
society. I  made, on subsequenfly visiting the High
lands, another, namely,- that home-made stuffs are the 
cheapest. I refer, of course, to the common clothing 
of the labouring population. The comparison cannot 
be instituted where the habit has been extinguished; 
for on the oje hand, the implements and the dexterity 
are wanting; on the other, fashion has set another way, 
and new habits have arisen, adjusted to the articles and , 
stuffs that have been introduced. In the Highlands, 
however, the comparison is easy, and I speak after 
thorough examination, and with perfect certainty, 
when I say tlmt a family clothed by its o"wn home
work, as compared with a family which buys its 
clothes at the shop, saves one-third. Of course, in the 
fornjpr case, no cotton will be used, and home-bred 
wool and home-grown flax will be the staple.

The change in J;his respect is generally deplored; 
but it is considered as inevitable, it being the result of 
cheapness, no hand-labouii being able to stand against 
machinery. But the heavy charges are not for the 
operation  but for the capital engaged, and the nu
merous transfers and profits. Home-spinning costs

    
 



H1GHLA5JD INDUSTRY. 11

nothing.* Twenty pounds of wool converted unobtru
sively into Ihe yearly clothing of a labourer’s family, 
makes no show; but bring it to market, send it to the 
factory, bring^t thence to broker, send it to dealer, and 
it will represent commercial operations and apparent 
capital to the amount of twenty times its value, and 
costs the labourer, when returned to him, twice as 
much as i t  would cost him money in dyeing, spinning, 
weaving, &c. The working class is thus amerced to 
support a wretched factory population, a parasitical, 
shopkeeping class, and a fictitious, commercial, mone
tary, and financial system. The landlord, for his- 
share, pays five shillings per acre poors-rates. And all 
this is the result, not of cheapness, but delusion. The 

' people of England were better clothed jyid fed than at 
.present, when there were no commerce and. no facto
ries. At this moment, after exhausting human in-

•  The spinning-wheel of tlft Highlands is one of the most 
remarkable inventions. That formerly used in England, and still 
lingering where here and there a housewife has«ense to say, " I  
cannot afford to buy in the shops stockings for A y family,” was 
like that used now in, the East, and anciently figured in Egypt. 
A wheel was turned by one hand, whilst with the other the wool, 
cotton, or flax was prepared for the spindle : as each portioi* was 
twisted the wheel was reversed, so as to run it  on the spindle; 
but in the coil the thread passes through an orifice in the axis 
of the spindle, and is then carried by a *bar to be distributed 
over the pirn. The wheel runs always on, and'when yielded 
by the fingers, passes to the coil.* Both hands are free for the 
work. The wheel being turned by a treddle, it  is, compared 

., to other spinning, as the delving of the Basque provinces to 
all other methods of culture, and performs at least twice as fhuch 
w’ork. •

    
 



12 HALLAM AND MACAULAY ON PROGRESS.

geuuitj, they are returning to domestic labour, as a 
means of remedying the evils of Ireland! •

Hallam has admitted that in those times which we 
look back on with pity, the labourer recfived twice as 
much as at present for his labour. This is a terrible 
blow and a fearful avowal. Mr, Macaulay, on the 
contrary, “ sees nothing but progress, hears of nothing 
but decay.” He must have transposed the two senses, 
or carefully selected the spots Tor indulging in their 
use: if, indeed, by progress he means approach towards 
a fair remuneration for labour, and by decay a falling 
away from just judgment in important concerns. Or 
is it his purpose to cover Hallam’s indiscretion?—
“ They say ^lat in former times the people were better 
off. The tim^ will come that they will say the same 
of this.” If we be in a state of progress, those who. 
speak thus must be very foolish, and if the proposi
tion deserved notice it required refutation.
. The Ajab tent, without our waking follies, presents 
to us the reality of our dreams. Property has there 
its value, wealth its honour, labour its reward. On 
the one side, the fruits of wisdom without effort, on 
the ^ther the toil of the understanding without profit.'

But the Arab woman asked, “ Are your women hap
pier than we ?” 'Che European lady would be shocked 
at the bare possibility of comparison. She shrinks 
from domestic occupatio*, yet is she not able to 
expel nature, so as to despise Hausicaa and Naomi. We 
canjjot refuse to bow before the shades of the heroic 
or patriarchal times—our mature acknowledges Abra-

    
 



CONDITION Of  w o m e n  IN THE EAST. 13

ham or Alcinons. Yet, if our condition be that of 
refinement,* how contemptible must be Tanaquil and 
her distafij Penelope and her loom %

An Euglisk lady, who had the means of comparison, 
has not hesitated to assert that between an Eastern and 
an European household, the balance of happiness leans 
to the side of,the former; and in the Eastern household 
it is certainly the women who have the larger share— 
who are the idols, a n i who possess authority sUch as 
belongs not to our courts, and aflfections on the part 
of * those under their sway which belong not -even to 
our dreams. The most touching words of the wisest 
of men are the description of the mistress of a house
hold. I t is an Arab woman he describes.

“ Look at the hand of m an! The best gift of Provi- 
, dence .l What so perfect in mechanism, what so 
beautiful in form % Is if not given for work, and 
ought not that work to "be for the service of those we 
love 1 Can we omit that use without the sacrifice of 
more than words.can telll Let not a i^  one who fol
lows the picture disturb the effort of his t)wn imagina
tion, to fill it up by thinking of the possibility of 
carrying it into effect. Obstacles arise at every pfint. 
Our set habits all point the other way. Julia could 
work for her husband because there was then a noble 
and an antique costume. An empress, she could sum
mon about her her handm|iidens, because there was a 
formulj^ of ceremony which enabled, all ranks to asso
ciate without derogation or familiarity. Then there was 
the hall to assemble in. ‘ The plant,’ still stood in every

    
 



14 M. BLACQUE ON CIVILIZATION.

house. Because all this is gone, are we not to count 
the loss ? If we cannot restore, let us »ot mistake. 
J f  we cannot return, let us not hurry on—in the wrong 
direction. I t  is something to know whither we are 
going, when the speed is the result of our own will.

“Nations are not changed hy time or accident—they 
change themselves. Progress of society—march of inteh 
lec t! Good heavens! we can utter such trash and call 
ourselves reasonable beings: as iTell speak of the justice 
of a steam-engine. Or the virtue of a rocket. What need 
to examine their sta te ;—their words suffice. When 
the phrases have gone mad, what can be in .order %

“ It is something in tbe midst of empires crumbling 
to the earth and civilization gasping for breath and 
struggling with itself for life, to point to the perma
nency of single tribes, who have never reasoned, bu t. 
who have simple habits ; and to be able to say to the 
wildly-frantic or to the meekly-deluded, “ Christians, 
ye are incorrigible.”

Such were^ the concluding words of a series of 
articles by >f. Blacque, which appeared in . the Moni- 
teur Ottoman, in 1834. Since then fifteen years—’ 
barren, save in convulsions such as many centuries 
have not witnessed before—have justified his judgment 
on Europe’s condition, and his anticipations of her fate. 
M. Odillon Barrot, his cousin, bn one occasion said 
that had he returned, he “ would have played a great 
part in France.” I answered, “ He would have made 
France play a worthy one.” He was offered the 
highest offices in the Russian- Government, and on

    
 



WHAT IS CIVILIZATION? 1 5

refusing them was persecuted hy his own. The 
.Turkish Gewernment then adopted him, and he was 
poisoned while on his way to England. The incidents 
of his life ?md death, no less than the- passages left 
by his pen, will serve at a future time, perhaps, to 
illustrate that chimera with a brain of cobwebs and. a 
heart of mud, which is called civilization, and which 
we are pleased to designate as the child of science and 
the parent of corruptfon.

But I  do not speak of “ civilization,” as an entity.
I t will be found in no classical writer, Greek or Roman,
English or French, German or Italian. It is a word
which belongs to us,—exclusively to us; let us be
either proud or conscious —  its invention must be
either a merit or a shame. '_ •

.. What is itP I t is no standard. We have the
words “ excellence,” and “ perfection.” It is no de
scription of a particular j)eople, for it neither does 
nor can describe or define. Its own sense has to be 
defined. Whoever uses the word, conjiires up to cor
respond with it an idea of some aggregflte condition, 

'which never can have the same parts in any two 
speakers’ minds, or in the mind of the same speaker at 
any two moments. I t  is an unknown quantity, like 
cc in algebra ; but instead of conclujling the operation 
by finding out its value, we commence tlie proposition 
by supposing it known. Ijjiese are the reasons why 
you do not find it in any classical writer. These are 
the reasons why it has been received as a discovery 
for this generation. It facilitates talk without mean-

    
 



16 REMARKS ON

ing, is a cloak for ignorance and pretence, and covers, 
by an apparent “ grasp of intellect,” th# shrinking 
from intellectual effort, which consists in getting pos
session of the instruments we use, and tn  fathoming 
the meaning and assuring ourselves of the accuracy 
of the terms we employ. It is made up of things 
that have no ratio—^virtue and science, wealth and 
political order; so also, vice, ignorance, poverty,, and 
discontent—each of these mus^ be found in i t :  to 
employ it logically, you must class plus and minus 
quantities and rate each in decimals. So in one. 
country there would be so many degrees of positive, 
in another so many 'of negative civilization. If you 
cannot do this, you use an instrument that is neces
sarily false ; the whole field of your intellectual opera
tion must be, as it is, reduced to that condition in 
which our buildings, railways, and accounts would be, 
if arithrneticians and engineers were to create an 
elementary sign of number, the value of which was 
uncertain, and^might'be mistaken for an 8 or a 9. It 
is the case, net of an error of opinion, but of false pro
cess, which renders it impossible to be right. It is not 
opinions, but words, that ruin states. Should a sane 
people occupy Europe after the Gothic race has been 
put down or swept away, the title of M. Guizot s great 
work will suffice for the history of times distinguished 
at once by a fatuity th^t cannot reason,* and an

* Yet in M. Guizot’s organ such a sentence as the following 
could«be pronounced on “ civilization,” and such a verdict given 
for “ barbarism,” " Amongst us, Jhe intelligence and the moral
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activity that will not rest. Alas for man, if such 
things as w% have seen since the conversation in the 
Arab tent, which prompted these reflections, were the 
fruit of the proper use of his faculties! Alas for folly 
too, if, with such men for its apostles, institutions 
could endure or nations prosper I

sense dereloped to excess, are troubled with the habit of judging 
of particular facts through (he medium of general ideas, and 
more or less Complicated ^sterns. Among the Arabs, reason is 
in its simplicity, bat also in all its primitive dearness arid recti- 
tudj : the idea of what is just, and what is unjust is always clear 
and sure.”— L'Epoque, April 11, 1846. ,,

VOL. II.

    
 



18 THE LADZIAN TERRITORY.

CHAPTER VII.

RUINS t)F  BATHS.

A fter  a few daiys spent as those I have described, 
we started in a south-westerly direction, and towSrds 
evening passed out of the land of the Ziaidas. Their 
territory extends a summer day’s journey from north 
to south, and from east to west. We then .entered 
that of the Ladzian. Our guardians inquired from 
the shepherds touching diflFerent douars, to select one 
for sleeping, but did not seem satisfied with the replies. 
I  urged going to one of the Lachedumbra, a tribe of 
the Ladzian, and they reluctantly complied. This was 
the first donar we approached as perfect strangers. 
We rode ujf*to within two hundred paces and halted. 
After we had waited about ten minutes we advanced 
hajf way and halted' again. Then one man walked 
slowly o u t ; one of our party in like manner advanced. 
They saluted. After some time the Arab shouted, 
and instantly a single man advanced from each of the 
tents on the side next us :̂ they stood for some minutes 
as if holding council. The chief then turned round, 
and walking straight up to me, took my hand in their 
manner, and thrice repealed MirahaUcIc; the others
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then advanced, and pronounced, the' salutation all 
together. Jach of the party was thus greeted in turn. 
We were led inside; The whole douar set to work, 
and in a few «Qinutes our tent was pitched, and strewed 
with fresh shrubs. A sheep was led up to the door,, 
the customary present of the sheik, that we might 
see it before we made our supper on it. This was 
a SherriflTs douar, and-.the government officers have 
no right to enter. &uch was the explanation given 
to me. I t is difficult to ascertain^ and impossible to 
votlch fof, the commonest fact in a country where one 
is not thoroughly conversant with its habits, and when 
information is received through interpreters, however 
intelligent and upright these may b e ; and, indeed, 
integrity is next to an impossibility in an interpreter ; 

^but this-an eastern traveller learns, if at all, at the 
wrong end of his experience.

I  have seen no douar entered except by the free 
will, and in some cases the formal consent, of the 
tribe. I  was much perplexed at this, |j,s It appeared 
at first a contradiction to, and as I aftSwvards ascer
tained, modification of the fundamental rule of Arab 
society. .It doubtless arose from the necessitj^ of 
defence against a central government

After they had pitched our tent, instead of *pressing 
upon us as amongst the Ziaida, they drew off about 
thirty yards, and squatted ̂ down in a circle : a few 
only came, and then it was to bring presents, or to 
petition for medicine for a greasy heel, or a barren 
wife, as the case might be., I proposed to the sheik a

*  0 2

    
 



20 DAR EL BAIDA.

boar hunt, to which he readily assented; but it was 
fixed for a future day. •

From the high ground, as we approached it, Bar El 
Baida has an imposing appearance: insMe it is a heap 
of ruins. A house consisting of a single room—a good 
one on a second floor, and entered from a terrace—was 
prepared for us. Oiir horses were piqueted in the 
street before it. We understood there was a French 
Consular agent and some Europeans here, and conse
quently we brought for them a camel-load of game.

This place is said to have been retaken from ‘the 
Portuguese by the following stratagem. A Moor pre
tended to become Christian, settled in the town, and 
obtained permission to have a gate opened in the wall 
close to his house for the convenience of sending in 
and out his flocks. He one night brought in a number 
of his countrymen covered with hides, as cattle among 
them. Such is the story of the place; and if you 
doubt it, they say, “ There is the gate.”

The Spanish name is Casa Bianca, just as if we 
chose to C£*iT it “ White House.” Its ancient name, 
“ Anafe,” involves some obscurity. The same name 
belonged to a colony in Asia Minor, and to an island 
close to Crete, which forms an episode in the Orphic 
epic of .the Argonauts. The adventurers wore rescued 
by Apollo, who discharging an arrow into the deep, 
the island arose, and was ̂ called Anafe, from ct,vu(palmv, 
to appear. What this etymology is worth for the 
Cretan Island, it must also be for the Lybian promon
tory : its present name likewise implies brightness. It
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is on the other hand asserted, that this is the new 
case of hem a non lucendo, and that Anafe means,— 
that is, in Hebrew not Greek,—dark and gloomy, * and 
that the island was so called, not from having appeared 
in the light, but by being shut out from 'the light by 
groves, f If so, the Lybian promontory must likewise, 
in those days have been green 'and feathered, and not 
as now, naked and pale. Thg Phoenician Backs and 
Parrys did not dot their charts with the names of 
the Admiralty Lords of Tyre. They gave names de
scriptive or commemorative, as the other names of this 
coast will vouch. That the name is Phoenician, not 
Greek, is clear from finding it here. We have also 
Thymiatirium, where Arzilla now stands,^ and which 
is interpreted in Hebrew—an open plain. Ampelusa 

.was on the northern promontory, and its interpreta
tion coincides with the descriptions left of groves 
delightful to the eye, filled with fruit grateful to the 
taste. This must have been one of the spots first 
named, and this name seems to confirgi ivhat we de
rive from so many sources regarding th * primeval hor
ticulture of this land. Had the Phoenicians come to 
plant vines, and gardens-*-that is, to cultivate and civi
lize—they would not have given such a name. These 
glimpses of the well-being in the most early tinjes bring 
up the contrast with the present. The parched and

* rf23V’ Ramosa et^opaca.— B oCh . Pheleg.
t  The spot is thus described by Apollonius :— '

T o i 8’ ayKaav ’AttoXXww
"fC k lT fl €Vt (TKiep£ T ffxevo s trKlOtVTO. T f  ^ a flO P  0

no,iop.—L. i .  V.  1714. .
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naked brow of the once shady'Anafe, further recalls 
an island nearer home, once, also, nam(*i after its 
forests,* where now scarce a tree is to be found. 
Would that the resemblance were complete ! If Moor
ish rule has blasted the oak, it has at least spared the 
man. What Moorish rule has worst done it'has done 
with a purpose, and neither on principle nor for phi
lanthropy.

A quantity of grain was in store, and much arriv
ing destined for Ehgland, The stores, were filled all 
along the coast, but there are no means of shipment. 
This port is a principal place for the exportation of 
bark and wool, both managed by Scheik Tibi, who, 
last season,^when the country was otherwise impass
able, went and came, conducting caravans of seventy 
and eighty camels; by his personal chai’acter ensur-. 
ing safety on the road. The schooner which had been 
in company with us during our voyage, lay on the 
beach high and dry. An English brig at anchor in 
the open reJa^tead was pitching bows under, though 
there was scarcely a breath of wind, and had nar
rowly escaped shipwreck two days before from her 
cables having- been cut by the rocks.

There is here a sort of bay. The southern horn is a 
headland running a little way out, and distant four or 
five miles. On its bald black brow I was told that 
traces of the Phoenician cit^ were to be seen. I was all 
impatience to reach the spot, for it was just a site for

* Ireland was anciently known as Fiodha Inis, or the Woody 
Island.
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them, and no one since would have gone .there. So 
here was tl^  site of a Lybo-Phoenician city, and any 
fragment was precious. I found nothing standing, yet 
was not disappointed; for the stones in the fields were 
rolled fragments of building : the mortar was of such 
consistency that it wore^or split only with the stones, 
imbedded in it,.and these were crystalline : the stones 
were small, the mortar abundant; the masses looked 
like amygdaloid. Fol^the first time was I assured that 
I beheld a piece of Tyrian rubble.® I would have tra
velled many a mile for this. Mortar was used by 
them—and what mortar! But this was not the only 
architectural point I had to mark this day.

As I sat on the brow of the headland, watching the 
great waves which went and came over long phelves of 
rocks, stretching out to the west and southward in the 
line of the declining sun, and playing under his rays, 
my eye was attracted to a singular mass immediately 
below : it was a cone indented all over Avith deep 
semicircular cavities, and, therefore, Jjristling with 
truncated points. The sandstone hollo!lr« out in this 
manner* by the action of the water, and the points 
which are left are sharp as a knife. The substance is 
black and porous, like a sponge. When the foam
dashed over this rock, the basins filled; the white froth, 
as the wave retired, poured in cataracts from basin to

* The “ Ghaudiere Palls” are "So called from cavities like 
kettles hollowed out by stones of harder consistency getting into 
a hollow, and there revolving by the action of the water# On 
the Clyde tlje operation may seen.
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basin, on every side, and so continued almost till the 
next long wave came to shroud it in sp«iy, and re
plenish it with foam. As I watched these changes, 
familiar forms floated before me, till at^ast becoming 
more distinct, I- distinguished those singular pen
dants that belong to the Mooijsh vault, and the inden
tures of its arch. The stalactites of caverns might 
have furnished the type of the last, but could not of 
the former. The fair creations of art have models in 
Ifature, and here Is that of the Moorish. The sub
stance in which it is , exhibited lines the whole coast, 
and must present an infinite variety of such efiects.
I had few occasions of seeing that coast, but the very
next time I reached it, about twenty miles north of • -
Rabat, I saw the same figure reversed, or as we see it 
in the Moresco vault, depending from the roof like the, 
stalactites in a cave.'*̂

I  returned to the same place next morning, but the 
tide was out, and the rock without the foam was a 
common stone^ The ledges of rock which the evening 
before had b^en so lashed by the waves, were white 
(quartz) rock. On them were patches of coarse recent 
ma(|fepores, looking like gigantic sponges. Further 
ojut the rocks were black, and on inspection proved to 
be so because completely covered with mussels, the

• * These pensile figures are by all writers on Moorish architec
ture held to be an imitation of stalactite. Nothing can be more 
absurd : stalactite is produced Tiy successive "coatings or deposits, 
whereas the process by which they must have been formed is 
abra^on^ the salient points obtained by the concavity of
the intervening surfaces. ,  ,  .
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largest I  have ever seen, and the finest I have ever
tasted, Su%h is the furj of the waves, that beautifully-
rounded quartz-stones, some of them three-quarters of
a hundred wdlght, have been cast up into a bank thirty
feet above high-water-mark. ’

Amongst the mass of aruins within the walls of D ar'
el Baida one building alone* could be made out. It
was a bath. If Loudon or Paris were laid low, no %
such monument would*survive of their taste, luxury, or
cleanliuess. The people called it Koman,” meaning
Portuguese. "When I was at Algesiras, some excavations
were making, and on examining them, the building
proved to be a bath. Within the circuit of the walls
of old Ceuta, which unquestionably belonge l̂ to a very
remote period, the only edifice, the purjgose of which is

.distinguishable, is a bath. The vestiges of the Romans,
which from time to time we fall upon in our island,
are baths. The Romans and the Saracens were the•
most remarkable of conquerors, and are associated in 
the relics which they have left—fortresses and baths. 
The first is of necessity, but how should the second 
be ever found conjoined, unless it played some part 
in forming that temper which made them great, or in . 
conferring on them those manners which rendered 
them acceptable ? A nation without the bath is de
prived of a large portion of the health and inoffen
sive enjoyment within maq^s reach : it therefore in
creases ..the value of a people to itself, and its power 
as a nation over other people  ̂ .Prom what I kjiow 
of the loss in both respcfits which those incur who
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have it not, I can estimate its worth to those who 
had it. •

I now had the opportunity of examining a public 
bath of the Moors. belonging to their* good times- 
The disposition varies from that of the ancient 
Thermae and the modern Hamams. The grand and 
noble portion of the Turkish and the ancient bath was 
a dome, open to the heavens in^the centre. Such a 
one, but not open in the centx^, is here ; it was the 
inner not the outer apartment. The .vault has deep 
ribs, in the fashion of a clam shell, and is supported 
upon columns with horse-shoe arches spreading be
tween. Instead of a system of flues through the walls, 
only one passed through the' centre under the floor. 
To get at it, I^had to break through the pavement of 
beaten mortar covering a slab, of marble. It was, 
nearly fiUed up with a deposit, partly of soot and 
partly of earthy matter, which I imagined to be the 
residuum of gazule, on the use of which hinge the 
peculiarities IJiave noticed in the structure and dis
tribution of file building. ,

I turned to Leo Africanus, expecting a flood of light 
upoi a matter with which he must have been so 
familiar. All I found was this :— “ When any one is 
to be bathed, they lay him along, the ground, anoint
ing him with certain ointment and with certain 
instruments clearing away his filth” The ointment 
is evidently the gazule; the instrument can only be 
the ^strigil. He mentions a “ Festival of the Baths.” 
The servants and offlcers gy forth with trumpets and
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pipes, and all their friends, to gather a wild onion; it 
is put in St brazen vessel, covered over -with a linen 
cloth, which had been steeped in lees of wine; this they 
bring with gr^at solemnity and rejoicings, and suspend 
in the vessel in the portal of the bath. This would 
indicate an Egyptian source, were it not for the absence ’ 
of all trace of the bath on their storied waUs, and 
among their ruins. '

The onion, however,* being the emblem. of the pla
netary system,* may be a tmce of Sabmism. The 
festival and ceremony savour much of those of the 
“ Great Mother,” and of course preceded Christianity. 
No original superstition arose here; no original bath 
appears among the Arabs. The Phoenicians brought 
their religion and found the bath, and it the people 
.adapted the new religious practices.

Part of the funereal rites of the Moors was to 
convey the corpse to the ,bath.f Such a practice is 
unknown in any other country, and seems to identify 
the bath with the primitive usages. •

The gazule furnishes, however, the strongest intrin
sic evidence in favour of my conclusion, which in
deed it requires bu£ scanty proof to 'establish, for*the 
rudest people may have had the bath. The Red 
Indians are fully acquainted with jt, and the means

♦ The slices representing the o^Jsits of the planets. We have 
derived our word from On i on ; a reduplication of On, the Sun, 
in his chief temple in the city, called after him, where the onion, 
being the symbol, jvas supposed to l>e worshipped. *

t  Mision Historial do Marueceos, p. 45.
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they employ are heated stones and a leather covering. 
They crawl in and throw water on the stonSs, and soak 
till the same effect is produced as the Balnea of Rome 
obtained. In Morocco they are of primitive and mo
dest structure, and of diminutive proportions. Add to 
this, the rude simplicity of the process, and the ex
clusive use in them of natural and native productions. 
Before coming to this point, I wish to refer to historical 
evidence. *

Augustus borrowed a stool, called duretum* from 
Spain. Mauritania was inhabited by the same people, 
so that two thousand years ago the Romans copied the 
Moors. ,

Few Ibejian words have come, down to us — one 
of them is strigil. It applied to a species *of metal; 
aiid strigils were made of metal. The early use* 
of this strigil, and its connection with the East, is 
shown by one of the celebfated bronzes of antiquity 
— a group of two boys in the bath using the strigil, 
which was a^ributed to Daedalus, f  The Etruscans 
and Lydians’also had it.J '

Ungebatur enim sspius, et sudabat ad flammam : deinde 
perfundebatur e gelida aqua vel sole multo calefacta. A t quoties 
neir^orum causa marinis Albulisque calidis utendum esset, con- 
tentus hoc erat, ut msidens ligneo solio, quod ipse Hispanico 
verbo ^duretum’ Tocabat, flianus ac pedes alternis jactaret.”—  
SuEToN. in August., c. 82.  ̂ ,

t .  See Pliny’s Catalogue of Celebrated Statues, 
t  Naked youths with strigils appear on a vase.— Mus. Gregor. 

II., 4av. Ixxxv ii.— See/SV7jô . Juvenal, Sal. iii. y . 262.
See plates in Fellows’s “ Lycnv”
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The Phjeacians, as elsewhere shown, were Phoeni
cians. Hoiier mentions their baths at the time of the 
Trojan war, when the Greeks had none. The term 

XwT^a seems to identify baths with that 
people as much as letters were by the term Kalfĵ sict 
<ygufjt,(AaTa; and as the Greeks got everything from.. 
them, the baths of the Greeks are in themselves a

’  I ^

testimony in favour of the Phoenicians, my inference 
being, not that the\Phoenicians brought thither the 
tice, but that they learnt it here. • ’' ■■

That the Arabs, when they issued from their deserts, 
should have adopted the Thermae and Balnea of the 
sinking Roman empire, does not necessarily follow; 
indeed it is rather to be assumed that thej would not, 
and that j t  was from a people who became by religion 
incorporated with them, and from whom, indubitably, 
they derived their architecture, that they had it. 
This view is supported by the use of the glove, which 
is not Roman, and the clisuse of the strigil, which 
was so. It would thus appear that Morocco had con
ferred on antiquity and the East of tl?e» present day, 
the chief luxury of the one, and the most beneficial 
habit of the other. ^

There being a bath in the unoccupied house of the
Governor of the Province, I  made the attempt to com.  ̂ ¥
plete my investigation by experience, and privately 
applied to the guardian of the mansion, who, to my 
surprise, immediately acceJed to my request. Soon 
after, he came to inform me that" the Oaid had been 
very angry, and had forbidden him to let me use it.
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I t  was suggested that there we^e mollifying methods, 
such' as a civil message, a box of tea and #ome loaves 
of sugar. While these were preparing, an elderly 
Moor walked in and seated himself. -This was no 
other than the Card. He plunged at once in medias 
res, and the following dialogue ensued.

Cald. No Christian or Jew can go to the bath. It 
is forbidden by our law.

Can a law forbid what it enjoins 1 
Catd. It is the kw. ,,
Where is that law ? '
Cald. (After a pause.) The wise men say there is 

such a law. .
The wise man is he who speaks about what he 

knows.
Cald. Do th*e wise men err 1 
Have you read the book 'i 
Cald. 1 have heard it read.
Did you hear the word — the Jews and Christians 

shall not bath^ 1
Caid. I mdl̂ ' or may not have heard.
I have read the book, and have not seen that word, 

for jn it there.is no name for bath. The Mussulmans, 
when they came to “ the West,” found the bath in 
your towns as they are to-day, and here first learned 
how to bathe, an3 you were then Christians. How 
then do you say you have a law which'forbids the 
Jews or the Christians to go to the bath I

Cald (laughing). The Nazarenes are cunning. In 
what Mussulman land do Christians go to the bath ?
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Missir, is it not a Mussulman land? Stamboul 
(Constantiiiople), is it not a Mussulman land ? Now, 
I will ask you questions. Where, except in this dark 
West, do Christiahs not go to the bath with the Mussul
mans ? Why do I want to go to the bath ? Have we 
got the bath in Europe ? From whom did I learn it ? ■ 

1 Caid. How can I tell ? »■
I have gone to the bath with doctors nf the law 

(Oulema), and Rejals ^  the Ali Osman Doulet: I have 
been shampooed by vizirs. From ^nssiilmans I have 
leal’ned how to wash myself, and here I come to Mus
sulmans, and they say, “ You shall not bathe.” This 
is not Islam, this is Jahilic.^.

Catd. You shall not say our faces are black. You 
shall go, but—only once. To-morrow I will keep the 
 ̂k ey : it shall be heated when the liTussulmans are 
asleep., I will come, and you shall go and be satisfied.

He then got up and walked off. Presently a sheep 
arrived as an earnest and propitiation.

It was so often and so confidently Repeated to me 
by the resident Europeans that I  coul^* place no re
liance upon his word, that I gave up all idea of it. 
Next night, as we were disposing our beds and p re 
paring to occupy them, there was a rap at the door, 
and on its being opened, who should walk in but the 
Caid. His abrupt salutation was, “ The bath is ready 
—come.” While I was re-dressing, he told us that 
he had forgotten, and having business of importance

* The word means “ folly,” but it  is • applied to the ppriod 
before conversion io Islam, an^here insinuates infidelity.
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with a neighbouring sheik before sunrise, had started 
on his journey, when recollecting his promise, he had 
returned.

Finding he was making dispositions to accompany 
me, I begged he would not take the trouble ; but not 
staying to answer, he seized with one band a candle 
out of the candlestick, laid hold of my hand with the 
other, conducted me down stairs, lighting me and 
lifting me through the dirty streets over the different 
places, as if I had been a helpless child. Arrived at 
the place, he took the keys from his breast, and opehed 
the doors. I thought his care was to end here, but he 
squatted himself down on a mat in an outhouse, as if 
to wait the issue. Every other argument failing, I 
said, that if he remained there, I could not stay long 
enough. He answered, “ I will sleep. If I went home  ̂
I could not sleep, for something might happen.” The 
deputy-governor stripped to officiate as bath-man. 
But for this weighty mat’ter I must take breath, and 
honour it wit|j a special chapter—a chapter which, if 
the reader mfl peruse it with diligence and apply with 
care, may prolong bis life, fortify his body, diminish 
his ̂ ailments, augment his enjoyments, and impi’ove 
his temper ; then having found something beneficial 
to himself, he maj  ̂ be prompted to do something to 
secure the like for his fellow-creatures..
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE BATH.

. . . . Quadrante lavatum, • •
R ex ibis. H ob. Sat. i. 3.

I t is amusing to' hear people talk of cleanliness 
as they would of charity or sobriety. A man can 
no more be clean than learned by impulse, and no 
more by his will understand cleanliness than solve 
equations. Cleanliness has the characfers of virtue 
and of vice—it is at oUce beneficial and seductive. It 
is also a science and an art, for it has an order which 
has to be taught, and it Requires dexterity and im
plements. It has its prejudices and superstitions: it 
abhors what is not like itself, and clings t̂  ̂its practices 
under a secret dread of punishment and fear of sin. 
It has its mysteries and its instincts : it  regards ^ot 
the eye or favour of man, and follows the bent of its 
nature without troubling itself with reasons for what 
it does ; it has its charities and its* franchises : the 
■poorest is not without the reach of its aid, nor the 
most powerful strong enouglf to infringe its rights.*

* A bronze statue of a bather by Lysippus was removed i>y 
Tiberius from the baths of Agrippa to his own palace, and

VOL. II. * D

    
 



34 NECESSITY OF RESORTING

It is suited to every condition : men and women, the 
young and the old, the rich and the poor, l îe hale and 
the sick, the sane and the insane : the savage can 
enjoy it no less than the refined. The most polished 
liave prized it as th e , chief profit of a r t ; the simple 
receive it as the luxury of Nature—a cheap solace for 
the cares of life, and a harmless medicament for the 
infirmities of ma,n.

The philosopher prized it as^ssential to happiness,* 
the austere to virtue, the disfolute to vice, f  To cor
rupt .Greece and Rome it furnished a gratification that 
was innocent; to the rigid sectarians of the Koran 
an observance that was seductive; multiplying the 
sensibilities and strengthening the frame, it increased, 
to all the value of life. No sacrifice is required for 
its possession. Nothing has to be given up in ex
change : it is pure gain to have, sheer loss to want. 
Like the light of heaven, those only walk not in it 
who are blind. Where not practised, it is not in
ducements t|jat are wanting, but knowledge: “ they 
don’t  know Jmw." ^

placed in his bedroom. The Roman people “ infested the em
peror with reproaches and hootings whenever he appeared in 
public, till their Apozymenos was restored to them.”— P liny’s 
Aat. His. b. xxxiv. c. 35.

* “ Nisi ad illam vitam qiue cum virtute degatur ampulla 
aut strigiles acceperit.”— Cicero, De Fin. 1. iv . sec. 12.

f  Balnea, vina, Venu» consumunt corpora nostra,
Sed faciunt vitam balnea, vina, Venus.— Martial.

I  Returning on one occasion to Europe by Belgrade, I  
brought some Turks by the steamer up to Vienna to show them
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Our body is a fountain of impurities, to which 
man is niDre subject than the beast.* The body of 
man, far more than that of the brutes, is exposed to 

, be contaminated ; and by an artificial mode of life 
and food, he has further multiplied his frailties. By 
casing his body in closely-fitting clothes—integuments 
rather than" covering—he has shut out the purifying 
elements. Without the means of cleanliness of the 
brute, he is also witheut the guidance of its instinct; 
what then, if in the culture of Ins body, he should 
loSb the light of reason 1 If reason and not instinct 
be his portion, it is because he is endowed with a 
mechanism, to keep which in order instinct' would

a little of Europe. After a night on board, my ltv6e proved an 
awkward business. In a Turkish household all the servants 

 ̂attend their master while he dresses. That is the time to pre
fer petitions and make complaints. Every one is there, and 
may say what he likes. On the morning in question, they were 
mute as statues ; knowing the •cause, I dared not look at them. 
They had seen the Europeails wash. Silence being at length 
broken, they began to narrate what they had seqn. Among other 
jottings for a book of travels they would have* mentioned,, that 
a priest had taken water in his' mouth, and then slobbered it 
over his face. I told them that these were not my countrymen, 
and asked them if  they had not seen the two English officers 
wash (I had observed from the single cabin on deck, which 
the captain had given up to me, canteen dishes, soap, towels, 
&c., going down for them) ; after a paflse one of my Turks 
said, “ Zavale hehnester. The unfortunates! they don’t know 
how 1” ■

* Under the Jewish dispensation the body of man was held 
unclean, but not that of beasts. The observances of the cere
monial law were directed to awaken our sensibilities to <ftcpel 
the impurities attendant on every function.

'  D 2
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not suffice. What if that mechanism receive at his 
hands not such care as would be bestowei upon it, 
if it belonged to the beast of the field or the bird 
of the air! •

What filth is to the body, error is to the m ind; 
and therefore if we are to use our reason in regard, .to 
the former, we must have u standard of cleanliness as 
well as of truth ; such a rule we can owe neither to 
freak nor fashion. We must look for one tested by 
long experience and fixed, :^om ancient days this 
standard is t h e  b a t h . This is no ideal 'one; it is*at 

. once theory and performance; he who has gone 
through it, knows what it is to be clean because he 
is cleansed* I shall use as synonymous the words,
“ cleanliness,'' and the “ bath.”

I must beg the reader to- dismiss from-his miud^ 
every idea connected with that word : unless I thought 
he would and could*do so, should persist in speaking 
of Thermos, Balneum or Hamdm, but I trust I may 
venture to naturalize, in its true sense, the word in 
our tongue jffe a step to naturalise the thing in our 
habits.

A people who know neither Latin nor Greek have 
preserved this great monument of antiquity on the 
soil of Europe, and present to us who teach our chil
dren only Latin and Greek, this institution in all its 
Roman grandeur, and i^  Grecian taste ., The bath, 
when first seen by the Turks, was a practice of their 
enqmics, religious and political; they were themselves 
the filthiest of mortals ; they had even instituted filth
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by laws and consecrated it by maxim.* Yet no 
sooner di3 they see the bath than they adojpted i t ; 
made it a rule of their society, a' necessary adjunct, 
to every settlement; and Princes and Sultans endowed 
such institutions for the honour of their name.f 

In adopting it, they purified it from immorality and 
excess, and carrying the art of cleanliness to the 
highest perfection, Ijave made themselves thereby the 
most sober-minded and^ontented amongst the nations 
of the earth. This arose from no native disposition 
towards cleanliness, but from the. simplicity of their 
character and the poverty of their tongue.| They had 
no fallacious term into which to convert it, and no 
preconceived ideas by which to explain it. Knowing 
they were dirty, they became clean-';, having common 
sense, they did not rush on a new device, or set up 
either a “ water cure,” or a joint-stock washing com
pany ; but carefully considered and prudently adopted 
what the experience of former ages presented to their 
hands. ^  -

I have said that the Saracens, like the Romans, 
have left behind them, temples, fortresses, and haths:

* In the Jassi of TchengiS Khan, washing of the clothes was 
forbidden, and of the hands or person in running water ; he 
denied that anj thing was unclean.

 ̂ t  Eliny, urging on Trajan the repairing of the bath of Brusa, 
says, “ The dignity of the city «nd the splendour of yoiir reign 
require it.”—̂1. x. o. 25. .

X The .Turkish is the poorest language in vocables; the most 
powerful in construction. The verb not rules only, but sustains 
the sentence: it is dramatic philology.
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national security reared its battlements, public faith 
its domes, and cleanliness, too, required its structures, 
and without these no more could it exist, than defence 
or worship. I  shall not weary the reader with ground- 
plans or elevations,” and shall confine myself to the 
leading features, in so far as they are connected with 
use. They are vast and of costly materials, from their 
very nature. Before describing ^he Moorish bath, I 
must request the reader to accompany me through the 
bath as it is used by the Turks, which, as more com
plete and detailed, is more intelligible.

The operation consists of various parts : first, the 
seasoning of the body; second, the manipulation of 
the muscles*; third, the peeling of Hhe epidermis; 
fourth, the soaping, and the patient is then conducted 
to the bed of repose. These are the five acts of the 
drama. There are three essential apartments in the 
building: a great hall or nmistaby, open to the outer 
a ir ; a middle chamber, where the heat is moderate; 
the inner hall,^ which is properly the thermoe. The 
first scene is acted in the middle chamber; the next 
three in the inner chamber, and the last in the outer 
hall. • The time occupied is from two to four hours, 
and the operation is repeated once a week.

On raising the curtain which covers the entrance to 
the street, you find yourself in a hall circular, octa
gonal, or square, covered «rith a dome open in the 
centre: it may be one hundred feet in height; the 
Pantheon of Kome may be taken as a model. This 
is the apodyteriim, conclat̂ p or spoliatorium of the
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Romans. In the middle, a basin of water, the sea” 
of the Jew?, the “ piscinum” of the Romans, is raised 
by masonry about four feet; a fountain plays in the 
centre.' Plants, sometimes trellises, are trained over 
or around the fountain, and by it is placed .the stall 
to supply coffee, pipes, or nargelles. All round there 
is a platform, varying in breadth from four to twelve 
feet, and raised abou^ three; here couches are placed, 
which I shall presentl;f describe. You are- conducted 
to an unoccupied couch to undress; your clothes are 
folded and deposited in a napkin and tied u p ; you 
are arrayed in the bathing costume, which consists 
of three towels about* two yards long and under a 
yard in width, thickened in, the centre with pendant 
loops of the thread, so as to absorb thg moisture, soft 

•and rough without being flabby or hard, with broad 
borders in blue or red of raw silk. This gives to this 
costume an air of society, ^nd takes from it the stamp 
of the laundry or wash-house. One is wrapped with 
an easy fold round the head, so as -to fjrm a high and 
peculiar, but not ungraceful turban ; the second is 
bound round the loins, and falls to the middle of the 
leg; this is the ordinary costume of the atten(fents 
in the bath, and appears to be the costume known 
in antiquity as prcecinctoxium, and suhUga-
culum, and which have been of difScult interpreta
tion, as implying at once a»belt and a clothing. The 
third is thrown over the shoulder like a scaif: they 
are called Fistumal, as are all towels, but the pa>per 
name is Futa, a word boi r̂owed, .as the stuff is, from
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jyjorocco. While you change your linen, two attendants 
hold a cloth before you. In these operations, which 
appear to dispense of necessity with clothing and 
concealment, the same scrupulous attention is ob
served. It extends to the smallest children, I have 
been on a bathing excursion to the sea-side, where 
a child under four years was disappointed of his 
dip because his bathing drawers had been forgotten. 
There is nothing which more blocks an'Eastern than 
our want of decorum ; and I have known instances 
of servants assigning this as a reason for refusing to 
remain in Europe, or to come to it.

Thus • attired, you step down from the platform 
height; w<joden pattens,—nalma in Turkish, ebb cob 
in Arabic,—ar^ placed for your feet, to keep you off 
the hot floors, and the dirty water running off by the 
entrances and passages ; two attendants take you, one 
by each arm above the el]|>ow— walking behind and 
holding you. The slamming doors are pushed open> 
and you entei^the region of steam.

Each person is preceded by a mattress and a cushion, 
which ar6 removed the moment he has done with them, 
thafr they may not get damp. The apartment he now 
enters is low and small; very little light is admitted ; 
sometimes, indeed, the day is excluded, and the small 
flicker of a lamp enables you to perceive .indistinctly 
its form and occupants. J'he temperature is moderate, 
the moisture slight, the marble floor on both sides is 
raised about eighteen inches, the lower and centre p a r t , 
being the passage between pie two halls. This is the
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tepidarium. • Against the wall your mattress and 
cushion are placed, the rest of the chamber being 
s im ila rly occupied : the attendants now bring coffee, 
and serve pipes. The object sought in this apartment 
is a natural and, gentle flow of perspiration ;. to this 
are adapted the subdued temperature and moisture; 
for this the clothing is required, and the coffee and 
pipe ; and, in addition, a delicate manipulation is 
undergone, which doe? not amount to shampooing : 
the sombre air of the apartment calms the senses, and. 
shuts out the external world.*

During the subsequent parts o£ the operation, you 
are either too busy or too abstracted for society ; the 
bath is essentially sociable, and this is 4he portion 
of it so appropriated—this is the time ajjd place where 
•a stranger makes acquaintance with a town or village.

* One of the luxuries of the Roman baths consisted in their 
brightness, the command of th^ prospect around, and in various 
strange contrivances. By one of these, the bather, while swimming, 
in w’arm water, could see the sea ; by another, Jfie figures of the 
bathers within, were seen magnified without, '“^ hey were not 
content unless they were coloured as well as washed,” says Seneca 
{Epist. 87). ^

Multus ubique dies radiis ubi culmina totis,
Perforat, atque alio sol improbus uritur sestu. •

• Stat. lib. i.

This excess of light in a bath, savours of indecency (See 
Suedon.' Apoll. lib.'ii. epist. 2). J t  was not the early practice 
of Rome, nor certainly of those from whom the Romans took 
the bath. “ Our ancestors,” says Seneca, “ did not believe a bath 
to be warm unless it was obscure.”

“ Redde Lupi nobis tenehrosaque balnea Grilli.”— MaftT. i. 60.

    
 



42 MODE OF OPERATION IN

■Ŵhilst SO engaged, a boy kneels at your feet and 
chafes them, or behind your cushion, at fimes touch
ing or tapping you on the neck, arm, or shoulder, in a 
manner which causes the perspiration to start.

'2nd Act.—You now take your turn for entering the 
inner chamber : there is in this point no respect for 
persons, and rank gives* no precedence,* but you do 
not piove until the bathman, th§ tellack of the Turks, 
the nekaes of the Arabs, the tfactator of the Romans, 
has passed his hand under your bathing linen, and is 
satisfied that your skin is in a proper state. He then 
takes you by the ,arm as before, your feet are again. 
pushed into the pattens, the slamming door of the 
inner region is pulled back, and you are ushered into 
the adytum, —  a space such as the centre dome ofL a 
cathedral, filled—not. with dull and heavy steam—but 
with gauzy and mottled vapour, through which the 
spectre-like inhabitants appear, by the light of tinted 
rays, which, from stars of stained glass in the vault, 
struggle to rjach the pavement, through the curling 
mists. The*song, the not unfrequent shout, the clap
ping, not of hands, but sides; f  the splashing of water 
an^ clank of brazfen bowls reveals the humour and 
occupation of the inmates, who, here divested of all 
covering save the, scarf round the loins, with no dis
tinction between bathers and attendants, and with

* The Roman expression, “ quasi locus in balneis,” was 
equivalent to “ first come, first served.”

■j* The bathing-men give signals for what they want,, by 
striking with the hand on the hyllow of the side.
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heads as bar« as bodies and legs, are seen passing to 
and fro through the mist, or squatted or stretched' 
out on the slabs, exhibiting the wildest contortions, 
or bending over one another, and appearing to inflict 
and to endure torture. A stranger might be in , doubt 
whether he beheld a foundry or Tartarus; whether 
the Athenian gymnasia were restored, or he bad en
tered some undetected yault of the Inquisition. That 
is.the sudatorium. Tfke steam is raised by throw
ing water on the floor,* and' its clearness conies from 
the equal temperature of the air and walls.

Under the dome there, is an extensive platform of 
I marble slabs: on this you get up; the clothes are taken 
from your head and shoulders ; one, is spread for you 
to lie on, the other is I’olled for your l^ead ; you lie 

. down on your back; the -tillak (two, if the operation 
is properly performed) kneels at your side, and bendiiig 
over, gripes and presses your^chest, arms, and legs, pass
ing from part to part, like a bird shifting its place on a 
perch. He brings his whole weight on yoif with a jerk, 
follows the line of muscle with anatomicJl thurab,t 
draws the open hand strongly over the surface, parti
cularly round the shoulder, turning you half up in^o

* “ Let the air of all the rooms be neither particularly hot 
nor cold, hut of a proper temperature, ancl middling moist j 
which will he effected by plentifully pouring temperate water 
from the cistern, so that it may ^ow through every room.”—  
G a l e n . Thet'ap. Metk, .lib. x.

f  “ Percurrit agili corpus arte tractatrix manumque doctum 
spargit omnibus membris.”— Mart. iii. 82.

The tractatrix was the female sh|mpooer.
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doing; stands with his feet on.the thiglis and on the 
chest and slips down the Tibs; then up again three 
times; and lastly, doubling your arms one after the 
other on the chest, pushes with both hands down, be
ginning at the elbow, and then, putting an arm under 
the back and applying his chest to your crossed elbows, 
rolls on you across till you crack. You are now turned 
on your face, and, in addition,to the operation above 
described, he works his elUbw round the edges-of 
your shoulder-blade, and with the heel plies hard the 
angle of the neck ; he concludes by hauling the body 
half up by each arm successively, while he stands with 

,one foot on the opposite thigh.* You are then raised 
for a mosaent to a sitting posture, and a contortion 
given to the, small of the back with the knee, and a 
jerk to the neck by the two hands holding the templos. .

3rd Act. — Round the sides there are cocks for 
hot and cold water over, marble basins, a couple of 
feet in diameter, where you mix to the temperature 
you wish. ^You are now seated on a board on the 
floor at on5 of these fountains, with a copper cupl to 
throw water over you when wanted. The tellak puts 
off the glove — it is of camel’s hair, not the horrid, 
things recently brought forth in England. He stands 
over you ; you hend down to him, and he commences 

■ from the nape of the neck in long sweeps down the 
back till he has started the skin ; he coaxes it into

* “ Et summum dominaj femur exclamare coegit.”—̂J uvenal 
Sat. vi. v. 422.

f  These basins are the lyelv^ of the Eomans.
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rolls, keeping them in and up till within his hand they 
gather volumt and length ; he then successively strikes 
and brushes them away, and they fall right and left as 
if spilt from a dish of macaroni. The dead matter 
which will accumulate in a week forms, when dry, 
a ball of the size of the fist. I once collected it, and 
had it di’ied — it is like a ball of chalk: this was 
the purpose for which the strigil was used. In our 
ignorance we have imagmed it to be a horse-scraper to 
clear off the perspiration, or for other purposes equally 
absuTd."̂  ̂ ,

Ath Act.—Hitherto soap has not touched the skin.
I By it, however strange it may appear to us, f  the 
operation would be spoiled — the shampooing would 
be impossible, and the epidermis would not come off; 
this I know by experience. The explanation may be,

■ that the alkali of the soap combines chemically with 
the oily matter, and the epidermis loses the consist
ency it must have to be detached by rolling. A large

* “ The strigil yizs used after bathing, to removsShe perspiratiofi. 
The hollow part was to hold oil to soften the skit* or to allow 
the scraped grease to run off.”— D ennis, vol. ii. p. 42C.

- t  Whenever our writers touch on these matters, they fall into 
inevitable confusion. . >

“ In the baths of the East, the bodies are cleansed by small 
bags of camels’ hair woven rough, or with a handful o f the fine 
fibres of the Mekha palm-tree combed soft, and filled with fra-, 
grant saponaceous earths, which are rubbed on the skin, till the 

'whole body is covered with firotlf. Similar means wer6 em
ployed in the baths of Greece, and the whole was afterwards 
cleansed off the skin by gold or silver strigils.'’—Manners and 
Customs of Ancient Greece, J. A. St. J ohn, vol. ii. p. 89.
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wooden "bowl is now brought; in it is a lump of soap 
with a sort of powder-puff" of liff,* for laMiering. Be
ginning by the head, the body is copiously soaped 
and washed twice, and part of the contents of the 
bowl is left for you to conclude and complete the 
operation yourself. Then approaches an acolyte, with 
a pile of hot folded jutas on his head, he holding a 
dry cloth spread out in front—you rise, having de
tached the cloth from your wais\ and holding it before 
you: at that monrent another attendant dashes on you 
a bowl of hot water. You drop your wet-cloth ;*the 
dry one is passed round your waist, another over your 
shoulders; each arm is seized ; you are led a step or 
two and seated ; the shoulder cloth is taken off, another 
put on, the first over i t ; another is folded roupd the 
head ; your ^ e t are already in the wooden pattens.. 
You are wished health; you return the salute, rise, 
and are conducted by. both arras to the outer hall.

I  must not heVe omit all mention of an interlude 
in which Euj-opeans take no part. The .Mussulmans 
get rid of * Superfluous hair by shaving or depila- 
tion.f The depilatory is composed of orpiment*and

^  Nut of the palm, and consequently hard and not fit to 
use on the person. The Moors, though they do not use soap in 
the bath, always use their soft Uff with their soft soap, which 
jpractice the Turks have imperfectly followed.

+ “ Toutes les femmes Mahometanes sont dans I’habitude de 
s’̂ piler, et cela encore par priBcipe religieux. Elies y  emploient 
une argile tres fine (oth) d’une qualite mordante, les hommes en 
font de meme. Le plus grand nombre cependant se sert du 
rasolr.”— D'Ohsson, vol. ii. p, 62.
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quick lime, called in Turkish ot, in Arabic dewa. 
The ,bather*retires to a cell, without door, but at 
the entrance of which he suspends his waist towel; 
the bath-man brings him a razor, if he prefers it, or 
a lump of the ot af»out the size of a walnut. In two 
or three minutes after applying it the hair is* ready 
to come off, and a couple of bowls of water leave the 
skin entirely bare,-not without-a flush from the cor
rosiveness of the prefj^ration.'*  ̂ -

The platform round the hall is raised and divided 
by Jow balustrades into little compartmentsj where ■ 
the couches of repose are arranged, so that while 
having the uninterrupted .view all round, parties or 
families may be by themselves. This is the time and 
place for meals. -The bather having reached this 
apartment is conducted to the edge of the platform, 
to which there is only one high step. You drop 
the wooden patten, and on the matting a towel is 
spread anticipating your foot-fall, i* The couch is in 
the form of a letter M. f spread out, and as you rest 
on it the weight is everywhere directly supported— 
every tendon, every muscle is relaxed ; the mattress

♦ The Romans had the same practice,^'' Pilos extirpar * per 
psilothri medicamentut̂ }.”—t-Plin y . The terra Ij/ledia was used, 
Dioscorides tells us, for depilation.

t  l l x Q . d u r e t u m  introduced by Augustus at Rome: “ On 
trouve alors des lits delicieux : on s’y repose avec volupt6, on y 
eprouve un calme et un bien-^^e difficiles a cxprimer. C’est 
une sorte de regeneration, dont le charme est encore augmente par 
des boissons restaurantes, et surtout par un cafe exquis.’'.—  
D’Ohsson, t, v ii. p. 63. ‘ *

X
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fitting, as it were, into the skeleton: there is total 
inaction, and the body appears to be ^spended. * 
The attendants then re-appear, and gliding like noise
less shadows, stand in a row before you. The coffee 
is poured out and presented : the pipe follows ; or, 

'i f  so disposed, you may-have sherbet or fru it; the 
sweet or water melons are preferred, and they, come 
in piles of lumps large enough for a mouthful; or you 
may send and get kebobs on^ft skewer ; and if in
clined-to make a, positive meal at the bath, this is
the time, * *• •*

The hall is open to the heavens, but nevertheless 
a boy with a fan of feathers, or a napkin, drives the 
cool air upon you. The Turks have given up the cold 
immersion of the Eomans, yet so -much as this they 
have retained ©f it, and which realizes the end which 
the Romans had m view to prevent the after break
ing out of the perspiration ; but it is stiU a practice 
amongst the, Turks to havS cold water thrown upon 
the feet. The hails 'of hands and feet are dexter
ously pared ̂  with a sort of oblique chisel; any cal
losities that remain on the feet are rubbed down :

* *  Strange as it  may appear, the Orientals, both men and 
women, are passionately fond of indulgyig in this formidable 
luxury; and almost every European who has tried it, speaks 
with much satisfaction of the result. When all is done, a soft 
and luxurious feeling spreads itself over your body f  every limb 
is light and free as air ; the n^rble-like smoothness of the skin 
is delightful; and after all this pommelling, scrubbing, racking, 
par-boiling, and perspiring, you feel more enjoyment than ever 
you ftlt before.”—OnArMAN and H aul’s Library of Travel.
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during this time the linen is twice changed. * These 
operations d(f not interrupt the chafing of the soles, f 
and the gentle putting on of the outside of the folds of 
linen which I have mentioned in the first stage. The 
body has come forth shining like alabaster, fragrant 
as the cistus, sleek as satin, and soft as velvet. The 
touch of your own skin is electric. Bufibn has a 
wonderful description <̂f Adam’s surprise and delight 
at his first touch of hhnself. It is the description 
of the human sense when the body is brought-back 
to its purity. The body thus renewed, the spirit 
wanders abroad, and reviewing its tenement rejoices 
|;o find it  clean and tranquil. There is an intoxica
tion or dream that lifts you out of the flesh, and yet 
a sense, of life and consciousness that spreads through 

jw ery  member. Each breastful of air seems to pass, 
not to the heart but to the brain, and to quench, not

* Galen (Method. Therap. 1. x. c. 10,) says, “ Let then one of 
the servants throw over him a towel, and being«placed upon a 
couch let him he wiped with sponges, and th en ^ jth  soft nap
kins.” How completely this is the Turkish plan, one familiar 
with the bath only will understand: explanation would be 
tedious. . - •

t  I f  you desire to be awakened at a certain hour, you are not 
lugged by the shoulder or shouted at in the ear; the soles of 
your feet are chafed, and you wake up gently, and with an 
agreeable sensation. This luxury iS not confined to those who 
have attendants, few or m any; the street-porter is so awakened 
■by his wife, or child, or. brother, and he in turn renders the 
same service. The soles of the feet are exposed to a severity of 
service which no other muscles have to perform, and they requhe 
indulgent treatment; but with us ̂ hey receive none.

VOL. II. E

    
 



50 LUXURY OF THE BATH,

the pulsations of the one, but the fancies of the other. 
That exaltation which requires the slifmber of the 
senses—tl\at vividness of sense that drowns the visions 
of the spirit—are simultaneously engaged in calm and 
unspeakable luxury: you condense the pleasures of 
many scenes, and enjoy in an hour the existence of ■ 
years. • -

But “ this too will pass.” * ,  The visions fade, the 
speed of the blood thickens*the breath of the pores 
is checked, the. crispness of the skin returns, the foun
tains of strength- are opened; you seek again the 
world and its toils ; and those who experience these 
effects and vicissitudes for the first time exclaim, “ I 
feel as if I  could leap over the moon.” Paying 
your pence .according to the tariff of your deserts, 
you walk forth a king from the gates which y ij^  
had entered a beggar.

This chief of luxuries, is common, in a barbarous 
land and under a despotism, to every man, woman, 
and child ; ^o the poorest as to the richest, and to the 
richest no* otherwise and no better than to the poor
est.! But how is it paid for ? How can it be within

•  Motto of the Vizir of Harouh el Easchid, when required by 
his inastej: to find one which should apply at once to happipess 
or adversity. •

t  Volney once entered a Turkish hath, and^in horror and 
dismay, rushed out, and could never be induced to enter one 
again. Lord Londonderry was more submissive, and endured its 
tortures to the end ; but rejected the cofiee, and pipes, and civi
lities then profiered. He has given ua a detail of his sufier- 
ings, which appear 'to have b^en notional. Sir G. Wilkinson, in
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the reach of the poor ? They p4y according to their 
means. What each person gives is put into a common 
stock ; the' box is opened once a week, and the dis
tribution of the contents is made according to a scale : 
the master of the bath comes in for his share just 
like the rest. A person of distinction will give a 
pound .or more ; the common -price that, at Constan
tinople, a tradesman would pay, was from tenpence 
to a shilling, workmen Trom twopence to threepence. 
In a ̂ village near Constantinople, where I  spent some' 
months, the charge for men was a halfpenny,* for 
women three farthings. A poor person will lay down 

I a few parahs to show that he has not more to give, 
and where the poor man is so treated he •will give 
as much as he can. He will not,' like the*poor Eomah, 

^l^ve access alone, but his cup of cpflFee and. a pbrtiph 
of the service like the rest, f  Such rules are' not to

his work on Thebes, cites them at length, and this is aU that 
he deems it  requisite to tell the strangers who arrive in Egypt, 
on the subject of the HamS,m.

* The charge at Eome was a quadrat, or one farthing ; chil
dren paid nothing. *

“ Neo pueri credunt, nisi qui nondum sere lavantur.”
J u v e n a l , Sat. ii. v. 152.

In some baths it would appear that even ^ow n persons were 
admitted gratis*
.. “ Balneum, quo usus fuisset, sin^ mercede exhibuit.”— J c l . 

Capit.
 ̂ A  poor man will go to the shambles and cut off a bit of 

the meat that is hanging there, and the butcher will take ifo 
notice of it. I f he goes to have f  cup of toffee, and has not

E 2
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be established, but such habits may be destroyed by 
laws. ' *

This I have observed, that wherever the bath is 
used it is not confined to any class of the commu
nity, as if it was felt to be too good a thing to be 
denied to any. , ' •

I must now conduct the reader into the Moorish 
bath. First, there was no bath linen. They go in naked. 
Then there is but one room, *under which there is an 
oven, and a pot, open into the bath, is boiling on the 
fire below. There were no pattens—the floor burning 
hot— so we got boards. At once the operation com
menced, which is analogous to the glove. There was a 
dish of gjfeule, for the shampooer to rub his hands in.
I was seated* on the board, with my legs straight out 
before me; the shampooer seated himself on the s a n ^  
board behind me, stretching out his legs. He then 
made me close my finger* upon the toes of his feet, 
by which he got a purchase against me, and rubbing 
his hands i»  the gazule, commenced upoh the middle 
of my back, with a sharp motion up and down, be
tween beating and rubbing, his hands working in 
opposite directions. After rubbing in this way the 
back, he pulled my arms through his own and through 
each other, twisting me about in the most extra
ordinary manner, and drawing his fingers across the 
region of the diaphragm, so as to make me, a prac-

five parahs (one farthing), he w ill lay his two or three on the 
counter, instead of dropping them into the s l i t ; the next custo
mer will lay down ten and sw*ep them in together.
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tised bather, shriek. After rubbing in this ^yay the 
skin, and sfl’etching at the same time the joints of 
ray upper body, he came and placed hindself at my 
feet, dealing with my legs in like manner. Then 
thrice taking each leg and lifting it up, he placed his 
head under the calf, and raising himself, scraped the 
leg as with a rough brush, for his shiaved head had 
the grain downwards^ The operation concluded by 
his biting my heel. • ^

The bath becomes a second nature, and long priva
tion so increases the zest, that I was not disposed to 
be critical; but, if by an effort of , the imagination I 

I could transport the Moorish bath to Constantinople, 
and had then to choose between the hamajn of Eshi 
Serai or my own at honae, and this one of the Moors, I 

J to u st say, I never should see the inside of a Moorish 
Math again. It certainly does clear off the epider
mis, work the flesh, excite^the skin, set at work the 
absorbent and exuding vessels, raise the tempera
ture, apply moisture ; — but the refeements and 
luxuries are wanting. •

A great deal of learning has been expended upon 
the baths of the 4 incients, and a melancholy eihi- 
bition it is—so much acuteness and research, and no 
profit.. The details of these wonderfpl structures, the 
evidences of their usefulness, have prompted no prince,

, no people of Europe to imitate them, and so acquire 
honour for the one, health for the other. The writers, 
indeed, present not living practices, but cold iyid 
ill-assorted details, as men ̂  must do ŷho profess to
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describe what they themselves do- not comprehend. 
From what I have said, the identity of *the Turkish 
bath, with that of the Romans, will be at once 
perceived, and the apparent discrepancies and differ
ences explained. The apodyterium is the mmtahy 
or entrance-hall; after this comes the sweating- 
apartment, subdivided by difference of degrees. Then 
two operations are performed,^ shampooing, and the 
clearing off of the epidermis,* The Romans had in 
the tepidarium ahd the svdatorkm distinct atten
dants for the two operations; the first shampboer 
receiving the appropriate name of tractator; the 
others, who used the strigil, which was equivalent to 
the glove, Jseing called suppetones. The appeai’ance of 
the strigil in no way alters the character of the 
operation. They used sponges also for rubbing dowqjC 
like the Moorish gazule.. They used no soap ; neither 
do the Moors ; — the Turks use it after the operation 
is concluded. The Laconicum I  understood when I 
saw th6 Moorish bath, with the pot of water, heated 
from the ffre below, boiling up into the bath. I 
then recollected that there is in the Turkish baths an 
opening, by which the steam from the boilers can be 
let in, although not frequently so used, nor equally 
placed within oJ)servation. Many of the Turkish 
baths have, doubtless, been originally Greek. The 
change in respect to tljp use of cold water is com
pensated for * by the cold air of the outer room, into

♦  “ On entering, they remain in the hot air, after which they 
immerse themselves in hot wj|^er, then they go into cold water.
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which the Tui'ks come, and is preserved in the partial 
use of cold*water for the feet. The hot-water reser
voirs, the labrum and solium, are still to be seen 
in the private baths; they are in those of .the Al
hambra. When used, the character of running water, 
an essential point among the Turks, is given to them, 
by a hole being left below, which is unplugged, and 
a stream kept running in above from a cock. It 
would appear that th? Romans followed the same 
method. The piscinum of the Romans is found in 
the Moorish gardens. Tn the use of depilatories, or 
the shaving off the hMr, the practice of the Turks 
is exactly that of the Romans ; the parts of the bath 
appropriated to that' purpose being the same. The 
olearea are alone wanting. The Mussulmans would 

l^onsider this smearing of the body with oil or oint
ments.not as a part of the bath, but a defilement, for 
which the purification of thp bath was requisite.*

The Romans used the bath to excess, taking it 
daily; the Mussulmans restricted its^Use to once 
a-week. The Romans entered the bath •naked; thh 
Mussulmans have introduced a bathing' costum ethe

and then wipe off the sweat. Those who do not go from - the 
sudatory at once into cold water, hurst out on. returning to the 
dressing-room, into a second sweat, which s#t first is immoderate, 
and then ceases and leaves them chilly.”—^̂Galen, Method, Med. 
1. X. c. 2.  ̂ .

* While it is essential to cleanliness to clear away the oily 
matter that exudes from the skin, the oil afterwards applied 

■ to the ^cleansed body, seems to be beneficial, and to keep «pen 
instead of closing the pores. ^
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Romans allowed the two sexes to enter promiscuously, 
the Mussulmans have wholly separated tTiem. Pre
serving the good, they have purified it from excesses, 
which, to a people of less discrimination, might have 
appeared to constitute its essential characters, or to he 
entailed as its necessary consequences. Our studies ' 
and learning have furnished us with no such results. 
These very excesses have been qpsigned as a jeason for 
the disuse of the bath by tMb early Christians. If 
the explanation were true, the difierence between the 
Christians and the IVIussulmans would amount to this, 
that the first could see and reject the evil, the second 
perceive and select the good.

There k  one point connected with the bath on 
which I must ,say a Tew words, especially as in this 
case our usages do not present any obstacle to thd^  
adoption of a good habit, and I have repeatedly had 
the gratification of finding that the suggestions which 
follow were of use.

Those wh<  ̂ wash the rest of their body, often 
except the %ead ;—the practice of smearing it with 
oil almost universally prevails. The Easterns do the 
reverse—they shave it. A greater comfort there cannot 
be than a bald pate. Washing the head is in no case 
prejudicial. Unless you wash the head, the washing 
of the body is neither complete nor satisfactory: the 
refreshment of washing ihe  head may often be pro
cured when it is impossible to wash the body. Soap 
and water are injurious, not to the hair, but to the 
hair-dressers. The men ip the East have no hair to
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show, but if soap and water injure the hair, whence 
comes the luxuriant abundance of that of the women 1 
The hair of the head, like the fur of animals^ is made 
to bear rain and wind, and to be a protection against 
them. You coter it u p ! The fur of anima^^thickens 
and strengthens when exposed' to air and wet. ‘Your 
hair falls off, and you oil it. ’If it grows weak, change 
its habits. K it is not washed, and if it is oiled, begin 
to wash it, and leave off oiling it. ..

Every week an Eastern lady has lier hair thoroughly 
washed at the bath. It is first well soaped and rubbed. 
They are very particular about soap, .and use none but 
that made pf olive oil. The Castile soap, which in this 
country is sold at the apothecary’s, is the soap the 
least injurious to the skin. This is. ^wice repeated, 

^ f t e r  the soap, they apply a paste of Armenian 'bole 
* and. rose-leaves. This is rubbed into the roots of the 
hair, and left to imbibe . the grease of the head ; 
it is then, like the spap, washed off with bowls of hot 
water, and leaves the locks perfectly cl<;!ln and silken. 
From time to time they dye it. On th?se occasions 
an attendant mixes up a handful of henna-dust in hot 
water, and thoroughly smears with it the hair, wliich 
is then turned up into a ball and bound tightly with 
a napkin. In this state they go through the bath. 
When the napkin is removed, and the henna-paste 

' washed out, the hair, if bcfone black, will have become 
of a bronze auburn, and if grey, red. The .bath 

 ̂ occupies from three to four hours, with the smoking, 
chatting, music, and dancing, which accompany it, in
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an atmosphere that excludes every unpleasant sensa
tion. The women are not, like the men* contented 
with the bathing-linen and apparatus, which they 
find there; but are followed by female slaves, who 
bear bundles of towels in silk and satin wrappers, 
boxwood pattens, incrusted with mother of pearl, 
silver basins and bowls, or sometimes enamelled ones, 
and aloe-wood and ambergris ^o perfume both the 
apartment and their cofiee. This finery is less than 
what they indulge in in their private baths. **

The Romans and Greeks, in like manner, were 
accompanied by their slaves, and did not trust to the 
service of the thermce. Each person brought his strigil 
and his anointing vase (strigilis et ampulla, X^Kv6og xcct 
v̂arga,),* or s§nt them by his slave. The practice 

furnishes the familiar metaphors which express theC^ 
different conditions.f The strigil was the- sign of*

* The two instruments were slung together. The ffuUns was 
round, and from its round flat orifice, the oil distilled. GuUatim 
tenticidari forni<^^erite amhitu, premda rotunditate.— AptJLEitJS. 
On coins, Tases,*hnd bas-reliefs, it  has been mistaken for the pome
granate, for a bulbous root, or a lustral vase. A  curious Greek 
papyrus, in which a reward is offered for a runaway slave, or Lechy- 
thophoros, has cleared this matter from aU ambiguity. Mr, 
Letronne has restored and translated the papyrus. I t  is also to be 
seen in the Lycian tomb, of which a cast is in the British Mu
seum, and one of the groups given in colours in Fellows’s “ Lycia.’’

t  AvroXtjicvdoc, signifies a poor man. - ,
Oi/S’ eoTiy avrp arrXsyytc aiiSe \r}Kv6o£.— Aeistophaues. .

’Epaury (iaXayevao), was equivalent to “ I  am my own butler.”
“ Have you dreamt of Lechyth, or Xystra 1 that is the sign of 
a woman that attends to her household (oi/Kovpoy) or of a,faith
ful handmaid.”— Aktemid. OneiHoc. i. 64.
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comfort,, and also of sobriety and industry. It was, 
according t8 Cicero, necessary to the happiness of the 

. Roman citizen; it had to do with the fortunes of the 
Roman state. Rome was indebted to her strigil as 
well as her sword for the conquest of the world.'

This constant, washing occasions, i t  maylbe sup
posed, an enormous waste of water. A Turk uses 
less water than an English gentleman. It is true, 
every Turk, high and* low, uses the same quantity, 
and washes in the same manner; b*ut the utensils and 
conveniences are differently adapted. There are no 
wash-hand basing and ewers in bedrooms, no foot- 
pans, hip-baths, shower-baths, &c. They do not dabble 
in dirty water, defiling a great quantity. .Thejy wash 
under a stream of water, running from a fountain, 

; ,urn, or ewer, A handful serves to moisten the soap 
• and to rub with it, and a couple more rinse it com
pletely off. The fountains are placed in the pas
sages, staircases, &c. By the mosques, and in the 
streets, they are so arranged that, by sitting on a step, 
you can wash the feet and the head. Wlfen you wash 
in a room, one attendant brings the basin, laen, with 
its pierced cover and kneels before you; another the 
ewer, ibrih, with its long, narrow neck to pour the 
water.* In the bath, steam and pe^rspiration cleanse,

.. * I find the most convenient substitute, a vase holding about
two gallons of water, with a spo^t like that of a tea-urn, only 
three times the length, placed on a stand about four feet high, 
with a tub below : hot or cold water can be used ; the water may 
be very hot, as the stream that flows is small. It runs for a 
quarter of an hour, or twentj minutes. The Castilian soap
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and two or three large saucerfuls suffice for rinsing ; 
— fifty persons may be bathed with the *water that 
serves to fill our trough for washing one.

What a difference it makes in domestic comfort to 
be certain that every person around you, and every 
thing you touch and eat are absolutely clean! After 
this manner of life, the habits of Europe are most 
painful; you are constantly oppressed with the touch, 
or sight, or- knowledge of things which, by the Euro
pean, are not considered clean, and submitted to as 
unavoidable. I t would but faintly describe my im
pressions to say, that I  felt as if passing from, a 
refined to a rude condition of society. Neither do we 
know how fco cultivate or handle the body. One of 
the first thoughts was, “ What shall I do in sickness?” 
All Europe’s seductions and luxuries put together will,; 
not make up for this one. •

The European is clean,^in so far as he is so, for 
appearance ; he has clothes and shoe-brushes, black
ing, starch, smoothing-irons, &c.; in these consist his 
neatness* *The clean shirt is put upon the dirty 
body ; the hands and face being alone open to the air 
and*sun and the eyes of the neighbours, are washed. 
Nothing is filthy that is unseen.f The Eastern has

should he used in prffference to the made-up soaps of England. 
Of English soaps, the common yellow washing soap is the best. 
N.B. A clean sheet on the dressing-room floor and no slippers. ,
. * “ Neat,” and “ proper,” are two words which we have 

changed from their original sense to cleanliness.
Granting that the English are tolerably clean in the matter 

of their faces and hands, their ^houses and clothes, it must be
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no brush or blacking; no care is expended or expense 
incurred for neatness. He has his religious ablutions 
for prayer.* He will not tell you that he washes 
for his comfort or his health,, but because it would 
be a sin not to do so. ''

Whatever proceeds- from the body is impure.; to 
touch anything with it is sinful, were it even a beast. 
To spit on a dbg is jyicked. f  * If by act or accident 
the Mussulman is reiTdered unclean he has to wash 
himself. The soiling of his carpet, may entail the 
ablution of the whole body ; while it remains unper- 
fprmed he is ipso facto excommunicated—can take 
part in no ceremony, say no prayer. He is strictly 
in the sci’iptural sense “ unclean.” All injunctions 
of the same sort are in like manner enforced. These 
are the first lessons taught the child, and become a 

’ second nature ; and, re-acting on the belief from which

confes.sed that they do not seelh sufficiently impressed with the 
importance of keeping their whole bodies clean. Suppose the 
English were the cleanest people in the w ^ld, it  would be 
fearful to think, when we know what they are/lhow dirty the 
rest of the world must he.”—Family Economist, p. 40.

* The abdest of the Mussulman consists in washing hands to
the elbow, feet, face, and neck, five times a day in cold ^ater
without soap. The wadhan of the Jews is only three times,
and does not extend to the feet. The priests washed feet and
hands. */
.. t  Spitting, blowing the nose, weeping, or perspiring, do not 
entail as acts, the necessity of ^hlution, which follows every 
other secretion. While a sore runs, they are defiled and can
not pray. I f  they have not spoiled their abdest, the washing 
before prayerd need not be repeated, but the abdest is spbiled 
by a tear, or by perspiration. %
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. they spring, give to it that surprising hold over the 
mind. They pass through life, generation after gene
ration, "without probably a single instance of the in
fringement of rules brought into operation every hour 
of the day.

Following the instinct of the dog, an^ obeying the 
injunction of the ceremonial law,* their canon law 
inhibits defilement of the public roads, the streets, 
water-tanks and courses, fruit-trees, and any places 
which serve for resort, shade, repose, or retreat, t   ̂In 
“ Hadji Baba” is a ludicrous account of the perplexities 
of a Persian in one of the modern adaptations of civi
lization to cleanliness—his ineffectual attempts, to get 
at the gushing water, his inability to work the ma
chinery or comprehend the purpose. In th a t‘part 
of their house there is a water-cock for Use. The 
flooring is of marble—the water falls and runs, and * 
high wooden pattens are u^ed. ‘ The outer cloth gar
ments are left outside—the ample sleeves are tucked 
up. If there *j3e no fixed pipe a- ewer is at hand, 
and a servdiht waits outside with, basin, ewer, and 
napkin. In consequence of the offices attached to 
every mosque, their cities do not present offensive 
smells, disgusting filth and revolting indecency. One 
hand is set apart for noble, the other for ignoble 
service. The left hand on its dying day has not so 
much as touched the mojithj the right is in equal 
ignorance of other parts of the body. This is the

* Oeufc. -xxiii. 12.
t  See D ’Ohsson, vol. ii. p, 8, 58.
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natural sense of the words : “ Let not thy right hand 
know what*thy left hand doeth.”*

I have not hesitated to allude to matters which 
our false refinement forbids to mention, and thus the 
sensibility given us to put away what is impure is 
diverted merely to its concealment. The reader must 
fill up this faint sketch from his imagination, and 
when he has done so, he will understand why an 
Eastern cannot endure Europe, and why Christians 
amongst Mussulmans are called ‘'dogs.” t  ••

Why should the ladies of the East have enjoyments 
from which ours are debarred, and sensations too of 
which they know nothing ? It may be said the 
Turkish ladies so make up for their “ exclusion from 
society : ”—they have no balls or operas, morning 
concerts or fancy fairs, and therefore they take up 

■with these merely.sensual indulgences. They would. 
no more exchange their bath for your balls, than you 
would your balls for a Yankee camp-meeting. There

* The defilement attached to the secretions|^s conveyed in 
the natural sense of the antithesis used by Christ (Matt, xv., 
Mark vii.), between “ what proceedeth from a man,” and “ what 
entereth into a man.” •

t. I  was desirous to bring to Europe a young Turk, and he 
was nothing loath : his mother, however, made objections, which 
lo o u ld n o t  get from him. At last, he said, “ You must talk 
to her yourself.” I  went consequently) and when I  introduced 
the subject, raising up her two arms before her face as they do 
when depressed or abject, with the hands turned down and 
wringing them, she exclaimed : Va i ! V a i! are not your ships 
made fast under my windows, and do I  not see how the Fmnks 
wash 1 ” . .
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is Bd necessity for exchange. Why. not have both ? 
Would it be no comfort^ no pleasure, n(f benefit to 
an English lady  ̂ on. retiimihg from a- ball, and before 
going to bed, to be able, divested of whalebone and 
crinoline, and - rdbed jas ‘an.Atalanta, to-.dnter marble 
chambers .with mosaid .floors, and be Vefreshed and- ■ 
purified from the ..toil she bas..undergone,'and -pre
pared for .the soft enjoyment! of. the '.-rdst' ’ fehe-' seeks 1 
The han^ngi tgardens'-of "Babylon w.ere devised by- 
the love of Nature’ll of a Median woman!; thd-^palaces 
and grovei  ̂ of the Azahra laid out by the taste of 
a Numidian :—-why should not England owe to the 
delicacy of an Englishwoman * the restoration! of the 
thermcB?! *1 • r . • ■ "

Our intercourse with The lower | orders is  broken off 
by there. being no settled occasioii on which we are 
in contact with them, and by the.want, of cleanliness* 
in their persons. Here both classes are constantly 
brought into the presence of' each others Contempt 
and distaste Are removed on one^ side,̂  degradation 
and irritaticlh on .the other : they know one another: 
thQ intercourse of various ranks requires-and sus
tains a style and demeanour' which strike all Euro-

•  A plan ha^ recently been successfully adopted for drying 
horses after hunting.^' Two men, one on each' side, throw i over 
him'buckets of water as hot as he can hear ifc ; he is then scraped 
and rubbed with chamois leather, the head and ears carefully 
dried with a p tb er , and his ckthing p^^ on. . In twenty jnlnutes 
he is perfectly dry, and there is no fear of, his breaking out̂  
agaip : the old plan of rubbing him dry took from one to two 
hours of very hard work, and he generally brote out once or
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peans, who are astonished that the bearing of the 
peasant is fs courtly as that of the Pasha : he is as 
clean as the Pasha. Think .of a country where dif
ference of rank makes no difference of cleanliness! 
What must Easterns think of us where the* differ
ence of condition can be traced—in speech, manner, 
and washing. The bath is of,as great value to the 
society as to the individual. A political economist, 
glorifying hii age, exoiaim.s —̂  “ Augustus in all his 
splendour had neither glass for his window'' nor a - 
shirf to his back.” The slave and the beggar in 
Rome were daily in the enjoyment of . luxuries which

I no European monarch knows.
. There is an impression that the bath is weaken

ing. We can test this in three wa^s; its effects 
on those debilitated by disease, on those exhausted 
by fatigue,' and on those who are long exposed 
to it.

. 1. In affection of the lungs and intermittent fever, 
the bath is invariably had recourse tQ» against the 
debilitating nightly perspirations. The  ̂ iJjmperature 
is kept low, not to increase the action of the heart 
or the secretions; this danger avoided, its effect*is 
to subdue by a healthy perspiration in a waking 
state the unhealthy one in sleep. Nq one ever heard

twice, and would often be found in a profuse sweat at twelve 
or one o’clock at night. The bath might be adopted for horses. 
The Muscovites used to mount from the dinner table on horse
back ; at present we shampoo our horses, and clear off the epider
mis, while we bestow no such care ̂ n our own bodies.

VOL. II. .
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of any injury from the bath. The moment a per
son is ailing he is hurried off to.it. *

2. After long and severe fatigue—that fatigue such 
as we never know—successive days i and nights on 
horseback—the bath affords the, most astonishing 
relief. Having' performed long . journeys on. horse
back, even to the extent of ninety-four hours, with
out taking rest, I  know by experience i ts , effects in 
the extremest cases., • ^

A Tartar, having an hour to rest, prefers j a. bath to 
sleep. He enters as if drugged.with opium',’and Ihaves 
it; his senses .cleared, and his strength restored as much 

.as if.he had slept for several hours. This is not to ' 
he attributed to the .heat or moisture alone, but to 
the shampooing, which in such cases is of an ex
traordinary nature* • The Tartar sits down and (loubles 
himself u p ; the shampooer (and he selects the most 
powerful man) then. s;^rings with his feet on his 
shoulders, cracking his vertebrae; with all his force 
and weighlf^he pummels the ’whole back, and then 
turning hitu on his back and face, aided by a second 
shampooer, tramples on his body and limbs : the 
Tartar then lays himself down for half an hour; 
and, perhaps, though that is not necessary, sleeps. 
Well can I recall the hamam doors which I have 
entered, scarcely able to drag one limb after the other, 
and from which } hayg sprung into my saddle again, 
elastic as a sinew and light as a feather. .
• You will see, a Hammal (porter), a man living 

only on rice, go out of pne of those baths where he
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has been pouring with that perspiration which we think 
must prostrate and weaken, and take up His load of 
five hundred-weight, placing it unaided on his back.

■3. The shampooers spend eight ►̂hours daily , in the 
steam ; they undergo great labour there, shampoo
ing,- perhaps, a dozen persons, and are remarli;ably 
healthy. They enter the bath at eight years of age: 
the duties of the youpger portion are light, and, j chiefly 
outside in the haU to* which the bathers retire after 
the bath ; still, there they are from that tender age.., 
exposed to the steam and heat, so as to have their 
strength broken, if ■ the bath were debilitating. The 
best shampooer Under whose hands J  have ever been, 
.was a man whose age was- given me as ninety, tind 
who, from eight years of age, had fbepnj daily eight 
hours in the bath. This was at the natural batlis 

'of Sophia. -I might adduce in like manner the su^r- 
bakers in London, who jn  a '-temperature- not- less 
than that of the bath, undergo great fatigue, and are 
also remarkably healthy. «•

The Romans furnish another example.* Unlike the 
Arabs, who restrict its use to once a week, they went 
into it daily. The temperature was gradually raised, 
until in the time-of Nero it came to be excessive. 
Their habits in other respects were not such as to 
be conducive to 'health, and must .have disqualified 

* them for enduring the bath : if it  did debilitate, it 
served therefore as an antidote to their manner of 
life, and relieved the excess of the Patrician, a? it 
does to-day the fatigue of the- Tartar.

F 2
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Life is chemical and galvanic, but. both these agen
cies result in, and depend upon, motion :*the vessels 
are constructed for conveying fluids,'the muscles for 
generating power. Thus, shampooing exerts over, the 
human body a-power analogous to that of drugs ad
ministered by the mouth. A blow which kills, a pos- • 
ture which benumbs ;—pressure, whicl\ in long disease 
becomes a chief obstacle to recovery, exercise which 
gives health and strength—ai^. all evidences of the 
influence of motion over our system.

Who has not experienced in headaches and other 
pains, relief from the most unartful rubbing \ You 
receive a blow, and involuntarily rub the part. Cold 
will kiU;»the remedy is brandy and friction. The 
resources of this process‘surely deserve to be deve
loped with as much care as that which has been be
stowed upon the Materia Medica. Where practised,* 
human sufiering is relieve!^ obstructions are removed, 
indigestion is cured, -paralysis and diseases of the spine, 
&c., arising f i ^  the loss of muscular power, are within 
its reach, ^hile they are not under the control of 
our medicines. Here is a new method to add to 
the* old. Wherever it can be employed, how much 
is it to be preferred to nauseating substances taken 
inijo the stomach.; how much must the common prac
tice of it tend to preserve the vitality of the whole 
frame! Even if disregarded as an enjoyment of health, 
it ofiers a solace which ought to be invaluable in the 
ey» of a medical man, as of course it must be of the 
patient. We have all to play that part.
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Where the practice is familiar, it is used not merely 
in the bath, but upon all occasions. I t is to be 
found without the bath, as among ,the Jlindoos, some 
Tartar tribes, the Chinese, and the Sandwich islands: 
— the latter presents one of the most remarkable of 
■phenomena. The 'different .ranks are thpse of dif
ferent stature. i The chiefs are sunk in sloth and 
immorality ; and y^t it is not. they, who, like the 
grandees ofi Spain, afe-the diminutive and decrepit 
race ;—they are .shampooed.* A* practice which our 
epicures and our istoicî , our patients and our doc
tors, w ouldturn up I the nose at, counteracts, the 
consequences 1 of gluttony* intoxication, debauchery, 

‘and sloth,’ and supplies !the place of, ,ej:epci?e and 
temperance ; and<a people* which can^hoastmo schopl

* . ‘  ̂ . . 
i * “ The chiefs,of either sex are, with very few exceptions,

remarkably tall and corpulent. For this striking peculiarity 
various reasons may be suggested . . ; . But in addition to

. any or hll of these possibilities ■ one thing is certain, that the 
easy and, luxurious life of â  chief has , had ^ery considerable 
influence in the m atter: he or she, as the ^ a^  may be, fares 
sumptuously every day, or rather every hour, and takes little or 
no exercise, vchilo the bonstaht habit of being shampooed after 
every regular meal, anfl oftener,. jf ,desirable or ■ expedient pro
motes  ̂circulation and digestion, without superinducing either 
exhaustion or fatigue. ' ' ' ^

“ 'Whatever'may' be'the'caUsd or causes.of ithe magiutudeiof 
the PatiiCians, the, effect itself so seldom ;fails^to be produced, 
that beyond .all d(^ubt,jbyi^. a*"® almost indissolubly
connected ^together in the popular ̂  mind, the great in person 
being, without the help of a pldy^MpCn words,' great' alsO'in 
power.”^ S iB  Georgb Simpson’s : Voyage romid ihe ,TjJorW, 
vol. ii. p. 51.
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of philosophy, whose nostrils have , never been re
galed by the compounds of Beauvilliers, find whose 
pulse has never been stretched out to a Halden, is 
able to combine the health of the Brahmin with the 
indulgence of the Sybarite, and the frame of the 
gymnast with the habits of the hog. '

Tutner in his Embassy to Thibet, (p. 84), describes 
the gylong or class of priests, ^as “ more athletic ” 
than their countrymen, although they “ lead a life 
in an extreme degree sedentary -and recluse.” They 
perform ablutions in which their compatriots" do not 
join. The physical superiority of the aristocracy of 
England may be owing to a similar cause, cleanliness 
being witlV us a mark of station.

In Denmark, shampooing has recently been hit upon 
as a scientific process, and a college has been insti
tuted, as I understand, with considerable success, for 
the practice of what they are pleased to call medicind 
mechanica.

What am I say of our medical science, what of 
our medical \>ractitioners, what of our philanthropy, 
what of our selfishness, in not having the bath as a 
means of curing disease 1 * Never was a people more 
heroically self-denying or extravagantly insensate. 
We must love the racking of pain, the flavour of drags, 
and the totals of apothecaries’ b ills; for with our 
classical acquirements an(^ love of travel, we cannot

*  “ Balneis calidis constitutis, ut remedium aegrotantibus efc 
lenimijn labore defessis afferantur, qu® san§ ciiratio longS melior 
est quara medici parum periti medela.”
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be ignorant, that all maladies, with the exception of 
epidemical 8nes, were les.s common in Rome than in 
modern; London, notwithstanding. our many advan
tages from the.improved state of'medical knowledge; 
and,that severaf painful diseases common.amongst us 
were exceedingly rare amongst the ancients, and are 
almost unknown in Mahometan countries. There are 
those who are of opinion that contagious disorders, 
“ dreadful scourges ■ of 4he human race, might never 
have taken root, nor if they hadj wcTuld now be, spread 
so \Videly, had the hot bath been in use amongst us.”*

The human body is formed for labour, and requires 
I it, and this labour is accompanied b y  perspiration. 
I t is the safety-valve for the heart,. the,se.wer for 
the secretions.; the scavenger for the skin. Those 
who are ^thrown repeatedly into perspiration, possess, 
•however seldom washed,, many advantages over those 
who have not to undergo severe bodily toil, how
ever often they may use soap and water to the sur
face. , . . *

The bath substitutes an artificial, and easy per
spiration, and this explains the extraordinary fact, 
that the people who use it do not require exeacise 
for health, and can pass from the extreme of indo
lence to that of toil, . •

The functions for . carrying on life are of the 
. nature of a steam-engine, and a chemical apparatus :

* MS. of Dr. Meryon, the only practical and really useful 
essay which I  have seen on the bath, and which, I  trust, w’iU not 
be left on the Shelf. . , ■
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lethal gases are given forth as . from a furnace; 
poisons are produced by, every organ ;*frqm every 
function there is residuum, and the body, while 
soiled by labour, is rusted by repose. This rust, this 
residuum deposits on the skin.

The extremities.,of the vessels' become, charged’
with unctuous m atter;,the deadenedf cellules of the
epidermis are covered with ,a varnish; which is partly
insoluble in water, and. this* internal ,accumulation
and external coating prevent the, skin from perform-r
ing its functions, which are not confined- to those
of shielding the body, but -ari essential to the
chemical processes, within. The skin has, analogous
duties tp ihose of the lungs, supplying, oxygen to the
blood at the extremity of its course, and when most
completely'in need of it. I t has to aid at, the same
time the action of the heart. In its health is their*
health, and its health is cleanliness. Unlike the two•  ̂  ̂ ■ - 
other organs, it is, placed within man’s reach, and̂
confided to his care; and curiously interspersed through
it are glaiSds secreting peculiar odours, that the
touch and sight shall not alone wayn, but a third
sense be enlisted in this guardianship, crying aloud
on every remissnes,s, and charging and reciprocating

•»fevery-neglect.^^ - .
The Russians come out of a bath of 120° to

roil themselves in the snow. This we explained by
the fervour of the circulation, which enables them
to ^withstand the shock. If so, the strong and

*  “ Recte olet ubi nihil olet»”— P lautus.
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healthy might bear it—not the weak and suffering, 
the petogenarian and the ̂  child. The sudden pas
sage from a Russian bath* to a glacial atmosphere, is 
attended by neither shock noi: danger; and far from 
the oppression that would result from the absorp
tion of vital action in the efforts of the heart to 
overcome the violent contraction of the circulation,

* - I • r -  ■
by the''cold, there 'i?' â sense'of ineffable relief. 
You seein’ to iakO'in ^hdUlifow forth your breath 
in mere playfulness, 'no' longer Sependent upon it 
momentarily for life. In fact, the lungs and heart 
are discharged in pa*rt from the toil of that nnceas- 
|ing labour, which, beginning with the cradle, ends 
with the grave. Of what' service must i t  •not be .to 
aid 'a  machine, the efforts o f ' which, ^in the most 
delicate' girl, are equal to a steam-engine'of fourteen' 
"horse-power I f  ■

Who can reflect on this,' and be content with 
meer ■ wonder, nor' bethink' himself ^of the' means

' ‘ ‘ *.
* In the Russian bath 'the heat is obtained,*lihe that of the

Mexicans, by stones heated in a furnace, and on which water is 
thrown. They have seats at different heights, and by ascending 
increase the temperature (the concamerata mdatio, as painted in 

 ̂ the baths of Titus). They have a cold douche, which descends 
from the top of the chamber, and is repeated twice during the. 
bathing. They do not shampoo, but with a bunch of birch, 
with the leaves on, thrash the body all over, laying it along, first 
on the back and then on the face. ,
. + The vessels running through*the skin, would extend in a 

straight line twenty-five m iles: the respiratories coming to the 
surface of the body, and opening through the epidermis, amount 
to seven millions. ' .
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by which the purposes of Nature can be aided, and 
the gifts of Providence enjoyed 1 * *

The bath -has the effect of several classes of 
medicines; that is to say, it removes the symptoms 
for which they are administered ; thus,, it is a cathar
tic, a diuretic, a tonic, a detersive, a narcotic; h u t . 
the effect is produced only whieh there, is cause. 
I t will bring sleep to the patient suffering from in
somnia, but will not, like opium, make, the healthy 
man drowsy ; and relieve constipation without bring
ing on the healthy—as aloes would—nliarrhcea: is
thus a drug, which administers itself according to 
the need, and’brings no after-consequences. .

The opium-like effect has often been remarked, 
and I  have rej)eatedly experienced after, the ibath sen
sations like those i t  produces. If, it has not the 
same power in relieving bodily pain, it haŝ  unques-* 
tionably that of, assuaging mental suffering. I t is‘

* “ The hear^ at every contraction expels about two ounces 
of blood, and^t S x ty  in a minute one hundred and sixty ounces 
are sent forth ; in three minutes the Whole blood (about thirty 
pounds), must pass through the heart, and in one hour this 
taktffe place twenty times. Who,— reflecting on the tissues
to be permeated, the functions to be discharged, the secre-  ̂
tions to be formed from, and the nutritious substances to be 
taken into the cinculating fluid; and reflecting upon how 
soon each particle, each atom of blood, after having been de*' 
teriorated in its constitution, and rendered unfit for the dis
charge of its important duRes, is again driven through the 
lungs, and again aerated,— can retire from the investigation with
out* feelings ennobled, and the w'hole man rendered better!”-^  
Dr. Robertson. .
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quite as natural an impulse amongst Easterns, to 
seek the batti when they are labouring under afflic
tion as when disposed" to give way to gladness. And 
this may be considered as one part of its curative 
virtues,' having the faculty of calming the disturbed 
spirit without extinguishing, and indeed while in
creasing, the dispositions to cheerfulness. '

Reader I .consider tl^at this is not a drug in a 
shop, to be. exhibited by prescription after a visit 
to a patient. I t would be. something if I  su^ested 
a new simple* or an improved plan of administer
ing a known remedy in any one disorder. I t would 
bp much by such a suggestion tn  diminish-in a few 
cases the pains of sciatica or of rheumatism, •the tor
tures of gout- of stone j what I suggest^ is a Imbit, 
one which shall become, when adopted, that of the 
whole people. ’ -'  ̂ -

A bath might be had forgone quarter of the price 
of a glass of g in ; for we have water in more abund
ance, and at a cheaper rate than at Rome,*

'fo substantiate this estimate, I prepdllred some 
calculations, but having visited the baths and wash
houses recently established, 1 ’find the case illustrated 
4o miy hand by practice, and affording an entire 
confirmation of all, and more than, ajl, that I have 
said. It is not long since that there was not a hot 
bath to be got in'"London un4er two shillings; what 
would then have been said if any one had had the 
hardihood to advance, that hot baths might be gat 
for two-pence.? and that bathyig establishments, charg-
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iiig from one penny for cold bath's: up to sixpence, 
should become profitable concerns 1' Suc^ nevertheless 
is the fact. There is here no new idea, no new pro
cess, no new demands : it has simply been’ Suggested 
to build larger establishmentsj and to throw them 
open at a smaller sum; so that we have hitherto been 
deprived of these' advantages through' the* pariial 
blindness of those who have, iq, as far as .they do seb, 
deplored the blindness of *'others, not thinking' that 
probably other films intercepted- their own; sight. -

I will therefore take the result 'obtained in 'these 
baths and wash-houses, as the basis of the ‘ calcula
tion which wish to establish: For- a.. thousand 
baths,'the charge for water varies from'•twenty to 
twenty-eight .shillings ; the coals for fuel from fif
teen to thirty shillings; the" other charges from* fifteen 
to twenty shillings.' , In all these'cases, the lower 
sum is of course' above, what the' chafge -Will be 
when experience has pointed out improvements and 
economy. Taking the most economical of these esta
blishments,* we have baths at the 'rate of fifty shil
lings a thou^nd, that is, at a little -more than a 
halfpenny a piece! The allowance of Water for' each 
bath is forty-five gallons; fuel enters' for pne-third# 
into the charge: reducing these 'charges t o ‘what 
would be incurred in the Turkish bath, there'Would 
be a saving of eight-nij^ths for'the'w ater,'and pro- 
pably five-sixths ’ for J the fuelj and an ̂ entire saving 
for the charge of attendance for -the poorer classes,

■ (the (szKvrovg ^uKvzvaowTn) J thus we should have on
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the thousand baths, the charge for water and fuel 
reduced frofii thirty-five to five shillings; and the 
charge of attendance' being withdrawn from the 
poorer classes, the expense incurred would amount 
to one’ penny for sixteen baths, or four baths’ for a 
farthing.

Here I  am going upon the data , supplied by these 
, bathing, establishments, where the water is furnished 
to them at a very low ^rice, namely, fifteen shillings 
for the • one thousand barrels, of thirty gallons, and 
where the coals consumed are of an inferior quality, 
at nine shillings a ton; and these are the points in 

'which England, and its capital possess such great 
advantages. In these establishments they (sin^urnish 
between one and two thousand baths a-day, at an 
outlay, of 15/. or 16/. a-week; and as the experi
ment has so far so well succeeded, two hundred , of 
Ithem would supply London, at the rate of a bath 
to each person, weekly, for which the weekly expen
diture would be 3000/. or 150,000/.. per annum, 
which would occasion a daily use of 126f000,000 of 
gallons of water. In the Turkish manner, the expen
diture of water would be 15,000,000; and taWng 

. the proportionate saving in fuel, there would be a 
saving of one half the outlay, or 75,000/. a-year; but, 
as the facility thus afforded, and the habits so 
engendered, would lead in our climate, and in our 
circumstances, to a much more frequent use of the 
bath than once a-week, and as it would cofistajjtly 
be had recourse to by thejower orders, without their
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going through the whole process, the establishments 
would have to be proportionately lar|er, and the 
expenditure greater. At all events, it is now no 
longer a theoretical m atter: these baths are in' use, * 
and are extending ; and the question is, whether we 
shall introduce a perfect instead of a defective, 
method—an economical instead of an expensive one. 
But, if this new charge be incurred, we have, on the 
other side, to look forward to the possibility ;,of 
retrenchments in ‘ consequence of the altered habits of 
the people. The one that first presents itself is the 
diminution of maladies, doctors’ and apothecaries’ fees 
and drugs, loss of time from sickness, and attendance; 
— and, hsre, to say nothing of the different value of 
life, the saving for London alone will have to . be 
reckoned by millions. Next are temperance and so
briety. At first sight the connection will not appear 
so immediate ; it will, however, be unquestionable to 
those familia,r with countries where the bath is in use.
I know of n^  country, in ancient or modern times, 
where habfts of drunkenness have co-existed with the- 
bath. Misery and cold drive men tc the pn-shop : 
if lihey had the bath — not the washing-tub, but the 
sociable hamdm, to repair to—this, the great cause of 
drunkenness, woijld be removed.;, and if this habit of 
cleanliness were general, restraints would be imposed 
on such habits by the Jeelings of self-respect engen
dered. '

fjfibbon has indulged in speculations on the conse
quences for Europe that, would have followed^ had
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Charles Martel been defeated on the plains of Tours. 
One I of thdfee eifects would, have been, that to-day in 
London there would be no gin-palaces, and a thousand 
baths. -

In London and its suburbs there are nearly two 
millions of inhabitants; of these, one, million and a 
half at least cannot afford those baths which we Use.* 
Deducting a fifth for infants under forty days old, and 
persons confined to bad;, there would remain twelve 
hundred thousand, so that two: ’hundred thousand 
bodies, which now carry their filth froth the cradle'to 
the grave  ̂ would .be daily washed.. Judging by the 
scale of prices at Constantinople f  or Rome, the cost 
of a bath might, begin from one penny o^ l^yopence, 
and range upwards' to five shillings; jStriking the 
average at sixpence, we should have 5000/. daily, or 

• 1,500,00.0/. per annum. An ordinary, bath “will accom
modate two hundred persons idaily. At Constantinople,

1 ' J .
*  The trough full of hot water called a bath, used to cost in

Iiondon at least one shilling and' sixpence  ̂ so that persons
with less than 200  ̂a year could not afford to‘use them. In Paris,
with fuel and water so much dearer, baths can be had as low
as one-third. The recent washing-houses _ are pomethinĝ  but
only as a commencement, and an earnest. Such contrivances
will not change a people’s taste. ' '

t  Everything is dearer in England th%n in Turkey, except
those things which are wanting for the bath; fuel is at a

.third of the cost, water is infinitely more abundant, and we
have the same advantages over tvery other capital of Europe.
When the charge for the bath was at Rome a quadrant, the
price of wheat differed little froin what it ia at present in
England.
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for a population of five hundred thousand (Turks) 
three hundred are requisite. In CordovJl, there were 
nine hundred; in .Alexandria, when taken by the 
Arabs, there were four hundred. One«thousand baths 
would be required for London, and each woqld have 
for its support 1500/. a-year. The cost of erection 
would be provided, as for hospitals, churches, &c., by 
foundation, donations, bequests, subscriptions, or 
municipal charges. •

The poor of England have never had an opportunity 
of knowing the comfort which is derived on a cold 
day from the warmth imparted by such an atmo
sphere. How many of the wretched inhabitants of 
London, g9  to their chilly homes in the winter months 
benumbed with cold, jind with no means of recovering 
their animal warmth but by resorting to spirits and 
a public-house, fire. The same sixpence which will* 
only procure them a quartern of the stimulant, which 
imparts but a momentary heat, would, if so expended, 
obtain for them at once warmth and refreshment.

Do not ritu away with the idea that it is Islamism 
that prevents the use of spirituous liquors; it is the 
bath. It satisfies the cravings which lead to those 
indulgencies, it fills the period of necessa,ry relaxation, 
and it produces, with cleanliness, habits of self-respect, 
which are incompatible with intoxication: it keeps 
the families united, which prevents the squandering of 
money for such excesses. In Greece and Rorhe, in 
thqjr worst times, there was neither “ blue ruin” nor 
“ double stout.”
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The quantity of malt consumed in former days is 
refen’ed to as a test of relative well-being. This 
I do not deny; ' but there can be' no • question that 
pure water is the most wholesome drink,* as it is 
unquestionable, that if London were Mussulman, the 
operative, a-s the rest of the population, would bathe 
regularly, have a better-dressed dinner for his money,' 
and prefer water tp' vin© or brandy, gin or beer. 
The bath, therefore, would secure at once cleanliness’ 
and temperance, t' ' ' ' * -

W&ere Christianity first appeared, cleanliness, like 
charity or hospitality,'was a condition-of life. Christ 
and' the - apostles went through the legal ablutions.' 
When the relaxation 'took place at the first cpuncil of* 
Jerusalem,' in favour ' of ‘ the Gentiles, j;hese points 
could never have been raised or called in question, for 
in this' respect the habits of the nations were in 
conformity with' the Jewish Jaw. Reference is made 
to it* in the fatherS,f not as h practice only, but as a

•  “ ,T\vo .patients in adjoining beds,- one seve8ty-five, the 
other ^ ty , father and son, were suffering from diseased liver, 
and other effects of intemperance. The attention of the parjy 

‘(the governors, inspecting the Bedford Infirmary) being 'drawn 
to .these cases, I  observed that the elder would recover, and 
the younger would not. ,,0n being asked the grounds for my 
opinion, I said, the one is the son of a beer-drinking, the 
othe.ir of a buttermilk-drinking father. The event confirmed 
my anticipation. During the youth^f the elder, he had never 
tasted beê  ̂or t6a,-r-milk and bdttermilk were.'thfem Ihei people’s ii

 ̂ f - i .1
•f No one entered a church without washing the face and 

hands.— TfiRTuiL. de Oral. cap. ii. • •
VOL. II. '
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duty.* In the primitive Church of England the
bath, was a religious observance : the penitent was in
some cases forbidden its use ; but then cold bathing
was enjoined. Knighthood was originally a religious
institutiony and the. conferring of it is a church
ceremony. The aspirant knight jp '̂epared himself by
the haih. The second distinction which it , is in the
power, of the Sovereign of England to bestow, is
entitled “ The Order of the Bath.” Now, the Sove- . •

Clemens Alexandrinus, prescribing rules to Christiays for 
bathing, gives four reasons; cleanliness, health, warmth, plea
sure.— Pcedag. 1. iii. c. 9. •

* The Mussulmans say, “ the physician is before the Imaum, 
for i f  your bowels arc disordered you cannot play.” Like 
the Romans, they have superseded the physician by the bath. 
The Brahmins jjiold disease to be sinful.

“ What worship is there not in mere washing.! perhaps one 
of the most moral things a man, in common cases, has it in 
his power to do. This consciousness of perfect outer pureness 
— that to thy skin there now adheres no foreign speck of im
perfection— how it radiates -on thee, with cunning syihbolic 
influences, to thy very soul I- Thou- hast an increase of ten
dency towards all good things whatsoever. The oldest eastern 
sages with joy and holy gratitude had felt it to be so, and 
that it was ih e  Maker’s gift and will. I t  remains a religious 
d’lty  in the East. Nor could Herr Professor Strauss, when I 
put the question, deny that for us, at present, it is still such 
here in the West. To that dingy operative emerging from his 
soot mill, what is th e  first duty I  will prescribe, and offer help 
towards^ That he clean the skin o f him. Can he, pray, hy 
any ascertaining method I One knows not to a certainty ; but, 
with a sufiiciency of soap and water, he can wash. Even the 
dull English feel something of this : they have a saying, ‘Clean- 
Iftiess is near of kin to godliness yet never in any country saw 
I  men worse washed, and, in a climate drenched with the softest 
cloud water, such a scarcity of baths.”— Sauerteio-
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reign who confers  ̂ and the knights who receive the 
title, never saw- a real bath in their lives.*

When tesselated pavements of Caldaria,* or frag
ments of Laconicum and Hypocaust come to light in 
our streets or fields, the modern Goth gazes with the 
same sthpid wonder, without the--same respect f with 
which the barbarians of this laud look upon'their 
fathers’ works; — you.can tell them the date of their 

-ruins; they could explain to you^the use of y5urs.
The Romans could recall the .time when their fathers

•  ■ -

• Being present with a Mussulman at one of the most splen
did ceremonies of the Catholic church, I  was anxious to note 
the impression he received. As he was silent, I  pui questions 
to h im ; called his attention to the incense, the ^hants, the 
dresses, the 'white lace over the coloured vestments—but all in  
vain. I  afterwards asked him what 'had beeg passing in his 
mind. ‘He replied, it was very magnificent, adding, “ I  could 
only think of their feet.” . '

t  The Duke of Wellington, notwithstanding the remonstrances 
of the clergyman of the parish^ had the pavement of a hath, 
discovered at Silchester, filled in, because his tenant was an
noyed by people crossing a field to look at it. ^

“ D O  M. The walls, which stranger, you behold, are the 
remains of the baths which the city of Pisa anciently used. 
Of these, consuming time has destroyed the rest, and left only 
the Sudatorium, which, * overturned neither by an innumeral)le 
series of ages, nor by- the injuries of barbarians, allures the eye 
studious of antiquity. Approach and contemplate, and you will 
see the beautiful form of the edifice; you wilF observe-the plan of 
the lights, and how thn heat is sent through tubes. You -adll 
have to complain of no concealment, nor will you affirm that 
anything of this kind can be found more perfect elsewhere. 
And you will teturii thanks to the great DukS Cosmos I I I . ; 
Who, lest, this illustrious monument - should altogether perish, 
made it  his peculiar care and custody.”—‘Inseriptim ow the 
Roman bath at Piia. ‘ •'
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. only washed their hands and their feet ;* the Turks,
the time when their fathers washed neither. We have
to recall the times when our fathers knew what it
was thoroughly to be washed, and to be wholly clean ;
and, reversing the experience of these people, and
combining in our progress their points of departure,
we have arrived at washing hands and feet only, or
washing neither. , .

l^ritain received the bath from the Romans, Ireland- • ,
from the Phoenicians,-!; Hungary from the' Turks, 
Spain from the Saracens|—everywhere it has disap

* “ Nam prisco more tradiderunt brachia et crura quotidie 
abluere quse scilicet sordes opere collegerant.”— S e n e c a , Ep. 8?!

i  3 ^  tl?e merest accident I  made this discovery. A lady 
mentioned to me, “ a practice of sweating,” which she had heard 
of in her childhood among the peasantry. I  subjoin an extract 
o f a letter written in. reply to inquiries.

“ With respect to the sweating-houses, as they are called, I 
remember about forty years, ago, seeing one in  the island 
of Rathlin, and shall try to give you a description of i t :—  
I t  was built of basalt stones, very much in the shape of a 
bee-hive, wijji a row of stones inside, for the person to sit on 
when undergoing the operation. There was a hole at the top 
and one near the ground where the person crept in, and seated 
hitb. or herself; the stones having been heated in the same way 
as an oven for baking bread is j the hole on the top being 
covered with a sod, while being heated; but, I  suppose, re
moved to admit the person to breathe. Before entering, the 
patient was stripped quite naked, and on coming out, dressed 
again in the open air. The process was reckoned a sovereign 
cure for rheumatism and Sll sorts of pains and aches. They 
are fearful-looking things, as well as I remember.”
•;{: In the fifteenth century, baths were still in common use 

> in SpaiJi; for » law of Castile forbids the Moors and the Jews- to 
bathe with the Christians. •
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peared. In Greece it was as common as in Turkey. 
Greece became independent, and the bath took wing.* 
Everywhere throughout Europe the point of departure 
is cleanliness, .the result of progress is filth. How is 
it that a habit so cleanly, associated with edifices so 
magnificent, leading to intercourse of the classes of 
society so useful to the statej-and.conferring on the 
poorer orders so large a measure of comforts and 
enjoyments, should have disappeared, wherever fight, 
learning, taste, liberality have spread? When abs
tractions have got possession of the brain of a people, 
you can no more reckon upon its tastes, than upon 
its acts. ,

What ruler in modern times can maPe *a com
parison otherwise than degrading to hynself between 
the government over which he presides and those of 
'ancient Greece or Rome 1 Can he reflect, without 
taking shame to himself, th*t the heads of the repub
lics of Athens and Sparta, the tribunes, aediles, con
suls, censors, and emperors of Rome,* thought they

■ • *
had not rendered the condition of the poor tolerable, 
unless they had afforded them the gratuitous enjoy
ment of baths, theatres, and game% to make them 
forget for some hours of the day the hardships and 
privations which poverty brings with,*it 1 The boasted 
happiness of the English common people (if, indeed,

♦ A  Greek sailor once sat dowfi to eat with me, with dirty 
hands; observing my look of astonishment^ he said, flourishing 
them, “ No one will accuse me of being TovpKoXarpog (worsbi]»per 
of the Turks).” What kind of people must thakbe whose enemies 
make their patriotism consist in filth ! '
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any one can be hardy enough to vaunt it now-a-days) 
is infinitely lower than was that of the plebeians of 
Greece or Eome.”* ■

The evils of our system do not spring from‘the 
violence of passion, but from fallacies. We, of course, . 
cannot grapple with our .own* fallacies; therefore all 
that philanthropy and science can do, is to try to 
heal, one by one, the sores which legislation engen
ders wholesale. The bath is an idea which the 
simplest mind may grasp ; it is a work which industry, 
not genius, is required to accomplish. We found 
hospitals for the sick, We open houses of refuge for the 
destitute; we have recently been engaged in finding 
nightly‘shelter for the homeless ; wash-houses- have 
even been est;{iblished. How many are anxious to 
find some sort of holiday, or innocent recreation, for 
the classes, whose commons we have enclosed, and' 
whose festivities we have, put down; — how many 
seek to raise the lower orders in the moral and social 
scale 1 A war is waged against drunkenness, immo
rality, and‘filthiness in every shape. Here is the 
effectual weapon !—here is an easy and a certain cure! 
I t fs no speculation oî  theory; if it were so, it would 
easily find apostles and believers. .

The good-will and means that run to waste through 
our not knowing how to be clean, are enormous. A 
small town in the New* Forest, with Roman daring, 
planned a bath as a work of public utility, but built 
it with English coin, of which it took 8000/. There

* Dr. Ttferyon. .
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are, steam-apparatus, reservoirs for sea-water,* &c. It 
was a model bathing establishment. It is now selling • 
as bricks and old iron! Close ‘ by there are large 
boilers for evaporating salt, over which, at the cost . 
of >a few planks, a Russian vapour-bath might have 
been had. The use of the vapour was not unknown. 
The]̂ e. were persons who repaired thither for cutane
ous and other , disorders, and were cured. '

Consider the heat and steam throughout the manu
factories of England, which the instinct of a Russian 
boor, or Laplander, or Red Indian would apply for the 
benefit of the'miserable population engaged in’ those 
works, and now allowed to run to sheer waste. The 
filthiest population exists,* with the most* extensive 
means of cleanliness. A nation that boasts of its 
steam, that is puffed up with its steam, that goes by 

'steam, does -not know how to use steam to wash its 
body, even when it .may be,had gratis.

The people that has not devised the bath, cannot 
deserve the character of refinement, anji (having the 
opportunity) that does not adopt it, thtit of sense. 
Servility, however, we do possess, and any person of 
distinction has it in his power to introduce it. That 
which all de.spise, when »only a thing of use, will be 
by all rushed after when it becomes a matter of

* That horrid' sea-water in which a savage will not bathe 
unless he has fresh water to rinse Jjimself, is one of the infatua
tions that utterly bewilder one. Bathers of course in the sea get 
air and exercise, but do not imagine that there is virtue in 
impure water, or sense in exposure of delicate forms to colT and 
chill. . •
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.  .  . ^ 'fashion. The sight of a bath of a new fashion, and
enjoyed by another people, has impelled me to make 
this endeavour to regain it for my own. Is Europe 
ever to remain on the map, the black spot of filth ? 
Can she owe the bath only to the Roman sword or 
Moorish spear I Must she  ̂now await the Cossack 
lance 1 After ridicule for warning, the day may come 
that I shall suffer reproach for deprecating the event, 
and it will be said to me, “ •T’Aese barbarians, who, 
Providence-like, have come to compose our tr.Qubles; 
Roman-like, to teach'us to be clean.”
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CHAPTER IX.

THE HELOT.

T hree days which I spent at Dar el Baida were,, 
occupied in a hot contest with my soldiers, and every 
person in the town seemed to have got involved on 
the one side or the other. They insisted on my 
returning straight by the sea-road to RaUal  ̂ The 
ingenuity and perseverance they displaced was of the 
highest order, considering that every step they took 
'was a failure. Their object was to get back as soon 
as they could; but, as t h ^  dared neither leave nor' 
constrain me, I successfully opposed the vis inertue to 
all their devices. At last they gave iii, declaring they 
were ready to accompany me when, whert, and how 
■I liked ; but, just as we were setting forth, and were 
all assembled on horseback near the only gatd, I 
discovered a fresh plot to frustrate a boar-hunt, which 
I  had fixed for the following* day. ,

I slipped off my horse, and gliding round a corner, 
and otherways deceiving theij vigilance or observation,
I got away without being observed by any one, for 
the whole of the inhabitants were collected to,see 
the start. There was byt this one gate; but in
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my archaeological researches I had discovered a part 
of the wall which was scalable: I mad^ for it, got 
over, and dropped on the Other side. After sitting 
on their horses’ backs for better than an hour, and 
fatiguing their poor necks, they got' alarmed, insti
tuted a search, ransacked the town, and were at their 
wits’ end, when a gardener entered, the gate with his 
ass, bearing a load of mussels, which, he informed 
them “ the Nazarene ” had gathered on the rocks ofl' 
the “ point.” They now started in pursuit, accom
panied by every person in the place who could muster 
a horse or mule. I was seated on the top of the 
promontory as they galloped up. I was prepared for a 
frantic §ceipe, but the first glimpse, as their faces came 
in sigh^ over the cheek of the hill, satisfied me that 
tliey had passed into a new phase. I had entered 
on the hereditary privileges of a saint or madman. • 
I was adjured and entreated, and suffered myself to be 
lifted on the horse brought for me, and from that 
hour experienced nothing but affability,- and the 
readiest assent to whatever I proposed. At the boar- 
hunt ne;st day they mustered on foot, stripped off their 
sulstos and haiks, ready to join in the sport, and one 
of them sent a bullet through a boar’s heart.

After a few days spent in hunting, we were at our 
last bivouac^ before entering Rabat; and again amongst 
the Ziaida, we entered a douar without parley, 
tnisting to Sheik Tibi’s authority, but were bluntly 
tol4 that they had “ no room.” After some talk, 
our men marched out of the circle, and commenced
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unloading the camek fifty' yards off. I was de
lighted at ttie thought of a quiet night away from 
the cattle, dogs, and “ Lancasterian m e t h o d b u t  
this was only a ruse. Presently a chief came out, and 
seized in his arms the pole, with the pendant roof 
ready to be stretched. Our people, after a simulated 
attempt to pitch, yielded, and tent and baggage were 
carried into the centre. Some of. the tribe inquiring 
who and what we were, a grotesque* attendant, with 
a face like a mask, and a mouth like a cavern, re
plied instantly, “ This,” pointing to me, “ furnishes 
the Sultan with guns, gunpowder, and balls, for he is 
a great friend of his. This,” pointing to !Mf. Sernya, 

is the representative of the seven kings of* Christen-'
dom, and I am Abd Rachman of Sus.” I asked . •
how it could come into his head, to say that I fur- 
‘nished guns and gunpowder to the Sultan 1 He an
swered, “ 1  wished to makg them know that it whs 
good for us that you were here, auj^ I spoke what 
they could comprehend.”

Here was a living hieroglyphic, exactly l,he manner 
in which the old Egyptians took, to figure things 
in lines and drawings. What they looked to, Vas 
the phantasm produced upon the mind. Haniio, in 
his Periplus, the moment he turned Cape Spartel, 
comes upon flocks of pasturing elephants, and these 
elephants were unknown to, the Egyptians, as they 
were unknown amongst the Greeks, until Alexander 
sent one home. Consider then the enormous prices 
paid for ivory ; how completely the Phoenicians kept
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the ancients in ignorance of the sources of the supply 
even in their neighbourhood. But I  refer to this, 
not on account of the ancient quadruped population 
of ilauritania, or the commerce of the Mediterra
nean, or the traffic of the Phoenicians, but as illus
trating the hieroglyphic method of introducing me 
by my Breber attendant. The first notice that we 
have of the elephant, is amongst the Ethiopian tribute 
to Tothmas the Third; that is to say, I  find there 
the elephant, though there are no signs of it in the 
figures. There are tw o, bulls with curious little 
heads of Blackamoors between the horns, which at the 
extremity are divided as if they were antlers.* Now 
in this I  Bead “ Elephant.” The tusk in all ancient 
languages waŝ  called horn, the trunk hand. The 
painter had to represent a “ buU with horns and 
hands.”t  But as bulls had already horns, there was' 
nothing remarkable ther^inr How to give a bull 
a hand was a ijatter of some difficulty. By placing 
the little human head upon the centre of the fore-

* This group ralty be seen in plaster, full size, in the British 
Mus’ um, ^

f  Heeren quotes the hand-like horns, in support of a 
theory of his, that the Africans artificially trained the horns of 
cattle, and he infers* from the absence of the elephant in this 
procession, that that animal had not then been rendered service
able to man. M • ^

“ Long-horned cattle, whose heads' are ornamented with the 
hands and heads of Negroes, probably artificial. They would 
scarcely have decapitated their own people to adorn their offering 
to a foreign prince.”— WiLKiNsoii’s Thebes, vol. ii. p. 224.
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head, the symbolical character of horn and hand was 
achieved. *

Dui’ing the discussion respecting our admission to the 
douar, the word “ Helot,” was shouted out by a sharp 
lad, who insisted on taking me under his protection. 
This was the gist of the matter—we were Helots, 'and, 
I wondered if it was some Spartan mode of expressing 
contempt. It* was the very Spartan word, and the 
Helots of Laconica and the Kabyles of Algeria are de
rived from the distinction—of which I was now made 
aware—between the Ziaide el Gaba and the Ziaide

4

Helots, and which J suppose would be more, accurately 
rendered Ziaide el Oahal and Ziaide el Loto.

I

Marmol speaks of them as a tribe; he ss-yg, “ The
whole country between Fez and Morocco is peopled
with Beribas and Helots, who, are a mixture of
Africans and Arabs, besides other powerful Arab
tribes who possess the country, and pasture their
flocks between Fez , and the sea. The two most . • * •
powerful races of Mauritania and Tangitana, are the 
Ibue Maliks Sophean, and the Helots. They furnish 
11,000 horse to the Sultan.”

In our boar-hunting expeditions, we constatitly 
stopped to gather blackberries from' a tree between 
the olive and the myrtle, which, afterwards, when I 
had the opportunity of consulting authorities, I found 

.to be the very Lotus* ^
‘O 8e Kapiros rfKKos Kvapos nfiraiverai wairep oi fiorpves, pera^dX- 

Xa>v T&s xpoi^s. 4>veToi Se KaSdntp ra pvpra jrnpaXXi/Xa, •nvKVOt o n  rc3i 
fiXacrrav, etrOiopevoi be ip toIs Ao>TO(j)dyois KaXovpipois yXvKvs> fiBvs, ko'i 
d&tpijs.— TnEornii. 1. iv. c. 4. •
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Add to Loto the Arabic, article, and you have 
at once Heloto, Helot. Unless I had l?een particu
lar in my inquiries, I should have imagined that 
Heloto was* the name of a people. A descriptive 
term derived from the tree may, have therefore been 
applied in' Greece, and mistaken by travellers in 
Sparta, or commentators at Athens, just as this has 
been mistaken by Marmql and Bochart. ̂

The turpentine-tree had also the same name, eloth, 
apd it is curiou'b that the same learned- critic has 
derived the names of the two. Jewish roots, Troni*

• V

exactly the same distinction as that which prevails 
between the two branches of the Zia'ide. Eloth from 
the trqp, Jizion Gaber from the rocky nature . of the 
country.* He traces the etymology by a different 
process, which I  will not follow. I content myself 
with the coincidence of results. ,

There was a plant of the name as well as a tree. 
The Egyptian Lotus was a stock that came up by 
the water with a head like a poppy, containing 
grains like •millet. They were allowed to ferment, 
and then dried and pounded. It was the lightest 
and* pleasantest of bread when eaten, warm; but, like 
Indian corn, became heavy and indigestible when cold. 
Those who lived qn it suffered from no diseases of the 
stomach. I t was therefore considered a cure for all these. 

The tree was the object of religious veneration.

* “ Nomeii Elaik etiam Eloth est a terebinthis, qusa arbor est 
frequens, &c.”— G h a n a  a n ,  lib. i. c. 43.

“ A vicinia talis alicujus pax«ae dicta est Aeiow (?a5er,— Ibid.
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was brought to Italy a t a'very early kge.* It’was 
planted in the temenas of temples. The deities so 
distinguished were those peculiarly Asiatic. One at 
the temple of Dima Lucina, was four hundred and 
fifty years old in the time of Augustus :i it was called 
Capellata, because the Vestal Virgins brought them 
and concentrated their hair.' Another, equally remark
able for. its enormous roots, stood- by the temple of 
Vulcan. The word lotdphagoi was derived from the 
tree, not the plant, for Pliny applies to the tree what 
Homer has said of the lotus and its fruit. The plant 
has played a part in nomenclature, such as .no other 
can aspire to, not Oven the laurel, cedar, myrtle, 
piatanus, or oak—giving its name to a popple in 
Homeric time, and continuing to do so after thirty 
centuries. I t  may not therefore be so extrava
gant to look for traces of the name, to the north 
of the Mediterranean, whither not only the Phoeni
cian rites, but the tree itself had been transplanted.

The origin of the Helots is a mystery : tlie Doric 
conquerors of Laconia subjugated the ofiginal inha
bitants, and these are distinguished into two Classes, 
the Perioikoi,. and the Helots; the Perioikoi,* or 
“ Dwellers around,” was a general tOrm applying to 
the Messenians, and Laconians. The Helots being

* The wood was used for the gaudies of swords and daggers, 
and for musical instruments ; the hark served to colour leather, 
the joot to dye ^ool.— P u n t , Nat. Hist. 1. xx i. c. 21.

Virgil speaks of the myrtle as furnishing weapons for ^ ar, 
and the Swiss sUll use it for dyeing and tanning,
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distinguished from them, must have been of a different 
race.* . .

The fables, which strangers coming to Sparta report 
of their manners, and their introduction into public 
festivals, preserves to us -distinct features and charac
ters which, as Muller suggests, identify them with 
those people of Asia Minor who worshipped the 
Great Mother.

Such a- connexion might in some degree account 
for that very extfaordinary event, the colonization ®f 
Cyrena by Spartans, which is the reverse of the 'cur
rent of ancient colonies. I t furnishes also a key to 
the idea'of the people of Judaea, of their relationship 
with thp Spartans. When the Jews sent ambassadors 
to- Rome, they directed them to go and salute their 
brethren at iSparta.

Commentators and etymologists have endeavoured 
to explain the fact *away, but the shout of the child 
in this sheepfold,,while pointing,* “ There Helots;” f 
and “ Here El Gabaj” seems to me to throw light 
upon porticsis of Greek history, which Thucydides has 
not elucidated, and which Potter a^d . Fuller have 
not* explained,, and on passages o  ̂ the Maccabees 
and Josephus; which Michaelis has amended and 
explained into nonsense and confusionj

* By submitting to Spartan discipline, Helots became 
Spartans— Zeles apud Btoh. Florileg, 40, 8.

In  the Messinian war, a Helot was taken to replace each 
Spaftan who had fallen. They were called Epunactce. 

t  Chrest. Arabe vii.—xt. p. 28^. ,
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As to the name Helot, we are left equally in the 
dark. That*t was not their own name for themselves 
is shown by the etymology suggested, and no one would 
accept it, but because he can find no other. The deri
vation from the town Helos  ̂is ungrammatical, and 
Avould only, shift the difficulty of admitting its deri
vation from the participle of the verb “ to* capture f  
the word, however, occurs in another shape. There 
was a festival called. Heloteia—the Helotean—the fes
tival of the Loto. It was held in Cfete (a Phoenician 
settlement). I t was to commemorate the rape of the 
Phoenician Europa. Here is a new puzzle. Again 
is introduced the easy expedient of th e  participle 
then it is supposed that the Phoenicians •called a 
virgin Helotes. Bochart exposes the absurdity of 
these suggestions, and remarks that Europa was no 
longer a virgin when she came to Crete. He derives 
it from Halloth, Hebrew for̂  epithalamium, forgetting 
his own objection of the minute before, and more
over that her marriage could not well be celebrated 
after her death; besides, there was another festival 
called Heloteia at Corinth, where there was no ques
tion of “ virgin,” or of “ capture,” or of “ marria^.” 
It was held to commemorate the staying of a plague. 
Having then swept away all these suppositions, let us 
see what the Heloteia was. It was a festival in 
honour of Europa. The boves were carried in pro
cession, and surrounded by an enormous wreath or 
garland, thirty feet in circumference. This garlapd 
had a name : it was Hellotis^

VOL. II.
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I t  was not uncommon to designate festivals after 
the garlands which surrounded the objects, of vene
ration. That for the return of the Heraclidm was 
called Stemmataia, from the garlands round, the figure 
of thp rafts upon’ which they came into Peloponnesus. 
It is said, indeed, that the Heliotis was a. garland pi 
myrrh. The Loto is very like myrrh. The Greeks 
adopted the jnyrrh itself from the Easterns. I t  was 
appropriated to funeral ceremonies. I t is mentioned 
by Jlehemiah as'pne of the four trees used in the 
festival of the tabernacles, and classed with the falm, 
the olive,, and, the fir,. In tiq  traditions of Arabia, 
Adam fell from Paradise with three things—“ A brancfi 
of myjrl^ a date, and an, ear of corn. ’̂

The word is found, little altered, scattered all over
•  * '

Greece. There is the district of Elatea in Epirus, 
Elatea city of Phocis, Helos in Laconia, Helos again 
in Macedonia, Laitaa on^lhe Sperchius, and Hellopia 
is so often repeated; that' i t ’must have been a generic 
term. It applies to one third of the island of Euboea, 
I t is also*a town there. I t is found, again to the 
south-east of the Pindus, and it is the name given 
to*the distric|i of Pordona. But it, does not stand 
alone. The multitude of Phoenician, and Hebrew 
names could ne.ver have been found' there, unless it 
had been inhabited some pme ^by tribes speaking the 
Qne or., the other language ; as for instance, the Laleges, 
the Bryges, and the Helots. The twin tefm to Loto 
hag played a not less important part. I t  has pene
trated into all the languages of Europe, ani is spread
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over a large jportion of what to the ancients was the 
known world. It is kill to be traced in the name 
of the mountains, Avhich were the limit between the 
Phoenician and Celtic races. We, hav,e it in Gabii 
of the Etruscans; we have it in the centre of Africa ; 
we have in the Holy Land, Gaba, Geba,- Gabala, 
Gibeon,* Gibbethon, G^eaK,\ G'ebal,\ the Gabenes. 
The Solymi in Asia Minor (who we are ^old spoke 
Hebrew) are called by Strabo Cabailes,.̂
ffo(Q the rugged nature of their country. Gabatha 
was a Hebrew terra for’ rugged countries, || also for 
stones, thence for ‘ building, and thence Gebil was 
builder; this was then used as an bpithet of God—the 
“ master-builder."! Thus, Gavel-hind**'tihi Gibelee, 
tobacco (lotchia),' Gybele-\i\i^ her crown, of towers,-ft

* “ A city situated on a hill.”— D̂ennis.
‘f  There were two places so called. “ It is certain there was 

a place called Criheah on a Tiill near Keijath Jearim.”— Onnon.
X The same name occurs in Josephus : Gilalene— Gabale—  

Pliny. From the same place Solomon had his stone cutters, 
Giblites.— Brown. See Wilson’s “ Lands of the Bible,” vol. ii. p. 40. 

§ Derived by Boehart from Gdhala. *
II Be yAwo’ca  VdBapa Xtyft to vs  \i6o<rrpd)T0Vt, i>t ol 'EPpaiot

To/Sada TOTTovs XtdoffTpatTovs.— T zetzes, Chil, 8 Hist. 216. ,
IT Master-builder, algabil whence Heliogabalus.
*♦ Gavel-kind, a word Arabic and Teutonic, signifying what' 

it  is, “ tribe-children.” ,, .
f t  The name is attempted to be derived from Kym-b), because 

she made her followers bow their heads. This is nonsen^cal. f  
have shown elsewhere that hupto and^wpto come from the Moorish 
term tapia. Gaballa, in the old Spanish dictionaries, is given for 
vMO'het-plaxe. The alcavnla was ten per • cent.̂  imposed at the
market on all sales.

H 2‘
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the Gahelles of France and Caljallus, Cheval,
Cavalry, &ci; the strength of the . Gabyle is esti
mated at the number of horse.* As the Ziaida are 
called Helbto from the woody country, so were their 
cognate tribes in^Laconia ; and as the Ziaida are called 
Gaba from the 'rooky country, f so were their cog
nate tribes, the Solymi, in Asia Minor.

The numbers of the tribes were given me as fol
lows : -

Ziaida et Gaiha,
r * I

Ouled Talca . 
b.uled Galifa 
Ouled Taninia 
Ouled Yahia 
Ouled Zada 
■Ouled.' Hamed

\ Tents. '

• j-700 

: i-300

Druri Ouled Tarfea i * • 300
Beni Oura' . . i '• 300

' L * ■ ' j " Ziaida Helota.
Ouled Arif . .

j-500
.Ouled Tirem . • * • .
Ouled Kidamia . 150

1700

650

2350

* Fxom the Arabic we have hack, nag, and hone  ̂ Haca, a 
camel in the seventh yeaa»; naga, a she-camel; hors, an epithet 
of fleetness; whence also, perhaps, hoarne, ~

t  The country they ai present inhabit is neither woody nor 
rocky. I  at first took the word gaba for garb, west.
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The province of Shonayea contains the
• Ziaida . . . . .  . 2300

Me< îuna . . , ., . 6000
Zien Usualem . . .. . • 8000
Herris . . . . \
Ali. . . . .  J-16,000’
Emdacra . , . )

,Ensub . . . . . 4000,
Buris '. . . . . 36,000

101

72,300

The province pays 70,000 ducats. Tediu pays the 
.same, and is composed of

Beni Aeran. 
Is'mala.
Beni Calif.

' Ouled Efkar-Kiber. 
Beni Efkar Segir. 
Beni Zamia.

Quled;'^mir, 
Onitii Hrbabp 
Beni Mousa, 
Beni Sepkdan. 
3en i jtfelal. 
Beni Madan,

Ducala without the Brebors pays the same.

29866
    

 



102 DIVISION OF MOROCCO.

, CHAPTER X.

THE ARABS OF THE . DESERT.,

T h e  Moors divide their country into four zones, 
running north and south. First, the Zahel, 6 r sandy, 
unwatered, and level ground; secondly, the Tiersh,' 
or deep, black land, without trees Or mountains, and 
composing the centre and chief portion of Morocco i  
thirdly, the G^ellu, or cultivated portion on the side 
of the Atlas ; fourthly, the Tell* (the earth), on the 
other side. Beside thhse, there is the subdivision into 
Heloto and Gaba. '' .

Mr. Parke heard the name Zahef in the interior, 
and thoughf it  meant “ north country.” Mr. Jackson 
corrects him. “ Zahel,” he nays, “ signifies an exten
sive plain. Thus, the plains south of the river of 
Suz, and the low country on the coast, near Walhadia, 
are called Zahel i and if an Arab, were to pass over 
Salisbury Plain he would. call i t  Zahel ” Mr. Jack-

* This word I  at first thought to be a trace of the Romans, 
but the word is spread over Asia and Africa, far out of Roman 
reach. “ Tel' is generally used for village in the Delta \ horn, in 
Upper Egypt.*’—W ilkinson’s jTie&es, Vol. ii.* p. 76.
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son is as much mistaken as Mr. Parke. The word 
means a thing that is easy. The wealth of the Zahel 
tribes consists in cattle and flocks : their sole culture 
is grain. Thej produce corn, wool, butter, hides and 
skins ; they buy nothing eicept arms and fru it; they 
treat their money as they do their corn. This year 
a fine imposed in con'isequehcb'of the recent troubles 
was paid, without difficulty, though equal to several 
years of their customary taxes. ' ' i ' '

The Zahel is one half the year Sxposed to scorch
ing heat j it is destitute of trees and water, and could 
scarcely be cultivated by people .having fixed, hahi- 
tatiions. The Arabs shifting their. domicile to find 
pasturage for their cattle sow as they proceed, , and 
return in like manner to reap. They sow from Novem
ber to March. The harvest soon follows. The summer 
is, SO' to say, their winter, for the sun js their Boreas.' 
The seasons are reversedi^ The flowers that were 
budding only on the plains, I found in full blossom 
on the hills: under the genial influence of cold, vege
tation had re-commenced. Their culture* consists in 
scraping'.the light soil in opposite directions with a 
primitive plough 5 a pointed piece of wood Un^od 
with liroii and a single handle, which thenploughmafl 
carries a-field upon hiS shoulder. , Jhey'doinot even 
clear' the ground of the palni shrub, 'but plough round 
i t  Sometimes, indeed, you ;jee the land in very good 
order, for there are no'weeds. ' ' • ■ ‘

The first idea suggested, is that of depopula'rioh. 
On. closer inspection, one, is,astonished .at the. ppniberp

    
 



104 ARAB CULTIVATION OF THE LAND.

of the, people. They subsist on little. They draw 
comparatively a great deal from the soil, and the 
rudeness of their, implement is not unadapted to its 
lightness^ The tribe does not cultivate 'in., common, 
but the families do : the daughters tave half portions ; 
they average a plough per tent, some having four or 
five,, or. more, others not  ̂even a pair of cattle, but 
managing one with another, so that each shall culti
vate a plough land. Oxen are generally employed, 
but horses are sd also : you may see pairs of. .horses 
driven by the reins. Some of their teams are’gro
tesque enough. I  have seen a- camel and an ass 
ploughing together. Whatever animosity there may,, 
be amgngst the tribes, whatever insecurity for their 
cattle, even in the midst of their encampment, com
mon necessities have consecrated the standing corn, 
and every tribe^ respects its. neighbour’s landmark.

They have as little trace of limits, as the dogs of 
Constantinople, which maintain their bounds so well; 
or of laws, as a community of bees. I have had, 
however, a* terminus pointed out to me between, the 
Ziaida and 'their neighbours. I t was a plant of the 
Sillh kind. They have the custom of “ beating t îe 
bounds," and understand it in a literal sense. The 
children are taken out and thrashed at. appropriate 
places, ,that they may recollect them well. On the 
other hand, they run no risk of flogging for a false 
quantity in a dead language. Behind these zones, 
Za^jel, Tiersh, Gibellu and Tell, lies the Zahara. 
Along the Medelmah the, zones run east and west,
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following the direction of the coast; but here the 
first three are wanting; there is' only the Tel, and 
behind it the Zahara. The regularity, however, of the 
distribution is disturbed by the great mountain block 
of the Cabylie, which lies in the rear of Algiers, and 
which is nearly insulated by the Desert.

Adjoining the Moorish Tell, and; deeply encroach
ing on the Desert, is the Beled-el-Gerid, or oasis of 
Tafilelt, the inner Moorish k i ngdomand ,  so to 
speak, its fountain. This is the Tand of dates. and 
of Morocco leather. Here is the inaccessible retreat 
to which in all dangers "the Moorish princes retire, 
a id  from which they issue to recover their' lost power. 
Here are deposited the 'treasurer accumulated,' during 
seventy years by two thrifty riionarchs,^and which-'are 
estimated at tens ot millions sterling. I t is a little 
world within Morocco, entrenched; behind' the Desert 
and the Atlas. It takes ^en days across the Desert 
to reach it from the nearest point of the regency of 
Algiers.

To the south of the neck of the Atla? which runs 
out to the cajpe of St. Cruz, lies thd fourth kingdom 
composing the, empire; the 'parkllel tones' are Bere 
arrested by the Atlas. The’ c<ruhtry partakes of the 
nature of the Beled^el-Gerid, and , iS' a ' ^ ea t oasis, 
exceeding, indeed, all the others in richness and variety 
of produce. * I t is entirely inhabited by Shelluk,

 ̂ I *
* “ The country is completely cultivated: it is Ipacked  ̂ by 

four regular rows of limestone hills, which serve as a kijfd of 
embankment against the Desert. • They* are now cutting the corn,
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or southenj Brebers, over whom the authority of the 
Sultan is held by a very precarious tenure : it was 
there, however, that the dominion of the . shereffs was 
first set up, and from it they issued to conquer Morocco 
and Fez. Suz and Tafilelt are said to possess re
sources not inferior, though hardly difierent, to thoSe 
of the other two.

The population has been rated as high as sixteen 
-millions. It is -half Arab, half Breber. . The climate 
is admirable, being tempered by the westerly breezes 

■ and the snows of Atlas. The middle region is com
posed of alluvial plains of inexhaustible fertility : the 
two capitals lie in tertiary basins resembling those 
of Faria and London. The fruits and produce com
prise all those of the tropics and the temperate zones : 
harbours alone are wanting, but this deficiency is more 
than compensated to this people, by the security which 
the difficulties of the coast^afford.

The first thought on setting foot upon the land 
of ,Africa is, of course, the Desert; When starting 
on my firsf journey, I indulged in the fancy that I 
was approaching i t ;—-what was my surprise on asking 
one* of my companions to describe it, to be told, 
“ Look round, this is the Desert.” Out notion of a 
moving sea of sand is a,delusion ; there is no con
siderable district where, as in the insulated points 
in the Indian and Pacific oceans, man has not found 
an abode. Africa is not a vacant and a useless space.
which produces more than  one hundred fold, most of the seeds throw
ing out four stems, and some — D avidsok’s Joui'nal, p. 83.
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Extending, f^om the valley of the Nile to the Atlantic,
and from the narrow slip along the Mediterranean
down to the kingdoms of Guinea and Bourno, &c.,
it has its mountains and plains, its valleys and forests,
and even its streams and rivers. One of the meli
who were with me described the road from Fez by
Suz to Tafilelt, Tound by the south, £i'journey of about
a thousand miles, as through a rich, well-watered—or
if not well-watered, well-wooded—country, with the
olive, oak, arar or date. On the road from Tafilelt • .
towards Timbuctoo there is the great oasis of Tuat, 
which is distant about two weeks’ journey. There 
are either trees or brushwood the whole way. “ The 
map of the Sahara,” says M, Eevon, “ will be ©ne day 
covered with rivers, hills, and an immense number 
of names of wells, stations, and countries. The Desert 
being entirely inhabited, or traversed by nomade* 
people, they require to designate by particular names 
the places that furnish subsistence for their flocks 
during half of the year, the Countries that they 
are obliged to avoid and to pass roun3, the wells 
so indispensable to their existence, and the beds of 
the rivers, which at certain seasons ̂ 'of the year fur
nish them with water.”

This unique country, taken together with that 
character of the people, which they must have in 
order to be able to inhabit it, has preserved a class of 
the human race in its primitive state. There are 
nowhere resources, so that there should be large 
accumulations of people ta  pass through the various

« •
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phases which in other portions of the wor^d humanity 
has presented. There is not the sea to divide or to 
conjoin; they cannot muster in stren^h (save as 
dependent upom the northern country) so as to be 
formidable abroad, and they are so movable within, 
that they are not liable to domestic oppression. Pas
turage and rapine are the two avocatihns. Culture is 
not unassociated with the first, and rapine, as managed 
here, is not incompatible with traffic and good faith.*

' There are four*methods of travelling; the regviar 
trade caravans,, small companies on fleet dromedaries, 
single messengers on foot, and the peregrination^ of the 
tribes themselves. ‘Of the first, or the cafihh. These 
are periodically fixed, and connect the three regencies 
in the north with the Negro countries of the south, 
taking in the two great bases, the Fezzan and Tuat, 
•with Timbuctoo.. Their speed is about twenty to 
twenty-five miles a-day, aj;id, laden as they are, they 
have often to avoid the shortest roads, and to make 
great circuits in order to obtain supplies of water.

Itis quit^ a mistake to suppose that the traveller 
in' ‘the Interiot is reduced to dependence upon these 
caravans. On the dromedary fifty miles can easily 
be performed. A tract of three hundred miles with
out water, at least where there is insecurity as to 
finding it, imposes on a cafileh tlie necessity of carry-

* " Minim dicta ex innumeris populis pars leqna in commer- 
ciis ant in latrociniis degit.”— Plin. Hist. Hat'. ti. 32.' ■

'llie Arab enjoys the benefits of society, without forfeiting 
the prerogative of nature. •
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ing ten days’ supply to a party which can jtraverse it. 
During four days, it presents little inconvenience: 
being .all niounted, they can easily carry water and 
provision for thepaselves for the distance which the

• Iff ■

dromedaries can travel without water. , , '
Their provisions consist in barley, roasted and 

bruised, ,and, if , they are luxurious, h'oney and butter. 
The me^ is mixed up with any of these, that is to say, 
with either honey and butter or waiter, the first being 
used as the morning meal and fhe latter for the 
evening; and this food not only enables them to do 
their work, but also,tO support thirst.

tW cafileh must,be strong enough to fight its way. 
Solitary travellers, or small companies, ,can»oply pass 
by one of two methods, having with thenj a saint, or 
the relative of a saint, or having a friend or a hired 
guide, mehri, belonging to the tribes through which 
they have to pass. These  ̂they exchange frbnj tribe 
to tribe.'*'’ . .

Messengers and couriers on foot carry with them 
their skin of meal, andj when requisite, their skin of 
water'; and with asim ilar protection, will traverse 
these vast regions at the rate of forty miles a-dayT 

Lastly, comes the most interesting of all these 
movements—a tribe in march, which is then called

•  “ Up to the time that you have reached the point determined 
upon, the mehri is responsible for 5is companion. Before whom 1 
Before God, without doubt, who  ̂reads the hearts of men. The 
faithfulness of a guide is a virtue innate amongst the Aralfe.”—  
Carette. ,

    
 



110 A TRIBE IN MARCH.

najla. Some of these, on the northern side within 
the regency of Algiers, where more is known of their 
movements, yearly perform a journey of six hundred 
miles backwards and forwards, from the date-growing 
region to the Tell, carrying down dates, and bringing ' 
back grain, and pasturing their flocks as they come 
and go. The season so corresponding, they have " to 
come down to the -lowlands for their pasturage at 
the time of the harvest of grain, and to return ta  the 
south at the timS of the harvest of dates. Nothing 
can exceed the interest of these ambulatory cities, 
which carry everything with them ; where are com
mingled signs of domesticity * and circumstance of 
war. ' They are merchants and soldiers, shepherds 
and manufacturers, cultivators and wanderers; they 
cariy with them their children and their law — their 
judge in peace, their chief in w ar; they may be called 
at any moment to traffic or to fight; they are on the"̂  
alert for a verdant plain, sending forth scouts to 
discover a fountain or a hostile camp. If suspicious 
signs appeaf, then every man falls into rank, knows 
his place, and it is a regiment that advances or

* •* I f  any people can be justly called happy, the Arabs on the 
borders of the Sahara are so. Confident in the power of their 
religion to gain them* paradise, creating for' themselves no arti
ficial wants, and perfectly satisfied with what nature provides for 
them, they calmly resign themselves- tp the will of Providence, 
and are strangers to all cares, ^hey are more wild in their ap
pearance, but far more cultivated than the Arabs of A sia ; nearly 
all df them can read, and a great many write.”— D a v id so n ’s 

Journal. • '
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encamps. There is the council of the elders, to deter
mine whether it is war or peace ; and*a treaty may 
be signed or a battle engaged. By these necessities 
certain px’oportions are given to these bodies. They 
must never be too weak to defend themselves, nor too' 
strong, to devour the pasturage, or drink up the water.

We know only the discipline of-meii, but the 
discipline of the Zahara extends to the family. The' 
utensils,- the home itself, everything is compact, and 
all as ready as the people are alerlf. Our armies are 
liabJe to lose themselves at once, either with the 
people they subdue or with the people through whose 
territories they pass,. An invading_,Arab carries with 
him, and plants his home, as we do a stand^ir^; and 
where it comes it is not a victor’s banner that is 
reared, but a hostile roof that is upset* The idea of 
resisting the. shock of such a horde, could it be let 
loose on a European community, is not so much 
as to be entertained. But M. Thiers thinks the 
Arabs *Yery bad soldiers.*

Thus is the surface of Africa converted into a plain, 
covered with lines along which move, and circles 
round which revolve, these planetary bodies. Man Itves 
where it appeared a wilderness, and order rules where 
it seemed a chaos. There is no land that is not

♦ « Vous dites qu’il laut que tout le monde soit soldat d son 
tour. Savez-vous quelles sont les sooi6t6s ou tout le rttoilde est 
soldat 1 ce sont les soci^tes barbares. Chez les Arabes, tout le 
moude est soldat, et mauvais soldat. (Interruption.) Oui, dans 
les sooi6t6a . oh tout Iqm ondeest soldat,.on n’a que de marfrais 
soldats.”—Speech, October 21st, 1848. .
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owned; . there is no paSturage that is not assigned. 
The fields may appear deserted, and the space vacant; 
but, with the times and seasons, they return, tra
versing the same vales, drinking at the same fountains, 
cultivating the same valleys, and as indestructible 
in their race as they are regular in their motions. 
Like the ocean- which guards them, they will fill, as 
they have filled, their space; and, like the. seasons 
they resemble, they undergo the changes of the year; 
and summer and‘autumn will find them again ahd^ 
again at their appointed task and place. *

With the beauty of order is associated the drama 
of life, as if the Janets were moved in their sphere 
with lavobor hatred, and propelled and attracted, or 
connected with each other. The chords of sympathy 
are so stretched, that th e  dissensiuns of the most 
insignificant members of this vast community in the 
centre of the Desert may be felt and responded to on 
the borders of the Mediterranean or Atlantic.*

The people, of the town are a distinct nation. On 
the face of^he land alone is to be seen the stretched 
canvas of ihe fleeting sons of the Desert. From the 
tent reared and displaced in an hour, what an age 
is passed, as you cross the city gateway 1 f In the

* " Often a quartel in the streets of Algiers is the echo of 
one between two tribes in the sand, three hundred leagues 

. distant, and when the quarrel becomes animated between the 
mother tribes, the distant colonies can- no longer inhabit the 
same district.”— Oarette, p. xlvii. Introduction.

•j* “Divina natura dedit agros, ars humana sedificavit urbes.”— 
V aebo de Re Eustica, lib. iii. 5%
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Arab dwelli^ there is no sense of age; there, is no 
mark of newness, nor sign of mouldering decay.

The soil on which they tread, and froni wliich 
they feed t— carved by no fosse, confined by no bound, 
and bearing no load, is a nature—subdued indeed, but 
untravestied—and presents the wildness of the Desert 
without • pendry, • its freedom without ‘solitude ; the 
gifts it gives are favours rather of Providence, than 
fruits of toil. ’

Pass the yawning barbican and ruined walls—enter 
the city, the work of’. Cyclops or Titan—of Philistine, 
Hebrew, Lybian, Roman, Goth, Vandal, Saracen, Por- 
tuguesle, or Spaniard—and there is man ! nothing but 
man ! It is not, as in other cities, the -flieii and 
things of to-day, but of ofd times and ages. Thinly 
scattered, these are each a nook in the stream of 
time, when the wrecks of successive storms are cast up 
—a Ban try Bay in the Atlantic of eternity.

Zahara means resplendent. Zeara, in Hebrew, is 
round. The first was an ancient epithet of Venus; 
the second, a name for the moon.* Thus,^he region 
of death and terror, of the Zamiel and the locust, 
appears to them a placa of light and splendour. It 
has the charm of battle for the brave — of ocean for 
the rover — of rocks for the mountaineer. But what 
need comparison 1 it is the Desert to the Arab.

I t . is not the ambition of.visiting the mud huts 
of Timbuctoo which has led so many European adven
turers to peril their lives, and to lose them in that

* Deuteronotny iv. 19.
VOL. II. ' -
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Tain attem pt; but it is the indescribable^charrii of the 
Desert life of which they have felt the influence, or 
caught the contagion. Without the protection of 
constituted governments, despite all obstructions, 
danger, distance, thirst and hunger, commerce is car
ried on nowhere in the world with more regularity, 
integrity, and security. There are -no internal fluc
tuations, no international barriers ; exchange presents 
no difficulty, although they have a standard of value. 
This is an ideal money, or a coin 'of account. In. 
the south it is the “ bar,” in the north it  is “ Pezetta 
in other districts, “ Naia,” &c. A piece of iron, a 
Spanish coin, a measure of dates — any other object 
would* s9rve equally well to constitute this unit, which 
represents v^lue with absolute. perfection, precisely 
because it is a measure—as an inch or a pound.

They do not say a bar is so many pounds; so many 
ounces, and so many grains; and this quantity of 
metal shall be the standard of value; that is, the value 
of all. things shall be. changed to meet the. accidental 
fluctuations in this quantity of m etal; for, according 
to their barbarous notions, that would be not an 
ingenious device to facilitate business, but a piece 
of knavery too barefaced • to be dangerous. If iron 
becomes cheap, two bars of iron go to ‘̂the b a r i f  it 
becomes dear, half a  baf of iron goes to “ the bar.” 
The ideal standard is .preserved because it is ideal. 
Yet, here are barbarians! This subject is at once 
the most practical and scientific,— money, arithmetic, 
commerce, property I Well may Solomon exclaim.
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“ God made^ man, but he has found out many inven
tions.’̂  ,

Ebn Khaldoun has a passage which seems at once 
to throw light on the origin of the term and the anti
quity of the practice. "In the times of ignorance the 
Arabs counted by various dirhems; the tabori was 
the weightiest, the bagli the lightest.” - The Mussul
mans fixed a middle term, and adjusted to it fines, 
&c. A discussion then arose on the ancient value of 
these coins, and' as to whether they were, or were not,'! 
known in the time of Mahomet. Ebn Khaldoun 
decides, as follows: “ The valuation of the dirhem 
was kbown, but there was no corresponding coin;

1 nevertheless, judgments were regulated according to 
the valuation of that money.” ^

If any one is curious to know the meaning oC the 
words "currency law,” he will find it all in this 
sentence of the late Lord Ashburton : it is a process 
by which, “ in the event of a deficient harvest (or any 
other internal disturbance), a few shrewd capitalists 
can so control the supply of gold as to Enrich them
selves and ruin the nation," This is .all- that it 
requires to know, on this subject, to be perfectly 
happy and,content; for,>as to doing anything,- that 
is out of the question. The press,” and ".public 
opinion” may upset ministers, and substitute theory 
for theory; but, against any. deep purpose or design, 
they can avail nothing, even supposing that they 
were not the blind instruments of . the designing, 
and. stormed and ranted against them from Land’s

I 2 .
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End to John o’ Croat’s. A pasquinade, st^ck af night 
to a pedestal under the papal government of Rome, 
had more effect on the affairs of that government 
than all the free press of England thundering together 
could have on its government— at least, when the 
really important points are concerned, viz. the profits 
of the capitalists or the service of the.Czar.
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CHAPTER XL

RETURN TO RABAT FROM SHAVOYA.

D uring my absence two daring crimes have beeij. 
committed : a Shereff stole one of the Sultan’s horses 
from the midst of the. camp. The Sultan sentenced 
him to lose his head. He then put in the plea of 
his birth. “ Then,” said the Sultan, " cut off his right 
hand, that he may be disabled from,disgracing his 
blood in this way in future.” There is no execu
tioner ; the butchers are bound to perform this duty.* 
The chief Jewish and chie£ Mussulman butcher being 
called, they, offered for a substitute by a sort of public 
auction, the crier commencing in this way :—“ Who 
will cut off a head” (or a hand) “ for a dollar 1— 
one dollar offered,” and thus they ran up and down 
the street. No one offering, they increased the bid

* “ The butchers, that they might not bê  compelled to execute 
this sentence, took sanctuary. A stranger, and a ruffian, was 
found, who consented to perfonn the service. The gates were 
shut" to keep the people in meanwhile. When over, and the 
gates were opened, the soldiers refused to protect the executioner. 
He was then chased like a mad dog by the children into the 
country, and then shot by a relation of the deceased.”— iI ay’s 
Westemi Barhary. *
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to two. three dollars, &c. When they Jiad arrived 
at two doubloons (W. 10s.), a tall black stepped 
forward and said, “ That is my price.” A tub of tar 
was brought: the black hacked off the hand in a 
hurry, and on dipping the stump into the tar it 
proved to be cold. He had, however, bound the arm 
before the amputation, and they ran to the neigh
bouring blacksmith’s shop for embers, which they 
thf^w into the tar, and, setting it on fire, the stump 
was then plunged in, and so scorched and burnt... 
The Shereff was then let go.

In the other case, the culprit, a man from the in
terior, had killed a lad who was ploughing, and carried 
off his cattle. The Sultan said to the mother of the 
lad, “ Excuse Jjis life, and take one hundred dollars 
she said, “ I want the life of him who took the life 
of my son.” The Sultan three times repeated his 
question, doubling his oflhr: she said, “ I ask what 
the law gives me, and that law you are Sultan to 
execute.” The culprit was led out to execution: 
the head, as we returned, was on the market-gate, 
and the dogs swarmed round the carcass.

The news of a change of ministry in England was 
conveyed to me in a letter from Gibraltar, without 
any explanation .• I sent to notify the fact to the 
government. - Mustafa Ducaly came to learn the 
particulars, none of whi«h I knew; and I explained 
to him what 1 supposed to be the cause and citcuin- 
staiBces, viz., the corn laws ; and I added that I ex
pected the next news wouM be that Sir Robert Peel
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was agaiu Jin office with more tractable colleagues. 
This greatly> damped the excitepjent which the news 
had created, for they expected, on the return of the 
'former foreign minister to office, a war with France. 
They were, however, interested in this event on .other 
grounds, namely, the admission of corn into England. 
I did not repeat to them a long-formed conclusion, 
that’ Sir Robert Peel would he the man to open the 
ports, as the reduction of the price of corn, without, 
a relaxation of the currency law ,̂ was merely an 
augmentation of the value of money. • ■

The Sultan is to remain here the winter, which I 
look I upon as ominous for the town, as, besides the 
inconvenience of his abode, there are no rQgources in 
the place for this assemblage; and it is not in the 
memory of man that the Court of Morocco has held 
the festivities of the Bai'ram, or spent the winter out 
of one of the capits l̂s, except in time of war. The 
.explanation given is, the disturbed and disaffected 
state both of Morocco and Fez ; but this is no expla
nation, for the presence and not the absence of an 
Emperor of Morocco is the remedy against disaffection. 
Fez is entirely commanded by the fortifications* and 
in Morocco the Sultan is himself fortified. If there 
were danger from either capital, jihe troops would 
be sent there, not kept here.*' ,

* I may here anticipate the event which occurred a fortnight 
afterwards. One morning the leaders of the revolt, amounting 
to eighteen, Wer6 secured, Mike Brettel, of course, amoil^ the 
number. The whole was considered a master-stroke of policy,
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The rumour of the discovery of mines^had reached 
Eabat with speed and exaggeration. Full of childish 
impatience, the Emperor sent immediately for the 
specimens I had brought. Twenty camel-loads of the 
ore were ordered down, and messengers were des
patched to Rif to bring some of the best workmen 
in iron. I asked for such workmen as they had to 
erect a furnace, and we commenced operations in a 
little- court behind the consulate; but the furnace 
they made was only good enough for copper, with the 
smelting of which they are familiar: we had, there
fore, to turn masons and bricklayers ourselves. We 
got what they assured us were .bricks of fire-clay; 
and we. succeeded so well with the furnace and the 
blast that we melted, like water, not the ore—but 
the bricks, flo.wever, we did fuse a portion of the 
ore, and thus saved our credit. After expeditions' 
in search of fire-clay, and  ̂various renewed attempts,
I had to dissuade them from proceeding thus reck
lessly ; and told them that they might find as rich 
mines more* conveniently situated, or mines of somd 
other metal better worth working ; or iron, if not 
so J)ure, more malleable (for op this their present 
instruments could make no impression),- or, in fact, 
coal and' iron iy juxta-position. They answered,

dexterity, and dissimulation: however, it failed in one point. 
By such influences as W a lter^ o tt exhibits in the opening of 
the Tolbooth of Glasgow to Rob Roy, some of the chiefs w/w 
belonged to clams, escaped the Sultan. He thought it needless, 
and perhaps imprudent, to proceed against the mere citizens.

<4
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"No! no 1-^ the tribes where these mines are, are 
submissive: we don’t want to make the others fat.” 
Nothing would do but the new hobby. They 
prpposed to form a company of all the merchants. 
They were bountiful in offers': one half of the pro
ceeds of the mines in Shavoya, and of that which 
they already worked in the Rif should be mine if I 
would undertake to send proper persons to conduct 
the enterprise. '

I thought this a favourable moment to pr^s 'my 
request to be permitted to go to Fez: I was told 
that if the Sultan were there, there would be ho 
difficulty; but at present it was impossible. I hfive 
therefore determined On returning to Gibraltar, and 
visiting, if possible, the mountainous^ district' lying 
to the' eastward of’ Larache, called ^Serser, where' 

'sulphur, lead, and salt are already known, and there 
are indications of coal. ,  ' ' '

The smelting is not the only business in' which 
we have been 'engaged in the back-yard. I -had̂  
brought two camel-loads Of boars, the proTWCe'of oiir 
last day’s sport, before re-entering‘Rabat, witlf 'tlie 
design of curing the hams. 'Our^ first construction 
of furnaces was'for boiling'water for' pig-sOaldih^, in 
which, in' consequence of tjie time »that had elapsed,' 
we failed. The’ saying about a “ pig coming to be 
shaved” occurred to me,* aiyl I  gbt a Jewish barber 
to do that j work—and’ al̂  stra,hge sight, it, was I It" 
was hot ,wprk,,, bet ween the smelting and the. boar
shaving, and we got more assistance 'in the'one enter-
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prise than the other. Inexperienced in ’̂ointing and, 
paring hams, I think we mia.de very sightly work 
of it. I  was more at home at a ragoM de Sang- 
lier, of which a n . enormous cauldron figured among 
the operations of that court-yard, to the high applause 
of all the jt^azarene population that chanced to be at 
Eabat. I t was not, however, very easy,to get at it 
when cooked ; for to all the plates, knives, and, forks, 
saucers, and tea-cups, &c., it was taboo.

While these operations were proceeding i n ' 'the 
court-yard,. the other parts of the consulate were 
eq^ually put in  requisition for the purposes of science. 
We had constructed a hydraulic blow-pipe, and the 
Moors .w«re delighted to behold spinning glass and 
little men, ships, &c., and no doubt, many of these re
cords of our visit will be treasured up for future 
times. The kitchen was the scene,of other labours* 
— the preparation of thq wonderful majoun, made 
from the plant well known as hashish,, which is here 
grown as any other crop, and of which the consump
tion is nexf to universal. , .

•  HASHISH.r
This plant seems to have been known and used, 

as at present in Morocco, in very ancient times, from 
the confines of China to the Westefn Ocean. It ap
pears as the potomantes pf the Indus, the gelatophylis 
of Bactria, the achimenes of the Persians, the ophisnu 
of Ethiopia, the nepenthes of the Greeks. The appa
rently contradictory qualities ascribed to these. may
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all be found jp the hashish: like the ophisnu, it recalls 
conscioupess of the past and inordinate fears, on 
account of which it was given as a punishment to 
those who had committed sacrilege ; but, above all, it 
brings too that, forgetfulness for which Helen admi
nistered to Telemachus the nepenthes, and which no 
doubt she had learned in Egypt. Equally does it 
become  ̂a poison which absorbs all others. I t  will 
explain the incantations of Circe, and the mysteries 
of the cave of Trophonius. When taken without 
suspicion, its effects would appear as the workings 
within themselves of the divinity. It goes some way 
to account for the long endurance of a religious im
posture, so slightly wove and so incessantlj* labelled 
against. Here was a means at the disposal of the 
priest, diviner, and thaumaturgist, and beyond all 
appeals to the mere imagination. The epithets which 
the Hindoos apply to their bg/ngue might equally serve 
for the hashish-—“ assuager -of sorrow,” “ increaser 
of pleasure,” “ cementer of friendship,’̂  “ laughter- 
mover.” Bangue, however, when often refteated, “ is 
followed by catalepsy, or that insensibility which 
enables the body to be moulded into any position, 
like a Dutch jointed doll, in which the limbs remain 
in the -position in which they are .placed, and this
state will continue for many hours.”*

« .

It seems from an early p^iod to have been used 
in China medicinally. Fifteen hundred years ago,

* Dr. Thompson’s Notes to M. Salvert’s Occult Sciences,- 
vol. ii. p. 10. •
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it  was employed there as chloroform Recently has 
been in Europe ; so that it may truly be said, “ there 
is nothing new under the sun.” The following pas
sage occurs in “ The Compilation of Ancient and 
Modern Medicines,” published in China at the be
ginning of the sixteenth century ;—

“ If the complaint is situated in parts upon which 
the needle, 'the moxa, or liquid medicaments .cannot 
-produce any action—for instance, in the bone, sto
mach, or intestines — there may be given to the 
patient a preparation of hemp {ma-yo), and in a very 
short time he becomes so insensible that he seems 
intoxicated or deprived of life. Then, according as 
the case* may be, the operations are performed, of 
amputations, ^&c., and the cause of the malady is 
removed. Subsequently, the tissues are brought to
gether by sutures, and liniments are employed. After 
some days the patient is, restored to health, without 
having felt, during the operation, the least pain.”*

Among the ancients of our part of the world, it 
appears to*have been employed by the mystics only, 
and not to have been in common use; whereas, in 
China there was no more mystery attending it than in 
the exhibition of any other drug; consequently, from 
China and from*India the Saracens may have got it. 
The term hcLshisĥ  means plant in general, but the

* Kou-kin-I-T6ng, as quoted by M. S. Julien, in a recent 
memoir to tbe Academy of Sciences.

■|* The proper name in Morocco is shazar. The young plant 
just sprouting is called nucla. •
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preparation i | called perhaps from the Chinese
ma-yo.

It was in Egypt, between the tenth and the four
teenth centuries, that hashish was in its glory. He 
who wishes to know to what excess of passion the use 
of this narcotic can inspire, may find his curiosity 
gratified in an account, by Makrizi  ̂ of the “ Herb of 
the Fakirs;” and the notes appended to it by 
Mr. Silvestre de Sacy.* ’

In Mr. Von Hammer’s History of Hassan Saba, ha
shish* figures as nerving the arm of his fo llow ers to 
strike at ministers in the midst of their guards, and 
at* monarchs in the centre of their capitals.f The 
terror with which these fanatics inspired tha pations 
reached eyen to this island, and the Commons of Eng
land obtained, as an antidote for the liashish, |  the 
seqeant-at-arms and the mace. .,

To this sect was given ̂  the name of Assassins. 
According to the highest authorities, it comes from 
ashasheen, or eaters of hashish. But a real existence 
is now denied to those enchanted gardens of Alamoot, 
and they are explained as merely the visions created

Chrest. Arabe, tom. i. p. 210. See also Sonnini, Voyages, 
Tol. iii. p, 103 ; Kiempfer, Amoenit. Exoticas, Ease. iii. ob. xv. 
p. 638. •

t  Hassan Saba founded the Ismaelians of Persia at Rudboy jn 
1090.

Their most illustrious victims A?ere, Ameer Billah, Calif of 
624 ; Mostarschid, Calif of Bagdad, a .h . 629 ; Ne- 

zam al Mulk, the celebrated Vizier of the Seljucks, 486. •
t  See “ Merchant and Friar,” l̂ y Sir W. Palgrave. ^
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by th e . intoxicating plant.* Visionary^ speculation ! 
The preparation requisite for such deeds was not 
opium or alcohol, far less a plant, the eflFect of which 
exceeds intoxication, and approaches insanity.

The Israalian departed' on his journey of death 
alone. He followed his victim for months and years ; 
he traversed deserts and sojourned in populous king
doms and cities. It was an intoxication of the 
spirit, not of the senses, that could so dare and so 
vndure ; neither Softened by intercourse, nor dismayed 
by solitude, and proof alike against the. virtues and 
fhe vices of our nature. If such deeds were the 
product of this drug, they would.appear when it was 
used. , • •

Hassan Saba was one of those men, who being 
incomprehenmble, is the source of fables, devised by 
those who do not understand the results they would 
account for. He combined leadership of men with the 
priesthood of, a sect, and inspired his followers with 
that boundless awe and affection, which made them 
appear under the influence of a supernatural agency. 
When he answered the demands of Malik Shah by 
orflering two of his-followers to cast themselves from a

■* “ L’efFet du hachich 6toit de leur procurer un 6tat extatique, 
une douce et profdnde reverie, pendant laquelle ils jouissaient, 
ou s’imaginaient jouir de toutes les volupt6s que embellissent le 
paradis de Mahomet. 'Les j^rdins enchantes, ou -leV ieu x  de la 
Montaigne fasait pdrter' les jeunes gens, ^taient, un fantdme 
produit par I’imagination de ces jeunes gens enivres par le 
hadhich, et qu’on avait 'long temps berces de I’image de ce 
bonbeur.”— S i I iVBs t r b  d b  B a c t i  » .
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precipice, he^ prepared them by no drug. The Isma- 
lians, acting as men out of their senses, would be 
called hashasheen, just as we would say Bedlamite. 
If any set of men in Barbary were so conducting 
themselves, they would be called hashishlee, though 
they had n^ver tasted majoun. ..

I was led to take an interest in this plant from 
the following circumstance. A lady, suffering fi’om 
spasms, arising from an affection of the spine, hhd 
obtained some years ago a small portion of hashish (at 
the time a name unknown), when all other narcotics 
hads failed: it afforded her an almost miraculous 
relief. Medical men had been applied to in India to 
procure the bangue, but it failed. The hempp gf Eng
land had been tried in vain. I  wrote to Mr. Lane, 
then in Egypt, requesting him to obtain somej but 
he found it a disgraceful thing to make inquiries on 
the subject. All these endeavours'ended in disap- 

■ pointment. Still 1 remained satisfied that there  ̂was 
such a plant. At Tangier I observed a diminutive 
pipe, about the size of a thimble; I aske<>what kind 
of tobacco. they were smoking. I was answered, Icef 
(literally, enjoyment),-— it was the hashish. I foffnd 
that it was also taken inwardly. Either the leaves 
are swallowed with water, after being, crushed, or it is 
prepared, and boiled with sugar or honey, and butter, 
like horehound, a great variety of seeds and spices 
entering into the composition, which is thus said to 
vary in its effects, and to be gifted also with medicinal 
powers. This - preparation is the majoun. Its effects
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were described as those of the laughing gas, except 
that, instead of a few minutes, it lasts for many hours. 
Some cry, some laugh, some fall into drowsy listless
ness ; some are rendered talkative and funny. They 
see visions, imagine themselves reduced to poverty, 
or become emperors and commanders of armies, the 
natural disposition predominating' in the derangement. 
Men under its influence were pointed out to me in 
the streets. They walked along with fixed eye, heed
less of all around them. Some take it daily in small 
quantities, producing, as one of them described it 
to me, “ a comfortable state of mind,” without appear
ing to-impair the general health. Under its influence 
the mouth is parched ; it is not in their power tb 
spit. Their eyes become red and small. They are 
ravenous for food. Everything that one hears of it 
has the air of fable; and I sfibuld havb been inclined - 
to treat it as .such, but /or the evidence of my own 
senses. *

Finding that I could not understand from descrip
tion eithef the mode of preparing it, or the efiects, I 
determined to get those who were accustomed to make 
it *to bring the materials, and prepare it before me, 
and then to try it myself, and on' as many others as 
I could. I was so engaged for a ^eek after my return 
to Rabat, for I had successively the three most 
noted confectioners to^try their skill against each 
other. They have not a regular or uniform process, 
and the majoun is consequently, of very unequal 
strength and efficacy. Our first attempts were failures.
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The first proof of the success of our preparation was 
in "the case of, a young English clergyman, to whom 
some of it had been given as a sweetmeat. Some 
hours passed without any visible effects, when a 
musician, who had the faculty of strangely distorting 
bis features, came in, dressed as a mummer. The 
Englishman took him for the devil, and a most laugh
able scene ensned. . Next morning, on inquiries after 
his health, he said he had slept soundly and agree
ably, “ ̂  the windows and doors wer5 bolted.^’ Later- 
in tile day the effect disappeared entirely, and he 
seemed to recollect the circumstances with a confused 
pleasure, describing various things that had never 
happened. * • .

The first time I took it was about seven in the 
morning, and in an hour and a half afterwards I per
ceived a heaviness of the head, wandering of the 
mind, and an apprehension that I was going to faint. 
I thence passed into a state of half trance, from which 
I awoke suddenly, and much refreshed. The im
pression was that of wandering out of mysetf. I had 
two beihgs, and.there were two distinct, yet concur
rent trains of ideas. *

Images came floating before me—not the figures of 
a dream, but those that seem to pla^ before the eye 
when it is closed, and with those figures were strangely 
.mixed the sounds of a guitar that was being' played 
in the adjoining room : the sounds seemed to cluster 
in and pass away with the figures on the retinfi. 
The music of the wretched performance was heavenly.

VOL, II. . J S
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and seemed to proceed from a full orchestra, and to 
be reverberated through long halls of mountains. 
These figures and sounds were again connected with 
metaphysical reflections, which also, like the. sounds 
clustered themselves into trains of thought, which 
seemed to take form before my eyes, and weave themr 
selves with the colours and sounds, I  was following 
a train of reasoning; new points would occur, and 
concurrently there Avas a figure before me throwing 
out corresponding shoots like a zinc tree ; and then, 
as the moving figures reappeared, or as the ifounds 
caught my ear, the other classes of figures came out 
distinctly, and danced through each other.

The Feasonings were long and elaborate; and though 
the impression of having gone through them remains, 
every effort has been in vain to recall them.. The 
following scene was described by me, and taken down 
at the time :—

A general, commanding an array, and doubting 
whether he should engage the enemy,- consulted the 
oracle. The oracle answered, “ Go with the fortune 
of Csesar.” He gave battle, and was beaten; his 
king ordered his head to be cut off, but the ge'neral 
accused the oracle : the king said, “ The oracle is not 
in fault; it did not tell you that you were Cmsar; 
you were twice a fool to mistake its meaning, and 
your own worth,” The general answered, “ Then is 
the fault his who sent a fool to command his, armies/’ 
‘iNay,” answered the king, “ thou shalt not twist one 
phrase to thy benefit, and another to my loss.” This
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scene seeme^to pass before me, and in the region of 
Carthage, which was all familiar, though I had never 
been there. The general was an Abyssinian, the king 
.a white man with a black beard. •'

The next time I tried it, the only effect was to 
make me lose a night’s rest.; the first time, it had 
given me a double portion of sleep : on both o'ccasions 
it enormously increased my appetite. It was fol
lowed by no depression. The third time I took it,"' 
at half-past four, and after it, a liqueur glass of cara
way spirits to hasten the effect. An hour afterwards, 
walking on the terrace, I began to experience the 
effe6ts. I  did not feel cold, while those who were 
walking with me, and wrapt in mantles were com
plaining of it. They profess to be able to pre
pare it, so that it shall serve a man instead of 
clothing. Then came an unsteadiness of gait—not 
that of one who fears to fallj—but of one who tries to 
keep down, for I felt as if there were springs in my 
knees, and was reminded of the  ̂story of the man with 
the mechanical leg, that walked away witl! him. I 
sat down to dinner at half past six- o’clock. There 
was a glass between me and the rest of the company, 
and an inch or two interposed between me and what
ever 1 touched. What I  ate, or how, much, did not 
m atter;—the, food flowed like a river through me. 
There was a wind going by, flowing over the table,

• and carrying away the sounds, and I  saw the words 
tuuibling over one another down the falls. There is a 
dryness of the mouth, which is not thirst. The dryness

■ k 2 .
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radiated from the ^ack of the throat,,opposite the 
nape of the neck. It was a patch of dark blue colour; 
the food, as it reached this point, pouring down, and 
taking the colour of the patch. I was under the im
pression that I described all this at the time, but 
was told that I wo.uld not say anything about myself, 
or describe what I experienced.

I should have been relieved if some one present had 
been under the same influence. The bursts of laughter 
to which I gave rise were not at all pleasing, except 
when they were excited by any observation I “made 
which was not connected with myself. I  never lost the 
consciousness of what was going on ;^there were always 
present*the real objects, , as well as the imaginative 
ones; but at times I began to doubt which was which, 
and then I floated in strange uncertainty. It came 
by fits a t—as I thought—hours of interval, when 
only minutes could have^ elapsed. Sometimes a week 
seemed to pass between the beginning and the end of 
a word. I fancied my head an inverted pendulum, 
which it*cost me a great deal of labour to keep 
straight, when I could resist no longer, and let it go, 
and it went back as if a blow had been discharged. 
I struggled against each relapse, out of a sense of* p
politeness towards the company, of which I did not 
fail to inform them, notwithstanding their roars of 
laughter. The back of jny neck was the pivot; there 
was a heavy upper weight on the top of my head, and 
tire pendulum was swinging between my legs ; but, the 
pendulum was attracted <upwards to the table, and I
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had to struggle- to keep it down ,by keeping my head 
iip. The swinging fit was accompanied by bursts of 
laughter. I derived great pleasure from allowing my 
head to go back; but the laughter was unlike any 
mortal merriment; it seemed as never to end, and to 
press me, and to lead up to a mountaih-top.^ "VYhen 
any,' one put his hand behind my head, fearing the 
effect of the jerks, or that I  should throw the chair 
over, I was very nduch annoyed, because it disturbed-,- 
as I said, “ the isochronism of the oscillations.”

■I afterwards saw a similar effect produced on a 
European who did not know what he had taken. He 
was constantly throwing back his head and looking at 
the ceiling, and exhibited no other symptom, which 
only made this the more ludicrous. ,

After keeping the j>arty for four hours in a state of 
continual convulsion, I became irresistibly drowsy, and 
was moved away to bed. *This operation sickened 
me, and brought on a slight vomiting. The instant I 
was in bed I fell asleep, and slept without intermission , 
for nine hours; I then awoke, perfectly*recovered, 
and fresh, with a feeling of lightness, and in high 
spirits. .

One of the most remarkable effects was, that it 
seemed to lay bare your inmost thoughts, and. to 
present a mirror, on which was reflected every act of 
your life, and that you were qpnstrained to reveal and 
confess it all; which’ exactly agrees with effects attri
buted to the ophisnu. •

The Jews aro in the habit of taking hashish on
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Saturday, as it ensures, they say, thegr doing no 
work on Sunday. A party of them will agree to take 
it together, and go out to a garden. One of them, 
being asked to describe a scene of that kind, said, 
“ We were eight, and seven took to laughing; and one 
to crying, and the more he cried the more we laughed, 
and the more we laughed the more he* cried, and so 
we spent the night, and in the morning we went to 
bed.” , .

After being satisfied with my preparation, I de
voted a day to the trying of the experiment on a 
number of patients. Two or three took it in the 
morning, and each as he had taken it became ex
ceedingly anxioizs to administer it to others, so that 
patients were sought in every place and by every 
means. Many who took it went away, so that I did 
not see the effect on more than a dozen. On the 
whole I was disappointed^ there was not one interest
ing case, though there were not two alike.

The master of a' Portuguese vessel, to whom it was 
given witlfout his being aware of its nature, thought 
himself bewitched, and his crew were on the point 
of securing him as deranged. He' saw a ship stranded 
on the bar, and ordered out his boats to her assist
ance ; he then saw the devil cooking in the caboose, 
and with the demeanour of an insane "person, was all 
the while reasoning on Ijie evidences of his insanity.

Having at one time been in* the habit of taking 
opium, I am able to compare the effects. The idea 
of a strong resemblance has been generally admitted ;
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but in this l^cannot agree. In De jQ,uincj'’s ■“Confessions 
of an Opium-Eater,” there are passages which might 
pass for a description of hashish, but they do not 
appear to me to be descriptive of opium.: opium 
does not give the double identity, and the hashish 
draws towards insanity: the hashish does not affect 
either the nervous system* or the viscera. The 
jength of time that elapses before it begins to act, 
shows that it has .first to be taken into the- blood. 
I have witnessed its effects in relieving pains and 
spasms, which differ from those of ordinary narcotics.* 
It is an anodyne and an anti-spasmodic, producing 
intoxication without its consequences, and dispelling 
its effects. • »

The French have become intoxicated with hash-
• . •

ish. A number of works and essays have been 
published on the subject in Paris. Multitudes of 
experiments have been macje, and endless visions seen 
or described. From these I select one specimen, 
which to him who has eaten hashish bears intrinsic, 
evidence, pour lefond, of being genuine. “I t  appeared

* In an interesting article in Chambers’s Magazine o f,N o
vember 1848, the writer says :—

“ It is the nervous system that is aifected, no other part of 
the body being acted upon ; hashish thus materially differing 
from opium, whose power is marked upon the muscular and 
digestive systems, retarding the action of the organs, and leaving 
them in a complete state of inactign. The circulation does not 
seem to be affected; but it  is not with impunity that the brain 
becomes disordered with frequent indulgence in the delicious 
poison: it  becomes incapable at last of separating the*ti'ue 
from the false.” •
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that his body was * dissolved, that he Jiad become 
tvansparent. He clearly saw in his chest the hash
ish which he had swallowed, under the form of an 
emerald, from which a thousand little sparks issued. 
His eyelashes were-lengthened out indefinitely, and 
rolled like threads of gold around ivory balls, which' 
turned with an inconceivable rapidity. Around him 
were sparklings of precious stones of all colours, 
changes eternally produced, like t.he play of the ka
leidoscope. He every now and then saw his friends 
who were around him disfigured — half ih'en, *half 
plants ; some with the wings of the o.strich, which 
they were constantly shaking. So strange were these, 
that ha ^jurst into fits of laughter; and to join in 
the apparent ridiculousness of the aflfair, he began 
throwing the cushions in  the air, catching and turn
ing them with the rapidityi of an Indian juggler. 
One gentleman spoke to , him in Italian, which the 
hashish transposed into Spanish;  ̂ After, a few ininutes 
be recovered his habitual calmness, without any bad 
effect, without headache,'and only astonished at what 
had passed. Half-an-hour had scarcely elapsed be
fore* he fell again undei; the influence of the drug. 
On this occasion the vision was more complicated 
and more extraoi;dinary. In the air there were mil
lions of butterflies, confusedly luminous, shaking their 
wings like fans. Gigantic flowers with chalices of 
crystal, large peonies upon beds of gold and silver, 
ros^ and surrounded him with the crackling sound 
that accompanies the ex f̂losion in the air of fire-
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works. His# hearing acquired hew power : it was 
enormously developed. He heard the noise of colours. 
Green, red, blue, yellow sounds reached him in waves. 
He swam in' an ocean of sound, where floated, like. 
isles of light, some of the airs of ‘Lucia di Lam- 
mermuir,' and the ‘Barber of Seville.’ Never did 
similar bliss overwhelm him with its • waves; he was 
lost in a wilderness of sweets; he was not himself; 
he was relieved fronx consciousness—that feeling which 
always pervades the mind ; and for 'the first time 
he comprehended what might be the state of exist
ence of elementary beings, of angels, of̂  souls Sepa
rated from the, body: all his system seemed infected 
with the fantastic colouring in which he was ̂ kinged. 
Sounds, perfume, light, reached him on^ by minute 
rays, in the midst of which he heard magnetic cur
rents whistling along. According to his. calculation, 
this state lasted about threg hundred* years; for the 
sensations were so numerous and^so hurried, one 
upon the other, that a real appreciation of time was 
impossible. The paroxysm overl, he was iPware that 
it had only lasted a quarter of an hour.”

The Moors have long been in'possessioii of Cr. 
Hunter’s idea,* that certain qualities are conveyed 
by certain kinds of food : his notion is, however, 
limited to corporeal effects. Thus, a person, with 
an affection of the liver shou\^ eat the liver of anh 
mals—the heart, &c. The Moors imagine that the 
mind can in like manner be affected, d,nd that Uie

*  See his 0o5kery Book.
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quality of the animal is conveyed to thg eater. The 
flesh of the fox gives cunning, the heart of the lion 
inspires courage. Probably it was to iiPprove her 
complexion th a t . the African Cleopatra ate pearls. 
To designate a stupid person, they say, “ He has eaten 
the head of a hyena;” and as the hyena is very 
fond of hashish, his fixed eye and stupid look are at
tributed to the effect of that plant, for he wUl sit 
in the bottom of his den and allow it to be entered 
by a man who shoots, stabs, or nooses him. They 
give it also to horses, as it was told me first,"’to make 
them fiery; but on further inquiry, I  found that it 
was given to them as a purge, and that afterwards 
they leave them in repose like men, as they are unable 
to keep their^feet.

There are several other plants which they employ 
for producing similar effects — that which I after
wards found at‘ Medea, a jd  which is there described 
as the surnag, * which is found in the Atlas, and 
which is used for the same purpose; also the nuts 
of a species of the Palma Christi, which they mix 
with food, and the effect of which lasts but a few 
hours. This is said to bQ used to make people speak 
the truth, and discover their inward thoughts, f

Extensive as is the use of this drug, it is not used 
by the gentleman. On him observances are heaped

•
* Mannol, vol. iii. p. 4.
t  In Hunter’s “ Captivity” there is an interesting account of 

the plants used by the Red Indians for smoking, inhaling, and also 
for sweating. • .
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which the ^vulgar escape, and indulgences denied 
which they enjoy; A Moorish gentleman is more 
constrained and more observed than the same class 
in any other country: he must be punctual in the 
discharge of his religious duties, which are neglected 
by the mass of the people; he must pay the regular 
alms to the poor; he abstains from all kinds of fer
mented liquors : he does not smoke' or take snufiF.
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CHAPTER XII.

THE HISTORY OF MUPFINS.-^THE. ORIGIN OF BUTTER.—
THE ENGLISH BREAKFAST.

•  > .

The day we landed at Rabat we heard"a fittle 
tinkling bell through the street, just like the four 
o’clock muffin-bell in London. One of the party 
asked if* it were tea-time amongst the Moors, and 
the others laughed, thinking it a good joke:—there 
was no joke in the case. These cockney cakes are
just as common here as within the sound of Bow

. -

bells, and served for breal^ast in Barbary when Queen 
Elizabeth’s maids of honour had for theirs beefsteaks 
and ale, or herrings and bread and cheese. They 
are a little* larger than those in London, and exactly 
the peihlets of the midland counties. •

to  find muffins and crumpets here is, indeed, in 
the language of modern philosophy, a “ great and 
a twofold fact.”iP It is, however, one which great 
men have overlooked ; because, although a cook-must 
be a philosopher, it is ncjjt required that a philosopher 
should be a cook. •

The incident set me upon considering the nature 
* See “ History of Cifilization,” passim.
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of the raufl|n, and opened to me- a large field of 
speculation, culinary and historical. I first perceived 
that there were combined in the greasy accompani
ment of our- tea-tables characters so diversê , that it 
must have a history,--and an eventful one; that it 
must have undergone vicissitude and persecution in 
the course of its wide career, the range of which in 
space and time could not be doubtful, from the place 
in which I found it. - •

Let me dispose first of the wofd crumpet: it is 
clearly a recent one. Peiklet is still used in the 
interior of England, and one name is given to both 
by Moors and Jews, sfeni I shall, therefore, equally 
employ for both the word “ muflSn.’̂ * • .

The .muffin is bread, cake, and dish:\ like the first, 
it is fermented; like the second, bak*ed or toasted* 
on a griddle; like the third, it requires to be cookecj. 
"before it is. eaten. Our method of cooking, by tpasting 
first and then softening by W ter, appears at the first 
glance the travestie of some lost method. The lUse 
of the toasting-fork could not have preaeded coal- 
fires and grates with upright,bays, an invention not 
earlier than the Georges; nor could it have preceded 
the use of butter,, which cannot be traced beyond 
the Dutch stadtholder. In Ameripa, they do not

* The Americans call crumpets muffins, so that the latter must 
have been the common name at th# time of the early emigration 
westward. .

f  In the culinary language of our country, I use this tergi to 
supply the place of “ plat,” and V met.”
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toast and butter 'muffins, but eat, them Ijot, as baked. 
They were, therefore, originally a part of the regular 
cookery of the country, and, indeed, could not belong, 
as at present, to “ breakfast” and “ tea,” which meals 
are of recent invention. Morocco presents the ori
ginal practice: here they are simmered in oil or • 
butter, and then dipped in honey. I did not see 
them used in dressed dishes; but Marmol, writing 
two centuries ago, describes them as employed in 
this manner, H§ says, “ In Morocco, there are*two 
ways of making bread—baking in an oven, al we 
do in Eurdpe, and preparing it in pans to be eaten 
hot with honey and butter, or with oil. These cakes 
are sopactitnes stewed with the flesh of goats, for 
that of' sheep is difficult to be got at, and that of 
cattle they do not consider wholesome.”*

The Moors and the Jews cook them difierently, 
the former using butter,^ the latter o il: they thus 
connect baking and cooking, and illustrate diflerences 
between Judaism and Islam, or, perhaps, between Jew 
and Gentiie. With these data it may be worth 
while to endeavour to find traces of them in ancient 
tinfes.

Baking in Greece had attained to the highest per
fection, as exhi])ited in separating or boiling the 
flour,t and in kneading the dough.| The art of baking,

♦ Africa, t o I .  ii, p. 4. f  Poll. Onomast lib. vi. 74.
!t*0 8 f  <nrtmoi6s ltep\ <TT6fiari Kr)fx6v erpt/3« t o  o ra ls

Tua J lijS e  Wpms im p p fjt,  t o I s  ^vpapatriv  6 rpi^tov in veo i.  —  Athen., 
lib. xii. 70. •  '
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as connected with religious festivals, possessed an 
importance which, to us, is inconceivable. Among 
the Greek, states, Athens was most distinguished for 
its bread; yet there were there foreign bakers—and 
these Lydians.* There was bread known by the 
name of Cappadocian, and the Phoenicians were held 
bakers of first repute, This people was said to possess 
as many kinds of bread as there were days in the 
year: their merit, however, does not sefem< to have 
consisted in baking, properly so called, but in com- 
Liniflg preparations of flour- with other viands; and 
in the Old Testament we have constant references to 
the mixtures of flour with, oil and honey, all which 
approach to the Moorish sfen. ,  ^

The names of only three out of the three hundred 
and sixty-five kinds of Phoenician brdad have been* 
handed down : the three resemble one another. This 
must have been the kind of bread for which Phoe
nicia was celebrated, and. the descriptions apply to 
the muffin and the sfen, still preserved in countries 
which they colonized. The three kinds ai® lachmar  ̂
■cliehrodlapson̂  and maphula: lackmar Js evidently 
derived from lackma, to swallow (whence lick), %nd 
must have been remarkably soft. Athenmus calls it 
“ agrov avoCKovP It was prepared with milk and 
0 1̂ : the Syrians were celebrated for making it. That 

■ it was known to the Jews is proved by the word

*  A th en . lib . iii. 7 7  j Idem , lib . x iv . 5 4 ;  P oll. lib . v i. 32 ; 
Idem , lib . v i. 7 5  ; Schol. A ristopb. A rchah 86 . '
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lachrmnigothy which occurs iu the Talmud.* It was 
known to the Arabs, and is described by Mininski 
^  a fritter of Apur, dried grapes, oil, and fresh wine : 
of chebrodlapson, we only know that i t  w;as prepared 
with honey. How these were baked is not. stated; 
but the third,- maphula,, was not fired in the pveny 
but pn the hearth, or on a griddle. In the three col
lectively, we have all .the,ingredients and the methods 
at present in use in, Morocco,f viz. flour, milk, oil, 
honey, and a griddle for firing them.

In maphula, we have the >vord employed in-England.) 
Taking away thp final vowel added by the Greeks, and 
changing I for its cognate n, maphula or mufula be
comes '

These names have puzzled the most learned. Bo- 
chart avows h*s perplexity; Casaubon avers that “ we 
ought not to be ashamed of confessing .our ignorance

♦  R abbi Solomon translates f  wafer.” 
t , ‘f A bdul-m elich  asked th e  old M echyum ian, w hat m eat ho 

lik ed  b e s t ; h e answered, an ass’s neck  w ell seasoned and w ell 
roasted. “ W hat say you,” says A bdul-m elich, “ to a  leg  or shoul
der o f  a  sucking lamb, w ell roasted and covered over, w ith  m ilk  
and  butter 1” A bulpheda remarks on  th is  passage, “ the Arabians 
hadT not then changed their cookery from w hat i t  w as in  the  
tim e o f  Abraham.”

:|: The Crusader, Baldw in, is  know n to  th e  Arabs as Bardui^, 
P ortugal they  m ake Portgun. L abunitus o f  H om er, is w ritten  
N abunitus by Berosius. The exchange o f 6 and m is  so common, 
as a lm ost to be a r u le ; and thence, perhaps, th a t  strange word 
bifiEn for baked apples, resem tiling in  shape the muffin. '

Mr. Layard m entions, th a t the Y ezidis, who abhor all im pre- 
catiens, w ill not use the word naal, “ horse-shoe,” because it  
approaches to  ^aan a “ curse.”— ■j îmeveh, vol. i, pi 296 . -
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of whatwe^do not know, and,. zjoso/acto, confesses 
his own. Their difficulties disappear, as usual, be
fore the knowledge of .habits. Flour, milk, oil, and 
honey mixed up together would, indeed, form a sorry 
.dish; as the critics, not being cooks, could, not devise 
the process by which they could be converted into 
a palatable one. Bochart, with his usual -sagacity, 
has detected the union of cooking and baking, and 
also that the Jews and Arabs cooked thfe mu'flSn 
difierently. He has, however, mistaken the distinc
tion * he makes the Jews .use oil or butteVi the Arabs 
fat : the Jews cook it in oil only, the Arabs prefer 
butter.

The griddle on which muffins are baked «in Lon
don,* is precisely the same as that used in the East, 
and fixed in the same manner over the fire. It 
serves for a .variety of other dishes and preparations 
of flour.f On it is made^the pa.stry of the East, 
which all travellers' have tasted, which many have 
pronounced exquisite, and yet which none have de-

* T h e  D utch  have one of the best sw eet dishes, w hich they  
peculiarly honour by decorated booths at their fairs, set a^art . 
for its  preparation. L ike th e  muflBn, i t  is  flour and water set 
for three hours to ferm en t: i t  is then poured, not on a griddle, 
but on heated tongs w ith  deep bars, so that i t  comes out w ith  the 
shape o f a  p o rtcu llis ; i t  is then  eaten lik e  Hhe sfen, w ith  sugar 
or honey.
' t  T he Turks call th e  muffin Qassi Cadaef. T h is is also run 
on the griddle through a tin  m ould w ith  holes,.and so forms coils  
o f thread lik e  verm icelli. This is Called Td  (w ire) Cadaef. These 
dainties are described in  a T urkish  cookery b o o k ; Genek ? li-  
zalise, by N egib  Effendi, A.H. 1259 , A .n. 1842 .

• VOL. II. ■ L *
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scribed, or suspected, perhaps, to be differgnt from that 
of Europe. . '

The secret of French p a s t r y  consists  ̂ in' bringing 
the butter and the dough to exactly the ■ same con
sistency; this is effected by temperature for the 
butter, by • water for • the dough, cooling down the 

- one or softening the other. When so adjusted,, the 
butter in one 'mass is covered in it then spreads 
Under the rolling-pin equally as the dough spreads, 
«ach in its own *plane.' Folded over and over again, 
the. two keep distinct, and thus are obtained tjie 
flakes.

The butter of the East is fluid, and runs like oil,; 
how, th^n, can they have flake-pastry 1 It was this 
difficulty which spurred their invention, and produced 
the unrivalled.method which I shall now describe.

Wheat is steeped till it sprouts ; it ia then rubbed 
down, or pounded in a.,mortar, till it.acquires the 
consistency of cream. In this state it, is poured in 
ladles on the griddle, rubbed with butter, -Instantly 
hardenings it is tossed off, sheet after sheet: the name 
is youfkcb.\ It is  then strung, and hung.up; when 
wanted, a bundle of.it is laid into the dish, or taien\

* T he Engli.sh roll ou t th e  dough aad then  put dabs o f  butter 
on it , and then  roll i t  again . T he fee for learning to m ake 
flake-pastry, as described above, is five guineas. .

f  T h ey  also, u se rice for th e  same purpose, reducing it  by  
b oilin g . T he p astry  prepared from it  is  called Jcidadj.

t  T he rou n d  copper d ish  in  use in  the E ast, aad  w hich  is  
caPrfed hot from  th e fire and placed on th e  snfra, or table, the  
rrjyuvoy o f  th e  G reeks. • . .  , .
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for the uudfr-crust J the contents, sweet or savoury, 
of the pastry, are then put in, and the upper-cruSt 
in the same manner laid on. By this process are 
attained, in the highest degree, all the objects of 
French pastry—fineness of flour with a certain c^ro 
dolce flavour, softness in the substance, fineness and 
equality in the flake. It has the advantage, also, 
over our pastry, of facility and economy of time. • i 

Old Arabic writers mention two kinds of food 
prepared by making Kliebes, which* are jcompared .to 
the banana and Neldeh described by Abd ’Allatib, 
as follows : “ Wheat is soaked until it sprouts j it is 
then boiled until its whole substance passes into the 
water; the water is then clarified, and boifed down 
u n til'it gets thick; at this point a ̂ little flour is 
thrown in, and it sets; it is then taken from the 
fire, and sold at the price of bread. This is Neldeh 
Albousch; but when no flouf is added, and it  is boiled 
until it coagulates, it is better 'and sells for a higher 
price, and is called Neideh Mahoudeh. * '

Soyonti speaks of it as one of the things in high 
estimation in Egypt, and quotes an old writer, who 
says that it was discovered by the Virgin* Mary, Be
ing without milk, she was inspired with the idea of 
preparing it for the Infant Jesus. . P. Sicard saw 
this dish at Meuscbieh, and thus describes i t : “ The

* K h alil B haheri m entions i t  also. T he passage is  quoted by  
V olney, and he translates it  indigo. May there not be som e con
n ex io n  bet\\'een the E gyptian  name, and the old goddess N fith , 
and also w ith  the E nglish  word htead ?

L 2
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grain is Steeped for several days till it a|)routs; it is 
then dried, pounded or ground, and boiled for use. 
A sweet and agreeable confection is then made with
out sugar, and the people of the country esteem it 
much, and are very fond of it.” ^ In tlie time of 
Sonnini i t  had disappeared from Meuschieh.' Herfe 
we have the steeping of the grain, the grinding, and 
the diluting of- it in water, as in the present Eastern 
pastry. Although we have not the' toasting of it oh 
the griddle, more cannot be wanted to carry this pro
cess back to ancient times, and to those belebrated 
baker-cooks of Tyre and Sidon. '

The neideh is still preserved in  Britain under the 
name Frumenty ox Furmity. ' The method of pre
paring it is iiow in the hands of a few persons only, 
and has become a secret; and, probably, in another 
generation it too will have died out, under the crusĥ - 
ing roller of subdivision of labour. Where still used, it 
is only on one occasion in, the year. Mid Lent Sunday. 
Whea brought to market it is of the consistence of 
thick ^unf Those who have eaten it describe ii as 
ah excellent dish. The festival when it is. used may 
have some connexion with the Arab tradition coil- 
ceming Mary’s milk, t  ’

•  NoUv. M issions, t. ii. p. 73 . ' .
+ On m aking  inquiries respecting it, I  have receiVed the 

ToUowing reply from Cirencqgteri. -
“ I  cannot te ll how the wheat is  prepared, as w e procure i t  in  

a state o f  je lly  from ;an old  woman w ho knows the' feecret. ' A  
p in t o f  thifc je lly  I  is m elted  in  a ijuart o f  m ilk-j it  is  sligh tly  
boiled, lem on peel, and cinnalhon, and sugar being then added;
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In the Highlands there is at-once the, neideh, the 
cadaef, and the youfka; not, however, by malting, 
but by fermentation. Dat- seeds are steeped for ten 
days till they ferment, the water is then .boiled till 
it thickens. This is sowans ;* ,ov it is poured on the ... 
griddle and made into scons,f which are used on festal 
^pccasipns, ^ t  cl îefly at Christmas. That the High- 
Janders junderstpod, malting is jshpyirn.in theiy whiskey, 
jWhich they did no,t| wait, fo,r Paraceljsus.to teach thp^n 
.to (Irstil. , , * j , '

iThe firstrStep in» preparing flour ,or meal for food, 
is the ashes oh the griddle j the next and ,last, is, ,the. 
pyen. I T̂ hp pecjiliarity ,of brpad resides, , in, the faking 
in the pvpn.;,,fermentation is calledi in as auxili
ary : ,the process is elaborate and complicated. When 
firat invented, ,the oven and its produce, the .baking 
and the bread, wo,uld be knoitvn, by the*, same nafne^

j ‘ ‘ •  - ' ‘ a ,
the yo lk s o f '  five eggs liea len  up, are m ixed  in , and^ itr is 
S'erred m  a tureen. R aisins and- currants,' a ll stewed Well, ahd  
Iplumped out w ith ,h ot water, are tenred tup separatelj j they are 
cold,, a spopnful.or so .b p n g  .added to each- helping.* rlThe name 
is frumenty; th is shows perhaps the an tiq u ity  o f  the dish, and is 
hn interesting specim en o f  etym ology. I t  is on ly  m ad* at 
Easter.” 1 ' . i i ‘

*  T he Breber “ A ssowa.” I > t

t  Carscones, pancakes, " R edem ption cakes,” are eaten on 
Easter Monday. ’
1 Ji These, facta throw new lig h t on ‘th e  know ledge i f ^  the  

ancients, respecting the fermentation <Jf liquCrS And brewing. 
T h ey  did. m a lt graim  and . indeed they seem  ■*o'*hkve'beAh kware 
o f the. advantage o f  so  -treating it,^ for fatten ing animals'. ^We 
rknow that Penelope steeped th e  grain which fehA gaW  to her 
geese, n - . . < 1 . ' * '
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In early times words had to do severe d|jty. A soft 
flat roll, resembling the common • bread of Barbary, 
is called in Scotland, bake. ,K  so called because it 
is baked, it must bave been so at the origin of baking. 
“ Bake” would thus belong to the earliest ages, and 
go back to the first discovery of an oven, which, by • 
one peculiar and horrid ceremony, we can trace to 
Sabma.*

2fow, this very word is written in a book .two thou
sand three hundre’d years ago, and then as an old one 
—as one of the oldest in use among meu.f There we 
learn that the Phrygian name for bread' was hake; 
bake was, therefore, asked for three thousand years 
ago, by.Pelethite or Cerethian at Escalon or Gorja, just 
as to-day by the barefooted callant of Paisley or Lin
lithgow. It may be objected that the word, if in use 
in Canaan, would not have been mentioned as Phry
gian ; but the colony may have retained an ancient 
word which the metropolis had lost,| or the metro
polis may, without losing the one, have introduced 
new name? for new inventions. The Phoenician words 
which have been preserved are of that description.

* Hollinger de Rel, Sabse. b. i. ,ch. 8* 
t  Herodot. 1. ii. c. 2.
t  “ Their learned*Babbis were quite at a loss for the meaning 

of that text of the prophet Isaiah, ‘ I  will sweep thee with the 
besom of destruction,’ till th^y heard accidentally an Arabian 
maid-seryant call a broom by that same name, which was com
mon to the Hebrew and Arabic tongue, the meaning of which 
was^juite lost in the Hebrew, and only preseryod in the Arabic.” 
O C K IE Y . I  . *
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Lackmar, Cbebrodlapson, are fine terms, .such as 
would strike strangers more than the homely one in 
common use. The Egyptians, besides, were not given 
to. travel; and with shoals of travellers and. .clouds of 
books, see how difficult—nay, impossible, it is to get 
at the simple things of any country.

However, “ bake” and “ muffin” do not-stand alone: 
they are accompanied by a goodly array of emigrants 
from the Holy Land. I  adduce them, not 'to  prove 
any affinity"of Hebrew and Celtic^ or of Indo-Ger- 
manic and Semitic, but to establish the intercourse 
of our forefathers with those countries. Thus have 
come to us cake,* him,\ scon,\ sowans,\ hread,  ̂
broth, bear*̂  (old Teutonic for grain), beerf Jbarhy, 
and I may, perhaps, add ham** and which,
with those given before, .make a baker’s dozen.

* The Passover bread Khak. .
t  Bunuclos, Spanish for crumpbt. .
t  This word I  have before explained.
§ Assoiua, a preparation used by the Shellahs, similar to that 

called solans in Scotland.— See Jackson’s Vocabula^.
II The Teutonic Brod, made broth, broze, is contained in Che- 

hrodlapson. ,
IT Barr, whence the three words in the text.
* * Ham in Arabic is beef, but it is applied to dried flesh.
t  t  Zutneiia (Breber), Einiiia (Shellah), Atamotan, mentioned 

in Glassi Hist, of the Canaries, and described as “ barley-meal 
fried in oil,” is the preparation used in crossing the Zahara. 
It is toasted barley-meal mixed wit]  ̂ Water in the comer of the 
haik, exactly as the Highland drovers used to mix it in the 
corner'of their plaid. It is also mixed with butter or with 
honey, and in this form it constitutes the early meal. ‘'Meat," 
and the French met, which signifies every kind of food, are going
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I will now leave it to the antiquarian to deter
mine whether sfen came hither with the “ diggers” 
for tin, or with those later •“ Afers,” whose persons 
and wares increased in the eyes of William the Nor
man, as the author of “ Harold ” narrates, the at
traction of the capital of England. But anyhow, 
this remains certain, that muffins and crumpets were 
served at Hiram’s table.

A stranger from Europe is little surprised to find 
butter in Morocco. I had spent years in ’the East, 
and never had seen butter, I had myself introduced 
it both in Greece and Turkey; what, then; ‘ was 
my' surprise to find it here. You may see in a 
boy’s hjBid a roll sliced—yes, sliced bread in a Mus
sulman’s hand, with a lump of butter inside for his 
breakfast, just as in England. It is pale, sweet, cows
lip-flavoured, and smelling of the country*-*-! mean

a begging for an etymology. -•From Zimita come ^vfilrat (Poll, 
lib. vi. 32), v̂fxoc, î £5/u (leaven broth and bread), and
Zimid, the Turkish bread baked with butter, acemiti, Spanish.

* Dr. Fqfbes, in  his “ Physician’s Holiday,” has given some 
valuable suggestions on this m atter:—  * • .

“ In looking at the horrid compound -sold in England as salt 
butter—at least, the cheaper .sorts of it used by the poorer classes 
'—I cannot but believe that its supersession by the boiled butter 
of Switzerland would be advantageous, both to the comfort and 
health of a large proportion of our countrymen. It can hardly 
be believed that such an offensive, briny, and semi-putrid' mass, 
as the cheaper sorts of our^salt butter, can be without serious 
detriment to the health of the consumers, any more than .the 
salted meat formerly issued to our seamen was so.”

B e describes a melted butter used in Switzerland, and ear
nestly recommends the adoptiofl of the same practice for culinaly

    
 



MILK^ ANCIENTLY UNKNOW N AS FOOD. 153

'the country fof England. To us butter comes so 
naturally—it is so necessary—that we cannot ima
gine ourselves without it, nor call up the difficulties 
in the way -of its first j discovery, which is one of 
the latest of uncivilized articles among the barbarous.

We read of butter in ancient times, but it was 
gee. The merit of ours is its being made from 
cream thrown up cold. The milk of kine alone 
has that property; and that milk during many cen
turies was unknown to. man as fo5d.

TSe great event of primeval society was the em
ployment of cattle in' tillage. To preserve and. in
crease the breed was the: first care of legislators : 
this they effected by consecrating the cow,*»and its
purposes. I t  consists in boiling it slowly after it  is made : the 
process takes six hourSi two to heat it, two to cool it, and two to 
simmer it. There is a white, hard cheesy sediment which .has 
carefully to he removed. He also describes a process, by which 
the whole 'of the butter of thes^ Alpine, pastures is preserved 
Sweet, without s a l t ' “ On a board, four or five inches wide, wooded 
pins two to three feet in length, are fixed upright; the buttet 
is placed daily around these pins, beginning at the \pwer ebd, in 
a mass not exceeding the width of the board. Every day, as 
more buttdr is added around the pin, the diameter is gradually 
enlarged, until the upper part overhangs the base, like an in
verted 'bee-hive. When one pin is filled, another is proceeded 
with. The exposed surface of these masses gets soon covered 
with a sort of^hard film, which effectually excludes the air."

t  'f The cause why the idolaters magnify the kine, is their use 
in agriculture—as much as to say, i^is not lawful to slay them.”-— 
(Talmudists on the eleventh chapter of Leviticus, apud Hollinger 
de Religion. Sab. 1. i. a  8.) A Roman citizen was once in
dicted and condemned by the people for killing an ox. ‘̂ ’or 
this beast,” says Pliny, “ is pur tompahion, and labours together
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milk was surrendered to its own offering. The 
practice outlived the occasion ; and it was not till 
horses came to be substituted for oxen in the flat 
lands of the north that, cows’ milk returned into 
general use,* as it had originally been among no
made tribes. Cream was unknown to all antiquity.' 
There is not even the word in any ancient language. 
This statement will appear extraordinary, and may, 
perhaps, be set down as contrary to reason and un
founded in fact, *for reference to cream in so many 
authors will immediately, recur. The fact' is, that

with us in ploughing the field.” Yet in Rome everything was 
based upon pasturage, not tillage ; libations, of milk were used 
in  sacrifice, Pecunia was money, and the, public revenues 
Pascua. ,

For laws agaihst the slaughter of cattle used in  husbandly, 
see iElian, Yar. Hist., 1. v. c. 14 ; Athen. 1. ix. ex Philloc.j Varro 
de Re Rustics, 1. ii. c. 5.

The Hindoo code, of course,^forbids the killing of cows at all 
ages. The Mussulman code forbids the killing of calves.

•  A line of Euripides might appear conclusive against m e;

K(u Topos oTtias f<TTi Kot /Soos yoKa.—Cycl. V. 136.

But he is speaking of the food, not of common men, but of 
Sil^pus. However, Athenseus will no way admit the thing, or 
even the word. He corrects it  (1. 14), Atdg ydXa, or milk yit 
for Jupiter, meaning goats’, not cows’-m ilk ; so unnatural did 
the latter seem. Consult Eustath. in Odyss. 5'. Homer calls the 
Hippomolgians galactophagoi, and otherwise commends them, 
(11. 6). He only twice mentions milk, and both times speaks
of it  as that of ewes or ^ a ts  ;—itlovti fxijXa ifttXya, Od. t*. 
237 ; ^ tptXyev oic Kat /jr/KaSac alyoc, Od. t'. 244., He men
tions cheese twice (Od. k'. 234 ; II. X'. 638) : on the last occa- 
sioj?, he calls it goats’ cheese, atytjov rvpoy, and it was hard, for 
it was raped with a bronze rape* Kvtian x^Xnei .̂
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none of thos% who have illustrated ancient manners 
and language have noticed this point, and they and 
travellers have not been* conversant with the dairy; 
consequently- they have transferred their own ideas 
to the languages they translated, the usages they de  ̂
scribed, or even the very things before their eyes.*

Up to the time of this discovery the diet consisted, 
as in the East, of a repetition of the same meal twice 
in the day. The breakfast differed not from the 
dinner, except that it was a smaller iheal—the dishes 
were *the same. Butter revolutionized the kitchen. 
About the same time two remarkable adjuncts to our 
diet were introduced from China and Arabia, tea and

i 

.  .  •  •* Chandler (vol. ii. p.'245) describes the process of making'
butter in Greece, by putting cream, in a goat’s ^kin, and tram
pling on it. The method referred to I shall presently describe : 
no cream is used. ■

Silvestre de Sacy translates the title of Kholil Daheri’s work 
on E gyp t; “ Cream of the Exposi^on.” I t  occurs in the taunt
ing letter of Shah Rock to Timour j he says,—

“ Your expressions are the Zebed of language.” The word is 
translated elsewhere/oa»i (caimah).— Cf. Chresth. ArqJ)e, t. ii.pp. 
11, 76.

“ That they skimmed the milk is evident, whatever they nj^y 
have done with the cream. Philostrates mentions vessels filled 
to the brim with milk, on which the cream lies rich and shining.” 
— St . J ohn’s Ancient Greece, vol. ii. p. 286.

The passage referred to has not a word abolit cream j it  is as 
follow;  ̂;  \ p v K T i j p e Q  y d X a K r o c ,  o V  X e v K o v  f x S v o y ,  d W a  K a ' i  a r r ( \ i r y o v .  

leal y a p  a r i X t e i v  i o i K s y  vtto rije i i r v ^ o X a ^ o v a t i c  a u r y  m f i e X i j C ' —  

Icon, i. xxxi. p. 809. “ Vases of milk, not pnly white but 
shining, for they appeared to shine from the floating fat.” 
The shining skin which covers boiled milk is here accurately 
described. •
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coffee. In their native countries they^vere no part 
of the people’s food, and furnished forth no meal 
they were only used as a slight refreshment. In our 
adaptation of them they lost their flavour,and no 
longer served .their original purpose. Our coarse pre
paration required to be mellowed by cream or milky 
and sugar. "With the aid of butter, they assumed the 
consistency of a refection, and with eggs, in the shell,f

* The art of laaking tea consists in pouring the water 
on and off immediately, so as to get the flavour. JUoffee- 
making is a more intricate affair, and cannot be conveyed in a 
recipe. A docile spirit, that will dismiss every received idea, 
and not reason, may make something out i of thfe hints I  now 
submit. The fire must he very low, half embers (wood), hal^ 
ashes; tSe cup of coffee sm all; and i  small pot so as to make 
it  cup ■ by cup. The coffee must be slowly roasted, not burnt, 
and brought oufy to an uinber brown; it must be roasted day by 
day. The flavour dissipates in a feiy hours y it must be reduced 
by pounding to an impalpable powder. These are the conditions 
under which coffee can be made. In making it, two opposite 
and apparently incompatible ends are to be secured,— strength 
and flavour ; to obtain the first it must be boiled,—by boiling, 
the second is lost. The difficulty is surmounted by a double 
process; one thorough cooking, one dxght one; by the first a 
strong infusion is obtained, by 'the second that infusion is 
flsJvoured. Thus, a large pot with coffee-lees stands simmering 
by the fire j this is the sherbet: when a cup is wanted, the 
pounded coffee is put in the little tin or copper pan and placed 
on the embers; 'tt fumes for a m om ent; then the sherbet is 
poured on ^ în a few seconds the froth (caimah) rises; presently 
an indication that it is about to boil is niade manifest, when .the 
coffee is instantly taken from the fire, and carried to the [apart
ment, and turned into the cup and drunk.

d" There is one thing new under the sun, and that is an egg 
cup: uo egg cups are to be .found in Etruscan sepulchres,
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of a meal, his did not, however, suflSde a substi
tute for both meals. Beef ruled the evening repast: 
the road diverged; tw^ distinct meals came into 
existence, and the “ English breakfast” assunled its 
dignified station in the domestic world. ' It has spread 
far and near, hut only where preceded by the disco
very of cream, and accompanied by the manufacture 
of butter. Morocco having butter,' has the two 
descriptions of meals. • ’ ...

They make their butter without *chufn or cream. 
A go*at’s-skin, with the haify side in, is filled two 
thirds with milk; four poles or reeds, sixî  feet long, 
are set up like a triangle. The skin is slung between 
them, a ' leg stretched out to each, reed, ,A»\yomau, 
seated on the ground, pushes and swings it, and 
presently the butter’is churned.' This is the simple 
imitation of what accident first taught; and in the 
desert the butter is, to this day, churned by the camel, 
not by the dairy-maid.*
. The variety of its forms is wonderful. It ^ours, it 
ferments, it becomes sugar~\i may be distilled into 
alcohol. It changes to curd; it becomes cheese; it

Egyptian pyramids, or Assyrian palaces ; eggs were only boiled 
hard in the shell. Small spoons, egg-, or ten^ or salt-spoons, are 
also a mbdern discovery, and all pertain to the new meal.

* One of the four-and-twenty romances of the Ar9.bs before 
the times of Mahomet, turns on a jiy  of butter. Zouhaji pushes 
with his bow an old woman who brought it. Thence arises a 
tribe-encounter, in which the chief loses his life. There h^ve 
been handed down a lament by his son, and a poean by his con- 
querot, which Antar soon turned lo an elegy.
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hardens to stone, o r  acquires the tenacifif of cement 
it leavens into yourt; it dries- into paste it is 
separated -by heat into cairrmh; by greater heat into 
gee; by repose it gives you cream., by agitation 
butter.

The peculiarity of the compound resides in the • 
mode of mixture of the oil and water. These are not ̂  
chemically united, for the oil is obtained without a 
reagent. Globules, as in the blood, have been de
tected. These by agitation cohere, probably by atomic 
polarity. ' Heat causes oil to appear," by bursting Them. 
This is the difference between gee and -butter. The 
globules being congested in a granular state, in butter 
and ci>eese, these .when melted cannot be restored, 
like wax or lard, to' their original condition. The 
c^es of these globules are the part contributed by the 
animal; and, generated in the udder, must be the 
caseine, which is acted^ upon by the rennet,' and 
becomes curd. However, as these compounds are 
not to be imitated by art, so have they not been as 
yet explained by science'.

From this diet of milk has sprung the invention of 
butter. In the Zahara ,the animals are milked once 
a-day. All the kinds of milk are poured in together, 
and the distribytion is made round and round to a 
family in the same cup or bowl. This is the whole

* The discus of the ancients, as that used by the modern 
Italians, was supposed to be cheese.
’ T It is an ingredient in Vancouver cement. 
t  The recent attempt to preserve it for use at sea.
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meal’- Wh%t remains over is left for the old men, 
and* poured into a skin, and put on the camel’s back, 
that it may be given tp them at the next encamp
ment. On their arrival it is churned, and thus butter 
becomes their perquisite, and is forbidden fruit to the 
younger portion of the community. ‘

There is no mention of butter in Homer, Hero.- 
dotus t  and Hippocrates mention, it as a- Scythian 
word. But it is not satisfactory to me . that' butter is 
meant. The -most particular description is by Hippo- 
crateS.| He introduces it as an analogy, to show the 
effect of disturbance on the humours of. the body. 
He makes in . that case the bile, as t̂he lightest, rise 
to the top; the blood , remainsi in’ the- middle,«jid the 
phlegm falls below, just as the Scythians,'by agitating 
mare’s milk, get three substances-'—the ôvrrigov, ‘ on

•  A pastoral scene in Homer comes near this ;
’E^ofupos S’ e/teXyev ois K$i /irjKaSas aiyas 
IlafTa Kara fldlpav, (cat vir efifipvov JjKev iKaarp.

, AvTtKa S’ rjpi(TV piv 6pe-\jfat \tvKolo ydXoKTOS 
IlXeKTols fu ToXapoiiTiv dpri<rdpevos KaTf&r/Kep. ^
"Hpiav S’ aSr ecm](pep ep ayycartp, Scjjpa ol fXr)

' ■ nipdP daipvpepa, Kai oi rronSopmoP «tij.— Od. t . 244—249.' •
which in suhstanch i s ;— he milked the ewes and goats, and 
divided the milk into two parts: the one he turned, and laid 
the curd to drain in wicker baskets, the^ other he kept for 
supper.

,. + L. iv. c. 2. '
t  ’Eyp̂ e'orrer yap to ydXa is ^vXa Koi/yt crelovcri. To Sc rapacraopfpop 

d<f>pi(\ (cal biaKptPfTat, itol rS pip  ttIov ^oirrjpbp KaXiovaiu, imrroXrjs 
SitaraTai, iXa<t>p6p iop’ t o  Sc ^api> (tal iraxy Kirio tarairai, b (cal AnoKpl- 
poPTes ^rjpaipownp' 6 8i oppos top  ydXaKTOS ip picr^ ia jip ., Kvrtas S^ (cal 
ip  ap6pi>n<p Topaq-aopipop, K.T.X.~-wDe Moribns, sec. 5.

    
 



160 IM PORTANCE OF MILK

the top, the oppog, in the middle, and the p̂rxaxû  at the 
bottom. Milk is never so treated, and, produces no 
such substances. We accept the description, because 
of the manner of treating it, which resembles churning 
and the word butter. That ,,bRtter should liave. been 
used among the primitive Scythians, while yet pas
toral, would concur with what we see elsewhere, but 
it is not proved by the passages in question. The 
word butter may have been known to the Greeks, as 
used by some barbarians, and therefore used for all 
oily preparations from milk, on this occasion.* The 
agitation, or churning, is the chief link ; but this 
again becomes very slight, when we know that the 
Tartars* to this day employ that process in preparing 
milk for distillation,* and get from it their kermis.

In the domestic economy of the Zahara, milk .assumes 
an importance which to us is scarcely, credible. Peri
odically throughout that vast region—and among, some 
of its tribes constantly—f  it constitutes the sole and

* “ The^Tartar tribes prepare a spirit from milk, by allowing 
it to ferment with frequent agitation. This agitation converts 
the milk sugar into lactic acid, and another portion into grape 
sugar, which becomes converted into alcohol. Animals that, 
live entirely on vegetable matter, produce the largest quantity 
of spirit.”— F ownes. ^

t , Richardson nftets a few Touanez women in the Desert by 
themselves ; the men having gone to Fezzan, he asks them why 
they l^ave not gone also ; one of them asks, “ Why should I  go 
away ? what better shall I lind in Mouryuk pf Ghat 1 can they 
give me more than, m ilk ! God is everywhere I” They bring 
h i^  milk, he dwells with pleasure on the bospii^^iiiy and 
modesty of his entertainers: « Nothing was given for the milk
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entire food of the population. “ Impossible! ” the 
animal chemist will exclaim. “ Man requires a pound 
of nutriment;' milk contains seven per cent., or say 
one ounce to the pound. He would have to drink 
sixteen pounds of milk, that is, two'gallons, for the 
supply of mere waste of muscle. But milk does not 

' supply the ■ chemical ingredients for the animal labo- 
.. raibry. We want carboii for the great furnace of the 

lungs to supply heat and life:” I can' only allege the-
• fact. I have myself lived' for mouths almost entirely 

on milk, curds, and cheese, and have not found' the 
animal heat decay. On this‘diet the frame is able to- 
sdpport labour and privation, and to last long.

If wO hre to credit a* fraction of the tales lUftt are 
told of the age to tvhibh the Galactofa^ alttain, we’ 
should have to set it down as the perfection Of food.* 
Nor are the effects of this diet confined to our species: 
milk is prorender for cattle.. It is given to horses 
where grain cannot be procured, and, ̂ together with 
dates, is the ordinary food of those fabulous steeds, the 
“ Breath of the Desert.” . •

for we had nothing to' give. But if  offered, it  would not be 
accepted hy the laws of hospitality among these desert Arca
dians.— Sahara, vol. ii. p. 204.

* The ancients used it largely as a medicine. Cows’ milk 
was for this purpose' not only used, but preferred more aro- 
maltic. I t  was applied externally for all diseases of the skin, 
abstinence from animal food being }t the same time enjoined. 
I t  Was prescribed at Rome for ague ,‘ in Arcadia it was given for 
atrophy and gout; it was considered an antidote to various poisons,

* and a specific for hardness of the spleen: tTncooked, it was held 
to be unwholesortie; a prejudice, stfll subsisting in the tlast.

VOL. II.  » M s
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Milk contains nothing that is superfluausj ]bo impose 
toil on the digestive organs, or to produce’ disturbance 
in, the animal laboratoij. It isf properly; neither an 
animal nor a vegetable , substance. It is not dead flesh,- 
of which we jnake our stomachs, tbe sepulchre; nor is it 
the cold vegetation of the earthji for the decomposition 
of which we mako them a trough., I t  is generated in 
the body of one animal, in order to be adapted for the. 
food of (another.- It .is drawni from the blood, and; 
undergoes *a change, which brings it near to chyle, sd 
as to fit i t  to pass .readily again into blood.**; I t ' a 
food prepared, and a dish cooked, by HatureV-own 
hand, and i8erved,. if not hot; warm. ' K  id adapted to 
the stomach -before it cam “bear anything else*, being 
the first transition, from ..the bh)od> circulated into, the 
aniinal .withoiltlthe intervention..'of;’its own-1 organs, 
and conveying into ; the bodyi'^all that, i s ’requisite for̂  
its growth and developnlgnt.t Like death, it equalises 
all_ranks[, all races, nay, even brings to the same level 
different orders of creation. It is the only food which 
the prinse and the beggar, the tiger and. the lamb, 
the Jew and Gentile, have in common; and; in com
mon with other special favours, of which wel'are 
the objects, we least appreciate where we are most 
indebted. • i

• One-other food resembles it, and that Is egg .̂' ’
+ All - the blood, the tanscular 'fibre, celliiW  tissne, nervous 

matter, and bones, derive theit origiif from the nitrogenizecf 
cOjjistitueht bf milk, the c’aseine— the bulter an^ sugar Containing 
ne nitrogen. ' ,  ' , ■ - '
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, Men may*accustom thernselves to a fetid-^atmo
sphere, and even to poisonous food, and -they are then 
unable to ' appreciate^ wbat they lose, or what they 
suffer; but the simplest pabulum must best-serve the 
purposes of life, and in proportion as any other ii§ 
substituted, must there be a di^ipation of vitaf powers 
and a consequent^ curtailment of existence ;* and thus 
it is that, amongst ■ the Koords and Zaharans life is 
sustained by an amount'of nutriment which; according 
to our calculations of expenditure and waste, is wholly 
insufficient. No nation understands so little the use 
of milk as the English; To one familiar with the 
cookery and diet of other countries, nothing' can' bb 
more afflicting than to visit the abodes, and*kispecfc 
the food of those classes amongst-ourselves'who cannot 
afford meat. -The fashiori of tea,'aiid.fthe mania'ffor 
baker’s bread, have exjielled popular knowledge in Ithe 
culinary, art, together. I, with T|he < use* of -this natural
diet, which is also proportionally diminished by tlieP• *
enclosure of commons, the methods of agriculture, 
and the disuse of ewes’ milk; even when the iftimber Of 
flocks increase. '
. Pliny derives the Latin word from the Greek

* lu  the life of Cornaro it is stated, that^up to the age of 
forty he laboured under various diseases, which made his 
existence a burden to him. He then commenced a diet> of 
bread and milk as drtfztm from tAc qfiimal ,■ he became irobust, 
vigorous, and enjoyed perfect health, for, one hundred years. 
Had h e. omitted the bread, an^ drunk the milk alone, he m i^ t  
perhaps have drawn out his lease of life to the fabled, limit of 
the patriarchs of the Zahara. *

H 2 .
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Tvoa, without explaining how butter couid .ever come 
to be calldd cows’ cheese, or observing that mares, 
not cows, furnished it. Wliat he^ tells us of butter 
refers to “ the ' barbarians, who,” he says, “ use it 
instead of oil, to anoint their 'children, and hold it 
to be the daintiest of meats. It is forbidden to 
the inferior classes'; they employ it as a medicine, 
and esteem it the more, the stronger (more rancid) 
it is.” The two latter points exactly coincide with 
the practice in Africa. For higher classes, read old 
men. They use ’butter medicinally, aAd' fOr* thait 
purpose keep it till it  becomes rancid. The com
mentators, tioweVer, 'would amend Pljny by substi- 
tutin^>i?nMs for majus! The Roman naturalist in 
all he says reiers to oiled butter or gee, and not to 
butter produced by agitation or churning. He is 
astonished that the barbariahs possessing butter are 
ignorant of cheese ; but J s  by no means surprised at 
his own countrymen, who, liking milk and cheese, 
could neither make butter nor adopt it. The words 
cheese aftd tutter, supposed to be derived from the 
Latin, were, as wdll presently appear, derived by the 
Romans from the barbarians.

Butter is mentioned in the Old Testament. The 
commentators, however, are agreed that it is a mis
translation. I  admit that it does militate against its 
antiquity that it shoul(^ be so seldom mentioned there. 
The imagery of the Scriptures is drawn from the 
n»st homely objects. The worthies of Israel were as 
good cooks as Croesus or Patroclus; the high-priests
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were butchei^ by profession; and all the prophets did 
not live on locusts and wild honey ;—probably there 
was not one who had ^not used the basting ladle. 
If, therefore, they had possessed that, delicate and 
valuable substance, with which we have become too . 
familiar for its just appreciation, is it possible that it 
should occur but eight times from the beginning of 
the Old Testament to the end of the New 1 •

The explanation is furnished in the^avermon of the 
Jew to butter, to which I have already adverted. 
The %ame distinction between the Jew and the Philis
tine, no doubt, held in the time of David.

The Jews interpret the injunction “ Thou shalt not 
seethe the kid in the mother’s milk,” to m ^n, that 
butter be not mixed with meat ;• consequently they 
do not allow it to touch- any pan, dish,'platter, knife, 
spoon, or dresser used for their ordinary food. “ An
tagonism” being thus established between butter and 
their common diet, butter does not make " pro
gression,” nor even hold its own. It is to be inferred, 
that the butter they knew pontained,— ' part at 

■least,—the milk of goats, ^  would be the case in the 
Zahara method of churning., , .. •

It is fii^t mentioned when ,Abraham entertains the 
^pgels. He l;ook “ butter and milk,,an^ the calf .he 
had dressed.” f ( ,1 ’̂our cjenturies later '̂ we hav^ “ Rivers

* There is a work by MaimoniSes upoii| this subject. TJie 
title, as translated, is “ Carnis cUm lacte non commedenda.” 

t  Genesis xviii. 8. , ••
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of honey and bu tter;’-* and butter cojtipared with 
oil for “ washing one’s steps/’ f ■ It thea occurs in‘ 
Moses’s song: Butter of hine, milh of and fat 
of lambs.” I t hezt appears in Deborah’s and Barak’s 
song: “ He a^ked for water, and she gave him milk ; 
she brought forth butter in a lordly dish.” |  It is. 
brought for David when he is fleeing' from Absalom;^ 
The wise man speaks of it as a wise man ought: “ The 
churning of milk bririgeth forth blitter.’̂’ || The last 
mention is ‘the most remarkable; it is Isaiah’s pro
phecy respecting Christ: “ Butter and honey, shall he‘ 
eat, that he may'know to refuse evil and choose good.” 
The word translated butter is which Calmet
explain^ as “ the scalded cream ‘ in use in the Past 
Gesenius says, “ Butter by the ancients, as well 'as by 
the orientals, Vas only used medically.” By others it 
is interpreted “ curdled milk,’’ “ cheese,” &c. 'In a 
word, the Commentators hate* been as *much put' out 
by Jewish' butter as. the scholiast' by Phoenician bread. 
Hail- curds or sour milk been meant, the proper name 
would haje been given. Had Calmet known ady- 
thing of the scalded cream “ in use in the East,” he 
ne\^r could have supposed that it would be employed 
to wash with. None of these could be obtained by 
churning. Then it is answered, that,the Jews had no 
churn. There is no such word in Hebrew: the 
passage of Solomon is, “ As the churning of milk

* Job XX. l7. 
^•Judges V. 25.
II Proverbs xxx. 33.

^ Job  x x ix .  6.
5 2 Samuel xvii. 29. 

*fr HN'DH.
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bringeth for^h butter, so doth the wringing of, the 
nose bring fprth blood, and stirring up rof wrath 
bring forth strifci” -The , ŝame ,wprd is employed 
throughout —r rnitz. But the word which could be. 
translated “ churning,” “ wringing,” and “ ^tifring up,” 
.seems most, happily adapted to.de.scribe, the jerk and ' 
swjng of the skin full of liquid on the camel’s back,
' or the process by which it .was imitated^ .
..In,none of the^ passages; saye thei last,, is butter, 

spoken of as in use among, Jews .after.the promulgation 
of the Ceremonial Law. Abraham and Job are ante-j 
rior, ,so is the period to which Moses refers when he 
speaks of, the good , things which they had abused, and 
thereby incurred) God’s displeasure, When, brought 
forth .in' a, “ lordly dish,” it. was by aAfidianite ’offered; 
to & Hazorite.* There, was ,much coiweyed, to.,the 
Israelite in the epithet given to,a dish in which,butter 
could .never, be ;placed by,him. When,brought to 
David i t ;is .tofferej i indeed•tona; Hebrevt upder., the 
Ceremonial-La\y,'i but a t might,! hp, %  the ^elethites- 
or Oerethian, who, accompanied, him ;t it f is-jpresented, 
top 'by “ one ofi the children ,̂ of Ammon.” ' Solom,on 
might be 1 describing the practipe(. of the neighbouring, 
Arabs or Canaanites. In both the cases,jn jvhich.it|
is .imentioned by Isaiah (ch. yii.), viz., that Christ ishalL,

. • ■- , I . • . „
There ia an Arab, counterpart to ,th,e atorjr, of Sisera, and 

a fact. Shanfara asks a woman «f the Salamana tribes for 
water; she gives him ag it and rail)—salt cheese and spirits-;—from 
milk j he is thus driven. by thirst, in the dead of, night, i g . a 
well where his enemi^- are lying n̂ wait for him. . , \ ' i
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eat it, and that the people shall he reduced to eat 
it, no reference is made to a present practice, and 
•in hoth cases the sense of breaking the la'w may be 
conveyed. , ‘

The Old Testament thus entirely establishes, the 
present usage of Morocco, and its identity with PaleS; 
tine. There, as, here, butter was made, and then, as 
now, the Philistine fried his muffins in butter, the Jew 
in oil.

One of the foi’ms in which milk is most generally 
used, and of all, perhaps, the most healthfuh and 
agreeable, is unknown in Europe, and has no name 
amongst us : it is a  curd (yumed) without rennet. It 
is used Jresh, but may be drained of its whey and kept 
a considerable time. In travelling, it is hung in a bag, 
and, when -ybry. dry, rubbed down with fresh milk 
or water. This is the lehm* of the Arabs and the 
yourt\ of the Turks: it is also made in India, and 
called tyre. It is made as follows :—the milk is 
heated to the point of boiling, and then allowed to 
cool do\ra until the finger can be kept in it while' 
you count three : a spoonful of the old yourt, mixed 
fi«st with a little of the milk, is then poured in. It 
is put in a warm place (the temperature must not 
be under 70"), and in two or three hours it -will 
have set. The* process is one of fermentation : the

• Leben also signifies butfcr-milk, <fec. See Burckhardt’s Notes, 
vol. i. pp. 239, 241,

i  Among the Tartars, the districts are termed “Yourts,” as 
the Armatobo Greeks used to Jenn their districts, P som i, bread.
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milk is lea-^ued. The first leaven" of yourt, they 
say, was brought by Gabriel to Abraham. They, 
however, profess to be ^bJe to make it anew by re-* 
peating the above process during a fortnight, using 
on the first occasion a crab pounded in vinegar, or 
a silver spoon or button : I have succeeded in ob
taining it .without either the* "crab or the spoon. Milk 
after being brought to tbe boiling point, was allowed 
to sour; a spoonful of it was mixed on the second 
day, that again on the third, and so* on till the four
teenth, when perfect yourt was obtained.

When- Staying at Lamlin in Hungary, I hsed to 
-have yourt sent over from B elg radethe  Germans 
were -very glad to get it, but had no idea of»piaking 
it for ■ themselves. So travellers froth all cOuhtfies 
of Europe have become acquainted witlf it, and learn 
its value as an economical food and its qualities as 
a healthy diet. Most of them like it, some of them 
give it the preference over everything else; yet no 
one has thought of introducing it at home. In Greece, 
before and during the revolution, it was, like baths, 
common use. “ Civilization ” came, and a wholesome 
food and a healthful practice were straightway 
expelled.  ̂ '

This species of curd, without the aid of the liquid 
found in the rennet of young animals, ofiers the ex
planation of practices of the Greeks, and suggests the 
possibility of unknown uses even of milk. The Greeks 
had cheese—or substances to yrhich they applied Ijiat 
name—not made with' renuet, and'of which the de-
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scription applies- equally to yourt.* Tl^ir name for 
4 cheese, rvoog, is supposed to be derived from Tyre : 

the Indian name for yourt^is tyre. The Hindoos 
would not touch anything prepared with rennet. The 
Greeks made curd by vinegar,f pepper, burnt salt, the 
flowers of bastard safiron, and the threads on the- 
head of the artichoke.| * -

Next to yourt comes caimao: it is not, however, 
to us equally a stranger. The first day I spent in 
Devonshire was occupied in a discussion respecting 
the Phoenician settlements. * It was maintained by
several learned natives that of these there was no 
direct proof. The next morning, walking .with one 
of the|« gentlemen, we entered a cottage. “ There,” 
I said, pointing to the fire, upon which some Devon  ̂
shire cream was -preparing, “ is what you wanted last 
night.” There was an Eastern dish made in an 
Eastern manner — the earthenware pots and wood- 
fires :§ the cottage was *built of tapia. The name

* Kat Tpv^aXis i<{> trepov tf>vWov vtowayfis Ka't (TctKevovira.—P hilost. 
Icon, p. 8 0 9 , 3 1 .  *

A celebrated cheese of goats’ milk made at Tromileia, called 
oirlag, was curdled not by rennet, but by the sap of the fig 
tree.—A then. lib. xiv. 76; E u e ip . Cyclop v. 136.

The Dutch cheese called G ouda  is turned by muriatic acid.
t Devonshire Juaket is made by pouring gently a spoonful 

of vinegar into a bowl of milk; the top is then brased. 
Pounded sugar-candy is dusted on and brased again ; this is 
several times repeated. It ftay also be made with rennet, and 
seasoned with brandy.

>  See St. John’s Ancient Greece, vol. ii. p. 288.
§ Copper pans and coal fir̂ s are common in the -North of
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of the adjoining village was Torr; direct proof why 
every second name is Hebrew. Besides the village 
there is jTorquay, Torb&%, Tor Abbey. To the east
ward there is /S'ac^bury; and, if that name be not 
derived from dhe ancient metropolis of Phoenicia, no 
one will dispute the derivation - of Marazion (Great 
Zion) from the Jewish metropolis. BeerTY&rvQTS and 
Beer Alston are Hebrew for the Well of Ferrers,' the 
Well of Alston. Then there is. the J/enair-Tock, the, 
river Camel, and so many more.* Sir Kichard Oarew 
describes, in his day, mattings for hanging upon the 
walls they are precisely so used in Barbary. The 
Moorish house is the fac-simile of that of ancient' f
Judseai; we may expect, then, to find a Ph(»nician 
dish in villages which retain Phoenician aiames, and 
are built according to ,the Phoenician 'fashion, and 
were covered, as late as the seventeenth century, with 
Phoenician matting.

Devonshire cream is ma<fe by heating the milk 
in a pan upon the fire, then allowing it to stand ; 
the creamy and caseous parts collect on the.top, and

Devonshire] but probably in twenty years, all recollection,of 
pottery and wood will have died away.

* Tamer, Philleg (Pheleg), Cuddan, Chynhals, Barralc, Lieher, 
The Mozins, Zeinior, Carrachs, Siam, Oaz. Search the rest of 
England through, and you will not find two nitmes in one county 
that could be 'strained into Phoenician. '

f  These have not long gone out.' Pope in describing the 
death scene of the Duke of BuckingTiam, says :

“ In'the worst inn’s worst room, with mats half hun ,̂ ,  
The floor of plaster and the walls of dung.”
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the watery part is drained off below. #It may then 
be churned into butter; the “ scalded cream of the 
East” is made by a similar process.. The milk is 
poured into small shallow earthenware basins, which 
are put in the oven with a slow heat: the lighter 
part rises, and crusts. Gradually it hardens and 
thickens, until, by gathering up the whole substance, 
it formy a little dome. It is then lifted off. like a 
cake, and a little colourless fluid remains at the bot
tom. This creafn derives its name from the process 
of making it; caimac, which means burnt* •• *

“ Cream” has in Latin the same meaning : it could 
not, therefore, have been originally applied as at 
presenij and the first cream the European nations 
who employed the word had seen must have been 
“ burn t; ”^ tl ia t  is, caimac. It was probably invented 
during the Crusades. All the nations of Europe use 
this word. It follows, that none of them could ori
ginally have had i t ; for, in that case, they would 
have had an original one. Spain is, hpwever,, an 
exceptioi*: the Spaniards did not take part in the 
Crusades. '

Professor Ritter has made use of this art in tracing 
the ancient Scythians, and Wt Von Humboldt has in 
like manner emj»loyed it in his remarkable work on 
the Basques. This is high tribute to the value of 
cookery in the profoundest inquiries j but the results 
show that, before it can be Safely or Successfully

^ That of Enserum is much esteemed : it is sent to Constan
tinople; * ^
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employed, pMlosophers must be cooks. Ritter con
founds cheese and butter ;* assumes, on the strength 
of the passage of Hippoc^tes,f on which I have above 
commented, ^butter to be a Scythian name, and butter 
to' have 'been made by the Scythians, fie then con
nects the Scythian compound from mares’ milk with 
the butter used as a medicine in Greece  ̂ jvhich we 
know Was made from cows’ milk, and the source of 
which I have already given. He does not' trace any 
of the parallel words, or show a Scytho-German origin 
for “ cream,” “ milk,” “ cheese,” &c. . ■

'Humboldt.considers his case to be fully made out, 
and says that the same thing holds with the Ibe
rians blit, as to whether we are to infer that the

* “ This Aristaeus, the companion of according to
Diodorusy iros called the augur, the inventor of the art of 
healing, and father of bees ; according to Aristotle, the inventor 
of the olive (as Buddha in India, and Hercules among the 
Greeks) ; according to him and Af>pian, he was the discoverer of 
the A E T  O P flA K IN O  B U T T E R  ( ti) v  T t TOV ydXaKTOS ■Ktfi.iv), which, 
hitherto unknown to the Greeks, was, according to Herodotus 
and Hippocrates (who found it of great service as ^  medicine), 
known to the Scythians, to the north of the sea of Pontus, by 
the native name of butter, and made from mares’ milk. Xh is 
name was consequently northern, and has remained German, 
and probably from the name, is of Buddhistic origin,” &o.

Hu?ic is from vtjyt'vfu, to coagulate, and means cheese. Cheese 
is not known to the Hindoos; nor butter to flie Buddhists.

t  Hippocrates introduces it in various unguents and emul
sions, with a certain produce of Arabia, oil of cedar, and other 
strange and rare ingredients from the south ; one of these is “ the 
liver of the searserpent dried in the shade.”

f  “ Compare the profound and astute observations of Rflter 
(Vorballi Euro. Voller, p. 357)^)n the source of the prepara-
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Iberians were Scythians or - Germans, •he does not 
explain. He refers to no one terin in use, or to any 
practice. We have seen that cream has* no native 
name in any European dialect; that the name for 
butter in every land expresses gee, not churned but
ter ; and. the same thing holds even of the Tartars 
and Chinese, who, like the Slaavs, call it “ cows’ oil’” 
The Spanish peninsula is an exception, and exhibits, 
not only one, but two systems of its own.

The Spanish has original words for cream and but
ter ; the first is nata* the second mdnteca. tlVIan- 
teca means also fat,' so that it could not have been 
with them primitive : they do not use it now, save ait 
an impl)rted habit. . ‘

In the Basque province.s it is indigenous, as among 
the trbeis of the Zahara, and for the dairy, in all 
its branches, they have original terms: milk is eznea.

tion of butter (buttervercitung), which came from the bar
barians to the Greeks, and has remained a distinguishing charf 
racter of the northern and German people. That ^t belonged 
to the Ibenans demonstrates the source of that people.” Dendit 
auf den Ursprung des Volkes kin j Priifunz uber die Uberv der 
Urbewohnu.

In the same page he says, “ butter is only mentioned among 
the mountaineers Of the north.” For this statement he does not 
quote his authority. That it  was used by them and only by 
them, is suflBciently attested, by the subsisting habits and 
language, but it would be interesting to find the statement in an 
ancient writer. *

* Brocense, Aldrete, &c. describe nata as the part of the milk 
thrown up iy  hoiZing; in the seventeenth century, the Spaniards. 
W ere still unacquainted with cKam. '
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l^utter guricn and cream hicafio. These terms are 
wholly distinct from Aramean, Greek, Scythian, Ger
man, or. Celt; Between .the north and south of the 
peninsula the difference, in practice coincides with 
the difference of its term s; and both prove that 
two distinct people anciently inhabited it. It was 
next to impossible that such primitive terms should 
have been lost. The things were, unknown, to the 
Romans, and the words introduced >to' supplant them 
were not Roman. {Nata is , an adaptation of the 
Latin naiare) More is not ■granted to confirm the 
statement.of Strabo, that ,the ‘‘ Hispani restrict the 
term Iberia to the portion bounded.by the river Iber.” 
The two races were Hispani and Iberi. •• '

, Connected with this subject is another peculiarity 
worth mentioning. The Greeks had two names for 
bread; the one the vulgar name, which 1 have already 
traced to the Brebers, and which is preserved in the 
modern dialect .of Greece and of Andalusia^ in 
and acemite. The other is artos {a§ro?). Now this 
word is pure Basque, and is found in a variety of 

* compounds in their tongue. They have two words 
for bread, artoa and oguia: the first at ■ present 
applied to' maize, the second to barley; but the first is 
the primitive, being derived from “ grinding with a 
s t o n e * and as supplying the word for “ dough,”

* Humboldt derives this word Q-om’’ acorn. “ I f  the edible 
gland is formed in the north of Spain, and if  this name (artea) 
is there given to-the oak that bears it, then it' may be supposed 
that the Basque artoa, comes from this and from the ancient 
habit of acorn bread, referred to b y  Juvenal (Sat; vi. 10), ‘̂ glan-

    
 



176 SIMILARITY OF GREEK AND BASQUE WORDS.

artaoria {orea, mass). They have artodfiiquia, arto- 
pella for different preparations of flour. Now it *may 
be asked, could the Greeks derive so primitive a word 
as “ bread ” from the Basques ? * The explanation is 
given by Socrates: “ The Greeks had many words 
from the barbarians who were before them and the 
Basques - were not always confined to the north of 
Spain. We know that they colonized Sicily, and 
traces of the language are to be found on the shores 
of the Euxine. * *

•  ^
The settlement of the Celts in Italy was c6feval with 

Rome. If they had known cream and used butter, the 
Romans must have had them ; their oi’naraents, their 
bedding, the square and lozenge patterns, their soap, 
&c., are known to us. The words and usages are thus 
not to bB considered as belonging to their common 
race, but as derived from the incidents of their own 
adventures. ^

In Gaelic, or more properly the word for
dem ructante marito,” this is nearer than Araiu to plough, or 
the Greek iSproc, I cannot answer for the three suppositions, 
but when acorns are eaten, they are not made into bread, dure- 
nah speaks of acorns, not of bread. Larramandi in his intro
duction, gives the etymology I have quoted in the text j as to 
deriving a Basque word from the Greek, as well might you so 
derive a Hebrew or^Egyptian one. •

* Elephas (in the genitive, elepbantos) in Greek applies to 
“ ivory,” and the “ elephant,” the etymon of it, as accepted in 
our dictionaries, is the “ eL*fil,” of the Arabs ; but in Basque 
it is Elefandia ; Elia, “ great,” Andia, " bull,” or “ beast.”

This is the name given by the clans to their tongue, as 
distinguished from the Celtic.
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butter conies •nearer to that of the Old Testament 
than the word employed by the Moors and Jews in 
Barbary. It is fin : in ^he genitive case it is the 

. same as the- Hebrew, fine. They have a, second 
word which approaches -equally to the Semetic gee. 
It is ce. This appears to be the oiled butter which 
has'now fallen into disuse.'^ Like the ancients they 
used it medicinally, and kept it till it was rancid 
This is the third kind of butter known; ’and they, 
have a third name, butter. This 'word they got 
where* they got fin  and ce. The medicinal use of 
butter has in 'these days been reduced to one spot 
of Africa—that is, Suz; and thence a traffic in. it 
is carried on to Negroland, just as formerly itf. must 
have been exported from the whole coast of Barbaiy 
to Europe. This preparation, is known to-day in 
the. interior of A f̂rica—precisely in. the region where 
neither European nor Roman, nor Greek, could have 
spread it—as Budra. The, word, is given, and the 
substance described, in Jackson’s Vocabulary of the 
Shelloh dialect; •

' ■ t  have ah’eady shown that Pliny did not know 
whence the Romans had the word, and they never

•  In corfoboTation of the former uSb of gee, I inay cite'the fol
lowing words. Blathach is “ butter-rhilk,” frwh blath, “ wanli/' 
"curds and cream,” are Gruth ce, as i f  Devonshire cfeam was 

• meant, which is the first stage to gee, or to ca'i'raac, the diifor- 
enco being, that greater heat is used^n the first case, and'a slow 
one iii the Second : they have a mixture of curds and huUer, 
but for that there is another name, eroiudy in Scotch, fuarny «i- 
Erse. ,  ’

VOL. II. N
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had the thing. The clans derived it •directly from 
Barbary or Judaea hundreds of years before Pliny 
wrote. I need not here jepeat what I have else
where said Tegarding the transposition of cognate 
letters. D and T  are such. In adding, according 
to • the Greek and Roman fashion, their termina
tion, they would for euphony say, Butyron for 
Budron. -

Gheese in Erse, is Caise, * pronounced Caishee. 
This, too, is sujfposed to come from the Romans, and 
the probability of this derivation is dncreas&d by 
Pliny’s statement, that the barbarians had no cheese; 
but we know that the Greeks had their cheese from 
the PJioenicians, since the word rv̂ ov is explained at 
least, as Tyrian. Phrygia exported even cheese of 
asses’ milk.f * The old Arabs had a cheese of goats’ 
milk, not learnt from the Romans, for it had another 
name, Raib. It is clear, then; that the Semetic races 
did not know the use of cheese, though, perhaps, as 
at present, they were not partial to it, and did not 
excel in* making it. In the interior of Africa they 
do make cheese,-and in the dialect of the great in
terior tribe extending frqm Morocco to the Red Sea, 
the name is agees. It is given in the French and 
Breber dictionaries.f ■ The nearest approach the Ro
mans could have made to agees would be acaseus‘:

* In Welsh it is Ecaus, liutter meni/n, cream hefen.
+ Anat. Hist. Animal. 1. iiu c. 20.

The following words are from the same dialect, aufkee and 
ikfee milk, clahan butter, maa^ beaten milk, agroumi bread.
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Iheir word is*caseus. There is no need of the inter
vention of Rome to bring caise to the Celtic tribes.
' In respect to the majjufacture of butter by the 
clans;—even without the aid of etymology, we must 
carry it to times long antecedent to its. use in Europe. 
I t is associated with their superstitions*— that is, 
thmr"* mythological era. They make it by. the pro
cess still in use in Barbary from the whole milk, t 
as well as by that now employed in the north of 
Europe, from cream thrown up cold. They eat it 
mixed with sweetmeats and honey; and this prac
tice is no less 'peculiar still in some parts of the East 
than in the Highlands. |  Preserves may be traced

* “ They give new-bom infants fresh butter to- take away the 
miconium, and this they do for several days.”— Martin’s Western 
Islands (p. 195). In the western islands there was a supposition 
that cream could he charmed away to another chum. The use 
of butter must have extended far^ beyond the period when it 
was first known in Europe. They have a proper name for chUrn 
muidlie. '

t  In Ireland they churn the whole milk. The striplings 
(the last milk from each cow,- which is the riches!^ are put 
together in a deep crock, morning and evening till full. Any 
cream or whole milk which has remained over is added, it  Is 
not churned till it has become quite thick, this takes two or 
three days in summer, but in winter more, unless the tempera
ture ‘ is kept up. The butter milk that reijiains, is far more 
nutritive than that from the churned cream, and is used for 
various domestic, culinary, nursery, and poultry-yard purposes.

:J: “ One of the ladies of the dwellieig brought a plate of fresh 
and exquisite honey, and a small plate of fresh butter, as part 
of our meal, and instructed us how they were to be eaten to
gether.”— Cabne. ^

.  N 2
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back to the immediate progeny of Abraham. Jacob 
sends down to Egypt a present for Joseph. It is 
the choice things of the land», of course, and things 
not common in Egypt. The first is balm, the second 
honey ; * but honey could be no rarity in Egypt. 
The word in Hebrew is dipsi That is the name 
still in use for preserves made of grapes,; ancl in 
Shaw’s time, the village of Hebron alone exported 
annually three hundred camel loads of it to Egypt.-f 
There being no* grapes in the Highlands, the plans 
took to other fruit, not forgetting the oranges’ they 
had been accustomed to in Spain. Butter—that I
mean in present use—being a preparation of cream, 
and cjieam being, as I have shown, of very recent 
invention, and not yet traced to its source; ■ the 
principal evidence of the originality of butter among 
the clans, must rest on the proof , of their having 
been in possession of cream, and this, I think, I  can- 
establish most satisfactorily. I have said that the 
word cream is not known to them. Now, they have 
for it tj''̂ o rare names: hachdar, wliich, like the 
nata of the Spaniards, means the “ part that swims,” 
afid harr, which signifies “ top.” Skimmed milk 
they call hainne Idm, or milk “ bare ” or “ naked 

. they have also a term for “ milk under cream,” 
which is bainne ce, or hainne fo die- It is impo.s- 
sible that so many, so comprehensive, and such de
scriptive terms, all of them ancient, should have

•  * Gen. xliii. 11. .
+ Travel.^ vol. ii. p. 144.
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been in use*if the substance to which they apply 
was not known, and if the invention had not been 
original. And this is «‘emarkable, that while the 
names of the preparations in use in Judma may 
etymologically be traced to domestic tongues, all the 
names for this one, which is not to be found in the 
east, are pure Celtic. Cream is a constituent part 
of the national food, and is so general, that the very 
dishes of the dinner-service have been modified to 
suit it. Dessert plates are like small soup plates, 
as it is the necessary accompaniment of every sweet 
difeh. - .

They have the Eastern caimac in the shape of 
Devonshire cream. It is known as “ Carsto'tphine 
cream,” but it is going out of use. the village 
which has given to it its Lowland name, it is no 
longer to be found, although the last generation of 
Edinburgh citizens used to j-epair thither on festal 
days to regale themselves all unconsciously on this 
Phoenician dainty.*

In Turkey neither of the Semetic wt>rds for 
butter has been adopted : they have an original on ,̂ 
—like the mantica of the Spaniards. I t is yogh. 
It applies equally to butter, fat, and oil; the last 
they call ze'itin yaga, “ olive-buttery ” and butter 
they sometimes qualify by jost, or “ milk-butter.” 
They, therefore, had none of J;heir own ; but I re
fer to their word from a singular coincidence with

Crock, obsolete Irish for button may apply to this dish.
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the Erse, in which language “ tallow ” fs igh. It is 
at present pronounced ee, but the orthography is a 
record of a more ancient pffonunciation. The great 
Sclavonic family is in like manner without a word 
for butter. They call it oil.̂ ^

The last point o f' identification with the East 
which I shall adduce, is the name of the substance 
which is the basis of all these compounds — milk. 
In Erse, it is bainne; in Arabic, chaleb. Here are 
not two consonants the same; to the ear there is 
no trace of resemblance, yet they arfe' from one 
root, from which also come gala,-\ lac,, and milk. 
Bainne is derived from the Gaelic, ban, white. Ae- 

(without the Greek termination Le ban), is 
known to have been so called from its colour, white. 
Leben is sour milk in Arabic, and from the same 
root as chaleb.

The clans are indebted to no one for their cheese ; 
for their name for coagulated milk is derived from the 
maw, in which the rennet is found. It is called a 
bhinnbetpcli. The stomach, or rennet, is binid. They

* Maslo originallj meant oil, and does so yet in certain 
Sclavonic dictionaries. Butter is a secondary signification.—  
Durick, apud Lindj Polish Die.

t  The Greek term yd \a  is a form of the Arabic. In the 
genitive, it is ydXaKToc (galactos) hence the Latin lac ; by trans
position the verb djxiXyu), to milk, is held to be formed, whence 
the Latin mulgere, we, from*the verb, have re-formed a substantive, 
mulg, mulk, milk, which is spread over the north of Europe as 
tlfe derivatives of lac are over the south; in the Polish and Rus
sian it is nileko. .
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have a variety»of other dishes* and names—f  so exten
sive, indeed, as to lead to the inference that at some 
time they must have b^en essentiiflly, if not like 
the tribes of the Zahara exclusively, pastoral, and 
restricted for their food to the produce of the dairy.

The Highlanders have the greatest variety of dishes 
made from milk. They have the richest dairy, and 
the richest vocabulary : the words are partly deriva
tive, partly original, as might have been, expected 
from a practical and pastoral people, taking service 
amongst the different nations with whom these prepa
rations were in use. They learned the usages of each, 
and retained them, with their names, so that the 
usages and the words show the Highlanders tfî  have 
been in communication with the people who had 
Turkish cdimac, H indoo gee, and Moorish* simin;—in 
other words, that they had been in the Holy Land

* A remarkable preparation is hoMed kit, in Erse, Bainne ce. 
Buttermilk is put into a kit with a spiket, and left to stand for 
twenty-four hours: warm • milk is poured on twice a day, for 
three or four days ; the top is then a sort of coagulated cream; the 
lower part is let to run off. I t is now, like Carstophfae cream, 
falling into disuse. It is mentioned in the Gowrie trial, two 
centuries and a half ago. “ A nefyne hattilkit wt sukar, coft- 
fietis, and wyn.”— PiTOAmN’s Trials, part iv. p. 285.

Crowdy hiUter is made as follows : The milk is yearned, and 
then placed on a dish, and left till the whole of the whey has 
run off. The curds are then worked up with butter or cream, 

■ and it will keep for a m onth: i t  spreads soft like butter, and 
gets softer the longer it is kept. •  ' ’

+ For instance, curds gruth, whey miog, curds and whey slom- 
han, frothed whey adhan, kinds of syllabub chranochan, bain'î e- 
cobkar-bhar, bainne sadte, biestings^«os.
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■ before Phoenician usages had been extinguished, or,
. that when they were in Morocco the present habits 
were to be founS. ^

“ It often happens, that in seeking for the origin of 
a word a much wider field of inquiry opens, and if 
carefully pursued, leads to unexpected conclusions, 
bearing on the history, belief, manners, and customs of 
primitive times, and so as to leave no doubt of the 
occurrence of particular events, or of the existence of 
peculiar customs; respecting which history is entirely 
silent, and of the falsity of other things, handed ‘down 
undoubtingly in her pages. Etymology is the history 
of the languages of nations, which is a most important 
part 0^  their general history. It is the lamp by which 
that which is obscure in the primitive history of the 
.world will on*e day be lighted up.'’ * '

It is, indeed, the lamp, but not the light. The 
wick must be touched by living flame before it ignites. 
That flame is custom. The pursuit of mere sound— 
the affinities of roots—are but landscapes in the clouds, 
until yoi  ̂get things substantial, with which they are 
associated, and on which the light of etymology may 
b5 brought to shine.

A distinction between the use of butter and oil 
for simmering muffins and crumpets in Morocco, fur
nishes a link between those eaten in the *Tcinple of 
Solomon and those sold in the streets of London, and 
thereby supplies evidence to fix the Cassiterides, 
while incidentally, it disposes of a groat historical 

« Talbot’s Etymologies, Introduction.
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and ethnographic question, the wanderings of the 
Celts.

An admirable product^as been u^ed for thousands 
of years in. this region, and no Jason has come to 
carry it away. Yet Julius Caesar and Count Julian, 
Sartorius, and Belisarius, Charles V., with many other 
shrewd persons, have tasted k Moorish butter. The 
Andalusians, are delighted to get a little pot of it, but 
as to learning how to make it, that never entered into 
their philosophy. So yourt, made *in every tent or 
hut, Trom the Yellow Sea to the Adriatic, is unknown 
in Europe. A magic line defines the domain of chops, 
of boiled potatoes, of chocolate,' of coffee. One race 
can boil, another c a n n o t e . t h e  English.*#,. One 
race can roast, another cannot; and each is utterly 
incapable of comprehending the faculty* conferred on

* 1 must make a reservation in favour of Northumberland, 
where I  have fallen upon persoift who did know how to boil. 
They spoke of “ seasoning” the water, and of things being 
spoilt that were “ knocked about ” in the pot. Here was the 
apprehension of the two points to be kept in vieji', that the 
Water be not liungry so as to ej^haust the meat, that the bubbles 
should not be generated. at the bottom of the pot. so to 
scorch it and harden the fibre. Any one born with the instinct 
of a cook, will, however bred in prejudice, from these two hints, 
gain all that is requisite, He who has not these instincts, will 
not learn how to boil if a waggon load of'cookery books were 
shot over him. Strange it is, that the only people who have not 
a conception of boiling, should alone persist, generation after 
generation, in sending up to tabfe vegetables and fish plain 
boiled ! Pish, however, differs from flesh in this, that the hotter it 
is boiled the better; thus oil or butter, which rises to 
before boiling, is best for it. •
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the other. There is a land congenial to pilaff, another 
to kuskoussou, another to mutton-broth. Devonshire 
cream, polecuta,'poi currj, ^have, like an insect on 
a moss, their zone. You may transplant trees, and 
transfer royal houses, carry forth religions, and distri
bute all around slips of constitutions—but a dish !-— 
no ! — as there is more in a costume than covering 
the back, so is there more in a dish than filling the 
belly.

There yet remains one term unexamined. Whence 
comes dairy ? There is no such word on- -the Conti
nent ; it is neither Latin nor Teutonic. It has no 
Celtic root. I have been describing the douar, which 
is indeed a camp ; but the features which forced 
themselves upon my attention belonged to the sheep
fold. The people are shepherds. In every tent the 
chief utensils are the milk-pails, leathern churns, and 
butter-pots ; the chief produce and food, milk and 
butter. Why is the Ara^ camp a circle 1 It is to 
fold the cattle. Thence the name, douar and deira. 
The exploits of Abd-el-Kadir and his Deira have made 
the word familiar to us in Europe. It is the very 
word we apply to the fold’s produce.* From the same 
root i/fc gadeira, gadir, an enclosure— the name of 
Cadiz, the only city upon earth in which the cow or 
ewe is not to \>e found, nor any animal whatever 
giving milk! How, it may be asked, could the word 
come to us ? Tally ho f  is in English an unmeaning

Thence also the Greek word SaijpeQ-— See Eur. Phoen, v. 90. 
The convents in Syria are called deir.
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word. The •rallying cry of the Arab in war is Talla 
hu! Tally ho ! doubtless, was brought by the Cru
saders. Dairy may havg been learl^t then, or many 
a century before. , .

The pursuit of a word is like “ hunt the slipper.” 
It is here, it is there. There would be no game 
unless it were slipped under. There was Bahia, the 
goddess of infants, in Phoenicia; there are babies in 
England, No doubt it is the same slipper,- though we 
cannot tell under what p^etticoat 'it htis slipped.-

Sfieeps’ heads, with the skin left on, are in Morocco, 
as in Scotland, carried to the smithy to be singed, 
" Singed heads ” were never twice invented in the 
world.* Things that are worth anything, sme only 
invented once. The crop is sown, the weeds only 
come up of themselves. There is nothing without its 
history, if we only knew it. Whatever is, had a 
beginning. That only is worth looking for which we 
do not know.

* The peculiarity of the “ singed head” is, that the skin is 
left on, which of course is connected with the* manner of 
slaughtering and flaying animals. The Egyptians, as Hero
dotus mentions (1. ii. c. 38), “ cut ofiF the head and then 
skin the body.” He says that no Egyptian will eat the head 
of any animal, which Wilkinson contradicts (Thebes, VoL ii. p. 
232), because a mendicant receives one :'this«rather confirms than 
confutes the assertion. '
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BOOK IV.

EL GARB.

CHAPTER I.

DEPARTURE FROM RABAT.

I NEi»ER- had greater difficulties of the kind to en
counter, than in getting away from'Rabat.. Ali Bey, 
in the narration of his pilgrimage, mentions that, 
after starting from some place, the whole cai-avan 
commenced a violent .disjiute about the loading of 
the animals; after lasting about’ two hours, it sud
denly ceased. On inquiring the cause of this phe
nomenon, i t  was told him, that from such a place to 
such a place, “ the Arabs dispute.” Our'dispute liad 
no "limits, save those of the journey. A large party 
accompanied us across the water to the Salee side, 
and' a slave of Mustafa Ducali’s privately suggested 
that it was a great pity that I should go away, 
that it was better to sta^ at Rabat than to go. “ If 
you stay,” said he, “ you will have a nice house 
lik(i my, master’s, and two or three pretty wives, the 
daughters of caids.” ,
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We left tke beach about two o’clock, turning to 
the right to avoid Salee; we passed through one of 
the gates of its old \jalls, enclo^ng the ancient 
harbour ; turning again to the left, we passed be
tween the gardens and the back of the city. When 
opposite one of the gates, we sent in for corn to 
carry with uŝ  and I was. much tempted to enter the 
forbidden city, but contained myself, not to com
mence dissensions with the guard at the very moment 
of starting. •

Rjftnbling on while the guard awaited the mes
senger, we came on a cleft in the rock, the bottom 
occupied by an orange grove, most inviting, with its 
green lustre and deep shadow, cool, damp, da<k, and 
fragrant. To this retreat, many a seafarer has re
turned to enjoy the fruits of his industry : how many 
a tender “ Rover,” has been here formed by listening 
to his, sire’s tales of Maltese galleys, Christian argosies 
and Andalusian maids. Wlule we were looking from 
the backs of our horses over the wall that ran along 
the edge of the clilf, the proprietor came^ up, and 

. invited us to descend : there was nothing piratical 
about him, so we yielded. The first flight of st5ps 
brought us to a small tank, covered .with a trellis of 
vines, surrounded by a little walk, through- which 
there were grooves for the water to* circulate, witli- 
out wetting your feet, and it fell from all sides into 
the tank in little cascade*̂ . At one side there 
was a little kiosk with a window opening upon ^he 
orange grove below. He^e we found a party of
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Moors seated in one corner, and the inseparable tea- 
things in the other. My host hurried me down, and 
walked me all ^over the grounds, gathering sweet 
and bitter lemons and oranges, and seemingly 
anxious to stock me with a supply of every variety. 
Suddenly, having got me alone, he stopped, and 
with ominous signs and emphasis, pronounced the 
word Serser! I was now in my turn anxious to 
know what he had to say, and wished to call a Jew 
I had got as an* interpreter; but this he would not 
suffer, and seemed to expect to succeed in* making me 
understand by speaking very close to 'my ear :—he 
was much opposed to the working of mines, and 
apprehensive of my safety. When I admired in 
one place the culture of the garden, he said, “ this is 
the “ Madem” (mines) of the Arabs;” he then asked 
me to stay some days at Tangier, and he would 
come and see me there. On taking leave, he insisted 
on walking with me a quarter of a mile, till I was 
outside of the aqueduct, and in the open country, 
and gavq me the name of a person at Larache, 
to whose house he desired me to go. This person 
wjffe absent on my arrival there. ,

Towards sunset we entered a douar, without asking 
anybody’s leave, and pitched in the middle of it without 
a question being asked us by any one : the change 
was as great as if one had fallen through from one 
century into another, /e t  all external objects were 
precisely the same. There were, however, only so 
many cottagers living in  ̂ tents : we had entered a
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village, not a  douar. Had I gone from Tangier to 
Rabat by land, I should, by passing through these 
successive changes, have ^ecome grac^ally familiarized 
with them;. fortunately I had seen the southern coun
try. Everything in this douar was for sale at ex
tortionate prices, each bargain accompanied by great 
squabbling. The, Sheik did come, and did bring, 
as a present, a jar of milk. This was all that recalled 
to me the tribes to the south. > •

Early the next day we arrived at Medea. Lying 
on tlJe edge of a ravine, we were almost at the gate 
before we saw it. Like the other towns, it is built 
at the estuary of a river, which descending through a 
chasm, has carved out through the rock and sapd, its 
way to the ocean, where, met by a heavy surge, it 
heaps up a bar, which the waves incessantly lash.'

The fortress is a parallelogram. The contents in 
people, and in value, could not jje equal to a douar. 
Below and between the town and the river, there is 
an enclosure of walls in the form of a rectangle, and 
about four hundred yards long: the walls are Jin Tapia, 

. and vary from twenty to forty feet in height, and from 
five to seven in thickness. Seen from above, it appeUrs 
like a labyrinth; there are large- square spaces and pas
sages running round them; the interval between the 
walls is at times not greater than their own thickness; 
there are no windows or doors, or the spring of arches 
for covering in. Bare dead Vails compose the vast 
chambers, or narrow passages; a small aperture, is 
seen here and there, by w,hich a man might creep
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through. There is a Moorish gateway,*but it is a 
moderu addition. Being outside the fortress, and 
under it, this buSding coul(^ not have been intended 
in any way for defence. It was neither a reservoir for 
water, nor a store for merchandize. The deputy 
governor who accompanied me was perfectly certain 
that it was built by Christians: when I expressed 
doubts, he became angry, and vociferated loudly, 
“ Eusara," “ Romani.” It was so fresh, that the walls 
might have been just finished or still' in ̂  process of 
construction. •

I found the caid superintending the mending of an 
oar. He reiterated, his salutations of welcome at 
least ^ dozen times (it -has to be repeated three- 
times) and pressed me to stay that night, or at all 
events to dine. We, however, were anxious to 'get 
on, ^fid the cattle were conducted down to the 
boat, while the caid sent his dephty—who, like him
self, every inch a Moor,* is a negro in complexion, 
but whose features are European—to conduct me |ver 
the buil(^ng I have already fioticed.

We intended here to get if possible fresh horses, 
noT; less on account of the wretched quality of thosd 
we had, than of the. annoyance We suffered from tlieir 
owners. After they had received their money, they 
wanted to decline performing the journey, and when 
I expressed surprise, they answered, “ We have no 
law—we have no flag* we are neither Mussulmans, 
Jejvs, nor Christians.” This answer I comprehended, 
knowing them to be Oudaias, a tribe broken and
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dispersed, ai*J holdiug no ties Avith the world, its 
enemy—a Poland of the Desert. '

The boat in which we^crossed. wa» about forty feet 
by ten, pulled by a couple of oars. Their ingenjiity 
had not arrived at making a platform for embarking 
cattle. The camels stride in fastly enough, and stow 
easily : they are made to crouch down head and tail, 
and a'row of their strange heads projects over both 
sides. Getting in the horses is a laborious ope; 
ration : they, have. to be unladen, and then walked 

■ into the water, and beaten until they spring in, first 
getting their fore-legs into the boat, and then with 
a second spring their hind-legs: some of them, how
ever, are very expert. Our horses had to perform 
this operation four times between Rabat and Tangier 
—at Rabat, Medea, Larache, and Arzila. * i

Just as we had got our cattle embarked, the cai’J 
was seen on horseback winding his way down the 
rock. We put back to take him in ; and he came 
into the stern, where we were seated upon our bag
gage, carrying in his hand a handkerchief containing 
a large provision of hard-boiled eggs. He said, “ As 
you would not stay to eat, I had • these boiled that, 
you might not be hungry on the way.” One of the 
packages of majoon appearing amongst the baggage, 
the conversation turned upon that composition; and 
•he told me that he was then going, in consequence 
of an order he had receiv(?d that morning from, 
the Sultan, to gather for him roots, from which an
other and superior kind of, majoon was made, and

VOL. II. 0
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which were only to be found at an hour’s distance 
from whence we were, and if we would wait for him 
at a certain welli he would ̂ himself bring a specimen 
of the plant. As soon as we reached the - indi
cated place, he appeared on the hill above, coming 
towards us at full speed, and presented me with one 
of the roots, which was like a large parsnip : it ap
pears to be the plant called surnag by Leo Africanus. 
He had also the consideration to bring some of the 
leaves, that I  might recognise it again. I forgot to 
ask the mode of preparing it, which I  have since* been 
unable to ascertain, as it is not used by the people; 
though the most strange stories are told of its effects. 
I t is #aid to have been discovered by the Emperor 
Ismael, and to its use is attributed the numerous 
progeny of that sovereign, reported at sixty births 
per month.

The Seboo is the largest river of the kingdom of 
Fez; it is here about half a mile in width : the bar 
is so fierce as to be wholly impassable. It rises in 
the Atlas, and passes near Fez and through Mequinez* 
A branch of it passes through the city of Fez: it is 
there termed the “ river of pearls,” and was formerly 
called the. “ river of gold.” It was once navigable as 
far aa Fez, and it still has all the appearance of being 
so; yet the corn is carried thither to be ground at 
an expense of transport exceeding its value, and then 
the flour is carried balk again, for at Fez they seem 
to have good miU-stones, and do not use the common 
sand-grit. But, probably, the navigation of the stream
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has been pwposely disused, in pursuance of their 
standing policy of closing the door against Europeans, 
and sacrificing the advaytages of tfte present to se
curity for the future. ..

The Seboo, more than any other river in Morocco, 
abounds with the shabeL; that of Azimore is the 
finest in quality.- It is about the size of a salmon, 
which it resembles : the flesh is soft, fat, and delicate, 
and* those who have tasted the kiran of the Lake 
of Ochrida have eaten something thaf recalls it. The 
Sebod bore signs of passing through a chalk country, 
showing that the region around had still all the aspect 
of the Zahel. The river, while we crossed it, was 
covered with bees that were dropping in. Th«re are 
thousands of hives in the neighbourhood: the bees 
were perishing in great quantities' from its being a 
foggy morning. '

A broad and level beach of sand bordered the 
river, and exhibited a beautiful pattern in colours, 
resembling that Moorish ornament which is at once 
the richest and the commonest. On pointiijg it out 
to one of those who were with me, he exclaimed, 
“ That is the figure on the Tower of Hassan.” It 
is s6 remarkable that it must have been imitated in 
their buildings. I t  is produced by there being sands 
of difierent colours, which also vary in size and 
specific gravity. Each warp of a wave sets them in 
motion, and then deposits them with mathematical 
precision. The river abounds with black sparkling 
grains of iron, which they use for dusting on their

o 2
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■writing : this was the first time we had*seen it* To 
the south there was no lime : the iron oh the surface 
is Ted, being oxile : here tlj,e chalk commenced, and 
the iron is ' carbonate. Besides this, there are three 
or four, sands of different shades of yellow and red, 
falling into different portions of the patterns. ' There 
is the blue,'* brown, and yellow figure, as if laid on 
with a touch or stamped -with a block. This beach 
presents at once the origin of the peculiar Moorish 
tracery and coloftring, with which no other style has 
anything to compare. • * *

That night we encamped in a douar, which was 
near the southern extremity of the long marsh or 
lake, IS Marga, which runs parallel to the ̂  sea. - As 
we passed along its placid waters, we had on the left 
the incessant roar of the ocean, which we never saw. 
From the sea, the country must appear a perfectly 
barren waste; and yet, at the back of the cliffs, 
there was a vale of forty miles thickly peopled and 
well cultivated. The lake seemed very shallow, and 
was so covered with waterfowl that they might have 
been rained upon it. We saw some boats, not pulled 
with oars, but punted. The lake varied in width 
from one 'mile to five. The douars were close to 
each other all-along its banks on both sides; but, 
on the side on which we were, the tents might be 
§een in lines, or irregularly scattered. They had 
seines and cast-nets, and the fish was chiefly a very 
faii but flavourless barbel. They did not shoot the

♦ The iron sand gets * bluish tint from the yellow.
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water-fowl, t)ut' caught them with gins of horse-hair, 
into which they ran their necks ^while swimming. 
The swans, in one place seen from a great distance, 
appeared like ,a white streak : we could scarcely be
lieve they were birds till -we came near. Next to 
that on the Lake of Mexico, I imagine that this is 
the largest collection of waterfowl on earth..

That night, when our people were at supper, there 
was an attempt made to carry off one of our horses. 
The alarm was given, hot by the ffogs, which only 
bark*ed as usual, but by the women, .who set up a 
frightful yelling— the classic ululatus. We had 
pitched a little way from the tents to avoid the noise. 
After this, men were drafted from the' douar sleep 
and watch all round us; The robbers were suspected 
to be of the tribe of Azamor, near Mequinez, two of 
which ‘tribe were sitting at supper with our people 
at the very time. *

The whole of the, next day we travelled along the 
shore of the lake. We had in sight before us a 
range of hills, one of which was covered with snow ; 
and here snow upon a mountain in the middle of 
winter is the sign of a greater height than it would 
be with us in the middle of summer. I performed 
most of the joui’ney on foot, wearing only shirt and 
drawers; and I got away from th.e party that I might 
have a better chance of seeing the people, and I  always 
met with the utmost kindness. They were always 
surprised that I was on foot, but never that I 
alone. I was. invited to their tents; or they would .
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come running from a distance, bringing failk. I was 
amused with the alertness with which they always 
set to work to tetjfh me Arabic words.

About sunset, and after travelling ten hours, we 
came to the head of the lake, and chose for pitching, 
a sward on a projecting angle running into it, and 
some hundred yards from a douar. This was the 
first time that we got away from the- tents, and I re
velled in recalling the night’s repose of Eastern travel. 
The Arabs came and helped us to pitch ; brought 
us all we required, and then made a blazing fife of 
cork-bark. As the night closed in, the water-fowl 
near us in the. angle of the lake, came swimming 
in to ^ clump of bulrushes not fifty yards distant, 
just as tame ducks might do. There is abundance 
of boars in the neighbourhood; and the Sheik offered 
to turn out with all his' tribe if I would stay or re
turn for a day’s hunting.

Ifext morning, while Ihe animals were lading, I 
strayed along the water’s edge, and was suddenly 
assailed by a rush of dogs from the tents. With my 
back to the water, I  defended myself with a stick 
io f some time. * Presently, a woman and a girl 
ran down from the tents to the rescue; and after 
belabouring the dogs, and setting me free, they 
seemed overjoyed with their exploit, ejaculating. in

* The plan adopted by Utysses, as described by Homer, has 
the effect of stopping an onslaught of dogs. Squat down and 
drop your stick— the dog will crouch too ; but he will imme
diately rush at you, if  you move or take up your stick.
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cessautly, “ Eh, Nazarene!” examining me all over, 
feeling my hair and skin, and bur||ting into fits of 
laughter. Our conversa|ion, if n<  ̂ spiritmlle, was 
lively. When the interpreter came up, I learnt that 
my deliverer was the wife of the Sheik : she was 
a comely middle-aged woman, with a head' to delight 

■a phrenologist. She said she had a question to ask 
me, if I  would answer her. On my promising to do 
so, she resumed : “ You have come to oiir- country, 
and seen i t : now, tell me which is best, your country 
or otrs 1 ” J  answered her, “ God is the father of 
all men, and the maker of all lands, and he has given 
to his children the land that best suits each: your 
country is good for you, and ours for us.” I ,in  my 
turn proposed a question:—“ In your country, which 
is a good country, tell me what is the‘ best thing ?” 
She reflected, and said, “ We have no good things.” 
I then asked, “ What are your bad things V’ She 
answered, “ God’s evils.” .T^e explanation was, “ old 
age and bad weather,” I told her that, if she had 
seen my ccaintry, she would know that vjith them 
the one was rare and the other late. She then 
asked how much I had seen of their country ; ^ d  
having told her that I  had been .into Shavoya, and 
amongst the Ziaides, she began to expatiate on her 
own tribe. " God,” she said, “ has given us a fertile 
and a pretty land ; he has given us plain, and forest, 
and marsh; he has put a se'h beyond the hills, that 
no one should harm u s ; we have a lake that Jias 
fish and birds ; we have ,eattle, sheep, milk, and
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butter; we have reeds, honey, and ftrewood;* we 
have corn in st^re, and gold and silver; and, if we 
live under tentsi^and not i^ the city, it  is because 
we choose. it.” Our conversation was put an end to 
by the rest of the tribe thronging around us; and 
an old woman entertaining, or pretending, great alarm, 
a little pantomime was suddenly improvised. The' 
Sheik formally announced that they had in their 
tents a slave escaped from England, whom it was 
their intention to deliver, up that I might take her 
away, upon which they recounted her (Serviced and 
merits "to show how useful a  slave she was, that they 
were giving up—and one of her services was to supply 
the d ^ a r  with wUd sows’ milk. On this the old 
woman ran for her life, and aU the children after 
her: she was, however, caught, brought back, and 
delivered up, and by this time our horses were laden 
and we took our leave.

Nothing can exceed the richness of the women’s' 
hair—it falls li}ce clusters of black grapes or knots 
of snakej: it is plaited on both sides Of the head^ 
and falls behind. They increase its volume by silk 
or*worsted cords ; and I could not help thinking that 
the hair of the women of Carthage was not so despi
cable a substitute for standing rigging, especially if 
they used, as tlie Jewesses to-day, a turban of silk 
thread (shoualif) made to imitate it.

I here saw one of the boats. It was certainly the ' 
gr^at grandfather of skiffs ; the hollow tree, or mono- 
xyllo, is to it a modern, invention. It was simply
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a bundle onrushes tied together, and raised at the 
point like an Indian canoe, with “ ̂ hwarts,” to keep 
it hollow: it was opeii at the j^ern, and floated 
merely by the .buoyancy of the rushes. It had nothing 
in the form of fastening; no rulucks; and was pro
pelled by a pole. I now saw the “ basket ” * in which 
the mother of Moses placed her child, and which 
does not exactly tally with the notions of Poussin and 
Guercino. The name of the rushes is scaifi and that 
is the Arabic for ship. When I hhard it before, I 
thou|ht it must have been derived from the Greek 
axa<pri, which 'again is derived from tsKd̂ ra, to hollow 
ou t; whence also a digger; c}id<ptj, a ditch.
If this be so, then the Arabs, in borrowing thek’ word 
from, the Greeks, proceeded to call by the same name 
a plant spread over the whole land; displacing the 
ancient name— which it must have had, as also the 
roots made from it, a thousai^d years— and before the 
Greek islands were visited by Cadmus. If this is 
too absurd, then the Arabs called the boats after 
the reed, and the Greeks, adopting from them the 
name, constructed out of it this root, their verb to 
hollow, and all its derivatives. The modern Greelcs 
have not this word, but have taken the Arabic one 
for caravan (xu^d^i). The Arabs have the same word 
for boat and camel, merlceb, not because it is the 
“ ship of the desert,” but because it is “ mounted.”

The Highlander calls a beehive scape, the French,

* The rushing of these boats is represented in tombs of 
the fourth dynasty. *
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•niche: the English “ skiff” and “ ship,”*the German 
“ schiff,” come a l̂ from shaff. th e  Portuguese pre
serve the old Gyeek word^naws. Bastimento and 
hdtiment are from beit, a house or building; and 
our sea-terms generally come from the Arabic. The 
aloe is called hordean, which applies equally to the 
plant and to the fibres extracted from it. Thence
we may have got the Gordian knot. At all events, it

# .
is good as an etymon for cord. Their word for cord 
is henab, from which the Greeks and Romans took 
their name for hemp. The continental' nam*e for 
pitch {alkitran, Spanish;, goudron, French) iS from 
kitran; hammock, from hamaca (Hebrew) ; cable, from 
habl (Arabic). The Greek word for boat-fare, vuvXbg, 
is from the Arabic naulbabi, mother of harbours.* 
Frigate is mentioned as a Moorish name for long
boats by a writer at the beginning of the last century, 
who says, “ We call them brigantines.” t  Brigantine 
or breck, seems to come from coffee-pbt; ibrek, a 
coffee-pot.. Corvette is also Phoenician.| An Arab 
sailor njpntioning the different winds, called the 
sirocco, shiloh. The same term is applied to the 
southern Brebers, which .therefore designates the 
country from which they came, and makes the siroccO 
a derivative from the Arabic.  ̂ Again, dab6t, which 
they give to compasses, their compasses being made

*  Marmol. t. i. p. 4. •
t  Boyd’s Algeria. .

4l|: “ Tardiores quam corbitce sunt in tranquillo mare.” —' 
P la u t u s . 4 .
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lik6 our boats’ davits. The new French dictionary 
of the dialect of Algiers has the Allowing words: 
spaolon, twine; dmane, h^lm; sahoi '̂a, ballast. The 
Greek for twine is <r-7cdov. The French, Italian, Greek, 
Spanish, &c., for helm is timon or. timoni, and the 
common Levant term for ballast is savoura.

‘After quitting the lake we ascended a, hill, and 
passed by a saint’s tomb. I had not been so close to 
one before, and was‘surprised at their net leading 
me away from it. There were quantities of rushes 
lying* around for sleeping on, and I  found that it waS' 
a common practice for travellers to sleep there, as in 
the Heroa of Gi’eece, where they were always secure. 
They even asked me if I had ever slept in (^e, so 
that the fanaticism of the towns is here unknown.

ThO' snow-white saints’ tombs are very beautiful, 
seen across the lakes, and reflected in them. The 
resemblance was striking with the Mussulman tombs 
of India. The half-globe is*placed on the cube, and 
within the spandril the Gothic arch. Whether was 
the Indian building derived from the Moori^, or this 
from the Indian; for as yet, as in the other parts 
of Moorish architecture, ^ had not seen any natuihl 
type or human work from which it could be derived. 
The tents, however, had now assumed a, new form, 
and looked like cottages, being closed in at the 

■ bottom by mats of reeds, made into hurdles, over 
which the tent itself stood, like a roof. The popu
lation is here niore stationary. In the centre of tjio 
circle the mosque, instead of being a tent, was con-
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structed with reeds, like a tall beehive ? and, as they 
have no carpenters, the entrance was by a round 
hole, three feei^from the, ground, to pi^vent the 
entrance of pigs, cattle, sheep, or poulti^’-, which might 
defile it. ,

As we advanced, we found members of these bee
hives, sometimes one to each tent, and used as dormi
tories for the children.'®̂  While I was considering the 
origin of the tombs, I observed one of these cones, 
against' which d square hurdle had been placed to 
close the orifice, and there was in rushes* the j?erfect 
model of the stone building. '

The round Hole is the origin of the horse-shoe arch, 
which# is a circle slit down. The walls of the tombs 
are finished off with the ornaments, to represent the 
obtruding ends of the reeds in the hurdles. I  was 
confirmed in this supposition when, on asking’ the
name of the reeds, 1  was answered, Kasoh, which is . ' - #
the name of a fortress, Kasdba. The first fortresse.s, 
or stocades, were of course constructed of reeds. I 
beheld in these shining edifices on the borders of 
this marsh, the rudiment of the swelling dome on the

• Highland cottages are divided into “ but,” and “ ben.” 
The first is the kitchen, the second the sleeping apartment. 
They say “ Come h m ” or “ I  am going but."  I  know not whether 
this usage is connected with the practice here, but it  is singular 
that the names should run so close,

The Hayme here assumed the form of the beit, or house, and 
the reed hut by it is occupied by the children—heni. I t  is 
constructed, like a beehive, of scaff. There are in the Highland 
home, but, and ben, and scapd!' '
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banks of the*Tiber, and the type of the mausolea 'of 
Akbar and Jhanju, on those of the !^dus. , In their 
substance they are the yery root of all building, as in 
their forms, they are of all architecture. '

I must refer the .reader to what I  have said else
, whei^ on Moorish and Gothic architecture.

From our early studies probably no more pleasing 
impressions remain than .those connected, with the 
funereal solemnities of the ancients. The feeli ĵg they 
convey goes home to the mind, and the manner in 
which it is expressed,.and the ceremonibs, rites, and 
laws connected with it, take possession of our youth
ful imaginations. Indeed, funeral rites constitute in 
a great degree our idea of* the life of antiquity, as 
,funei*al monuments furnish the largest proportion of 
its records. But, if we are thus moved in reading of 

, what existed thousands of years ago, and are made 
to partake in the, to us, strange veneration that con
secrated the tomb into a temple *— that converted it 
into a sanctuary for the criminal that made it 
sacrilege to tread upon the grave f*— that enjoined

* Fuit in teotis de igarmore templum,
Conjugis antiqui miro quod honore colebat.”

1 -t Treasure also, was placed in them, and used perhaps Cen
turies after, as a last resource, in*the necessities of statu. ‘Thus
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JUDGMENT ON THE DEAD.

the utmost cleanliness in the arrangerawits and pre
servation of sepulchres, and (among the Jews) imposed 
the yearly white-cashing of them — how much more 
so, in seeing those very practices amongst an extant 

, people! Treading the Continent that bears the'load 
of the Pyramids, the sight of these tombs suggests 
other reflections : the connexion of the honour of the 
dead with judgment on his acts — with recompense 
and punishment, and therefore with an after-existence 
— with a Creator of man, the Giver of life, the Re
ceiver of the soul.* They prepared for the belief in 
a future state by creating for. themselves a future 
here ; and  ̂in the treatment of their mortal remains 
lay punishments and rewards, that surpassed any that 
present things, except in dhis anticipation, could 
furnish. *

In after times there was a superstitious veneration 
for the dead—not so in early times. The corpse was 
judged by those who had*.witnessed its life, before it 
received the honours of sepulture. Until this sen
tence was pronounced, the body was an uncleanly 
thing, and polluted those whopi it touched. And 
thus the denial of sepulture remained for ages the 
direst of misfortunes that could befall a man, and 
the darkest dishonour that could be inflicted on his 
kindred. ~We havn instances amongst the Jewish kings

in the tomb of David, opened in the siege of Jerusalem by 
Antiochus, 3000 talents were found, which, served to avert the 
storp . ' * ,

*  Diod. Sic., p. 17.
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of both extremes; — a sepulchre railed for a good, 
king above all the rest, and the asl̂ ps of a bad one 
cast out from the tombs, of his, ancestors.* And thus 
those wonderful structures which, of the earliest ages, 
will survive all that has since been constructed 
on the earth, are but evidences of the reverence 
paid to judgment at their 'death upon the lives of 
men; The height of the Pyramids assumed a scale’ 
in rating human conduct, »and thereby conveyed the 
transcendant worth of those whose cashes they con
cealed.

The first, the greatest structures thus rose, not to 
shelter the living, but to receive the dead. I  am 
describing what I see around me. This land c<̂ ntains 
no houses but for the dead. The few cities are 
formed of edifices that resemble tomb;?, being built 
upon their* model, in- the forms that mourning piety 
had devised, and by the arts that sepulchral edifices 
have preserved. *

So also have the arts sprung from their hallowing 
and judging the dead. Painting and sculpture have 
their origin in the art of embalming. The covering 
presented the human f o r n i t h e -  resemblance was 
completed by colour. The case that contained it was

*  Aliaziah was not sufiered to be buried in. the tomb of Lis 
fathers.— 2  Kings viii. 16-21 ; 2 Chron. xxi. Joash also was 
denied royal burial.—2 Kings x ii.; 2 Chron. xxiv. Hezekiah 
had a tomb raised higher than tlie rest.—2 Chron, xxxii. 33, 
The high priest Jehoiada was honoured with a royal burial.— 
2 Chron. xxiv. 16. • *
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in like man nef fashioned r to  ̂grieserjVe_i|hej-likeness j 
and thus, in. the^first of solemn duties and cerempnijes, 
in . the . cej^ement (wax*cloth) itself,..were punited,? in 
primeval times, .^inting, sculpture, [and -carving* i 
step further was, to present, instead,of the'corpse,,the, 
man as .aliye, as reposing on, or rising out?of jhis 
tomb. These".we haye in' Etruria, ■ calling into being ■ 
or adopting a new art—that of the potter. ,

In . the centre of Africa it is a . custom aniqng  ̂
some of the tribes, for jnothers lyho haye lost ypun'g. 
children, to carry about with them little ,wooden»doll% 
to represent then} y apd to. these they offer food; wjhen-j 
ever they themselves eat, , JHaye we not hero fi the 
origin ^qf the imagines of the , Ropians,, ^eriye^ ffom\ 
the Etruscans, deriyed by them from the Egyptians,, 
as by these from the Abyssinians,—beyond • whpra we- 
cannot a s c e n d a n d  that people pas the fqllow race 
to the Lybians." And here we-have uninterrupted the 
traditions which have fldhted down, the Rile, crossed

i. -  '

the |Mediterranean, and flourished so Ipng in ancjent 
Europe, ; , ^

In a region where Islamism universplly preyails, 
w(? might expect few traces of pagan ceremonies, and 
here Islamism was the successor of Christianity,, so thatj 
there )iad twice been^.the sweeping away of thei old| 
land-marks; ,but here, at all eyents, î  ̂fŝ  pot a thou
sand years that have made any difference—the 4 i£' 
ferencep are onlyj^n so fSr as positive change has been 
effected by pome evept—there ,has ̂ not been. a per  ̂
petual process of change^gping,,on, „This pppple is a
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• ’ . I •true society ^ t h e  man perishes, but .the society is 

deathless.  ̂ _
In'Barbary there are nojonger the^udges of the dead, 

or the scales and feather. There are no longer the 
games in their honour, the embalming of their bodies, 
or the sacrifices to their manes. No longer are moun
tains of granite piled on high,-to signify their worth, 
nor caverns burrowed in the rock to prevent their dust 
from desecration; but still there is on the houseless 
waste the house of the dead, not of the common and 
vulgat, or the mighty and proud— b̂ut of the vene
rated, the saint by the decree of public judgment, 

^whether ‘ misguided or not. ^here it stands in the 
form of ancient days, with its shady olive or dbcust 
grove—the only green spot that greets the eye, with 
its well or fountmn for the*thirsty to drink, where the 
weary may repose, or the devout may pray—here are 
safety for the wayfarer and sanctuary for the guilty.

And meanei* sepultures have not lost their all.' 
Tread not where the dead repose; it is holy ground! 
not consecrated for their use, but hallowed »by their 
presence: there the sorrowing festival is kept, there 
are gathered the mourners with the revolving sun ; 
theoe the feast of the' dead is prepared and left 
for the stranger to partake, and bless- the memory 
of the departed.' Is not this a Record of ancient 
days 1 ■ '

I  cannot dismiss the subject without pointing to 
the strange contrast, in merely worldly sense or wjs- 
dom, between the careful attention, which marks all

VOL. I I .  p  .
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antiquity, to render the ̂ ead innocuous %o the living^ 
and our hegligehce in this- respect.' '^his negligOOcO 
has cost more li^^  and siilfering than proli)ably ail 
thO swords of - all' th^ conquerors. Epidemics, 'Ende
mics, slow fever or r^pid jilague,'ever'present in deep 
vengeance or savage fury, are' the produfeE  ̂of bur ■ 
enlightened''Gonteinpf for stiper^itions, aiid t̂nart! R,he 
imbecility bf that intellectual presumption* which 
blights in our hands the fruits br science, the' impulses 
of benevolence, aiid the'benefits'Of freedom.' There'\«ra'§ 
no p la^e  in ancient Egypt, thickly‘peopled hs Jt wa§ 
—they embalmed their dead;‘’elsewhere, when' hum- 
bers-'Tendered kiich- precaution?‘'adViSablej' they -'werE 
burned. But, 'ivhere neither' emhalmin^ nof burning 
was jpractised, they took care nt' once to- teraovfe t̂hd 
dead froln the * dwellingl' o f ' the' living, nppreL 
hension of the evil consequences/and through respebt 
for the* repose of the departed. The scenes' that'majt 
daily be witnessed in the metropolis ’ of England," it 
would have been impossible for hn ancient'to'have 
conceived, save as existing among sOme race of hitherto 
undiscovered savaged destitute 6f  the common instincts 
of nature.* ■ - ' ' f.. 1

We are now striving to remedy this evil by legifej 
lative ’ means. It may not b e ' cared'aboiit,'but‘its 
enormity no one will dispute,''and it fills w ith ' asto^

'  ’  . '  , .  r '  ; J
 ̂ * “ It is one pf jfche- tnost odious and debasing, features 

of civilization, that death is habitually desecrated '̂ anA ,̂|tlie 
cfave ceases to be a refuge.”— ŜT. John’s" Greece, vol. 'iii. p. 
430. i - ■- r /  "
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nishment an i disgust those who ;̂ are, ihdqced to exa
mine into it. B,ut here, as in so paapy other instances, 
the work , is done and the eyU p^vented-by some 
simple and ancient habits, which; aft'e entered in the 
traveller’ŝ note-book as a.t best interesting curiosities, 
or amiable weaknesses. .

3?he superstition of the Mussulmaii lies, however  ̂
the other way, and hence the plague that ravages' at 
present, most/Other Mussulman countries, and which 
we shall see again- in Europe~or mther in England-^ 
unless ;the condition of our Londpp. cemeteries be 
ameliorated. They do,.npt,, indeed, bury in the 

I towns; but, in making the, grave, they leave a .hollow 
space above the,body, in the belief, that it has*toisit 
up finally, to surrender the soul to thp atgel of deaths 
Boar^ are then placed two^feet above theMbody,! and 
oyer, this bu t'a  slight covering i ofi'earth. Thus ithO 
gases from the. decomposing flesh ..are colleotedj. and 
escape ’ and being, heavier tGan .the atmospheric air, 
flow^round,, seeking the lowest level, and .pour .dbwn*- 
wards, so that when the cemetery is-above the * dwell
ings, these p,re periodically subject to r the plague. 
I have observed this so constantly, so regularly, that, 
on merely glancing-at the position,of, a town,,I can 
tell I whether, :itf isj- pr is not subject to the plague, 
in . what quarters pit is. so, subject, and,, judging by 
the winds that prevail, at what season. I  do not 
speak of those vapours os'* immediately and’̂ nbees- 
saril^ ^producing the piague, .bul^ as. favouring, its 
extension. Our typhus, a Iqw 'plague, is never want

, p 2 ,
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ing in cities peculiarly exposed to the Vapours from 
overstocked grdfre-yards. In fact, as decomposed 
vegetable matter ^ives us intermittent fevers, so does 
decomposed animll matter furnish, according to the 
climate and atmosphere;^Putrid/ever, typhus, yellow 
fever, and plague. ' ' ’ .

I \
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'CHAPTER II.I

SHEMISH, THE GARDENS OF'THE HESPERIDES.

' We vCTy soon came upon another lake which has 
no regular opening to the sea, tholigh the bank of' 
sahJ is occasionally moved. I t must have been 
here that Don Sebastian projected making the en
trance for his internal harbour; but the lake with 
which this entrance communicates is of snw,ll ex
tent, apparently of no great depth, and separated 
from the long lake by a neck of land of no great 
elevation, but which from its sandy nature it would 
be a, great enterprise to cut through. We passed 
over a good deal of flat ground, like Hungary, coin- 
pletely under cultivation, and the fields perfectly 
clean ; the douars had the look of 'villagqg, and we 
could scarcely believe that there were not built 
houses amongst them.

Towards evening we came upon a country of a 
new aspect—broken ground, aluminous shale, covered 
•with a straggling oak forest. Herds of cattle were 

• pointed out to us, •which were said to be turned out 
there to multiply without tne care of man; and we 
came upon a douar in the midst of this forest, wl«3re 
I was very much tempted «lo bivouac for the night.
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LARACflE.

I t was like a scene in one' of the' wo8ded vales'of 
Western Greece> however, we'pushed on. for La-- 
rachej the gardens of which we entered long after 
ii-was pitch-darlr. The' rOad between " them was 
sand: there was no possibility of getting'water 
either by''fountain, stream, or well-^uch is the site 
of the Gardens of the Hesperides! I  had to post
pone the satisfaction of my curiosity till the mor
row’s light, ahd entered the capital of the King 
of the Giants with that sort of reverence and awe 
which I had felt i n ’approaching the ruins of*Stone- 
hehge.

We were led'^through a* labyrinth, of ^strange and 
precipiious streets, tiU we came down to the lower 
wall bh the side of the harbour’: the houses! looked 
like-the little tombs at Pompeii by the wayside. 
We were received by the English Consular l Agent, 
a Genoese, whom, faotwithstanding'his "European-habL 
liments, we might have taken for a Moor iby ^his 
quiet demeanouf, and his uhobtrusiye- attentioilHo 
all our Thants. ' A scene rose next' morning .<such as 
deserved to shine on the groves of the Lanaides. 
Before one sweeps with'many a bend the-stream,

 ̂ On whose- tranquil' breast reposes fhe wreck of the 
navy of Morocco—a corvette,.two bri^s,.and a schopner, 
A high bank of* sand shuts out the sea, save at the 
narrow bar.' In 'frbn t of the-town-a verdant''plam 
is spread; all round it flows the fiver, ahdl beyond 
it jises an ’ amphitheatre of broken hills of- a lively 
mountain aspect, andf with other ^formis'land other
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colours!, than^tiliosB pf thonZahel., ,ojie  ̂ ;^hese^were 
scattered gardens; but;the gardens^offMorqcCo, which,i 
unlike those jpfi any other, tlê ndj eihbpllishedjby fhe^ 
bank iof ficactusy 'thatj,seryesjthem/foiijL,a,;walb and. 
painted)with;>the Jeadeu green|Of^the aloe. ij - j ,
. JToijthe easti and (Opposite -,the sea, entrance, therOj 

isl .a detached KiU,,iike‘that, upon which arp situated 
the iruins Of Epidaurus, ^ spot which'niust ,be eyer  ̂
greed in .the, memory of' travellers in fjreece.;i Con?

' sidering this to. be a last phance of findings a. Phoenician •• 
city,.*t commenced inquiries, and was told, that the 
hill was covered with ruins which had been deserted 
I from the memory, of’manj and, that, the,hillywas called 
Shemish.\ Inti,once determined .to delay my jpurney, 
fix.brder' .toodeyjse means ;to visit it-,i This Tyas[no 
easy matter,! and I jthoUght'the i.bept *plan ,was,to 
try,,andiget into i a: i boat .without; my, guards, and 
then trusty to Chance and perseverance-foi? being ablp 
to,’push -on.fj f
( 1  Having,np suspicion, they,allowed me to,get,into.a 
boat; I accc^panied iby'a,-soldier ,efi the...tpwn.' iWe, 
embarked ati a jett}% , close, to wbichilay in [tier in. 
ai strong Ii tide-wayi, (our,T tolerably-sized .,,European; 
vessels, laden with <cori],:bayk ,andj,wool, .waiting for 
an opportunity- of'getting joverr,-the-bar.- ,We kept 
cl6selj.to,-dihe„,banfcf,ofisand*ithrown-.*up by/thp sea;' 
bebind.ij which ulay,, the fj dismantled - and, perishing. 
Vessels I III ihayeivalready meufioned.'. The water was 
ipUchl dis'colodrCd j,,and, j like, that. Ofl^bei Seboo, bgre 
traces bf, chalk.) 11 observedi» something, .^ybitejion ithe
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|)ankj: f puUin^ to,fthe,vSj)ot; I-, found if (.really ito be 
^chalk  ̂an. 9 ,utlyer; ̂ standing on ̂  its ̂ edgq; i I t  ^w,as[harder 
.^han^^e-common chalk: iof England, ‘ Theî  flints'vere - 
large pisses, an̂  ̂ th^ere ;a cpatingi jou.rt theni jc^ ‘ 
ciystals 9^ carbonate; qf;iflnje:j j The masses,^of,flints 
were I evidentlj-thq samef/as, those-jwhich,hadjibeco.me 
grille; ̂  Closej^by^here jWaSf̂ a fl,ill ,.flkq. an artificial 
mound,, and/,on it, the; regulari'sheep-walks'cptiQOur 
chalk ranges,' TJndei; ,it we landed,,,,asi.it, .adjoined 
•Shemish.and was,connected withi ik.by a low neck, * 
The rocky eminence .of.Shemish is,,sandstQpe,Tnpf that 
which, encrusts the, Zabehibutfp, jcopapact, and; ancient 
rock, ^nd sopiietimes.a,ppi:onching j;o.gi^nular;. quartz,, ji 

Froyi the toPi of ^hemish the-/p?ospect ip jStrjking,. 
from the extraordinary fwindin^s o fthe ,nygr tp;the 
^utji and >east,f it f;nrapbac]^ upon, itself pqorc lik,e 
thCf windings of a , serpent than - the rmeandeyings qf;^ 
stream. Hence.it do î^os, its narpe of liYoo&j qvj thq ■ 
boa j hence, tqo, the) fable) of the d rag o n T h e re  was 
no fable guaydiauship., jTb.P j protection, jwas
not,^in -his fplds^-but, in b̂is. ifpaming ,beadnr^the. bp.r 
that closed,the| pntnanpe.;, ,n|qr, oJ i [ T ty .

In  Pliny’s2tiuipitbf"l^t^l'^l plainj;was .jpsdyipartially; 
Iprmed  ̂ “^ t  tflirtjrt'^pf thotisanji paces frpm.this place 
(Tangier)fs^Eixps, of; which thq, ancients^ relate.so many 
fables, and whicB was made, a polony, by the cruelty, of 
ClaudiusjD^sar.j jTheye vyas the Mngdpm; pf ApteuSi J 
there his strife with Hercules4 there, the ^gardensnp:  ̂
th^ Hesperides. An estuary, with a meandering 
course, communicates w t h e  ̂  sea .̂ pygf,, winch the
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dragbrt is ’Safd io havb kept watch*': In island is' em- 
bWeli within the curves o£ the watA’, .which, though 
but' slightly' ‘raised -abo'jje' the ’ suyouhdih^ ' Mnd  ̂ is 
-beVer'covered, by'the tide. ’ Thbe b  a temple ”to Her
cules, bud^btUe' wild olives ihat are fotind'there ̂ are all 
thatremhib of its’grdve^ said'bO bear goldeb'^fruit.” ' ' 

'-'Hd' thefl procehb^ to bpeak*'bf'.ihh-“ portentdsa 
"mendacia'” of the'^GreetsJii respect to this a te ; and 
it  reminded’ mb -'bf 'dhd quicqbid^ Grbcia'^mendai 
audet in h is td riab f Juvehal^bpeakiifg-of the'can4l‘of 
Xerxes,' .which, Jdiisbelie'ibd by the Hoihatf‘satirist inay 
■bê sehii and traced sit Jthis hbu^r^ Sb,- ih like" mannei?,

I the %61deh"ii‘nit bf 'Ltkdb'blds^dm^ bid''Hpenk^tb' ih ii 
day,'"b'espife^thd^ffC're'dhlitybf the Romai natuiulisi.
‘  ̂These tnius^hhvebQt heeh',hith'brtb^ described 1 they 
Will %b'On betdemdlished.^‘  ̂Wallb ^hich,''‘̂  ̂ ds Îtold," 
had been kdmd'fyeats^'dgb ' bbfitiiiutiuk,' ■'hiid'"'mu'cii 
higher than ‘a t’present;’ ^urrohiid' thebtbsl; of an'irre- 
gulat’’'h ill: the. circuit ih'ay b'e " thi^be-'In l̂eSi" "Where 
I first calii'e^npoh them’T'fbuhd'walls^^iH^^tapik'^ahd • 
mottar,!-and^ btdhe's,"'having ^fentirbly'  ̂tllie'. ̂ dbrish 
character. I began to apprehefid^hb'ffepe'titibh 'bf t̂h'e 
disappdihCtoent T'had so'loftbn bxpetienbbdi ' ‘ " ’
i ' The 't'bUed ffaginehte'^ of fetbtie ^abd lihab would "hot 
alond de;'bT wanted^ seme'bhi'sellin^i 'Md something to 
jJeseriiblO 'thdtbulwalk's 'which Nbuniis’fells’ As Gadiiiub 
( ei' .̂'Jthe Rhcenldiah) 'gaVb̂  tb "’the^hundred' hitibs ''11^ 
planted ih'’.thiS b o r d e r ? • * 1 1  i ' *' • * ■"'*•]

j ii I
6<5k’ 8’ fKaurfi _ .

'^Avit^at^'^aweilsii^ov/Xfva^eixeaTrviiyoisi^  "  ' ‘
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And' I did conle .on*r evidences. indis|)iitSbld; These 
were hewn' stoiJb, ijidither Eoman, Hellenic, nor Cy- 
clopic., J They wwe large,  ̂pot ;in regular'•tiers, nor 
polygonal, and joined Tvitlijcement.. Onb stone which 
I ineasured was" ten:-.feetibj threei.’ The,'angles, were 
thus constructed. The''walld-Wefen in rude worki'bfi, 
stone' and lime,! which, I'hut jfor the ' connexioni ihj 
which. I  found, them, might have passed, fof recent.. 
They exactly ̂ resemble the ruins which are' called 
‘‘ Old Tangier.’? * . . i

I  now 'at length'did see j'a Phoenician wall*.' arid̂  
knew what i t  was. iOn,the summitJofithei hiU'd more 
ancient.buildihg' seemd tO 'have beeni converted into.'.al 
magazttie'.:- '̂iit islrdofed'in dnd ierracedhover.i * Hear,, 
it there is the circular end rofl al bidlding, 1 stdndiifg’ 
about' twenty'^feeti iiu height and'thirtyin/ldiamo'tbr. 
There 1 were long  ̂ -vaulted.' chamber;^ lin 'pairs, f lik® 
Gongreve' .locks;.' atchedy and ' double;' i twenlty j feet long/ 
six J e e i  widb,.rand . twelve I'feet: high. . »They vferS 

■ scattered^ all> pvfer.4 he -Mplacd, ^within 'thenwalls <.and> 
witboutl*?Ivwentint6 jnine[or'.ten o£tl^em.t LTherdwasi 
ho.mark'df water .mi'the .sidesn TI hardly Jhinki they 
could have beehijcistefnst, ■ vTucopld iiiptiiniagme to 
what use ytheyt were, destined.f, iThis was fall I could, 
make out by seramblihg through the -thick Ibrushwood 
for the' greater portieri bf the day. i j i i ;

.' iPl' J r' I I ji- , |i li 'I t .
* SpaniardSj, pccupied (LarafJje  ̂Tj|]dgr j î d̂.

Ipst it nn^er Pbjlip III.
^  Tt has since oicuired to me that' the^'Aigbt' have been

ba'iilW.! J'. 1 - 'I î J 'j./f I’/J V/

    
 



REMAINS OF_SHEMISH,l 219.

-.ThS emblefii:of peace is busily: enga»d.'in upturning 
these precious remains. Thd ibrancmes,' ol the vdld 
olive are rounded, like th^ oa^' dnd do not/ like . those ’ 
of' the grafted tree, adjust theinsel/es J;d the form ,o^ 
the buildings in “which they have' struck root, as in Ihd 
ruins of Greece and Italy.. Thfey are here thickly 
planted, and their roots arid ibinnches, are so many 
wedges driven, into the walls... d-observed a stone, 
which could.mot be. under iteujtons,, lifted up. from 
the top of a wall, between the brahches.ofi a’ tree,* 
which'again was yielding under i ts  I weight. It 
reminded met of the' admired, but false,:.metaphor of 
Jjamartine, “ "when-.) he i ■ cbmpafesi the hearty fearly love-, 
stricken,! to a' treejthat bears ..aloft the jhatchet-head/ 
ijhich had,beehlburied)in its stenn i a.* r 1 1 1 1 Ji 
. îTjheTockfwasj covered;with..a variety bf plants,* which, 

wduld have presentfed a: rich harvest 1 16 a botanist i’ 
iLcarl notice bufo'some belori^ng/to' .the .timesi ofipld. 
Hesperufe,i fresh flea|)ing from the ofcean,>h'ere found in, 
every season, lill jfloWers for ins twreath; the lotus, the 
myrtlei diid the pnhn | thO' pine; theiararj-whish repre-? 
sents the cypress.' TThe acanthhs covered the'ground 
withitsideep greeii, glossy, and spreading, leaves.The 
itr.y, instead of crawling -over stones or trunks, spreads 
over* the boughs of trees, nnd 1 hangs id festoons 
between them, with a thin cord-like stem, and delicate 
leaves studding it upon either side. The berries are 
iii! fclustŴ j’-lil ê diminuiivd ^JuncheS'bf ̂ grapes'' aiid the 
image! ofi t̂he vine ,is completedj'lliy spiral ien^pl^' i  
now saw why it was that the ivy had been appro-(
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'priateii ’45' fea«Bus ii''was 46e iiflage* W''4he Vine 
-fitteS'for a" cfowii. Ttook one of it§ Tong *̂ shoots,’arid 
*weatHed it4riW ;a' chaplet, ^'n3 placed  ̂it o'n the î6ad 
of 5ne  ̂6r4Kelwme-denying'Mobra^ S.̂  Watmah. Wo 
Had accompanied m6, arid he was n̂(5 less d^ighited at 
ihe implied coiirtei&y-^han I^at 4he reaT beauty'bf' the 
bbjecti’ '■ ■ ■ 1 > 1 '- 1̂ " Iff' j'’' '■'i

Perhaps, however, - the cohfaeiibri ' b f thd krid 
'Ba'cchus inaj^ he no more than a |)uhK ^Tb-’'̂ liiiii* were 
JcbnsecratedOa-'^plSht'^^nd^^a -bird,' Wd'Holh^ had'-'4h'e 
%arne''nkme/'«rorVS'̂ and-i/(Mi)̂ ^̂  \he -magpie and. tlTe i ^ .  
-BochaH^.makes/bht'4he. proper^ nkme'^-bf ‘Babchus 4b 
Have'hebn "heaVly^thd^amb, atid-hiinseif^lhe chief'bf 
•the Hrstiof-Hh'ef-wine-growing(.cbu'ntries, - 4he Touiider 
h f  bm^ompire%hieh'‘dohqu^ered India', 'and which-has 
left'hfehifid'menumehts to subistan^ikfe'Wy fable f̂rhi5h 
XTreek' 'fancy could Create. Ih  fact’ BkcChus  ̂ isL̂ 'no 
other -than Ohus, or BarChmn, whom w'e'bkTl Himrod, 
Jtnd the^GreekeNebrodes, being a'-gfeat hulitbri 'and 
^therefore fainted y^ith^he'skins of  ̂wild--bnimals-i 
cbieByJljie ‘tiger,* of 'nimra—the'fo ils 'd f “which'dbvdr 
the'shoulders'Of Bacchus, whilC^the ^captive-'dnimhl'*is 

-yoked tbjiis-caf. » ' ' j ' I  ■ luf n
-The '-Crown for 4he - festivities'of ApolloJ I  hbw'SaVr 

was* heitherj our laurel nor 'the --bky,'^4he-bratfches'^of 
which never * could bave heen' used fof 'feuch '4' purpose, 
21^ any gem br statue '^ ill' shOw. At' ShCifiikh a'lilant 
luxuriates which possesses ^ 1  the qualities requisite 
■](<«• tins, orpament.. , It 4s a bush, standipg fpnpjor jfive 
feet high, which sends up yearly twigs,‘round,’smooth,
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.green, The leaves, arej,pJi^ong
juately, and . thqsCj ;are q̂oft,.' glossy, deCcajiejjia ,'Jextiirp 
jan(̂ ' elegaptjinj jfqrra, jand yet^^ofj exti^qrdinaxyj dura- 
.hjl^ty ; andjthe twig§;are j;ns^ ;̂he, Ibngtbr^^ 
a ;ch^p]etp,
thread,"while simultaneously jit,{bears t̂hgjflpwer, jĝ hich 
is a small star of six fleshy points, of the palest green, 
fwith an amethys^ cup. in, t^^
j .The]treejof Minerva,^in?plljj^sJ!iubbpm;and,_,̂ U}sqh- 
j  ugated yigour, [here ; flo.urishes, ;inj iscq̂ rn op Jfeptune’s 
bprd(jr, and. the .oak, pf Jppiter,iipresepjdngiifood ;for 

jnap, 1 completes., the,, assemhlage t of, jthesg -.leafy] remipi- 
^cepces of fime gone[by, yeUingutheigrey ^uins_that 
^the elements h,adinotjyetides,trQyqd^,npr man Ĵ aid low. 
>>Herq .were ifhe things jofj; Nature, jvhich theyi iniitheir 
jtipae  ̂admired,Jepffof.leaj^^ppd,]Jffiq fojrilipejii.b.right 
(gay,f verdant,T with” their shining dew(drops,. andj their 
^buzzing [inseptsj ,and therq; 'iaftey thirty [centuries,, lay 
[the stonesj they, had, chiselled,,,andlthe mOrtap they 
Jia,d(,mixedj, ; The..aiy nf quchiP placejj,'[)reathesiJpf 
.nepepthe?,7-the poppy , pf_memoryi, npt.;forgptfulness. 
flt[iq covered with,a, mirage ofxeQ.Qllections,;on,.which 
the spirit floats, and with which itrjmihgles, . Its 
^olitudq Plaited", ’the^/.h^yi.-thilOhg'i'bf i other crimes. 
^Therq .wasjthp'fworhfofiitheir, hapds,[ the, place j?f their 
choice, thei feld rpfj, their,. ljtbQur> I fhpT, haven;, of I their 
.traffic., There = the hprizon [they j looked ijipon j., the

 ̂* Thê SiwciM̂actlleâ Ms. 1̂  ̂is fee plant whicli the '^paniaris 
"prefer-’fbF'a!dojriiili’̂ ''thei^  ̂pahdsj'dr'feourtŝ l '̂hit)' ih'-'Sjjaih l̂/e 
growth is hot.80 luĵ nridnt. < r M. .,u fn/ ,il, id J- '
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iplants" thejr galhered, .the trees they ctltivated, the 
sua that awoke \he’ wind .’that refreshed theinii I  saw 
them in. the^choice they: had made, andMived^ amongst 
them, :in seeiiig' .̂\Jlhat they, saw, • and feeling'' as they 
felt'. Asj’an angel that has conversed with inan, they 
have-taken their flight^they hâ ê disappeared, ds. if, 
like the sun, to visit pther. climes. , Their westerrij 
hound p'rows, perchance, followed his course,'.flying from 
the Chaldean or-the.'Macedonian; their last glanced 
may have rested *on this height, where'I first 'beheld 
walls which-'their hands had 'reared. Or this ftii^ht 
have-, been the end of their pilgrimage. ’ They were' 
beyond the teach of the conqueror and Libya,' which 
had offered an asylum to the fugitives of Jericho, ' and 
Moab might have yielded" one-also to .those rof Tyre.

I had ’ been astonished a t ' finding mo t-fragment 
whateverj.or marble. - . 1  cannot say but ' that this 
raised some doubt in.lmylmi'ndj 'but'ion getting' dowh 
to the bank fof the *river, to thesouthward, I tcame 
upon iiird -lim^-kilng. i There was d little  commerce' 
established, a landing-place for'the boats^ and iargd 
sugar-casks • forf the 'lime* They have now exhausted 
th^ quarry. The quantity extracted must have been 
immense, for they have been a t work for two years. 
The contents' of -one kiln had been drawn out, dnd 
they were about to slake them* I pulled dut_.entiro 
one morsel, which resembled the front part of the Egyp
tian Pshent.* The limS is used for a neW palace of

» m om ent tlm t, L discovered th is  ,trace fof .Pharaotio
M ulpture, I was struck w ith  the attitu de o f  th e  ineij around n>6>
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the Caidj. 'fo?'government stores  ̂ randi the/jh|>ajrs of 
th e  batteries; suggested by'the Erenclr bombardment;'’’
, T.Thus’. have I been disposedubf/ relies ‘ tHab might itave 
thrown: light cdnf the ,-eaAy^histoiry# ofpthis ; portion' of 
thel world, iStnd fsupplied. iniisbmh degree/'the/loss 
ther'libraries,'of Carthage-and-Aleiahdriali iTd/add .td 
the. provocatiOh, close: f by they . had' an , inexhaustibld 
store of 'material, morel easil^dbalcinable).'^d\ theynbutf 
known.- 1 1 ; [ have been f informed, .hbwever; that^ lit wal̂  
Ivithvthe ■fjui’posel .of destrdyingran' object lof.interest ' 
to'.EtfropehnaOthati'the'rotdef whs/zdenf;  ̂ Ifif-soJ’thia is 
one of the effects of î Q jouvMe\ox ^dijeunW ofilslyi, / i  
H ‘f‘Sitf.neIihUqua'iSuper/spes,” exGlaims'jEckh'elj.fiiqrd 
utj lplus^JluclslhiSlPhqenicidrunl reliquiisr.'adfundntur'^ 
Aio,:sup'efesse eiiguamlinisi-iexiterfm isinh pt^erahtiM 
monumehta copio'siora.?r Howianany, lalai! Isirfcelhe 
wrotejhnye.lbe'en^ plastered into walls-.- Strange fate/ 
thatl of- these explorers f of j the ilarid and sea-^thes© 
instrubtotsjdnf all a rt and  ̂scfencer^vbry tracb should' 
have disappeared!, There xethainsi,5h6.-.shred of their 
tissufes; no tint ot their dyes, no .limb Of them 'statues/ 

%no 1 corner of their, palaces, no. stone i of , their 'temples .*■ 
no annalist has noted for Us their, fa cts; U0ii|epio 
has been,'built np fromrtheir, stdry ; iho'Sophocles 
replaced, their [heroes ’dn/a r mimic"Stage; mo. Pindaf 
prolonged the,echo loftheifj chariot wheeli .̂ i r  ̂ Ij 
-1  ̂y ' - .1 I 1  ̂ I j ■ I tl' [ i I-

The Moors, dp n<>t/squa(t dpJ'Ti lik^ith4 B^{ems>.fa}lot-f^hiPni 
but they sit with their knees up, and on them rest their arms ; 
ind'shroided in-their Gilabras, they areUxabtly like'''the' siting 
figures'Egypt.*  ̂ ' n'/lf- '■̂1.̂  iLw* }l>i \r> ?r.*? ,1
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But though Bintil I  visited this plac^ I did .not 
know even whwe to go to look for a wall of this 
construction, from the scanty fragments that have 
been gleaned we l*arn, that all that Greece and Rome 
could boast are nothing more than monuments of their 
greatness,* and of a greatness in which they have no 
compeers. All, other dominations have extinguished, 
what it overshadowed, and devoured what it covered.

Is not this the interpretation of the fable of the 
Phoenix ?—a bird perishing in fire; a new life spring
ing from its ashes- It was not the procreation (jf the- 
breed ; it was not the colonies that had gone forth 
from its loins. The parentage was spiritual, and the 
type revived in new matter. There vfas but one

* The Phoenician coins found in this neighbourhood  ̂or in 
Spain, present tlie originals of the whole of the mythology an  ̂ , 
the arts of Greece. The plates to Don Bathagin’s . ̂ infant of 
Spain) edition of Sallust’s Jugurtha alone present the following 
list.  ̂ ^ , j

Laurel crowns. Ivy crown, with the bunch-like grapes. .Ceres . 
crown of corn-heads. The Mural crown. The star and crescen̂ . 
The trident and dolphin. The sun and .the sun and moon. 
Winged Psgasus. The palm-tree. The palm, lion,, and tie 
horse’s head. The Zampti, represented by four columns sur-^ 
mounted by a pediment. The Winged Cupid and the winged 
Genius. The Genius and torch. The diadem and circlet. The 
helm and galley beak. *■

The art of coining they borrowed from the Greeks, and it seems 
to have been the only mention of that people ; but'the emblems 
represented were the ancient ones.

The mythological terms and names of Greece, in like manner 
may be cited. , - ^

jiolus, b w ,  aoZ,'storm. . . .
Elysium fields, T’*?)!, aliz, happy -
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Pliceiiixi  ̂Tfi^r^l has' heen' liiit one Pj||(Bnicia/and"' all 
We * Have' of ̂ light' an’d ' fetters ̂  to ' ‘ th il', dkŷ  ̂

edmi fr6m’ bet. ' 'Her^natge^ thaf of ’a'bir(|^ and|'a tree
■^Ih'e palm* of judWa] andHh^ 'winls of̂  her seaTfari’ng
g-Q jig; : ( I. Ill ' 1 C f 1 ,T '  n . 'U  1 J ' ' i  I ' '

'" It̂  dccufred ‘ko ' m e^that' tarache^ as'fhe cily of 
Antaeus'-and" the *giahts,' ^mli'st''*fiavk̂  ieen ’{^ t^  i)e-* 
longing ' to' tBJ • original' population,' and* '^&einish ̂  the 
PhWidiaA'settlementi '"'*f hisl would explai^  ̂ re-_ , 
mUrkable expression,fiibo'-Piiifenieian' cities.*̂ ’ ' “'ft.

&t-'Phodnician' ol* Caltha^nihn itemtorj’! ît'̂ wasj 
tlleir * cities) ’̂It̂  Whs' n6f"lii!mr bikes'among'*Wh* lin- 
qUltWatdd'^e'dplelj fBe'̂  ilibyah^ had*\;ities '̂ioo^ 'flie 
citieh '̂ of ̂ bbtK wefe kinkeii'̂ '̂ to'gelthei', aiai'̂ '̂ eref the^

ru, Tj !  ̂ruhatuljli!! Ill uitJ m^rebUs, the west̂ aŝ  usedi b̂y p p m e r , . p h ^ i o s j : .
iT  I iTii 1

■ 4eath.,̂ ^̂  •,,,
Pah, jl), pan, “ attonitus stupet.”  ̂ ), I
pypus,nm,<Ayr^^^ • , , , , , ^ 1  ,|, ,,-T
■Phallus, I j f n'n-i Ip n;r

 ̂ r  ,ri . IpI. r in 1.  i-i I .r ’
’Mystery, a thing hidden, LandseeaTfPI ,f_ ,•! f i' J

mH-  1  i l l —  f 

, j. t i  f'J'*' '
Hades, D in, m d ^ , or hadasso, myrtle, »rhence,Pdessay&c. i , >
^11 iji’j ’ii'i j , ' j ;  fi- 'np* - I ..........................  ■
batyr, sotwr, disguised. 1, ,r  ̂ fli.’! Inr, n ■!

• t n < T > '  1 (i T. iirr I > li ' J
Partarus, tom, warning, (̂ redoubljBdy ĵ . -d i: i f .>/ [ u-)
Cyclopŝ  cAmsit«5,lay of Selabkpb®.®i hifr?‘ .̂ Q̂* ‘ i ’I
Hejphsestos, ̂ aJ father, -̂̂ firê  jrhen ê .also. nsta, (bpn d I' .
PersepAohe, ;>m Iruit, sp̂ Aow lost. 1. •. . <r
Triptolemus, tarop break, tel earth, telen^ ^urroy,, »• i i.

. Golden apples,/u»/Xa; golden fleece,./ia'Â or>̂ ^̂ ;̂i Fiohe?„|.,v 1 
Toison (French), ison sheep.
VOL. II. . Q* *
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were. Nor is ^  at this place alone. At Tangier, it 
is precisely the same: the old city, which now I 
know to be Phoenician, is* on the opposite side of 
the bay. At Ar^ela there are ruins of the same 
kind across the river; at Bar e l. Baida they are on 
the neighbouring headland. The still existing cities 
I, of course, take to be the original ones. They are * 
in couples: in none of these ‘cases could the one 
have supplanted the other. They owe their conjoint 
existence to tlie peculiar nature of the Phoenician 
settlements ; they lived together,- each requiring his 
own establishment, but neither encroaching' on or 
displacing the other.

CaSrthage, in the height of her power, paid ground- 
rent. It w ^  not till the latter time, and in her 
struggles with Kome, that she sought to govern and 
possess, according to our present notions; and it 
was in Sicily and Spain that she set her hands to 
this craft, and brought down her own ruin.

The greatness of Carthage was founded on the 
confidefice that the native population had in her 
integrity, Punica fides could not have been turned 
to a reproach, had it not at first represented a truth. 
Had she, like the English or the French, the Spaniards 
or the Portuguese, been even suspected of being a 
grasping power, she must either have become mistress 
of Mauritania, or been expelled from its border, or 
shut up in useless rocks upon its coast; and the 
•word “ Libo-Phocnician cities” would never have 
descended to our time.*
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We are mthout any direct and ^sitive informa
tion respecting the internal management, or the ex
ternal relations of those .cities, or their ties with the 
parent sta te ; but a city, in ever^ respect similarly 
situated, has been described by ancient authors, in 
a sufficiently distinct manner to put what I  have 
said on more secure grounds than that of mere re
ference. The city I’refer to is , Emporiae, one of the 
great settlements of Spain; the only. one, then, not 
Phoenician, but founded by that branch of the Ionic 
Greelfs which drew nearest to them in character and 
enterprise, and with whom alone of the Greeks they 
had made friendship on the field of battle.* It was 
the counterpart in Iberia of Marseilles in Gaifl, and 
completed the range of Phocaean tra^c. I t was 
exactly what the Libo-Phoenician cities were, as its 
name alone suffices to show; for Emporion is not, 
as is supposed, a Greek, but^a Phoenician word, and 
all these cities had the generic name of Emporiae, 
having their proper name besides.

Like Tyre, Emporiae was originally on an* island ; 
On being abandoned, it was called in like manngr 
Palceopolis. The colonists then joined with the Hi- 
spani in the same town, which seems to have been 
called Indica; the tribe was called Indigetes. They 
were received as guests, and allowed to join their

* The most desperate sea-fight ^e r -known. The whole of 
the vanquished fleet was destroyed, and if I recollect right, only 
three of the victors escaped. *

• q 2
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city to that o^the Hispaiii it was ftience' called 
DispoUs. The part belonging to the Greeks looked 
to the sea, the other to the» land : the first was four 
hundred paces in 'circuit, the second three thousand. 
Each people* preserved its laws and customs. Inter
course, except for purposes of commerce, was forbid
den; and thence, according to Livy, no dispute ever, 
arose to interrupt the harmony of their neighbourhood 
during the ages of this common habitation. So un
wearied was thh watchfulness of the Greeks, that one- 
third of the male population nightly mounted guard.

This vigilance—the striking contrast between those 
really living communities and oiar heaps of sand—‘Was 
not fleculiar to the Phocaeans ; nor was the dispo
sition to grant sites for cities, and the privileges of 
self-government to settlers, peculiar to the Indigetes. 
'Here is a picture of the times; and, with such 
modifications aS circumstances cast over the delinea
tion, we see all the other Emporia oh' the coasts of 
Libya or Iberia.

I h a ^  said that Emporion was not a Greek word. 
The Chaldasan paraphrase (Genesis xxv. 3) has Em- 
porius for merchants, Emporioth for merchandise. 
Leptis is mentioned, both as one of thfe Emporia and 
one of the *Lybo-Phoenician cities.f Livy says, that 
Scipio spent his time between the “ Punica Emporia

* “ Jam imnc Emporise^duo oppida eraht muro divisa : unum 
Graeci habebant a Pbocsea unde et Massilienses oriundi, alterum 
Hispani.”— Lrvr.

+ Emporia vocant earn re^ionem . . . una civitas ejus Eiptis.” 
— -Liv y  1, 34.
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gentemque traramantuiu,” He wentinow to visit the 
natives, ,now the commercial establishments, whic^, 
instead of bolts, had fortresses for their defence.

Scylax couples the cities and Emporia. “ The 
Carthaginians,” says he,. “ spread from ihe %rtes to 
the Columns of Hercules." The VFordŝ  are singular, 
and seem to mark a difficulty of. expression, such ,as 
occurs when describing habits so foreign cities along 
a coast, forming a nation and government .apart— 
an empire, as it, were, standing on p(fints.'*̂ |

.Bbt so far,from the 5roX/ff([*«ra,^ and the Emporia 
subjugating,the natiye population, centurie?, afterwards, 

: and when i,the Koinan- sword, had been thrown intoI ' _ ' ■" _  ̂ I j ' ,  1 1 ' II 1 . 1
the scale with the Tyrian,-trinkets, jit was jiot the
city that overspread tlie plain with  ̂itŝ  shadow, but 
the people of the wilderneissthat ̂  had assimilated 
to themselyes, the urbap syst,em„ defying alike l̂ he 
imperial power and the metropolitan civilization.

Severus, on - attaining the imperial,, purple, sent for 
his sister from Leptis, and was much ashamed of. her 

1 that she could scarcely speak, Latin.f it,| then,
Phoenician she spoke?—not at all.̂  ^allust ^ s  told 
us, in hi^ time, that the language .was.^changed by 

, intermarriages with ̂ the^Numidians.̂  ^
•  Carthage ^hen it fell,'Was the richesj, the moat i peopled, 

and strongest city in ithe world. • - It had seventy thousand,citizens, 
and three hundred cities in.Afric^.

t  ^Oara y ty p a n ra i Tr^la-fiaTa  * a l  t/iWopia fV Tji A i^vr/,^ *
i  " Viro latine loquens, ad ilia multum impferatort ruhesceret.’’ 

— S p a r t ia n u s . ^
§ “ Ejus civitates lingua modofonversa cbnnubid Numidarum.
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Was • it a disadvantage to Rome that* there was 
no uniformity 1 liad Rome been po^essed with the 
mania of uniformity, she coui î at best have remained 
only a small state oft the Tiber.

The Carthaginians kept their cities distinct from 
the cities of the Lybians: the Romans kept their 
laws distinct from the customs of the country. Rome 
could even- unite provinces, strange as it may seem 
with our experience, without convulsing them or 
throwing them fhto rebellion, for the union was 
judicial, not administrative or legislative. This* re- - 
serve, which was the secret of the power of Carthage, 
became the source of the prosperity and tranquillity 
of Ron«in Mauritania, amidst the convulsions of the 
rest of the eny)ire down to the invasion of the bar
barians, which—in Africa at least—were uninvited 
by the provincials.

• THE HHBPERIDES.

A garden is not hot-houses to force fruits, or con
servatories to preserve flowers ; it is forest and foun
tain, affording shade and water; to these you may 
a<M flowers and fruits. An Eastern goes to his garden 
to enjoy nature, not to study art*—goes to it for
shelter in the sultry hours, or to regale himself in the 

•
•  “ Inelegant as they may appear to the cultivated taste of an 

Englishman, they afford a voluptuous noon-tide retreat to the 
languid traveller. Even he,“whose imagination can recall the 
enchanting scenery of Richmond or of Stowe, may perhaps ex
perience new pleasure in viewing the glistening pomegranates in 
full blossom. Revived by the freshening breeze, the purling of
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even-tide, '^hus says Solomon :—“ AygaTden enclosed 
is iny sister, a spring shut up, a fountain sealed. I 
am come into my gardeji,' I have eaten my honey
comb, and have drunk mjitwine an^ my milk.”

The world began with a garden. Of the first one, 
it is said, “ the Lord planted■ i t . ' T h e  botanist, who 
considered that the greatest 'compliment ever paid 
to his science was, when Christ said, “'Consider the 
lilies of the field,” must-have forgotten the*work
manship of the first of orchards, for it was trees 
whicfi constituted that garden. “ Every tree that 
is pleasant to the sight or good for food,” and imme- 
(diately after there * are the rivers enumei’ated that 
spring in it. The garden was the first special work 
of Providence: it was the habitation appointed for 
our undefiled nature. Its culture was the first task 
allotted to man,—and it is sometimes the last, when 
all that life can yield or fortune bestow has been tried 
and exhausted. Tamerlane, when he had conquered 
the world, turned gardener at"Samarkand. -

They can fit up any place into a garden., I have 
spent an evening amongst a bed of leeksj which had 
suddenly assumed all the pretensions of a parterre 
and kiosk; a few plants to lay the cushions and
carpets on, a couple of glass balls for the lights, a * • ,
the brooks, and the verdure of the groves, his ear will catch the 
melody of the nightingale, delightful beyond what is heard in 
England; with conscious gratitude to heaven, he will recline on 
the simple mat, bless the hospitable shelter, and perhaps, while 
indulging the pensive mood, he will hardly regret the absence of 
British refinement in gardening.’’— Dn, R u s s e l l ,
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littlei tin wheeljy pR .which;'a jet of water was r con
ducted, some jessamine.'plants detached, from a  wall 
to fp;rm a canopy,over,ouj* hgads, the, leeks pulled up, 
in fro.nt to j open .a way fo # th e . suppeir. This t 'kind ; 
of garden is > sort of out-of-door ;existencev and lessen-j 
tially belonging, to, ,a .,people_with :tents, andi'h^ its 
conveniences ai^ 4  luxuries^ adapted for transport.^ „i ', 

There is no botany, np ,horticulture,;, 'theirtaste, 
iS;.ignorant. Their toyei.of. flowers, is, jjot .as- they are 
arranged in classes, multiplied in leaves, or varied 'in, 
cplours—; i t  is for̂  fheraselyes — their .natural.'forihs, 
thpir pure cploui^j and their, sweet, odours,' It is Un
obtrusive, and, silent*,or vocal only as' in the verses .of 
Solomqp and thp' songs of the .Troubadours. ; “■ A man 
may be a good  ̂botanist,” i said. Bousseau, although 
he does not know ,the name, of a single plant.”  ̂ ,

The Easterns, do/not like to -come empty-handed,i 
and the commonest,i. as the fairest, iflowers suflSce. 
But i,t is np.t nosegay or. a. bouquet, but’ a \fiowet 
that they jpresent.. Thei leaf and 'stenirareuto then! 
just as, beautiful, as i the; blossom ; and, aubiindle of 
heads of flowers i would, appear tp thein*, much • like, 
a. Keap of, human ,heads-n In.ithe numerous (Chinese, 
-figures an(| ornaments thak.encumber ojiir 'tables; and 
rooms,-, it piay-bpj. qbseryed fhat, wherever diherej” afd 
flowi^sj they I a?̂ * single, each by itself iri a vase;. lA 
piece of pottery has recently been brought to England 
from the Greek Islands ; i t , is. unique* and no de
scription has been (discovered of its luses. It is a 
vase about four inches in diameter, surrounded, with
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two circles o? very small vases, which^stand out from- 
it : /it is r evidently for flowers, and so placed - that 
each should have its own gtalk and vessel. The Mobrs 
also.'have a flower-dish for the toomc'the top in 
pierced »pottery,-, so that each- stands by •itself. One 
of the things which in Europe have shamed me most' 
in the presence of an Eastern is the bouquet, or painted 
cauliflower head,-'in the hand of a lady. Alas! that 
perversion of taste should always fasten on her fairest 
subjects I ' ’ .

Their weeds, stunted in our hot-houses, are-their 
chief .embellishments; the cactus, for instance, and 
|ihe aloe. Here the ope bears flower^ like a standard, 
and the other > fruit ̂ like a flower. -Witlio'ut Science, 
numbers of plants, or skill in rearing and combining de-' 
licate and diverse natures,> a" garden-rises to^sd'mething' 
infinitely beyond our ideas,''whethel' o f Use'or gran
deur. So may it be ti’aced on the'Nile in  the ^almy 
days of the Pharaohs, on the Xenil' in those of the 
Abderachmans^ no less than ht Jeiusalem and Babylon.

The Hanging Gardens were the least lik% what ai 
European would expect: the authenticity oif the (Con
current testimony; of Diodorus SichlUs,'QuiritUS'Cur- 
tius; and I Josephus'has; consequently been Questioned. 
There was mo'asfeortriieht like* Eew-^nu'show like
Chiswick. Flowers are no -more mentioned than*
cabbages or carrots.

The land was 'intersected with canals, carrying 
water field by field over the Doab of the Tigris a*id 
Euphrates ]i beyond ■’this ‘region Spread dead levels,
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which, as Xenophon says, resembled the sea. From 
the city’s lofty walls stretched on all sides, far as eye 
could reach, flatness and luxuriance. What, then, 
could taste divine ^nd power accomplish—if not the ri
valling o^wiid nature—to transport thither a primeval 
forest, and to pile up coctile mountains to place it  on. 
Such was the design of the Hanging Gardens; and, 
when accomplished, doubtless they were h wonder.

The forest-crowned battlements of Lucca, diminu
tive as they are, and in the midst of wood and 
mountains, nevertheless please the eye. A palm-tree 
on one of the towers of Arta often recurs To my 
memory as one of the most attractive and picturesque 
featufoe of that lovely region. The sculptures of 
Nineveh pre^nt the same thing: on the towers of 
cities are planted palm and other trees, confirming 
the accounts of the Hanging Gardens. They afford, 
no doubt, protection ; foi  ̂ if not useful in time of war, 
they would have been cut down.* The walls of these 
ancient cities were broad enough to bear a forest band, 
and might have had a stream or river running along 
for their nourishment.

In the gardens of Azarahf we have the same theme

•  Layard’s Nineveh, vol. ii. p. 393.
t  These gardens »have been the occasion of preserving a trait 

of Moorish character; an bid* woman having had a portion of 
ground taken from ■ her to complete 'the enclosure, appealed to 
the caid,—

“ The thagistrate mounted his ass, taking with him a Sack of 
enormous size, and presented himself before Hisham, who hap
pened to be then sitting in a ’pavilion * on the very ground be-
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in a different mode. Around were mountains; these 
were all planted with fruit-trees and cultivated with 
dowers. The palace, as ^  were, walked forth into 
the garden, and its glory consisted*in Mosaic walks, 
fountains, kiosks ; and there, pf courset in «their excel
lence were to be seen those peculiarities of garden
ing we can still trace in Morocco and. in Spain and 
Portugal, which I have already mentioned in describ
ing Kitah and Ceuta, and which those who visit the 
Peninsula get some idea of by the fortress of Lisbon, 
and es'J)ecially by the courts of the convent of Bellem, 
and—though travestied— în the Alcazar at Seville.

 ̂ We know more of the domestic manners of the 
Egyptians than of those of any people who .have • 
preceded u s ; and I should imagine that the pictured 
walls of the- Memnons furnish, the best delineation,' 
however unsuccessful the Egyptians were in painting 
flowers, of what those gardens were* which the 
Saracens constructed in Spain, and how .they arranged
longing to the old woman. The arrival of the caid, still more 
the sack, which he carried on his shoulders, surprised the 
caliph. Ibn Bechir having prostrated himself, entreated the 
monarch to allow him to fill his sack with some of the earth oh 
which they then were. The r^uest was granted, and when the 
sack was full, the caid desired his master to help him to lift it on 
his ass. This strange demand astonished Alkakemi still more, and 
he told the caid that the load was too heavy. tO prince,’ replied 
Ibn Bechir, ‘ this sack which you find too heavy, contains but 
a very, small pqftion of the earth which you have unjustly taken 
from a poor woman; how then at th^ day of judgment shall you 
bear the weight of the whole ^

* The valley of Jordan was like the gardep pf Eden and the 
land of Egypt..—Gen. xiii. 10. * >
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and assorted together verdurie and architecture, flowers, 
trees, Mnd, and water. In the Middld Ages, nothing 
more excited the wonder o^ Europe than the gardens 
of Andalusia; and that that exquisite gardening is of 
the highest*antiquity‘is clear, from “ heaven” in all 
languages being called “ paradise.” *  ̂ ■

The Hesperides, the seats bf the blessed, were ' 
orchards, t  A garden'-'being the abode of the dead, 
a tree 'came to be" th e ' symbol of death in that of 
life. On tbe sepulchral inonuments, the tree ;of the 
Hesperides and- the strigil are the most cbhstant 
embleras-^the'one representing immortality, the' other 
purity. At 'Nineveh,' 'thb tree of life is associated 
with ihe living,'not the dead. Ae the sun set in the 
West, and aŝ  the, west was eonsidered to be the place 
tb whioh the- spirits repaired,' their abode, Hezperi, 
came to mean the evening, or Hesperus. Thb f site 
of the Hesperides can admit, therefore, of no doubt 
or ambiguity j and' the name ^ven to another, pd.i1;

' ' .
♦ “ The Assyrijins were probably also the inventors of the

parks or*paradises which were afterwards maintained with so 
much sumptuousnesli' b y  * the Persian kings of the- Archime- 
(Jian and Sassanian dynasties. . In these i spacious preserves 
various kinds of wild animals were continually kept for the 
diversion .of the king, and for those who were pri-nleged to 
join with him in the chase. • These paradises were stocked, not 
only with som e'of every] kind, but with various trees, shrubs, 
and plants j and were watered by numerous artificial streams. 
The ’̂ersian word has passgd into various languages, and is used 
for the ^ s t  abode of man before his fall, as well as for the state 
o£ eternal happiness.”— LAVAiro’s  Nirieveh, voll ii. p. 432. 

t  n s  6^ hez peri, fruit-trep. . . . .  r
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of Africa, in the neighbourhood of Carthage- can only 
■be Understood as figuratively, expressing ite excel
lences and beauty.,  ̂ , ,

Their gardens may ■still bet j described jjas copses of 
'fruit-trees, as ’ is ( naturally to ^be expected in the 
country of the orange, lem6n>'and. citron; when flowgr, 
foliage; verdure, shade^ and frait^ were.-allT combined 
^ n o t:  I evanescent; in, 'an. ihpur,i o,r exchanging tbeir 
/merits, but combined in one,, and enduring,.nearly 
throughout the year. The orange  ̂ in a,jhot country, 
lis. th% very excellence off fruit; and, if we, wpre not 
familiarised with,, its form,, and flavour, ,the, ,^pect„ of 
â Moorish garden of that description iwpuld prompt, aM 

, that the'Same sight prompted to. t̂hoi Greeks of.' l̂d'j .
A ' peculiarity• of itheir gardening,,is, ,tbati jihey ,do 

I not'm ix jthd .different kinds, Tbej tfows yr.erp for- 
1 bidden to - mix the. olive, and, the vine ; and, Solomon 
speaks of a garden of ,nuts, (it should, b e ’almonds). 
This, is , the fashion here.x ttie [garden -̂ s. â  square— 
it is again laid out in squares, in the way that we 
dispose a farm ̂  for, rotation crops. Tims, ,'the gardens 
of the Sultan at Morocco are divided ,pff, into almonds,

■ pomegranates, figs,- pears, cherries. iThe square dfVi- 
ŝions, are separated by alleys Jf th^ ’ dimensions of 

j streets, but,, somq, greaterj  ̂than qthers.,, ,dqlumns run 
along; and above'these* andipartlyrdown the sides, 
there is a fret-'tvOrk Of bambod';' over these are trained 
vines, the clusters ̂ ependin^ iliroug^'the , trellis (as 
seen in the Egyptian jtombs). Jessamine ^ le  large 
white and yellow flower) and other plants ’are' trained
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up the columns, and festooned around thim. Through 
these alleys you -ride on horseback; and at the inter
sections there are vast halls, like that I have de
scribed at Kitan,,of bamboo fret-work : the portals 
and openings imitate windows, and are twined and 
matted with various creepers. '

On both sides of the alleys flow the rivulets for 
irrigation; and, there being no weeds or under
verdure, you have the refreshing coolness without the 
effects of rank vegetation. The style of the private 
gardens is the same. *

Oranges and lemons are, however, classed by- them
selves. They are planted together, and in certain 
proportions, viz. tHe. orange sweet and bitter, the 
lemon sweet and bitter, the citron large and small— 
in all, nearly *a dozen varieties. A garden of this kind 
is called quorce. The common orange has evidently 
been a graft from the East, for it is called chin: in 
Urn and rungh may be found the root of our lemon 
and orange. To the eastward, the Arabs call the 
orange* Berdhou. Fortugal is so called by the 
Greeks, ^ c . ; and probably that general name which 
it lias acquired in the Levant comes from the Portu
guese traffic when they were in possession of the 
ports of Barbary. '

So recent js “the introduction of these plants in 
the East, that I have been shown the stumps of the 
two trees first planted ift the island now most cele
brated their growth, and where the gardens re
semble those of Barbary,, having the three varieties
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mixed togetlfev. This island is Naxos: the two trees 
are’ called Adam and Eve, and they say they were 

•brought by the Venetians. That, of course, is a 
mistake, but it shows thaf they canje from the West.

Throughout the country the trees are generally 
evergreens—the olive, wild and cultivated, the cork, 
oak, the arar, the locust, , the palm, the palmetto, the 
orange and-lemon, the lotus and myrtle, and, finally, 
the Barbary fig and aloe, which give to the land its 
tropical and ideal character. The ;whole country ’is 
covered with what are our garden flowers; so that 
now, in, the depth of winter, there is no sign of the 
hoary monarch save in the, gardens^ where the fruit- 
trees are naked; but these leafless - copses did no|t 
suffice, under a glowing sun and with' a',verdant land
scape, to cool, even in thought, the sumnfer’breath into 
a winter chill. They merely looked like withered trees, 
and the gardens were the only spots that did not smile. 
I speak of those that were *scattered along our road, 
not of the septs of pale blue fantastic vegetation 
enclosing the dark shining groves of quorce (orange 
and lemon) that grace the banks of the Lixus.

It is not without reason that the cactus is calied 
the Barbary fig. It grows so abundantly and luxu
riantly, and is so well adapted to the soil and climate; 
flourishing in the arid sand, covering it with a grate
ful shade, fertilizing it with its' thick succulent 
branches as they fall, fostering other plants by its 
shelter, and furnishing in abundance a hefftthy and 
refreshing crop of fruit, which fringes or studs its
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gigantic leaves.* The fig has a thick And, which is 
pared off: this, in Spain, is treasured up for the pigs. 
Like the Turkej, the prickly pear, though cherished,- 
is repudiated, ev^y people calling it by the name 
of some other people: we call it Barbary fig, the 
Moors call it Christian fig— hermus ensure. The 
Spaniards call it Tuna, as having been imported from . 
Tunis; the Shillohs of Sus call it Tacanarete, as if 
it had come to them from the Canary Islands. There 
is but one peojde who have boldly adopted it, and 
that is the Mexicans, who have taken it as Hheir 
national emblem, and have associated it upon their 
coins with the shashea, or Barbary cap, intended to 
represent Liberty. I t is doubtless from the word 
“ karmus” that we have taken “ kermes,”-|- the name 
of the insect* growing upon it, and one variety of

* The leaf, besides, is one of their great specifics in medicine; 
it is used for hsemorroids. It^s applied as a cataplasm for every 
kind of external disorders, and even to the buboes of the plague. 
The thick leaf is roasted in the' oven, and then laid on hot.

f  We have borrowed from them many other words.
, Botany, 4rom hatmore, turpentine-tree.

Herb, erhie, which signifies not only plants, but their season 
of appearance. ‘

Wood, wood. '
Lozenge, hze, almond, whence also Lusitania.
Bane, as in h&ohane.
Wort, as in colewort, from wurde, rose; whence also “ order,” 

the rose being the emblem of the order, whence, “ under the 
rose.” •

Lupin, signifies bean.
Artichoke, korshof.
Flower, /ow r, cauliflower. •
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which furnisfies the cochineal. The people of the 
Canary Islands call it “ alcormas,”* which, in fact, is 

•the kermus, the common^term of the Arabs for fig. 
This, I think, ŝufi&ces to vindicate the claims of Bar
bary to its prickly pear; for the people of*the Canai'ies 
were driven from Africa at a remote period, and were 
of the race of the Shillohs, as their language, names, 
and customs, noted at the time of their discovery 
and conquest, can leave no doubt.

The aloe bears no fru it: the stalk of the blossom 
serve?- for the purposes of light timber. It. blossoms 
about the seventh' year, and then dies: it ris.es from 
the seed that falls. They are not acquainted with 
the liquor, like soured milk (yourt), which‘the•Mexi
cans draw from it (pulke) by tapping.. The Moors, 
do not conveji; its fibres into the same beautiful work 
as the Mexica'ns, or the inhabitants of tlie Eastern 
Archipelago, but they use them for sewing. An Arab 
woman, when she has needlework, goes into the garden 
to gather her t h r e a d t h e  thread, like the plant, is 
called “ gors'ean.” I have been told that son^e of the 
very old lace made by the Jews is of this fibre. ^

The kitchen-gardens shfround every town like a 
suburb, and in them we have, ho doubt, the “ gardens 
of herbs” of the Jews. The distribution of land for

Dalia, this is their word for vine.
Cabbage; they call a bunch of vegetables as brought to the 

market, habba, from it a portion may be snipped. ^
Truffle, their name is terfez. •

' * Vide vocabulary in Glas.s’s History of the Canary Islands.

VOL. II. R •
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a town under the Jewish system required a space
sufficient for a garden for each household; and,
beyond th6 ground so appropriated, there «was the
common land or pasturages. The same rule prevails
here; and there is a  common shepherd and cowherd
who comes for the cattle in the morning and-brings..
them home at night. The gardens are small squares,
divided off internally with rows of tall reeds. There
is a plank. door with lintels; all the rest of the
enclosure is bf growing plants. The soil is generally
sand: here in the gardens above the town*, and
through which I passed last night, it is ' nothing but
sand, and its fertility depends on the shelter afforded it.
The tall reeds fence it round; there is -then a path
on the four, sides, on the inner side of the path
fruit-trees; and the centre, between the trees and the
path adjoining the reeds, is covered with a trellis,
over which vines are trained. The smaller ones are•  * ^
without trees; so that, as you peep into ,them, they 
looh like large rooms or corridors. . i

They«say that the smell of the cistuS cools one : I 
fancied I experienced the same effect in looking at 
the mirage-like colours of the cactus and aloe. But 
what is to be said of their forms ?—can anything be 
more antithetical than the straight lines and the sharp, 
points and daggers of the aloe, and the distorted con
torted lobes and projections of the prickly pear ? 
Mingled together, -as tliey generally are, they keep 
the mind occupied with their strangeness and their 
contrasts. Mô 'e than once I have heard Europeahs
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express themselves angrily about them; .and revile 
their “ monstrosities.” j As seen in our 'hot-houses, 
the form • may be knowr^ but that is a l l ; no idea 
can be fo'rmed of the cavern-like* alley with which, 
when they rise,fifteen, or twenty feet, they cover, the 
ground. The aloe is the outer fence, or« chevaux- 
de-frise, the 'cactus- rising higher w ithin: through 
these are mingled the tall slender reeds, 'as If to unite 
in one bond the three most dissimilar things in nature. 
Together, they form a fence which ‘might delay an 
army,* and present to the archer Phoebus a testudo 
which defies his shafts. .
i On the coast, the heat is tem'pered by the sea- 

breezes at the hottest times of the. year and# day; 
but the influence of these winds-is lost,as they pass 
inwards, and in three or four miles they becomd 
themselves heated. Along the Zahel -their cooling 
breath is expended on the barren sand. Here the 
sands cease and the rich soil commences.' There is 
no languid autumn and benumbing winter, no trying 
spring or scorching summer, but unceasing %verdure 
and ever-springing plants. • ^

To the south fertility'is wanting; to the north 
there are the heavy vapours of the easterly wind. 
Sheltered from the. blasts of the sea, though inhaling 
its health and freshness, and from tTie damp wind 
that sweeps, through the- Gut of Gibraltar and infects 
the shores , of Spain and Morocco,—this regiojj^njoyd 
the richest soU, the most fortunate site in a clime 
where barren sand upon a mmintain-top can bear the

R 2 •
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choicest fruits and the fairest flowers; a clime which 
combines the charms of every other, and preserves 
throughout the year the luxury of qvery season.

■This climate is adapted to pulmonary invalids. 
During the»latter days of Noverabeii the whole of 
December, and the half of January, we ,have had. 
but three bad days: there has been but one day 
not splendid during our excursion.^ The want of 
tree^ along the coast—whatever the effect in summer 
—leaves in winter no masses of decomposed leaves to 
affect the air. The trees, where abundant, a^e*ever-r 
.greens ; .and the vines had not lost their leaves^ which 
were coloured a deep red .. The new figs were fo.rmed, 
and s«me of them as large as. walnuts ; the flowers 
were all in^ blossom ; and, though it was cold at 
night, it was hot during the day. We have here 
the latitude of .Madeira, without the exposure to its 
storms or sudden changes; nor does the Ijarometer 
fluctuate even in storms. I t has not fallen below 
“ change.” I have seen pulmonary diseases, but it has 
been in#the Jewish quarter, where they live in blocks 
of houses with the passage for the air below ; sleeping 
on the floor, or even below the level of the court, 
twenty sometimes in a room, and with barrels of 
fermerj,ting raisins in every house, from which they 
distil their spirits. Except under such circumstances, 
I have observed no trace of affection of the lungs; 
and, to all these advantages for a pulmonary patient, 
there would be added the bath.. '
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CHAPTER III.

ARZELA,

I t was evening before we returned to Laracbe. 
The city, which looked so beautiful under the morning 
Siin, was' concealed from us as he set behind i t : butj ♦
'the gardens on the opposite hills received his declining 
rays. The ancient cities, which I had visited ftt these 

* outlets, are placed bn the western sidey and therefore 
with the evening sun at their back. At Constanti
nople it is considered in the rent of a house whether 
its view of the Bosphorus is jyith or against the setting 
sun. A garden was pointed out to me which, it was 
said, produced the finest oranges in the world: its 
produce was reserved for the Sultan. I afterwards 
had time to visit the Spanish fortifications from the l^pd 
side, which present the peculiar featufes of that age— 
sharp angles, lofty bastions and curtains, massive walls, 
and deep moats. I saw some beautiful, jars,' tjuite 
antique, the manufacture of Casar, ten miles from' this. 
'' "When I was passing the ^ate, a Moorish gentleman 

accosted mb in good English, but with a s trc ^  Scotch 
accent; he volunteered information - about mines, tind 
promised to visit me in the evening. He came ac-
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cordingly: he had been three years in Gibraltar, and 
had been on board our fleet during the war. He 
began to expatiate on the advantages of European 
civilization, and expressed his anxiety to have it in
troduced int<  ̂Barbary. I  said to him, that would be ■ 
all very well if they could discriminate, but that men ■ 
were like Adam in Paradise; that they had ta  balance 
their present state with all its evils against change 
with all its chances ; that for them change involved 
one of two consequences—slavery or pauperism.

He asked me, to my great surprise, for- news* aljout 
Hadir Bey. This is an adventurer of Russian origin, 
who has been going about Europe and Turkey repre- 
senting*himself as cousin of the Sultan, and claiming ' 
his throne. He had come to Morocco, where he had 
succeeded better than elsewhere, obtaining money 
and honours, and a firman recognising him as legi
timate sovereign of Turkey 1 I took occasion from 
this incident to show him how perfectly unqualified 
they were for dealing in any foreign matter, being 
so shameAilly hoaxed in such a case as this; upon 
wlijch he abruptly jumped up and took his departure.
I thought he had been taken suddenly ill;  but I 
afterwards learnt that he had been Nadir Bey’s patron, 
and had introduced him to the Sultan,

The baggage having been sent across the river in 
the evening, next morning at day-break we found 
the h o r ^  'ready laden. The beach-road is prac- 
ticiPble only when the tide is out, and in any case 
only for persons well mounted. The tide was not
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very favourable, and we were very ill mounted, but 
I insisted on going by this road—!,the sea was 
so grand, and I wished to look out for architectural 
phenomena. But the bank of sand is here inter
rupted, and the cavernous and stalactitic^ effects were 
not to be observed. There were, however, the pat
terns of,„the coloured sands. .The river of Larache 
brings down the bluest-black iron sand, which indeed 
is strewed, all along th^,, coast from Meden to ^Cape 
Spartel. The distance to Arzela is ‘only five hours; 
but, what with the drag of the sand on the beach, 
and getting bogged when we struck intoi the interior, 
dnd wandering backwards and forwards from, the hills 
to the beach, and from th e , beach to the hjjls, we 
made it a long and fatiguing day’s journ^.

The country was here as unlike as anything could. 
be to that which we had passed : it changes sud
denly in appearance and character. , ̂ t  one moment it 
would be completely bare, being either cultivated or 
fallow, and a few miles on it would, be covered, hill 
and valley, with brushwood ; at one time thejpalmetto 
and ordinary, brushwood, and presently a crop of 
broom occupying every inch of ground within sig^t, 
covering it with a mantle of brilliant yellow, and 
perfuming the air with its sweet odour; then it 
would be all as if under snow from Ithe white broonj> 
that most airy and delicate of shrubs; then would 
succeed the gum cistus, witfi its mingled flowers of 
white and‘red„ and its cool refreshing scent. ,

The odour from thej cistus does not lose its savour;
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by being exposed to it, it is a gentle refreshing 
breeze, of wjhicli, the nose is conscious, rather than 
an odour. The gum from ̂ it, the ladanum, is much 
esteemed as incence, and is also mixed with mastic 
to flavour,tlie breath by chewing it. It is not col
lected in this district. The ancient story of its being ,, 
scraped from goats’ beards does not .seem improbable; 
for in breaking through the copses one’s head and 
clothes become quite clammy. ■

The odour is ‘not from the. flower, but from the 
leaves of the plant : the flowers are .of the sli^test 
texture, but make a lively shpw, bespangling the 
bushes with stars'of white or red. They look like 
roses, g,nd J was constantly reminded , of York and- - 
Lancaster. These • flowers live but for a day ; and, 
constantly tempting the eye and inviting the hand, 
the prize is relinquished as soon as reached, and. 
never was a cistus blossoth twined into chaplet or 
gathered for a nosegay. Yet, when it clothes, the 
rocky steep, or mantles the swelling slope, there is, 
no plant^can rival it in* the pleasure it gives and 
the attention it awakens. It is shrub and flower }' 
the frailty of its blossoms, the down of its waxy 
leaves, the balm ,of ita, fragrance, are so unlike the 
glancing foliage of other shrubs — the hot-house 
forms, the dyer'tints, and perfumer scent of other 
flowers,—that it makes them look children of art and 
care: wild and tender, *t is to other flowers as a 
.shepherdess among women, and to other shrubs as 
an Arab among the races of i.men.
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Shriibs with their sturdy life, flowers in their 
fleeting passage, serve to embellish the scene, and to 
adorn the actors. This, one rather shares in our 
humanity: as our generations go* to the grave, and 
are renewed again, so it knows vicissitfdej^ and joy, 
Rnd mourning. It spreads forth its birth of blossoms 
Avith the early dawn, and strews with the fallen leaves 
the earth of eve. Was it from this that the Greeks called 
it “ flower of the su n b ecau se , like the rainbow, it 
drew'its being from his rays 1 Like*the peri, its life 
was in a charm, and it died when that charm was gone.

The name “ flower of the' sun” {Jielio-dnthemum) 
iteminds me of the grossest of Flora’s daughters— 
a garden Cleon, too gaudy for a vegetable, too Iheagre 
for a shrub, too thick -and hard for a ^ower. And 
to this •— the very contrast 6f the cistus — do we 
abandon the name selected for it by the Greeks I 

There is a variety of the^broom which might be 
esteemed' a garden flower; it is a miniature plant, 
eighteen inches or two feet, and— sb to speak—one 
incrustation of yellow blopom. While unde*wood is 
reduced to the size of a garden-flower, the commo® 
daisy is raised to the pretensions of one, with its 
large head on a Stalk of twenty inches. All the 
plants were our garden tribes, or what would l>e 
wild with Us, and were well qualified for a garden 
—the broom as I have said, the ivy, then the ranges 
of cactus and aloe, hyacinths, jonquils, iri^gg with 
the petals coloured green. •

About five miles from ArZbla, Upon a rising giround
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close to a douar (here they begin to be stationary), 
the palmetto occurred in a new form. It is a bush 
two or three feet high, and,showing no stem. Here 
it rose to ten fedt, with snake-likTe stems carrying 
the sharp spicular masses of fans of glossy or glit
tering green. I  several times made an endeavour to . 
stop, that I  might pas's the night in one of the villages, 
as I should now call them ; not only seduced by the 
amenities around, but also partly out of consideration 
for our jaded cat*tle and scarcely less exhausted self: 
but guides and guards were inexorable. It*was a 
settled thing that that night we should sleep at 
Arzela; so we pushed or dragged along, as it seemed, ■ 
in chjtce of it, for i t  never could be in the map • 
the distance *we found it by the road. At last we 
descried its lines, tinged by the last reflected light, 
against the leaden mass of the Atlantic. We soon 
after entered “ The Gayiens,” and then approached 
the castellated gate, where, to our infinite surprise, 
an anxious people awaited us.

Per aiveral days we had been expected. Rumour 
hg.d preceded us, and dealt kindly by us; and we 
were gazed at with eager countenances and smiling 
eyes, and some of them bright ones. By some process, 
strange and capricious, we were no. strangers, and 
the denizens vied with each other in doing us any 
good turn which feU. in^ their way, in expressing their 
deligh^^ our arrival, and in welcoming us to their 
to^n. The crowd was hurrying us in a direction which 
they had evidently settled in their minds we should
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take. I having some voice, as I thought, in the matter, 
made bold to ask, “ Whither away?” “ To Abra
ham’s ! to Abraham’s !” wa  ̂shouted. On this I reined 
in—T-I mean, I  ceased thrashing; fflr the memojy of 
sleepless nights among those conversationRl Jews, and, 
some other discomforts which need not be repeated, 
and a 'habit* of looking somewhat higher than an 
Israelite’s abode, . with a disinclination to step' down 
in the world, came all upon me, and prompted the 
emphatic declaration, “ We will pitch without the 
walls.” K̂o sooner had the words passed my lips 
than I could'have ^bitten my tongue off My eye 
hdd fallen on a countenance of singular amenity, and 
—although that of 'an aged man— ôf grace : a long 
white beard hung down his breast, • giwing to the 
figure the patriarchal cast, which his lineaments vin
dicated as legitimately their own by blood as well as 
bearing. A cloud passed oyer his features; — the 
impress was so slight that I  cannot say I saw, but 
I felt it. So recovering, as it were,, my sentence, 
and inclining to him, I added to the interpreter in 
Spanish, “ unless we are to go to my father’s house.” ^  

We entered a small court: the floor was red, the 
walls were pure white. There was no window. Four 
Moorish arches opened to four separate chambers : 
two sons with their wives occupied two, his brother 
and uncle the third, and himself the fourth. Whether 
these were houses or apartments it was not^^sy to 
determine : our words cannot explain. Notwithstand
ing many attempts at description, no one who has
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not seen these houses has any distinct idea of them. 
The same holds with respect to the descriptions left 
us of 'ancient dwellings. TJie one explains the other : 
perhaps, by making them seiwe mutually for this 
purpose, I may be in some degree successful.

This court and hall, for which we have no word,,', 
is the patio of the Spaniards, the woosf of the Arabs, 
the hyroob of the Hebrews, the (Asaov of the Greeks, 
and the impluvium or cavadium of the Romans.

The patio is‘covered with an awning, which the 
Moors call clas; they have also a covering.for the 
floor, which they use on festivities, and which they 
call yellis: the clas, ttie same as the velum, which 
the Romans spread over their atrium—in Greek it 
was r'iyri. The roof was riyog, hence the confusion 
respecting the paralytic man being let down “ through 
the roof” rlyr}, which was simply the removal of the 
tent or awning to let hjm down, not into the house, 
but into .the court. They ascended to the roof 
among the t i le s ,a n d  unroofed the roof,f and so 
let do\iijn the' bed into the middle. Here are all 
^miliar words, and nothing can be plainer than the 
words, however incomprehensible may be the thing 
conveyed; for how should a roof be unroofed (hiriaTZ- 
ydrrjv rnv (STtynv), and how should the people below 
have remained quiet under the tiles and rafters? 
But, translate the passage by the aid of the Moorish 
house^pd all difficulty is removed: “ They ascended 
t« the top of the house, among the tiles {amj3dvreg 

* Luke V. 19. + Mark ii. 4.
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65T/ ro' r u v  and then, removing
the awning which was spread over the place where 
he was, they let him down, into the patio.” The 
tiles were for flooring the*ten*acertjp, and coping the 
parapet walls. Thus .the centre of the house re
mained, as it were, the tent, and explains the pas
sage, ‘‘ the tabernacle of my house;” as also that one, 
“ Thou spreadest out the heavens as a'curtain ;” and 
again, “ He stretcheth put the heavens as a certain, 
and spreadeth^ them out as a tent to dwell in.”

The French word maison comes from the Greek 
fjiAcaov, architecture. The French house is a solid 

Jpgure, the ancient house a hollow one. The build
ing of the house in Greek is dtnog: the court^in the 
middle is called (̂ iaaov. The families of the poor 
inhabit different apartments: the court becomes the' 
common place of resort, and its name will stand for 
that of the whole dwelling, as “ hall” in English is, 
in the country, used to desTgnate a gentleman’s seat. ■ 
But here it is the abode of the lower orders, which 
would undergo tlie change, and the word would 
become vernacular ; oh,og becoming f/jiaaov, we have 
at once maison. In Spain, common courts are called 
meson coral. Coro, coral, corte came, in like manner, 
to signify residence of the monarch: thus, the Court 
of Madrid. , (“ Solo Madrid es corte.

Architecture spread in France from the Phocian

* Ford, in the “ Hand-book of Spain,” qucdes tlii^entence, 
as if  it  were a ' presumption of the Spaniards, that there wa# no 
other court in the world save their own.
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colony of Marseilles, and through EurSpe from the 
peninsula, and so the one word spread in Prance, 
the other through Europe. It is curious ,that the 
French word for a house sh(?uld mean the same thing 
as the English word for a chamber, both being in 
direct contradiction to the thing conveyed, which is 
not “ space,” but “ enclosure,”

This form of Canaanitish building is preserved in 
our monasteries, cloisters, and colleges. Spain and 
Sicily preserve same' beautiful specimens of the pas
sage of Moorish into Gothic, fotms, where the luxury, 
and gaiety of the woost is associated with the sombre 
severity of the cloistei*,—the stone-framed and fretted 
Gothic arches and windows—the Moorish tiles-r-the 
gloomy corridors around, and flowers smiling in the 
centre amidst water and refreshed by fountains.

To the apartment of the chief of the establishment 
there was an entrance-hall twelve feet square and’ 
sixteen to eighteen feet "high ; the floor red like the 
court, and the waUs white. A balcony at one side, 
reached by a ladder, served for two or three persons 
to sleep, and gave entrance to a small “ chamber on 
tEe wall,” such as that of Elisha in the house of the 
Shunamite. The “ upper chamber,” such as David’s, 
“ over the gate,” judging from what we at present 
see, was a buildmg on the roof, being reached by a 
ladder for external staircase:—a ladder is a common 
domestic instrument. The chambers built there are 
Btr^ctly^Ueii; but to the westward it receives the 
name. from the Arabs of, olea, which is the word in
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the Old Tes^ment translated “ upper chamber.” It 
was the hyperoon of the Greeks, in which Homer 
places Penelope to avoid her suitors. The. Lace
demonians called the same* apartmept oon; and Athe- 
n£Eus explains by it the fable of Helen Iwrn from an 
egg. The gynaicum of the Greeks was the upper 
story; and at present, amongst -the Moors, who have 
no harem for the women, the tops of the houses are 
appropriated to them, and no man can ascend to 
make repairs, or for any other purpose, without pro
claiming aloud three times that he is going up to 
the .roof. David, in the story of Bathsheba, was 
clearly where he ought not to have been, and where 
no. man was expected to be, and had neglected to 
give the customary warning. .

But this door, or archway, led to the inner apart-- 
ment, — one ' of- the ordinary long Moorish rooms, 
about seven feet wide and thirty feet long, and re
ceiving light only from th5 door. The floor was 
covered with their beautiful mats, and the walls all 
round, to the height of four feet: the rest was white. 
The entrance to these rooms is by the centre, and 
they thus form separate apartments to the right a ^  
left, at the end there being generally a raised bed 
divided off by hangings. When I first saw the bed- 
ste3,ds, I took them for an imitation* of us, for they 
are..altogether repugnant to Eastern ideas. In. the 
East a bed-room is unknov^ : even in the harem 
there is no apartment so appropriated, far les^fS th^re* 
a bed*-stead. Where “ bed-rooms” are mentioned.
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what is meant is a place for stowing *beds. Large 
presses are filled at the “ lower” parts of rooms for 
this purpose. The bed, when made, is taken out and 
raised three or foiir mattresses, one over the other. 
In the centre of the oda it looks like a long ottoman. 
The pillows are composed as a “ formation ” of very 
thin, broad flaps or cushions of cotton, so that you get. 
exactly the required height, and they fit into the neck, 
and do not require a head-board to keep them in. 
Iŝ o standing post is required; and all this is from 
the matrix of the tent. Here it is exactly the r^erse, 
and might well surprise at first. The matrix here is 
the fortress, the walled cities of Canaan. Here every 
apartment is a bedroom : not only are the beds com
posed of standing posts, but they are the standing 
parts of the rooms, divided ofi” by hangings, like 
those of the Temple, for it is not curtains round 
them, but hangings that are before them. The room 
is built of the< width rSqujsite for them. There is 
sometimes a standing top, which serves ,as a balcony, 
and also to sleep on. The bed is called farash, the 
hangings numasiaj and there are generally behind two. 
square holes through the wall, for light and air.

Mittah is the word used in Scripture: it is spoken 
of as a standing thing, and the expression going up, 
exactly corresponds with what we see here. The stand
ing bed.stead of Og King of Bashan is referred to in 
testimony of his gigantic? dimensions. At a feast the 

‘Mpors^pface the honoured person in the bed. On mar
riage-feasts the bridegrooqi, amidst his party, and the
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bride amidst Sers, recline on the-bed. When a fete is 
made in. honour of any person, he is placed on the 
bed, looking down on the parties assembled round the 
trays, the whole length of the room. • It might, in fact, 
be translated rather throne than bed; ^

So .also at a Jewish wedding, you may see in one 
bed three tiers of blooming virgins, sparkling in gold,, 
and jewels, with their shot green and red silk hand
kerchiefs— and within the hangings , of one curtain, 
one bouquet, presenting inore beauty than you could 
select from any European court.

In the Highlands a strange piece of furniture is the 
bedstead, which is of wood, with doors like a press, 
and standing enclosed'and against the wall; i t  is, 
doubtless, derived from the customs I describe. The 
Highlanders used to make these bedsteads themselves, 
as Ulysses did his. •

A peculiarity of the Moorish room is, that the beams 
are'visible, being ornamented with either carving or 
colour, or both : this we have preserved in the grander 
Gothic architecture. So it was among • the ^ews :
“ Ceiled with , .cedar and painted with vermilion.” 
Vermilion is the ground of their patterns, and pre
dominates. The colour is . neither laid on with oil, 
nor in fresco, but with white of egg; it works well 
and lasts long. The beams are of the arar, which in . 
ancient and modern times has been confounded with 
cedar. * • _  ^

In the Eoman and Greek house, as in the HeHiiew,*, 
the rooms were entered from th e , centre court; but 

VOL. II. • s - •
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the former had their greatest extension in the length, 
that is from the court; the latter, in the breadth} 
that is parallel to the court. The same contrast holds 
between the Turkish and the Moorish. The former 
has not iho^Impluvium, but the Divan hou6, or cen
tral hall of the house, corresponds to i t ; out qf this 
you pass to the rooms, which are squares, exactly as' 
Vitruvius describes the Tricliniwm, with a rectangle 
added, the .top being opposite the door and giving 
the light, being nearly an unbroken side of window.* 
The Moorish is the most complete antithesis, ,4iaying 
an -extensive breadth; having two “ tops” ‘opposite 
each other; having no window, and receiving its light . 
frora^n enormous door. An apartment may be thirty 
feet by seven feet, or in length nearly five times its 
breadth. We have had at Nimroud the perfect con
firmation that this was the ancient form in the East: 
the same proportions are there observed in far grander 
dimensions.f •- Mr. Layard accounts for the form* by 
the want of timber to construct wider roofs ; but that 
would^not give the inordinate length; and,.besides, 
they were acquainted—as he shows—with the arch.

* See the chapter on “ the Oda,” in the “ Spirit of the East.”
t  “ The great narrowness of all the rooms, when compared 

with their length, appears to prove that the Assyrians had no 
means of constructing a roof requiring other support than that 
Afforded by the side walls.- The most elaborately ornamented 
hall at Nimroud, although above one hundred and. sixty feet in 
length, was only thirty-fir* feet broad. , The same disparity is 
appam#* in the edifice at Konyunjik. I t  can scarcely be 
SouUted that there was some reason for making the rooms so 
narrow.”— Nineveh, vol. ii. p. 255.
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The form being adopted to suit <the settled manner, 
and with reference to the bed, then of course the 
heavy roof could be laid jn  with short beams ; and 
that the same masses of pounded eaath for the terraces 
were there employed as in Barbary, the #ondition of 
the Assyrian ruins plainly shows. The Greeks had 
a mixed, architecture. They had the Phrygian tombs ; 
and they 'must have had also roofs made in this 
fashion—at least, at an early time—as is recorded 
in the story of Melampusj who, beihg confined by 
Iphiklbs, for attempting to carry off his cattle, heard 
the worms in the roof discoursing on the unsafe con
dition of the beams. .

They have such gates as Samson carried from«Gaza, 
or Lord Ellenborough, sent for to Cabjil, and are 
traced on the sepulchre of the kings at Jerusalem : 
they do not fit into the wall, but lie against it. They 
are not shaped to the arch ; ̂ they close, but rectan
gularly and folding; they cover it as the hurdle did 
the orifice of the rush mosques I saw along the lake. 
There is no hinge, but the joints of the door 4pscend 
into a socket in the stone, and 'in like manner the dooi;, 
is secured above in a projecting bracket of wood. la 
the smallest buildings it is colossal. To exclude the 
air or the cold they close the folding doors, and open 
•a small wicket as in the gate of a fortress ; above it 
there.are small apertures through the wall to let-in 
the light when it is closed, and these ai’e qjianged 
in a figure or a pattf^'n. Every corner • of a Moarish 
house is ornamented, althougli merely in the form

' • a 2 •
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that is given to thfe ^vhitewashed W allthere  is no 
glaring oil paint upon the doors;.they are scrubbed 
with, ochre, which is left up^n them,
• In the apartment • of a single. old man there was 
but one farash at one.end; a European sofa occupied 
the other. The floor was-flush ; and as I was-examin
ing and admiring the building, he said to me, “ It is 
of my own construction. I  don’t mean that I made 
the plan, but that I hewed the stone, and carried the. 
mortar with my'own hands.”

I paid a visits to this patriarch’s uncle ;;he was, of 
course, very old, and though bedridden, had lost none 
of diis faculties. The whole family and a goodjmany 
of th« neighbours were soon .assembled around us, and 
he unlocked jthe stores of his memory. He recollected 
the accession, of Soliman, the uncle of the present. 
Sultan, who reigned half a century. He then went 
back to Alahmoud, whom he claimed as his “ friend.” 
I launched out in praise.of the dignity of his reign, 
and the justice of that of Soliman. He related various 
anecdo^s of both. ,

^  A governor brought presents of one hundred of 
everything that'the country contained: horses, oxen, 
mules, sheep,.slaves, quintals of silver, packets of gold- 
dust (about a pound weight each), measures of corn, 
oil, butter, &c.* The SuHan asked him whence came 
this wealth. He said from the government which his 
bqui^J^iad eonferred upon him. He asked him if 
the people had not paid- their tenths. The governor 
said they had. The Sultan then said, “ I sent you to
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govern,'not to rob,” and gratified' him with, the has, 
tinado and' prison. , * •

The grandfather of Be%Abou, the present Governor 
of Riff, when Caid of Tangier, made a great feas  ̂ at 
the marriage of his daughter. , One ofi» his friends, 
Caid Mohammed Widden, observed a poor man in mean 
attire in the court, and ..ordered him oUt; and, he not 
obeying, pushed him so that he fell. That same night 
the keeper of an oven (there are no sellers of bread, 
every one makes his own bread at liome and sends 
i t  to the oven) had haired' his door and retired 
to rest, when some one knocked at the door. He 
asked, “ Who is.there I ” and was answered, “ The- 
guest of God,” which means a beggar. “ Yeu are 
welcome,’"’ he said, and got up and unfastened the 
door ; and having nothing, but some remnants of the 
koscoufssou from his supper, and the piece of mat upon 
Which he lay. He warmed th^ koscoussou in the oven, 
and after bringing water to wash his guest’s hands, 
he set it before him ; he then conducted- him to the 
mat, and himself lay down on the bare grouu(^

In the morning when he awoke, he found the doQj 
nnbarred, and the poor man gone so he said to him
self, “ He had business and did not wish to disturb 
me, or he went away modestly, being ashamed of his 
poverty.” On taking up the.mat he found under it 
two doubloons ; so he was afraid, and put the money 
by, and determined not to touch it, Jest it Jjad h,een 
forgotten, or lest the poor man had stolen itj and 
put it there to iuin him-. • '
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•

. Some tiine afterwards an order came from Fez for 
Mohammed Widden and the baker to repair thither. 
Thej were both conducted to the place before the 
palace to await th# Sultan’s coming forth. When he 
appeared thsy were called before him, and, addressing 
the first, be asked him if he recollected the feast at the 
marriage of the daughter'of the Caid of Tangier, and 
a poor man whom he had pushed with his left hand, 
and kicked with his right foot. Then Caid Moham
med knew whom he had thus treated, and. .trembled. 
The Sultan said, “ The arin that struck me, and the 
leg that kicked me, are mine': cut them off/’ The 
baker now said to himself, “ If he has taken the leg and 
the arfn off the caid, he will surely take my head,” so 
he fell doAvn «pon‘ the earth, and implored the Sultan 
to have mercy upon him. The Sultan said to him : 
—“ My son, fear not; you were poor, and took in the 
beggar when he was thrvi^ forth from the feast of the 
rich. He has eaten your bread, and slept on your 
mat. How ask whatever you please ; it shall be yours.” 
The ca'id returned to- Tangier maimed and a beggar, 
and his grandson was lately a soldier at the gate of 
the Sicilian consul. The baker returned riding on a 
fine mule richly clothed, and possessed of the wealth 
of the other; and the people used to say as he passed 
by, “ There goes the oven-keeper, the Sultan’s host.” *

♦ An oven-keeper of Tangier, from wkom I  sought the veri- 
'ficatioB^o^his story, told me that it was not an oven-keeper who 
had received the sultan, but a worker in iron named Mallem 
Hamet. Mallem designates t is  calling, an honourable one here,
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The. old man; however, went further back than 
Mahmpud, and spoke a great deal of Ismael, who, 
though doubtless a sanguinary monster, was one of 
the most extraordinary men that sat upon the 
throne of Morocco. He constantly said^f him, “ Go- 
vernaba mucho,” he governed much ; and illustrated 
this disposition, as follows: “ If a man spoke to a 
woman, in the streets he was immediately put, to 
death.” . ■

The conversation falling on the*Brebers, I asked ’ 
if tfiey were really the people of Palestine driven out 
by the Jews ; upon which there was a general excla
mation. of surprise, and even of anger. “ Must not 
we,” said the old man, “ who are Jews, and ĵ lie Bre- 
bers, who are sons of Canaan, know what we are and 
they are 1 ” and then they all vociferated’ together :
“ Have we not known them, and do we not know 
them—the Yebusee, the Emoree,. the Gieryesee, the 
Hevee, the Perezee, the Canaanee, the Hytee, the Hur- 
chee, the Sunee, the Aarvadee; and are they not 
known amongst their tribes to the present day ? and
of the seven nations driven out, are there not four *  ̂ « 
still here ? and did not Joshua drive them out, and
did' not Joab the servant of David pursue them even
to the mountains above Fez ? ” And then one, ran
for the Old Testament, and they ccftnmenced reading

but so despicable among the wantfering Arabs, that a conquered 
foe has his life spared if  he stretches out his a r m ^ s ^  W atiiy—  ̂
with a hammer degraded by the act, his enemy will *not*con- 
descend to shed his blood. •
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* . •
pj^sages/ and giving names , as .uged b /th em  and
the cprrespqnding names as used tOrday amongst 
the ^Iqors, and explaining , how the nations that'had 
been lost  ̂had , r e f in e d  , in the HolyjLq,nd and. .been. 
confounded jjjiere with, the remnant, of the qthey, 
people. . .

I must not .here omit the honourable mention made 
of the late British consul,at Tangierj Mr. Hay. They 
spoke of him with enthusiasm : bis integrity and 
affability were illustrated by anecdotes. Nor was 
less said or felt towards Mrs. Hay,—her .charily to 
the poor, her attention.to the sick. (.Repeatedly, when 
Moors have been expressing to me their indignation 
at England for inciting them to resist the French, 
and then betraying them, they have paused to say 
that it brought Mrs. Hay to her grave. '

We spent a great portion of the night in conver
sation on these sub jec tsbu t my host was constantly 
turning to a matter that had the mastery of his 
thoughts. He had two daughters-in-law: both were 
barren; ^  As I had been questioning him about the 
hashish, and various other plants, nothing -would 
satisfy him but that T was deeply versed in such 
matters, which the people of Morocco believe Christians 
to be thoroughly acquainted with, and to be, able to 
control by charmih.* -

He brought down a volume on physics, by Tudela, a 
Jew of Adrianople, and insisted on haying my opinion

Tht women will try to get a bit of a Christian’s clothes, or 
a button, to wear as an amulet 1;o confer fruitfulness.
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. on- vaiidus fragments, which he translated. Familiar 
as one'is in this country with ’thie longing for chil
dren,* I never saw it so exemplified. Ifext morning 
he called his Iwb daughters-in-la*v, and ' presenting 
them, said, “ Now, look at them; and telh me if they
will have children.!’ I turned Away to relieve them,1 ' ,
saying, “ I know nothing of such m a t te r s b u t  they 
had no mind to be so relieved, and came themselves 
right round before me. • •

» « He which that hath no wif, I hold him lost, ,
' Helpless, and all desolat. He that hath no .child,

'Xike sun 'and winde.”—Chaucer. '
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CHAPTER. IV.

THE JEWS IN BARBARY.

 ̂ The conversation reported jiwo or three pages back 
respecting the origin of the Brebers, was among , the 
most interesting incidents of my trip. What would it 
be to open a tomb, and find the sling of David or the 
arrow ̂ f  Jonathan, the bones of Joshua, or-the sword 
of Gideon ? ,  But what is it to find the very people, 
firing as they spoke of the Jebusite and the Hittite— 
not the traditions of the Holy Land, but of what 
were ancient days- to Jeremiah and Ezekiel!

The Jews that inhabit the sea-ports are the rem
nants of those expelled from Spain at successive 
periods^ during the last twelve hundred years, and 
they are but a step by which to, approach the Jews of 
the mountains, who have. undergone less change, but 
have become savage and illiterate. Amongst them lie 
concealed treasures of ancient lore, and by them are 
presented varieties of human existence worthy of 
inviting adventurous research. '

A lad^at Tangier toft me of a Jew who some years 
ago l^id come to inquire his way at the door, and, who 
was quite unintelligible to eithef Jews or Arabs, He
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♦ * .

was from the mountains above Tafilelt, wore a different
dress—which she could not describe, but said it was 
black—and had upon hjs feet sandals, tied in the 
antique fashion, the cords passing between the toes.
I found in the journal of Mr. Davidson, sftnt here after 
his death, and who crossed the ,Atlas to the south of 
Morocco, and spent six months in Sus, some' slight 
but interesting details.

“ I went in the evening to dine with the Jews, ■" 
here called" the sons of Yehudi: they .are a most 
extraordinary people. I  never met with such hospi
tality, or such freedom of manner in any Jews. They '  
had dancing and music,' and the ladies mixed in 
society without the least restraint.”—(p. 58.) •

“ I  received a visit from some Jews, who stated, 
that they have here the tombs of two rabbis who 
escaped from the second destruction' of Jerusalem. 
Over the mountain opposite.there is a valley equal to 
the plain of Morocco, where dwell, say the Jews, those 
who escaped from Nebuchadnezzar.”— (p. 61.) '

“ In both Riff and'Sus the Jews go arm«d; they 
are, however, the property of the Moors' who arm, aiwi 
send them out as a sort of substitute, and by whom 
they are supported, and allowed a greater liberty than 
at Taugiers. In the mountains in the neighbourhood 
of Tangiers, the Jews act as guards to conduct the 
Moors. They have a maste^ whose shoe they carry, . 
which serves as a protection. They pay 
in money, but in work, the Moors fin ling the fornter. 
The principal trade is in grtiin and oil. The masters
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are Breviers, all of whom ride mules.. Every xlb’uaif 
its sheikh  ̂and ' caid, who are "Moors, and* , possess 

, each a jurisdiction, l)ut not, the power "of punishing 
in all cases, Tjx^r religious worship' is the same 
as the other,*hiit little'cared about.' 'fn  'the whole' 
valley there may be about five hundred." I'hey have'' 
their Kicred books, synagogue, and rabbis ; and thej^ 
make a pilgrimage , tb the ' tombsj distant two and 
three days’ journey. All the douars have large vinel 
yards, and mahulactories of haiks  ̂ carpets, &c., which 
are sent to Tahgiers. They do not speak Arabic, biit 
Breber or Shelluh.”  ̂ ' '

“ He (a rabbi)‘ informed me, that in this' place 
(Coubbh). there are no less than '3000 or'iooo'd^ews 
living in perfect freedom, a,nd following every variety 
of occupation; that they have mines and quarries^ 
which they work ; possess large gardens and extensive 
vineyards, ’ and cultivate; more corn than ' they can 
possibly consume. That they have a form of govern
ment, and have possessed this soil from the time of 
Solomons; in proof of which he stated, that they 
possess a record bearing the signet and sign of Joab, 
who came to collect tribute from them' iii the time of 
the son of David : that the tradition of their arrival- . : ’ - - I . ■ .
here runs thus ;—

“ ‘ Crossing the great sea to avoid the land of Egypt, 
they came to a head ofJiand with a river; that here 

_  and following the course of this, leading
westward, but going towards the south, they caine to 
a spot where they found twelye wells and seventy
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palm-trees. * This, j at first, led them^to suppose that
. they had h j  some means got, to Elim : iu t  finding the

' I . 1̂ ' I. I.' ,1 *■; 1 J I I, (I ' k , . .
mountains on the west,,they were satisfied that they

V  j n- . l  f , r  . /
had reached, a  new cpuntrjr. ^l^dhlg ^ passage over 
the mountains, ihey crossed,'and took uji their dwell- 
ipg in this valley, first in caves, which exist in' great

,  ̂ ,  >“* . ‘ J *  ̂ ' LIT ‘ *1 ’ * *

numbers, then, in others which they excavated; and 
after this began to build towns. That, at' a distant

' ' # ' I r . ‘ L i 7
period, they were driven across the . mountains by a
people that would not acknowledge them, and that
somd, remained at piminet, Mesfywa, and ’ ot̂ lier places
on the western side of the range.'’

' , ‘I Looking^ at the map, and following this ̂  man's
observations, it is perfectly easy to tVace -them.^, They
must have reached the jGfulf of Tremesen, aiid takifig
the river Muluwia, or Mahala, have reached Tfifilelt,
where, to this day, are twelve wells, 'piantefi round 
with seventy palm-trees, and whicfi many of the Jews
call Elim; and from this fhey.miist iave taken the

■ ' I - M r  ’ •

pass, to which I attempted toj get.
“ j  was most anxious to know tfib meaning 6f  the 

names of some of the towns. He tolfi nie, ^Jiat what 
the Moors call Mesfywa is Oom Siwa, the' mother of 
Siwa, one of their families which crossed' the moun
tains; that Ourika of the Moors, distant thirty mile's, 
was Rebka (Rebecca), founded by one’ of their daugh
ters, and that most of these places had originally 
Hebrew names. At Ourika ^le left me. I continued _ 
for eight days to visit the towns inhabited 
Jews, to the number of. above one hundred, and' I
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should say, that on this side there are mOrc Jews 
dwelling with the Brebers in the mountains, than 
resident in ilorocco. They have all the same account 
of Goubba, and have a great belief in the Cabalists, 
who, they s?^, still exist, and who receive direct 
communication from heaven.”— (p. 193.)' ■ •

Here the Jews are an agricultural, industrious, and 
warlike race. Here is each township distinct,. pre
serving its distinct traditions. Here are the settle
ments at successive periods. There are the emigrants 
after the second destruction, as distinguished from 
those of the first. Then there are those who came by 
sea, and those who came through Egypt, who “ did not 
go to the Babylonish captivity.” • ■

When Nebuchadnezzar besieged Jerusalem, he was 
compelled by the Egyptians to retire, and the Jews 
looking to Egypt for support, and fearing the return 
of the Chaldeans, Jeremiah denounced the Vengeance of 
Heaven against them, and prophesied that those who 
went to Egypt never should see their own land again.* 
Jeremiah himself was taken to Egypt. He again 
announced the destruction of that country by the 
CTialdeans, which he typified by burying the stones 
over which the throne of Nebuchadnezzar was to be 
raised. On the invasion of Egypt by the Chaldeans, 
the Jews would •naturally have fled a second time.
It was from the “ north country” that fear was coming.

•

e m y e  shall enter into Egypt, ye shall he an execration, 
and* an astonishment, and a curse, and a reproach, and ye shall 
see this place no more.” Jerenjiah xlii. 18.
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They must fiave fled towards the west. The prophet 
had announced that they were not to see the land of 
their fathers again ; and the Jewish peasants inha-

• biting Mount .Atlas,, at ^  distance of two thousand 
four hundred years, tell us, that* they left Jerusalem 
before the Babylonish captivity. , wEile this is a 
remarkable confirmation of the' 'accuracy of the Jewish 
records, and of the fulfilment of a prophecy the 
accomplishment of which had not been recorded, it

* gives at the same time- to the traditions of these 
people the weight and force of historical record.

' One of their traditions is, that Nebuchadnezzar in
I vaded Spain, attacked the Tyrians at Cadiz, and carried 

with him in his armies.ma'ny Jews to Spain, who . were 
afterwards colonized in these, countries. This account 
has hitherto been disregarded because there is no 
historical, evidence for it. The tradition is, however, 
confirmed by the name of the ancient capital, Toledo— 
Toledoth, or the generatiofis with Ascalon, so often 
repeated in the names of old Spanish cities, Jafla, and 
the others enumerated by Mariana. The translator 
of A1 Makhaxi mentioned to me the discovery at 
Toledo of an old manuscript, in Jewish character, but 
not Hebrew, and which he supposed to be a sigh 
of the Jews, who had settled in Spain previous to the 
Carthaginian conquest, having adopted the original 
.language of Spain, as their successors .have the Spanish. 
Mr. Davidson found great disinclination to speak on 
the dispersion of the tribes. I have also 
in a Jew from Fez; and it suggested to me a
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new explanation of the supposed loss of the" .ten 
tribes. , ■ ■ ( t

The Barbarj Jews all profess themselves to be of 
the tribe of Benjamin. WhSn I asked the Jew, how a * 
tribe almost extinguished, and the least of the .tribes 
of Israelj should, to the exclusioil of all the rest, have. 
supplied the, whole of the Jewish population, now in 
the west, he answered by refemng to the promise to 
the seed of Benjamin, and, as if inwardly recurring to 
theother promise,to the tribe'of Judah, he added, “ But ' 
we are also of the tribe of Judah, and the,two are 
mixed together.” It immediately occurred to me, that 
they made a point of asserting the tribe of Judah-1 

still to^ exist, as preserving' the future application of 
the prophecy regarding the Messiah, and that they. 
brought in the kingdom of Judah, and the two tribes- 
of which it was composed, as the source from which 
they, sprang, and that thence arose the habit of speak
ing of the ten tribes as bSing lost. . There can be no 
doubt that the successive emigrations to Spain and 
to Barbary while the two kingdoifis still remained 
distinct,^ere composed of all the tribes, but in the 
Idfes of their several inheritances and separate govern
ments, they had become confounded in their new 
settlements. .

When this Jew.was asserting his descent from Judah, 
it  occurred to me to ask him to  say shibboleth. He 
was confounded, but attempted again and again, and 

fit Sl^complish it. He was very angry.
'fhe resemblance to ancient Canaan is thus described
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by the illit’erate master of a'vessel, shipwrecked upon 
the coast and carried into the interior :— . ‘

“ After leaving the Great Desert, and coming to the 
country-of*'Su's, we-entered on a|J.‘ extensive -plain; 
and we were struck at the' saine'mom^t witli' the 
sight of several.' villages; surrounded with' high stone 
walls, w ith '.^tes'and towers; and i  was told-'that 
each of these was an independent state, and under the 
command or government of its own chief, 'who''gene
rally gave himself the title of PriUce.* When 1  learnt 
the detraction of Widnoon, and the otter devastations 
of the wandering Arabs, I  could not help reflecting— 
and I made the remark to ray companions—that the 
province of Sus was what Canaan rniist haVe beeii in 
the time of Joshua, in respect to its numerous walled 
towns, the fertility of its soil, and several other 
respects ; and that the eruptions of the Arabs bf the , 
Desert resembled much the conduct of the ancient 
Israelites when they came ouf of the Desert into the 
cultivated country.” “ • , i

VOL. II. T

    
 



274 PROM ARZELA

CHAPTER V.

. TANGIER,

From Arzela to Tangier there are two roads, one Jjj 
the interior and one by the beach. Not far from the 
former are the Druidical remains, I, however,.pr«ferred 
the shore-road, not to'lose the sight of that splendid 
tumult-of waters. We started a little before full-tide. 
Herejthere were no cliffs or rocks along the beach, but 
flat, open, sand ; and in advance of the shore, at about 
a quarter of a mile, there was generally a bank, along 
which I walked the greater part of the day barefoot, 
having now and then to fly before the sudden sweep 
of a larger wave. I learnt the diflference between 
walking wuh the foot that God had given us, and 
stumping in the cases constructed by man. Nothing 
could %e more beautiful than the bank of foam sea- 

*ward. The waves began breaking about a mile off, 
and there were generally three permanent cataracts, 
stretching as far as I could see, this way and that, but 
at times I could count seven or eight successive lines 
of surfi which, constantly rolling, appeared nevertheless 
permanent waterfalls :• beyond, the sea was smooth, 

there was no wind. This was the coast in 
its mildest mood, and under its most favourable
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In theaspect. In the middle of the day the sea-breeze 
came in at about ten knots an hour, and swept before 
it with each wave sheets of foam, radiating with 
prismatic colours. The coast is strewed with frag
ments of ships and bones of sharks. TJhe Arabs will 
sometimes burn large masses of timber merely to get 
the nails that may be in them. To the south it often 
happens that whales are wrecked on the coast. ■ 

Within about five miles of Cape Spartel, I observed 
one of the most beautiful effects of the pattern figures 
of tl*e sand, and I mention it as being- within the 
reach of a ride ifrom Tangier. There appeared to be 
*a stream rising along the ground : it was the fine sand 
carried inland by the wind; and in this neighbour
hood it has since been observed to me by persons who 
had themselves marked the change, that the sand 
was gaining upon the cultivated land. It is this, I 
imagine, that has led to the belief prevalent amongst 
the Europeans in this country, that the sand along 
the coast of Morocco has been thrown up by the sea; 
but the sand thus carried inward is but dusj^in the 
balance compared with that enormous stratum which 
constitutes the maritime border of the country, and 
which is battened down by a skin of rock. The 
edges of this mass of sand are worn by the waters, and 
a slight portion is blown inwards by thfe wind ; but the 
mass itself has been the load of an ocean, and carried to 
where it now rests, from the interior, of A fri^ i t s e l f ^  

I may here mention the caves of Cape Spartel, .which 
I subsequently visited. A couple of miles southward

T 2
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of the Cape there is a flat, projecting rock, alioutr 
sixty feet high: it is composed 'of a hard" and "porous 
conglomerate, which forms excellent 'mill-stones; and 
it seems to' have b^eii used from all antiquity for that 
purpose, summit hears iowafds the- land‘the
remains of Phoenician walls; the rock is in all direc-,. 
tions burrowed for the mill-stones; they are cut about 
two and a half feet in diameter. They chisel them all 
round ; then break'ofiF the part with wedges and this 
scooping out has^  most singular efiect. The rock is 
so hard, that'parts are -left standing only ai few ifiches 
thick, and, like opeh trellis-work, over which you may’ 
scramble. Porty feet' above the surf, 'and projecting 

-over itf there are two large caves open to the sea, into 
which the waives dash with fury. These, though 
greatly extended by the scooping for 'the mill-kones, 
were natural caverns, and no doubt one- of them must 
have been the cave of Hercules. Even within the last 
few years a considerable portion of the rock has fallen 
away. ‘ There is in one a dome, with a circular aperture 
in the centre. The rock is . all pierced through - like. 
^ large warren-i it contains cavities filled up with sand 
and bones, like the Kirkdale caves of Yorkshire. ' 

i t  was dark when we' leached Tangier: the gate of 
the city was already closed, though I had sent one of 
the soldiers in Advance. The gate of the citadel was, 
however, opened for our admission. On issuing from 
the gate iif the fortress, *we came in sight of the city 
btlorj us, shining like a-congregation of glowworms. 
There was not a light to be seen—yet all was light.
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shaded, mellowed, and . phosphoric. There were here 
no'lamprposts in the streets, and, no windows in the 
houses, through which their lights could be seen : the 
white walls oft the interfor courts 'were illuminated 
with a blue reflected light, which produced an optical 
delusion; from the want of a direct ray t 9 measure the 
distance, the lighted surfaces seemed, remote, and the 
town swelled, into magnificence of proportion. I t  was, 
indeed, but for a moment, for the sun soon corrected 
the error,of the eye. * •

I feached the door of Miss Duncan, who renders 
Tangier habitable for Europeans, in such a  condition 
that, when it was opened and light .brought,, it was 
about to be closed against me as a mad santgn, my 
scanty habiliments, a shirt and drawers, being torn 
with briars and disfigured with mud, while the arms 
and legs fared no better. Great was the surprise when 
from such a body ■proceeded an English appeal for 
shelter, and within an hour I*was 'seated on a chair at 
a table, before a fire of sea-coal, w ith, grate, fender, 
and fire-irons. On the table stood cruet-stand, knife 
and fork, Stafiordshirq plates, and Scptch,broth. While 
marvelling at the sight, in rushed Earned with a 
steaming dish—“ Me know you like Moors’ kuscoussoo.” 

The. journey from Rabat, a distance of one hundred 
and twenty miles, had taken me a week of toil and 
fatigue. The difficulties, from the season of the year, 
were, however, the charm o? the tr ip ; the weather 
was mild and beautiful, but the roads—if tlmy 
so called—were heavy and dq,ep. This, comparatively
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speaking, would have mattered little, if we had keen 
well mounted; our animals were, I think, the worst I 
ever journeyed with, and the charge the most exorbitant 
I ever paid. I  could have bought them outright for one- 
third more than the sum I gave for the week’s hire. The 
charges for the soldiers were in proportion, and I found 
that this journey had cost me in time and in money, 
the same as posting from Calais to Naples. Each soldier 
received for his week’s journey, the price of an ox.

Coming from the south, Tangier was a very different 
object than when I crossed the Straits to visit itf as a 
specimen of Barbary. In fact, it is a place equally 
foreign to both. The Moors designate it, “ Infidel,” 
like the Giaour of the Turks. It is the only place 
where Europeans reside, and there is here a mixture 
of all classes, Brebers, Moors, Jews, and Europeans, 
living promiscuously together.

On the cession of the place by the English, it be
came the property of tRe Sultan, who offered it to 
the Brebers, thinking by that means to fix them in 
the towns. Some hundred families accepted the 
offer, but their example has not been followed by the 
rest. They seem originally to have enjoyed a very 
free government, by their own municipal 'body, which 
consisted of twelve, and who each in T;urn was gover
nor of the city for a month.

The fortifications' present, a strange jumble of the 
structure of all ages, bftt the only chiselled remains 

saw were Roman, being capitals, and shafts of 
Corinthian columns. .
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The town stands on a deep-mass of the relics of 
former habitations. The Danish consulate has recently 
been rebuilt, and in some places they dug twenty 
feet below the present level. Twelve feet below the 
surface there were found Roman tombs, and e i^ t  
feet below these, round black jars containing frag
ments of burnt bones similar to those which have 
been found in mounds in Denmark. I could see none 
of them, as they had been all sent to Denmark to 
the king. A portion of a fine Raman bridge still 
stands, leading from Tangier across the river, in the 
direction of the northern coast. It resembles the 
Flavian bridge at Rome, and is fifteen feet broad 
between the parapets: an old engraving ,of the . 
city, when in possession of the English, represents 
the port crowded with vessels. It was in form nearly 
triangular, the apex being at the entrance three hun
dred and fifty fathoms from the base. TwO moles 
were run out, one protecting it from the north-east, 
the other from the north-west: these were destroyed 
when we surrendered the place.

From here you. command a perfect view through the 
Straits. It is impossible not to be struck with its 
superiority .over Gibraltar, while the moles existed. 
Here you are \o windward : with easterly winds you 
may work through with the current's aid, and with 
westerly winds you are far enough out of its draught to 
be able to get away to the westward. There is, how
ever, a position close by, which is superior to it."^ 
a cove two miles to the westward, and at the point
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of the .cape. It;.Typuld.Require, iinieed, some cleaiv 
ance out .jDf the.j^nd, and the' addition of a break
water at each, .bfithel ihorhs: .there is’good anchorage. 
before it/.and aothing inore.td be feared than from’the 
north. The ^past of. Spain terminating, a t  Trafalgar 
breaks'the! j sea from the  ̂norths and th e . northerly 
wind inever blows home, as !the ivarious influences 'of 
the Straits change it. here either Into' an east or. 
a west wind. , The Americans some years ago cast 
their eyes I on 'th is position; n and)-wished to bbtain 
it as. their hleditefrahean emporium, and theyjoffered' 
a large sum., of money for it  td the Government of 
Morocco.’j ' f . I ' I r '

Above this covelis situated a Tious© that has been 
constructed b^ • an English' gentleman. ‘ It had been 
several..months .untenanted; and though' there is a 

• road passing cldsa . behind it,'hothing ■ had beeii' 
touched. Thefe iwas dn the steps of the ddor a 
child’s toy—a -cart—just* as i t  had ..been left weeks- 
before some of the> panes of’, glass were 'broken, 
but this had been done by • the i pigeons. Garden 
implemmits were lying., about. During two years 
tfiat the proprietor has resided there,' he had locked- 
nothing' up; and lost' nothing. There are in ’ the 
neighbourhood several, village ,̂' and .no'" stipendiary 
magistrate, or tural policei - - 1 I ’ .

f There;’ is here- a restricted-', but. agreeable' society ' 
of the.foreign, agents, atid-d most imposing assem- 

:flag-staffs-^or rather masts-r-i-whiGh are struck’’ 
and housed in bad weath.eri. and which exhibit fore
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and t'back stays, cross-trees, rigging; rattlings, halyards, 
&Q., giving to the flat.' roofs of -their habitations• 
the appearance of decks, and making-them look like 
soi' many vessels, wanting only tlieir yards 'to ' bd 
crossed, 'hnd, their'sails to be bent. In iheif nautical 
pretensions;.they are, howeveri beateii by .the-'English 
.consul, at: .Cadiz, .v?ho r Hoists a'' 'pdndanlj and whose 
porter pipes a  guest'bp i the stairs with'a boatswain’s 
calk 1 "

■ Amidst the consular masts With their floating stand
ards *and streaming, pendants, which make th e ' town' 
look from without-iather^like*^ a, dockyard than a cily;

I there is . not one that bears the blue cross of St. An
drew. ^There Was. the agent of the young fgpublic 
of the'WestI at. work trying do ahvolve^''France-and 
Morocco with, a ' vidwr* to the settlement of' the- 
Oregon .question (against England, while the profound' 
cabine.t of the North is so heedless of Morocco as not 
to have even a consul there. * Nay, Eussia is positively • 
so ignorant of the commonest facts bonnected with th is" 
country) that,^when appealed to' recently in an afiair' 
concerning ‘ it} she ’replied that ishe. considei*e3 it as 
a portion of Turkey. . ' ’ . ' • ■ '

. The circumstances attending the appointment ,nf the 
present-American I consul are . curious.. He had been - 
consul here formerly, and on no 'geod 'iterms with 
thq authorities;.,^ Thel Moora are very . particular''in 
seeing .tO; whoever embarks fPom this'place, and thd 
foreign agents, of course; always give previous ^ t ^ e  * 
of, .their, intention. The American fconsul 6n takihg
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his departure, not only gave no such notice, but an
nounced his intention of not doing so. The Pacha, 
therefore,- sent orders to the Porte to prevent the em
barkation o f  a n y  one witlfout permission. He was, 
consequently,^stopped at the gate, on which he drew 
his sword, and a very violent scene occurred. An 
infraction of the law of nations in his inviolable per
son, &c.—protest, commotion—the learned consular 
body sign—all nations, all Christendom was attacked 
—and the farce would have been enough for a war, had 
it occurred in Turkey or Mexicoi The United States 
had, however, as yet no mission of civilization in Mo
rocco, and took no notice of the affair; but, upon 
the accession of Mr. Polk, the bearing of Morocco 
upon England and France was to have been recon
sidered, and the discarded consid sent back without 
any previous settlement of the quarrel. When the news 
reached Morocco, the government was greatly troubled, 
and after enlisting the "̂ ood services of the French 
agent, transmitted a statement of the case to the 
government of the United States, waving the right of 
the Enl^eror to refuse to admit their agent, and leav- 
fng it for the American government to judge whether 
such a person was fit to be the channel of intercourse 
between two friendly governments-; and this repre-* 
sentation was to be backed by the French minister at 
Washington. ' •

In the meantime, Mr. Carr arrived at Gibraltar. 
fPHf^Moorfsh government resolved to say to him, 
that they would receive him as a private person.
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but could not admit him as consul, as they had sub
mitted the case to his government. But the part 
had been rehearsed also on the other side, and to 
better purpose. Mr. Carr came with two frigates. 
On the Pacha’s making his concerted speech, he was 
answered by the naval commander ; “ I don’t know 
anything about the matter. X have orders to bring 
here the consul of the United States; will you re
ceive him or not, yes or no 1 ” on. which the caid 
said, , that he was ready to receive him, if the naval 
officer would give him a paper, saying that he con  ̂
strained him to do so. This was the same functionary 

I who had negotiated with the French, under the 
threat of having a ' pistol ball through his hea^, and 
signed the treaty of Tangier without^ ever having 
read i t ; this is the person, in whose hands are placed 
the foreign relations of Morocco ; who has property 
transferred to' France, and who is openly charged 
with giving bribes to foreign agents, and receiving 
bribes from foreign governments. ,

There is a beautiful walk from the .upper part of 
Tangier, along the crest of the hill to the wve, so 
coveted by the Americans. It retains the name i t  
had when the English were here, of Marchand; the 
boys appropriate it for a game which is evidently 
the origin of billiards; it is played*with two balls 
of iron, and a ring, which just admits them. The 
object is to pocket the ball Ithrough the ring ; they 
play several on a side. Instead of cues TKey 15s^a ^  
piece of wood, of the for^i of the old sacrificial
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knife, with -whicL they impel the ball bjr. a sweeping 
motion, drawing its edge along the’ ground..
' The ball Is called hola, the ring; ArahL This 
game flourishes' particularfy at Tangier, where the 
boy ^population has profited by the liberaL distribu
tion of grape made by the French. The children m . 
Morocco are distinguished for their games;— I have 
seen leap-frog performed in / a manner which would 
not have disgraced an. -English clown in a panto
mime. They ar« dexterous in the use of the single 
stick, and they have a mimic imitation of tKe pcnvder 
game of the men  ̂ which resembles the -'French game 
called harre. They have blindman’s buff", and hunt 
the slipper, which -must be' Moorish ; and hunt the 
slipper and blindman’s buff are combined- in .one,- 
for they must strike the ground with. a slipper, and 
having done so, must not leave the spot if -the blinded 
man approaches them. At the entrance of all the 
towns we found, it belhg holiday time, whirligigs. 
No inconsiderable portion of Moorish a r t’is expended 
on toys: there are drums of • pottery-ware, a tube 
coverecT with parchment at one end, with’ the other 
opeh, such were used amongst the Jews, and may 
be detected among the Egyptians.

The habits of children are not to. be neglected in 
the history of nations, for , they are a primitive and 
original community transmitting their manners to their . 
successors, ^distinct front the nation of adults, and 

“■flo^In^ as a pure source. intC the turbid stream, and 
age after age struggling against it. ■
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«t ' must enumerate the peculiarities of i this laud 
before quittihg'it; although, indeed,m every thing that, 
exists in it is a peculiarity ; foiJ when they, do thiUgs 
like other people, 'they hS,vei no more' taken it from 
them than one man borrows from another the way to 
breathe- ' J . ^

They-have a.form jof room,’ 'tesselated . and open' 
court,' vermilioned and cedar . beams; lofty arch and. 
thick-set cdumn^conjoined,, carving of wood,.fretting 
of-walls, colouring ilin patterns and assortment of 
colours, doors, windows, brackets, .stables, kitchens, 
store-houses, water-closets,'and i tomb-stones,—all un
Ilike' what "i§ to be seen east or_West, jnorth, or. south. 
They have 'carpets like other people, but in their own 
style ; they have mats, but the figure is Moorish; 
they have'caps, the'form is i [their ’ own ; they have 
shoes, again, as unlike .Eastern .slippers as European 
boots; they have towels, (our name ..comes from them)i 
but they are unlike ours ; s8 they have,pottery, em-̂  
broidery, and even the'use. .of tHc'Ueedle., .Using the 
same letters as the Persians ..and the . Turks, the Moors 
have an entirely distinct iset of'their own iUstftiments 
of penmanship. They .have one national dish.- Un
like any thing else that is , practised amongst men, so is 
their costume. It is a nation living, under tents, and 
yet excelling all others, in the ^composition of mate
rials fo'r fortresses' and the structure, of gigantic walls. 
It is a people that has combined nomade habits with 
the settled distribution of property^ Jewel^T 
their own ; so are their toys and their chifdren’s
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games, the head-dresses of the women, the plaiting 
of the hair, their cosmetics, the substances with which 
they wash; and if they have, in common with East
erns, the bath, it here, again, assumes a style that is 
Moorish. ' - ' .

What is ^iefly remarkable, is the absence of all 
things that are not in taste. There is no repetition 
of chintz patterns used for adornments of wall or 
floor; there is no glazed or glaring oil pain t; there 
are no pictures t>r prints hung for ornament sake ; no 
gilt and gaudy frames round these unsuited ( 0  the 
apartments in which they are placed. Upon their 
persons there are no repetitions of figures, no inter
minable variety of tints, and no false ones. Some 
centuries ago, I might have increased the list of the 
peculiarities of Morocco, such as the use of candles 
for giving light; of bells to call servants; of knockers 
to announce visitors; of straw hats to shade off the 
sun ; of a different sort* of meal in the morning and 
in the evening; tambourine and crochet work and 
lace, to occupy ladies’ fingers or adorn their persons ; 
of patches for their cheeks; of that beautiful leather 
of various colours known by this country’s name, of 
inlaid leathern patterns ; of vases of .ancient figure.

The Moors, with the art requisite to produce works 
admirable and exquisite, are in the rudest stage of 
early craft, and have no less avoided adopting from 
us any process or any*improvement than they have 
beGiTcareTBl to exclude our. corruptions of style and 
manners. They have not got our plough or our
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wheel, or our roads, or even the common pump: they 
have not got a turning lathe or a shuttle; though 
they have Morocco leather, they have no tanning vats; 
they make the. most exquisite silks without a throw
ing machine ; and with the most admirable woollens 
they know not the manufacture of cloth. They have 
never drawn the naetals from 'fheir rich mines; they 
still preserve the incantations and divinations of the 
earliest times; they have perfumes and in cense, secrets,, 
and raystei'ies, yet in. use in every house. Their mala
dies ^re their own—elephantiasis and biblical leprosy; 
the travelling scourge of plague visits them not, and 

I yet they have a plague of their own. And, finally, 
they have, an intoxicating drug differing frpm all 
other people ; they have neither recourse to wine, 
spirits, nor opium ; they have a plant, the produce of 
their own country, presenting to them, when so dis
posed, delusions and forgetfulness. Their permanency 
—as their peculiarities—may be compared to, but 
exceed, those -of China. The Tartars are masters of 
Chinese, amounting in numbers to half the human 
race, to whom they have not given their religion; the 
same Tartars have not been able to subjugate fifteen 
millions of Moors, of the same religion. In the 
midst of the world of conquest, enterprise, commerce, 
and letters, they have repelled the invading arms of 
Christians and Mussulmans united ; they have been 
overawed by no superiority of strength or display 
of science, and neither has fallacy of speech or Temp
tation of gain seduced them into courses which their
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simple instinct told .them might ultimately compro
mise their independence. The stranger from Europe 
is welcomed in  every tent, and kindly treated by 
every Moor. The things* of Europe are eschewed 
by the community. They are a people of thirty 
centuries, before whom we, with our. institutions 

.and our ideas, are as insects of yesterday. This 
people has ohtlived the Phoenicians. It has seen in 
its m e and passage, decline and fall, the star of 
Rome. It has shaken off, after having bent before, 
the Crothic yoke and the Yandal scourge ; nonquSring, 
it converted Spain into a garden-; beaten, it retired 
home. It arrested on its shores the following tide 
of invasion ; 'i t  has kept out modern change—may it 
not yet be destined to survive and to see, too, to 
their end, the things even of our proud day’?

Elsewhere, the records of antiquity are to be sought 
in characters traced on marble or on brass; but 
here they are to be found in 'The living men ;—not 
the traces of their early antiquity as that of the 
Chinese, because they have not changed, but of 'ours. 
Coming from a common source, flowing from a common 
fountain, the streams of our waters have been mingled 
and overcharged, and here we see what with us was 
in the beginning — the key to the legends of My
thology, the original of the pictures of Homer, the 
source of the metaphors of the prophets, the people 
of the old covenant reserved to our day, and the 
soiTrce of tSe religious practices accompanied by which 
Christianity appeared and. settled itself in Europe.
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CHAPTER YI. •

DRUIDICAL CIRCLES NEAR TANGIER.— CONNEXION OF THE
' t 1 •

CELTS WITH THE ANCIENT POPULATION OF ĤAURITANIA 
AND SPAIN. .  . •

By taking the sea-road, I missed the Druidical 
I circle, and although I stayed some time at. Tangier, 
I was too constantly engaged to.make an excursion 
so far. Mr. Davidson has mentioned them in his 
journal as follows :—

“ Coming round the side of, a hill, you perceive 
several stones forming a circle, of which one, called 
the Peg, is much higher than the res t: there is 
likewise a second circle. The whole neighbourhood 
is full of, similar circles of stones, but smaller: many 
of the latter have been worked artificially.* The 
entrance to the circle, which is fifteen feet wide,* 
faces the west; on the north.apd south.of the Peg 
are two openings at equal distances. At about 
the distance of two hundred feet, tliere is a stone 
placed at an angle of 45”, intending, it is said, to 
mark the opening; it is six «feet high, and by lying 
on the back, one can see directly through t1!e circTe.^

Discoveries of a similar kind have been made in• ‘
VOL. II. U
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the regency of Tunis,* and cinerary va^es have beeii 
dug up at Tangier, in sinking a well at the Danish 
consulate, at the depth of twenty feet, being eight 
feet deeper than Roman fembs. The^ have been 
sent to Copenhagen, and it is said, |identified with 
pottery fountl in the North-of “Europe. A'crcmlech 
has also been discovered on the banks of thp‘ Jordah,t 
and in the vicinity of Tyre.|

I was not aware of the existence of this monu
ment, when it first occurred to me that the clans 
must have visited Barbary. It has thereforfe, at 
present, all the greater weight as testimony ; so much 
so, indeed, as to induce me to advance a new theory 
as to the derivation of the Scots,, who, towards the 
period of the Roman conquest, reached Ireland, and 
finally settleS in Scotland. In tracing that people 
to Barbary, a new field of peregrinations is opened, 
and in pursuing it either up to that' point, or sub
sequently from that pmnt, we must be satisfied of 
their presence and sojourn here. This monument 
would give that assurance, were it not for two ex
planations that have been offered, either of which 

•would deprive it of value as an historic record. • 
Rude stones, it is said, are the first beginnings of 

architecture: those called Druidical, need not be
* Possibly the *term ^ f o g a d o r e  recalls another Celtic monu

ment. It has no Arabic or Breber etymon. In O’Brien’s Irish 
Dictionary,, the wprd M a g h - a d h a i r  is given and explained as, “ a 
circla of pi î^rs or stones.”

•+  Ijby and Mangles, vol. i. p. 99. 
t  Described by Maundrell. ■ -
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referred to any particular people, and cannot, when 
found, be- adduced to prove the presence of the Celts.’̂  

The simple ailswer is, that Druidical remains have. 
a.s decided a chhracte^ Eft Egyptian; and as to the 
iirgumentf that they are found ili Asia’and’Africa, 
where the Celts never have been, ffistory teems 
with evidence of their presence in those very places. 
Had the cromlechs and Druidical circles belonged 
to the original races of Africa, they would sirrely be 
found in more than two parts of its Surface.

The 'Other explanation • is Jiot so easily disposed- of, 
as it involves n,o less intricate a question than the 

^ancient peopling of the peninsula.. It is, that Spain 
^nd the West were inhabited by Celts.

Three theories have been advanced respecting the 
early races of Spain. First, .that it was colonized 
from JudEea. This was founded on the names of men 
and places,—the Hebrew roots ia  the Spanish, and 
tradition,—and is sustained by Mariana, Florez, Cap- 
many, Alderete, &c., also by Scaliger and Bochart, 
Selden and Gesenius. It has been exploded by modern 
criticism or it has been admitted, by identif^ng the 
Hebrew and Geltic.\ *

* Mr. Dennis, after attempting to identify the tombs of 
Saturnia with Celtic cromlechs, says, “ they (cromlechs) are also 
to be found in Sardinia, (I) the Balearic Islands, (?) on the shores 
of the Mediterranean, in Spain, in the Regency of Tunis, on the 
bants of the Jordan, and other places, and therefore it is impos
sible they should be restricted to th# Celtic race.”— Etruria, vol. 
ii. p. 321. '

t  King’s Munimenta Antiqua. * •
+ “ The original language of Spain was the old Celtic; a lan-

u 2
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The th eo ry  wliich now seems to prevail is, that 
the Iberi were Celts.* ,

The third, is a juml:)le rather,than a theory, resultirig 
from the ethnographical generalization at present in 
vogue. I,t seems to point to the Basques as being 
the same people as the ancient Iberians.f 

Ethnography, that very hypothetical science and 
suspicious word, deals, chiefly, if not exclusively, with 
language—not its metaphysical, but its mechanical 
part—and as th^ end and means of science are order, 
the human race ip methodized into genera, and dis
tributed into species, as if minerals or. plants were
guage which bears so vast an affinity to the ancient Hebrew, that 
to, thos^ who are masters of both, they,,plainly appear to be 
dialects of the same tongue ; or to speak perhaps inore properly, 
the Celtic is a dialect of the Hebrew, or language of Noah.”—  
U n iv . H is t,, vbl. xviii. p. 363.

* “ Celtic Spain.”— Moore’s H u to r y  o f  Ire la n d , voL i., p. 1. ’ 
“ The Celts covered with their settlements, and perhaps even 

simultaneously possessed a space of country extending fro m  the 
P il la r s  o f  H ercules to Asia Minor, and beyond the Caucasus, arid 
from the banks of the Tiber to the U ltim a  T hu le of Scotland and 
Greenland.”— ^Dr. M ejter, R ep o rt o f  B r itish  A ssociation , 1847, 
p. 303. •
•  “ The Celts were known to the Greeks only by name, and 
they included under it, all the people between the Odet and the 
Tagus. Even the Romans * * included the Jb eria m , &c.”^  
B rown 's H is to ry  o f  the H ig h la n d  C lans. ■

Prichard says, “jOf the Asiatic European stock, the f ir s t great 
family is the Celts, once spread over Asia Minor {^Galatia), 
S p a in , France, Belgium, Helvetia, a great part, of Germany, and 
throughout the British Isles.’* H e includes under this one head, 
Thracians, Armenians, Asiatic Iranians, Greeks, Romans,- Slavo
nians, Eithuanians, and Germans.

+ “ The Basque, or Iberian,*’ Bunsen. , '
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dealt with, so that out of the very speed! of man 
proceeds this classification, which disposes of him as 
of the dumb beasts of the field, and fishes of the 
sea. The feat of reducing the jil^ulations of Europe, 
Celts, Slavs, Basques, and Goths, to one^denomination, 
has been accomplished’ just at the time that a 
hitherto unheard-of hatred and repulsion_has been 
engendered, between races, threatening society with 
convulsions as lamentable in their results as • in their... 
causes. They are fantastic and absurd, and -the age 
mos? versed in , the knowledge of the-events of other 
times, exhibits itself as the least capable* of any that 

I has ever existed,* for managing the afiaira of its o^i.
In all other investigations of a similar deseription, 

the .point, of departure is a hnpwn language; here it 
is an assumed one, just as if, at a future time, but 
of some remnants of English, preserved in Yorkshire, 
and some Celtic names in Wales, a British language 
were to be constructed.

The same fallacy has equally pervaded the three 
theories. The assertors of the several origins have 
each commenced by assuming one pedple. Each h^s 
indubitable proofs in,hand, as to the eastence of 
his people  ̂ but each will extirpate the others, ■ and 
so present vulnerable points to his antagonist.

Larramendi sees nothing in Spain tBat is not Basque; 
Risco nothing that is not Celtic’;* Mariana nothing 
that is not Hebrbw; and each i  ̂ justly jjdiculous in 
the eyes of his opponent. , •

In the opening of any •field, whether of modern
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discovery or of ancient research, we commence by 
assuming as many people as we find names, and 
only on proof do we admit that two or more belong 
to one tribe or race. Proceeding by this simple 
method, and ^plying to Spain the rule undeviatingly 
adopted everywhere else, the ancient population will 
present no diflSculty. We hear of Hispani, of Iheri, 
of Keltoi; unquestionably, then, there were thr̂ ee 
races distinct in their tongue, time, and habitation. 
Each of the theories would annihilate two  ̂of these to 
establish the third. As soon as we accept the names 
handed down, the theories fall to the ground.

I commence, therefore, by denying the authority in 
this case of “ Philology," “ Sprachenkunde,” “ Glotto- 
logy,”* or whatever other name the science may rejoice 
in ; and notwithstanding the contempt to which I may 
thereby be exposed,f I canno't put aside Herodotus 
and Strabo,' Cassar and Pliny. Persisting .in the old 
notions, I cannot see, inr the Iberi, Asiatic-Europeans,
or Indo-Germans. I must hold the Gauk to be Gauls1
and ih&^Basques Basques, as. I should if there never 
had been a Babel of bricks or a Babel of philologists 
— if there were still but one tongue for man, as 
but one bark and one' bray for the dog and the 
ass, and Iberian, Celt, and Basque, preserved in 
common the toifgue of Edom as they do the limbs 
of Adam. .

•  SuggestS(?by Prichard.
" ^ e s e  propositions no one will doubt, who has a right to 

speak,”—B u n s e n . •
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Tlie conclusions which I hope to be able to estab
lish are, that the original inhabitants of Spain were 
the Hispani, that the next in date wex’e the Iberi, who 
entering not as an irruption but peaceably, came from 
the south, and by sea, and . spread themselves through 
the western and southern region'; finally, that the 
Celts ^made their appearance there, also, and that, like 
theii' predecessors, they were neither invaders nor 
conquerors : that as the Iberi won their way by com
merce and cultivation, so did the Gelts by arms and 
discipline-!—not used against the Iberi and Hispani— 
but for their protection against the dreaded encroach- 

iments of the Carthaginians, Romans, and Gauls, be
yond the . Pyrenees: that' these tribes were sojpurners 
only, entering Spain by the. south and departing from 
the north : that the Hispani, are preserved in the 
existing .Basques; that the Iberi belonged to the colo-, 
nising races of. Canaan, and that the Celts were the 
forefathers of the clans who at present dwell in the 
Highlands of Scotland. t ,

Ancient as are the people which inhabit Brittany, 
Wales, Ireland, and the Highlands, they are modern 
when compared with those settled in the north’ of 
Spain. Whence the former came we know—the course 
they followed we can trace. But the Basques are like 
a plant found on some single hill-*-its solitariness 
gives to it its interest, and we call it indigenous. 
Such are the pretensions of* this people. They are 
the only people in Europe who claim to be ajjto- 
chthonic. ,
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That a people not settled on a remote island or 
in a far oasis, but in the midst of ,us—in the country 
which has ever been the battle-field of Europe—should 
preserve a tradition which‘belongs to times anterior 
to history, is^a fac^ palculated to instruct as well as 
to astonish. The Basques have lived, through the my
thology, of Greece, ,the wars, of Carthage, the dominion 
of Eome, the devastations of the Vandals, the sway 
of ̂ the Goths, thp arms of the Moors, the usurpations 
of Madrid, and the opinions of EuropOj keeping .them
selves all the while distinct, and recollecting tbiem- 
selves alone. . . I t  is impossible to present,stronger, 
titles to priority of occupancy.i h ■

Nor js this retentiveness of .tradition exceptional ,in 
their character: they havp .preserved their laws, nay, 
more, they have maintained, their rights.* While the ' 
other people of Europe clamour for change- .and un
tried experiment, .or, at best, seek to reqpver a lost 
or abandoned privilege, tliey alone hold tO' what .they 
possess; and who can say,that what they have,got 
they did not already possess while the i pyramids were 
building, and before the laws of Tages were pro-1  

claimed or the Vedas composed, and what' they pos
sess is what they, have kept immutable from the 
beginning 1 Why should not a Basque peasant tell 
us what happened in the. olden time, before Homer

* At the convention of Bei^ara, these were recognised. They 
indeed passed«Bit6 s ilen iio  the claims of Hon Carlos; but with 
thes«, tl)py had nothing to do, the d e  fa c to  sovereign .of Spain 
being Lord of Biscay. .  ■
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or Orpheus sang, when they exhibit to us in their 
daily life how primeval communities lived ?

Nor has their gratitud^e been less long-lived than 
their freedom,, or their memory shorter for .favours 
than pretensions. They acknowledge t(^day as bene
factors the descendants of strangers, whose fathers 
two tiiousand years ago aided 'them in their struggle 
with Rome. ,

But traditions and rights do not stand alone." They 
have a language—one which haS defied eveiy attempt 
to cfassify it,' and which persists in utterly denying 
all. acquaintance with Indo-Celtic or Syro-'Phoenician. 
|It has nothing in common with the languages whiich, 
migrating westward, have passed to the north »of the 
Caucasus, nor with the Semitic and Japhetic tongues, 
that have spread through the' maritime • regions of 
Europe and over the Western districts of-Africa. It 
is no mosaic work, made out of the wreck of former 
tongues ; and* Titanic-like,.it disdains Greece ahd her 
gods, Phoenicia and her myths.

The Basque language bears intrinsic evidence of 
having passed through the Greek and Roman pei-io4 
wholly uninfluenced by them either in structhre or 
in terms. And by its structure, its' terms, its nume
ration and caleudarj it ascends as high as it is pos
sible for any language to ascend: it*is as primitive 
as any of the tongues of the Indian Archipelago; 
it expresses the same astronomical coq^usionsi as 
Sabaeism,; and, wbilq in richness of vocables jt l*as 
not to fear a comparison with any of those lahguagcs
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which have not borrowed from others in constructive
ness, in the causal power of the verb it excels in 
their various excellences the Hebrew, Russian, and 
Turkish. The Basques say that Adam, spoke Basque 
in Paradise ; J ’roin which it appears that they imagine 
that the excellence of a language is a .proof of its 
antiquity.*

That there existed an aboriginal population prior 
to the emigrations from Canaan,, both in Spain and 
along the coasts*of Africa, is to be inferred from what 
we know of'Italy, which the Etruscans fnund'wellr 
peopled. The most remarkable feature of their first, 
colonization was the drainage of (lands, and other 
works «and arts, which would appear to belong' to old 
states and periods of redundant population.

The traditions which antiquity itself listened to 
and recorded, are everywhere of an anterior and 
abundant population, occupying the Peninsulas and 
Islands of the Mediterranean. Whether TJmbri and 
Itali, Spani and Siculi, Osca and Escara,f be from 
one sqjirce or not, it was never doubted that Sicily,

•  * “ There are two kinds of richness; the one of form, the 
other of materiaL The former consists in the variety of pre
cepts, the certainty of rules, the harmony of syntax; the other in 
attributes which belong to the invention of a tongue. In  these 
attributes, there not one foreign tongue which may not be 
esteemed poor when compared with the Basque.”—L a b r a u e n d i , 
I n t r o ,  ix.

f  Humboldt, (pp. 55, 5Sj| considers Osca the same as Basque^ 
and holds i t ^  have been a generic name of the whole people, 
PlTny Speaks of sums brought by the Roman Generals as Argov- 
turn Oscense (xxxiv. 10, 46, i h  43).
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Italy, and Spain had received their original popula
tion the one from the other,* before the arrival o!’ 
Pelasgi, Etruscans, or Phoenicians.' This was believed 
two thousand years ago, and was equally reported by 
the colonists and by the remnants of ^he original 
people. Nor were these people rude and savage : 
witnessi the Latian polity, the* Samnite state,,' the 
two thousand towers of Sardinia, the still existing 
Fueros of the Basque. The Noraghi, and the “ Sepul-. 
chres of the Giants,” in Sardinia, are* no less distinct 
from any known architecture than is the Biscayan 
from any known tongue.

r That the Basques -were a great people is proved 
by their names being spread all over the Peninsula, 
even to the sea-board or limit, which i» the Basque 
furnishes the "etymon of the word, Spain. \  That' 
they inherited the southern shores and were a sea

*  Thucyd. iTviii. ; Dion. Halic., f  i. Tim£eu3,‘ as quoted by 
Diodorus Siculus, 1. vi. ch. 2. j Strabo, 1. vi. Auspnitis, Liican, 
and Silvius Italicus, all concur in deducing the population, or a 
population of Sicily, frora'Spain. /

Seneca (de Consolatione) calls these colonists not I h e r i  but 
H is p a n i , and says their descendants were like the Cahtabrians, ' 
who had a distinct costume and language — distinct of course 
from the Iheri—and inhabited in his time the north-eastern part 
of the Peninsula.

“ Transierunt et Hispani, qUod ex similitudise ritus apparet; 
cadem enim tegumenta capitum, idemque genus calciamenti, quod 
Gantahris est, et verba qusedam.” ^

+ " E sp a f ia  is the name by which the SpaniardsJjave known 
their country from the earliest times, down to the present daj. 
This word is Basque, without dropping or adding a letter, an^ sig
nifies border or extremity. The analogy is beautiful, and gave rise
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faring people, is proved by the ass(}rted colonization 
of Sicily : that they retroceded — that they' aban
doned the Southern country and the coasts; that 
they withdrew  ̂iij the direction of the strong and 
remote couitry, is indubitable— and such is the case 
with every original population encroached upon. It 
has happened to the Britons, the "Welsh, and the High
landers. This second wave of .‘population _ did not 
burst over the Alps;, it was not a horde or a conquest'; 
it came from .the sea and the south; it could only 
be Phoenician or Aramean ; its name w;^ Ibef — 
Hebrew. It gave to the south country the name of 
Iberia,* which name long afterwards was made , ge
neral *for Spain by the Romans. Along the iwo great 
rivers they strewed the arts .of irrigation ‘arid canaliza
tion, originally derived from the plains of Mesopo
tamia, and equally practised by the Etruscans f in 
Italy. These rivers ^ ey  named, the ,one Iher — 
in Italy there was Tiber \  — to the other they

to the n e p lu s  u U ra  of the columns of Hercules. The letter n  is 
m ore^er wanting in Celtic, Hebrew, and Arabic.”— Astobloa, 
p. 194. - .

•  The Iberia of Herodotus was only the coast, 1. i. c. 1C3.
. In  the time of Polybius, the name Iberia did •m I extend to. the 
part lying on the ocean.— L. iii. 6. 37, §. 10.

t  “ The Romans stand in close connexion with the Basques, 
the intermediaries being tbe Etruscans. The languages show a 
similarity in agriculture, and in political institutions. Neverthe
less I  am far from asserting that the Etruscans were the parent 
stem of th e^ e rian s , or the contrary.”— W. I I umboIiDT, P in ifu n g ,  
P*11T. , '

X T  \a the article in the Breber.'
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gave the name of the law-giver of the Etruscans, 
Tages, who might he the common and Eastern an
cestor of both people.*

We have in Spain theWolsci, the Cserefani, Cmre, 
Suessa, Ausa, Urgel (Virgil), Roma, Alba, &c. We bave 
the proper names, Andubal, Tagus, H ^ilce, Isbal, 
Caras, Indebal, Lucius, Baal, ^elongiis, &c. These 
identify not merely the tongue of the Iberians Avith 
that of the maritime colonists of the Mediterranean, 
but the colonies themselves, with those of Etruria, ■ 
and Separate them entirely from the Northern people, 
whose language subsists, and affords us the opportunity 
of comparison. ' .
' The iberi had' so identified “themselves witli the 
Romans, that the Latin became thd common tongue. 
Already in Caesar’s time he addressed them in Latin 
— that is, without interpreters— as he mentions when 
speaking of Gaul. The^ called th e ' Latin “ Lingua 
Paterna.” A Spaniard, AntOhy-Julian; first opened a

 ̂ V I I •  J  I  ̂ > I
school of rhetoric in Rome : he was a rustic who had 
tiUed the glebe; he never changed his costume or 
manners, and disdained to discourse in a. walledApart- 
nxeiit. His successor was Quinctilian, also a Spaniard.’ 
Possibly, “had it not been for the invasion of the 
Goths and Moors,. Latin would now be the speech of 
the Spaniards (Iberians), as it was of the Romans in

*' Aristides (Orat. in Bacch.), compares the Etruscans in the 
■west, to what the Indians were in the east, tvhich I |p s t be under
stood of space and limit, as well as numbers 
included the Iberians. ,

He therefire
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the time of Tullj.” In the Arab times the struggle 
was not between the Gothic, but the Latin and the 
Arabic. “ Eheu! ” exclaims the Gothic Alvarus, or 
Alaric of Cordova, “ LaiKni linguam propriam ig
norant.” • "

Sicilians, •i.fricans, Greeks, and the whole people of 
the East, preseiwed their own tongue; the Spaniards, 
who made resistance above aU others, alone .adopted 
that, of Eome. Does not this confirm the inference, 
which is inevitable from the names of Etruscan co
lonies in Spain, that the Iberi and the people of 
Latinra were of the same ra,ce I Thus also 'do we find 
the Latian rights conferred on cities in Spain, while 
no such favour was accorded to Sicily or Greece, to 
Mace(fon or Britain. It may be traced wherever the 
Etruscan colonies extended. .

If, then, the Basque has survived, it is because 
there were two languages in Spain, and spoken 
by people whose character was as different as their 
tongues.

The Basques still retain a method of culture which 
is neither the plough nor the spade. An instrument 

•like a prong is used, each' of the labourers having 
two : they work in gangs, and turn over the soil with 
one-half the labour that is requisite for spade culture. 
These prongs aje called laias they are as j)eculiar 
to the people as their tongue. ,

I have elsewhere panted out the distinction be
tween the^wo races in respect to the use of butter, 
and fhe names connected with the dairy;' the use of
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tapia foi’ builSing, and the ancient armour. In these 
matters of the firstamportance—-agriculture, food, 
building, and warfare — there is a clear line drawn 
between the Hispani and Ilieri. '

The Greeks and the Romans were not philologists, 
neither were they ethnographists. In* no classical 
writer is the consanguinity of‘the Iberians and Nu- 
midian's asserted; We have to come down to the 
Fathers of the Church to learn, hy statement, that the 
Hebrew and Phoenician, that these and the Arabic 
were jsister-tongues. When the Romans became ac
quainted with Spain, a period -of time had elapsed 
from the first settlement of the Iberians, equal to that 
from Alfred' to o,ur daĵ s, and the Basques or Eskora 
had been cooped up in the north-east. • It is the least 
likely of all things that they should have* been noticed 
by the Romans as a distinct, or have been suspected 
to be an original people. Nor can we Wonder at 
such an oversight at that time, when the same thing 
has occurred in modern Spain. Learned men have 
been writing profound disquisitions on the origin of 
the Spanish language, and compiling lexicorft and 
etymologies without the slightest reference to the* 
existing people of Biscay.

The same thing may be said of St. Isidore, Antonio 
De Nabrissa, P. Guadix, Diego de Jirrea, &c. A 
stranger a century ago would have found in the phi
lologists of modern Spain no •more notice of the ex-- 
istence of the Basque, than of the Chined language, 
although at the same time the Basque writer^ we*re
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enumerating nearly two thousand Basque words in 
the Spanish dictionary. •
 ̂ The strangeness of Iberian words to Roman ears 
confirms this view. Volsci, Suessa, Cere,. Roma could 
not be strange to them* It could only be some of the 
names that Vere so—that'is, the names* of places* 
that had remained, from the early occupation of the 
Basques. •

To us, Hispani and Iberi, Hispania and Iberia, mean 
the _same thing.  ̂ They belong to two people, and are 
terms of a dififerent order : the one is the ■ namp of a 
country applied to a people, the. other the patronymic 
of a tribe applied to a country. You have in Africa 
the name Garb in general use for the country, and for 
the people Moslemin-. No other words are known 
there, .and our terms for their country would he as 
unintelligible to them as theirs are to us. Now sup
pose that a conqueror occupied Morocco, ignoi'ant and 
contemptuous of foreign tongues : hearing “Garb,” 
and “ Moslemin,” he would, adding his own termina-

* Nos Celtis genitos et ex Iberis, '
Gratos non pudeat referre versu,
Nostrse nomina dnriora terrae. .

MaH. 1. i. tep. l iS.
N ot knowing Celtic or Iberian, he made a mistake, which 

the following lines explain '
Rides liomina 1 Rideas licebit '
Hsec tarn rustica, delicate lector,
H®o tam rustic^ malo, quam Britannos.

“ Cantabpwum aliquot populi amnesque sunt, quorum nomina 
no*tro/ire concipi n6queant.”

Pojar. Me i-a, 1. iii. c. 2.
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tion, take these words as the general names for the - 
country, and we should .have Morocco called “ Garbia” 
or ‘‘Mosleminia” (to make.the analogy complete we 
■must suppose Mdslemin t5 apply to a tribe, not to a 
faith). If then, "after fifteen centuries, ^nd when the 
people had undergone great vicissitudes, philosophers 
should arise to investigate, they- might ‘be nonplused 
by these two fictitious terms, and could not possibly 
see their way until they had discovered that Garb 
was a geographical, and Moslemiii a, tribe name; and_ 
that *the ‘ ignorant conquerors had not only mistaken 
the value of these, terms, but had made each general, 
and had simultaneously employed both. One nation 
may govern another as well under a wrong as |i right 
name, and, perhaps, much better; but it^does not fol
low that a philologist will indifferently well theorizo 
under.the like mistake. Now, what I.have supposed 
is exactly what has happened. A sentence of Strabo 
tells the whole story :—

“ The Spaniards restrict the name of Iberia to the 
part within the Iber; the Romans call the whole 
country Iberia, dividing it into hither and ^lither^ 

which is equivalent to calling Great Britain 
‘ ■ Scotland,” and then dividing it into “ England on 
this and "on that side the Tweed.” * .

Having thus ascertained the existence of Hispani 
and, Iberi, the , Celts present no difficulty,— t̂hey are 
neither the one nor the other*and if it were requi
site to establish still more distinctly the originality^f 

' ♦ L. iii. c.» 2. '
VOL. II .  ^
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tliti Iberians, we imigbt do so byj citing th6 contrast 
between them and i the Gaul^ which'ancient writers 
hare left us. iYet, in the present times, the opinion 
prevails' th a t the ancient Spaniards were Celts. Of 
the two "people, contemporaneous portrait's have been 
sketched by different hands at various periods. They 
represent two people wholly different;—there is not 
one line of the picture of the one applicable to the other.

The Iberi were a quiet inoffensive race ; the Gauls 
a warlike and a j ’estless people. The .Iberi began to 
feel their strength “ only after they were subjugated;” 
the' Gauls were' subjugated in consequence of their 
overweening confidence in, their own strength. The 
Iberi gp,ve weapons to the Romans; the Gauls learned 
from the Rqmans the art of war. The Iberi had 
short, well-tempered swords which they used with 
remarkable agility; the Gauls, long, unwieldy swords, 
which turned and bent with their own blow.

The Gauls had their l5ruids. The Iberian temples— 
those of Hercules—were Venerable structures when the 
Carthaginians approached the walls of Saguntum, the 
Romans those of Humantia. The Gauls and Iberians 
acknowledged no kindred with each other. The Gauls 
claimed no blood-relationship, like. the Iberians, with 
Rome or Carthage. The Gauls were never’ called 
Iberians, nor the Iberians Gauls; and the Romans, 
familiar as they were with the Gauls in Italy, when 
they first invaded Spain, would certainly have called 
its inhabitants by that name had they belonged to 
that race. If the Iberiajis had been Celts, there would
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be Druidical remains, and some record of the last 
stand of' the Druids, as in England and Gaul. *

At the period of the foundation of Eome, the word 
Gaul might be considered ‘synonymous with European. 
The Gauls had flowed from the eastward like an in- 
tindation; the' middle regions of Europe, which they 
filled, became insufiScient for them ; they passed into 
Britain; they descended upon Greece; and they 
crossed the Bosphorus. Their adventurous spirit 
was not arrested by the Alps, nor their courage 
daurfted by the martial bearing and concentrated 
power of the lordly people who then flourished in 
the peninsula. They were not, however, able to 
overrun Italy, though they colonized many parts, re
maining a distinct people. They nev§r crossed the 
Pyrenees ; the Vascones and Aquitani spread even in 
advance of that barrier far into Gaul.* The Gallic 
emigration was arrested there by those already in 
possession, whether Hispani or Iberi, who were able> 
by the confession of the Romans, to contend with 
them after the fall of Carthage for the mastery of 
the world. . ' ^
' But. the name of the Gauls is found in the Penin
sula. Is not this conclusive as to the community of
the races 1 By no means ; it only proves that there

' •* •
•  “ The Aquitani differ not merely in their tongue, but in

their bodies, and resemble the‘Hispani rather than the Galli.”
— Ŝtrabo, lib. iv. • -

. . . . •
“ Eousillon is Spanish, Gascony is Basque, ■ rather than

Castilian. The Bretons are more Celtic than the Gascons are
Basque.”—Ethnological Outlines of France, by M. de "Vericocrt.

, X 2
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were Celts in Spain. The word is Celtrlberi — the 
Celts and the IberL* »The compound term, marks two 
■people, just as- Medo-Persian,* Tyrreno-Pelasgi. Be
sides, 'tte  people mixed v^th the Iberi were Celts 
(KgXroi) not^Galli,t as they would have been called 
had they crossed the Pyrenees as they did- the Alps. 
The Celts of Spain must, then, have come across the 
sea.

■ The two southern peninsulas -of Europe were an-,. 
ciently known bjt the same name. They are the only 
regions of the south that resemble each other. î Chey 
both have the* same -form, stretch in .the same direc
tion, adjoin the same continent,' lie.bn the same inter
nal sea^ spread in the same latitude. Both are shut 
to the north, by a barrier of rocks, and lined on the

■* “ Profngisque • a genie retusta Gallorumj celte miscente 
nomen Iberi.”-T-i.uoAN, 1. iii. '

f  'Humboldt (“ Priifung,”,<fcC;, .sections 41,43,44), admits agr6at 
contrast bet'ween the Celts’*an(F the Gauls, and not that difFerence 
between them and the tribes of the Peninsula, which might" be 
expected from people of different origin. The iinion h^ sup- 

•poses must have been of great .antiquity, and .covild not have- 
taken* ^ace by violence. H e is not clear that we can pall the 
Celts Gauls at all, and*, yet he imagines that there must "have 
been emigrations from G aul; then he supposes them mixed 
autochthonically with the Iberi, and afterwards pressed together 
by foreigners occupying the coasts.

Astorloa (p. 199), denies this mixture of Celts and Ibprians, 
and explains away the word ; if  Celts had crossed into the 
Peninsula, they would have b4eh settled,* he imagines, close to 
the Pyrenees and would have left traces in the present people.

Neither of these writers suspects the possibility ,of their 
having come from Africa, and having again quitted the Penin
sula. ' ■
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Mediterranean 'shore b j a chain of harbours. They 
bear the same fruits anil grow'the same graiui They 
have been within the Vange of the same-migrations 
and subject' to the like Vicissitudes. Their mytho^ 
logy and J;mditions are interwoven; J;hey had the 
same gods, the same founders, the same heroes. •

,In Italy, we have three'' distinct waves of early 
popOlation —the first the Itali, the second the Tyr- 
seni, the third the Galli. Shall we not. look- for 
them in Spain 1 We have them there, Hispani, Iberi, 
and*Celts, and thus will be accounted for the three
fold affinities. which connect Spain, not with Italy- 
only, but with the whole of the coasts of the Mediter
ranean, and even the shores of the Propontis *nd the 
Euxine the Hispani with Siculi, Itfili, Osci, and, 
perhaps, ,with the people of. Thrace; the Iberi ■ with 
Etruscans, Lydians, Phrygians, Bribers,- and Jews; 
the Celts' -with the Gauls of Gaul and Italy, and the 
roving Galat'ai and Keltoi of Asia-Minor, Syria, and 
Africa. This difference, however, ,n|ust be borne in 
mind. The Gauls in Italy, were invaders; in Spain 
they were not, but on the contralry, allies of the na
tives aga,inst the, foreign invasion which always threat- 
,ened them from the firsti irruption of ■ the Gauls to the 
final pacification under AugustuA . ■

These affinities have, in modern \?orks,-beeri gene
ralized and applied to one people or another according 
to the theory of philolo^st or ethnognjphist. i The 
confusion arising out of the habit of observii^ &cts 
through ihe hiedium of systems has been then trans-
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ferred back to ancient writers, who, without; being 
analytical, are correct, and, wi&dut being systematic, 
intelligible. ' *

Having now proved tha^ Spain was not Celtic, 
the Druidical circle at Tangier becomes ,an evidence 
of . the presence there of a body of Celts of consi
derable importance, and. while indicating the point of 
entrance of those Celts who had not crossed the Pyre
nees, will serve, also, as a landmark to trace the 
wandering of the Highland clans,

NOTE ON W.. VON HUMBOLDt’s WORK ON THE BASQUES.

The preceding pages were written before I had an 
opportunity of consulting W. Von Humboldt’s work. 
The title is, ‘‘ Test of the Inquiries respecting the 
Aboriginal Inhabitants of Spain, by means of the 
Basque Tongue.” '  The points which, judging by the 
references to it in other writers, are assumed or estab
lished by^it, are, that tSe present Basques are the 
ancient inhabitants of Spain, and that these ancient 
inhabitants were the Iberi. I  consequently opened 
it with extreme curiosity, to find by, what arrange
ment of dataj*or what sophistry of argument, he could 
arrive at such a conclusion. Great was my surprise 
to find no conclusion whatever arrived at, and ex
treme care takefl to avoid appearing to express an 
opinion. He has not perceived the distinction be
tween Hispani and Iberi; and had it been pointed 
out .to ,hira, he would necessarily have hailed it as a 
light which cleared all doubts away :—he has not seen
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it himself, because he has 'started from the assump
tion that the Iberians were i;he ancient people, and, 
consequently, every reference to, or mention of, His- 
pani was taken as applying to them ; and the only 
question, a^ regards distinction of race, prises with the 
Celts, viz., whether they w6re the same as the Gauls, 
and dii tvhat they differed from or resembled the Iberi 
or Hispani? All he says is interesting ; there is 
nothing which controverts the view opened out in the 
forego ing  pages, and much that adds «trength to it.

starting from the point above-mentioned, he pro
ceeds to find, for every name recorded in ancient 
writers, a word' in Basque by which to explain it. 
When the name is nearly Celtic, Roman, or Carthagi
nian, or quite so, he drops it. By such a process the 
names of any and every country may be made td be
long to any and every other.

M. Von Humboldt having expressed his own ina
bility to decide, earnestly invites the investigation of 
the learned, and he suggests to them a thread by 
which they may advance Securely through the ima
gined labyrinth ;—this is no other than the study gf 
coinsi As well might he have Suggested the investi
gation of Assyrian antiquities by the books printed 
at Babylon and Nineveh.*

* Coins, as other monuments, have supplied a few names of 
cities, hut afe of far posterior date to the migrations of even the 
Phoenicians, and are of no service in the investi^tion of events 
anterior to history.

From the coins of Spain several alphabets have been iflade*out; 
but of course they belong to the Iberian times and races.
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■ CHAPTER Vll. '
I

■THE OLANS Uf.^ARBARYi-l )

“ Scoti per diversa vagantes.”—Am. Marcellinus.

Fromi things which only' a Highlander, iceuld i have 
observed, T learned that m j* forefathers-*had visited 
Barbary. . I perceived the intercourse of the two people 
in their baking and cooking, dairy^ dress;i ornaments,, 
superstkion. and. words. If this conriei:ion were \yith 
the Celts *in general, it would be a matter of mere 
ethnography, ibut it is one of history, for -the coinci
dences are with the clans alone.

The. kirtle, plaid, bonnet, eagle’s plume, famjly 
cognisances are unknown in Brittany 5 nor do the 
Bretons call their farm-steads, .or their grey-t
houndi^ The dress of-i.the'clans is hot that,,
of the .ancient Gauls: those' 1 who !advocate its an
tiquity are much puzzled to find a source for it, 
and content themselves. with supposing .it to be 
derived from the Roman.' Ho ■ supposition can be 
more groundless * that branch of the Celts which never 
did submit to Roman domination could not be the 
only one to^ adopt the Roman drCss.* The Scots,

* Son?e of them took service, but not before the fourth cen
tury.
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dul'iug the period of Roman power in* Britain, never 
came in contact with mem, and under the empire,. 
the Toga itself had been laid aside ; at least, corpses* 
and statues only , wore it. *

The costyme of the Highlands,' tLen, carries us back 
beyond Roman times, and' beyond all written record ; 
it t alone remains, in Europe, a. monument of this 
order, — that of Barbary alone remains among a 
people derived from the East. I  have already shown 
that they are the same which carries both back to 
the plains of Mesopotamia, orith'e banks of Jordan.

Mr. Layard’s researches! above  ̂ as• well as under 
ground, have- furnished further evidence in many 
points of resemblance between their nianners and the- 
scenes carved on the alabasters of .the Assyrians, and 
the austoms preserved!by the mountain-tribes in' the 
neighbourhood. • .

The clansncrowned their^ king on a stone,.and 
threw down. their- plaids before him. One full statue 
only has beien found at Nimroud: it is that of a king, ■ 
and he is seated, on a square stone :f doubtljj ŝs the 
Assyrians threw do"wn their mantles before him. • 

-The eagle’s plume iS worn in the bonnet, by the 
Tigari.| The King at Nimroud wears a'cap stand
ing up in front like the Scotch. bonnet: the strapS 
and ribbons' flow behind.§. * .

•  “ N em o togam  sum it n isi m ortuus.”— J n v E N . Sat. iii. 171,
't N ineveh, v . ii. p. 62 . '
t  Ibid. vol. i. p. 194. . , ' •
§ The resemblance appears most in the oldest sculptures : it is
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In several ‘bas-reliefs, the kilt appears,and' is 
pointed out by Mr. Layard : 1  the mountaineers wear 
a long shirt dyed of one colour, as was formerly' 
used among the clans. *  ̂ •

The chief g.nd impregnable fortress of, the Kurd^ 
is called the " “ Castle of the Oymri,”f and, as ^  to 
return the compliment, the Celts have given the 
name Came serai^ to the place in Argyleshird, 
where, on a sculpture of the thirteenth century, the 
long plaids (philemore)^ with the double-folds, may 
be seeuj exactly as they are worn by.the Jewish 
women in Morocco. • ^

In Nineveh there was no bath. The ihountain-tribes 
indulge^ in all ways and in all places, in washing and 
dabbling in water, without the slightest regard to 
the sense of delicacy which is so strong in all other 
Eastern people. The clans were formerly remarkable 
in like manner for the use of water,:—new-born 
infants were plunged in cold water. || '

The clan system hinges on the distinction of the 
different families by “ sets'” of colours. In this they 
differ from all the people of the West, who have
not rendered in the plates to the work. The same figure is also 
found in the Toshr— lower part of the Egyptian head-dress—  
called p sh m t.

* Also in the Xanthian marble, E. ix. No. 4 5 , 50, 157. 
t  Kalah Kumri.— LAYinn, v. i. p. 118. '
X Carni is also a name in ^alilee.
§ It is figured in the large work of the Stuarts, they were of 

coiwse not aware of the meaning of the double fold.
II “ Tlie children are bathed night and morning in cold or 

warm .water.’— HcNTiiK’s Westei'-n Is lan ds, vol. ii p. 194.
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colours in a flag, and not on their persons. The 
Yezidis, called the' worwippers of the.devil, have in 
like manner their coloure,'. black and red,* which they 
wear, and with which they adorn their habitations. 
The clans psissing through these *coun^ies, and. en
gaged in the wars (as I shall presently show’ they 
were), of necessity must have also so .distinguished 
themselves ; and being neither a. horde migrating, nor 
a  nation in possession, but serving as mercenaries 
under distinct leaders, each of these would adopt 
distinguishing badges, and thence the “ sets” and 
tartans of the difierent clans, and the common name 
adopted by them. *

The discoveries of Nineveh, and the medes of 
dyeing among the population which stiU lives in the 
neighbourhood of those ruins, confirm to the letter 
what I have said elsewhere respecting the selection 
of a standard of colour, and the preservation of it in 
the tartan. -

. The tartan existed only by the art of dyeing: 
without perfection in it, the idea of distinction by 
colours could not be entertained. This was not a, 
mere difierence between black and white, as the ah

“ The practice still with those who wear the kilt, is to wash 
their limbs every morning as a preventative against cold.”—  
Beown, voi. i. p. loo; '
. “ Strong from the cradle, and of sturdy brood,

We bear our new-born infants ̂ o the flood,
There bathed amidst the wave’s our babes we Sold,
Inured to summer’s heat and winter’s cold.” *

 ̂ Nineveh, vol. i. pp. 300, 522. .
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and cara coinjolou, Or white h^d' black fleeces of the 
Turks, which was obtained t r  natural w'ool ; nor waS 
it ithe. colour of a' cap or a •slipper which might be 
purchased ready dyed: profeciehcy in one colour did 
not suffice,. bjji ‘in alt .They had to be dyed in every 
cottage, Or under every tent.', They were applied to 
the coarsest substances, for the rudest wear, and to 
be recognizlable so long as the material held together. 
This was to be- achieved by a migratory and erratic 
people, in times»when no lac or indigo, no chromates 
or phosphates'were to be found at every, apothecary’s! 
The dyes were .j;o be' sOtight in thO fields or'on th^ 
mountain sides 'arid 'feacli ^emigration involved * i  
new stfries'of experirilents,' to be .rewarded'-by riew 
triumphs of,unaided industry and untutored taste; 
HoW ^deeply planted ‘ in their nature^ must have beeii 
the instinct of Colours, thus' to preserve those tintS 
in daily wear,' which at ■Nirieveh have been saVed 
by being buried in the bowels of the earth. It was 
not the colours most easily obtained that they selected .' 
they had a tule, to which'circumstances were made to 

.bend. ' '
Brown is the natural colour of a large proportion of

the fleeces ; it is dyed with a moss (ctottle) by simple
boiling: the .colour is beautiful and indelible. They 

* •
* Ordering some stuff- from a Highland wotoan, and having 

fixed the time for its being Sent.to me, she ran after me to say, 
that. I  must r»t have the yellow stripe, or I could not have it 
tilVnext year. Inquiring the reason, she said, “ for the yellow I 
must wait till June, when, the heather is in bloom.” ^
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like IbrQTvn as a common : shepherd’s ■ coats,
■ plaid^, and , trowserSj, iarl mŝ de pf, it, ,but never was 

brown s(̂ en in a ^artalij! t The clansi learnt this art 
where thej had occasion t(f adopt the badge. ■

“ Dyes of the, finest quality, pafticularly reds and 
greens, which . even European, .ingenuity • has been 
up able to equal,, are obtained jby- the inhabitants 
of Kurdistan from flowers and herbs, growing abun
dantly in their mountains. The. art of, p?tracting 
them is not a recent discovery, but has, been known 
for ages to,.people living in, the same country; as we 
learn from tjie, frequent mention of̂  Babylonian and 
Parthian dyes jby .ancient authors. The carpets of 
Kurdistan and fprsia .are still unrivalled, not only 
for the-.beauty of their . texture, i but /or the bril
liancy of their, hues. Prom, the ornaments on the 
dresses of t^e figures, in the Assyrian! sculptures, we 
may conclude, that similar colours, were extensively 
used, either in dyeing .the garments themselves, or 
the threads with which, the material was -woven.”* .
 ̂ On asking ,a, gentleman well acquainted -with these 
countries,/ if he perceived any resemblance between, 
theip customs,r and ^those , of ;the Highlanders, < his 
answer was, “ It strikes every one, especially in 
respect to- their phiefs and clan, government. The dif
ferent tribes may also be known by the stripes of 
.colour on the shalvar, as th e ' Highland clanS' by 
the stripes on their tartan; and they have the .tra-

* Nineveh, vol. ii. ,p. 31L .
t  Mr. Ross, the companion of Mr. Layard.
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dition, jthat Europe is peopled by tribes that emi
grated from their'country.” I • ..

l ly  informant connected this tradition with the 
recognised Eastern origin df the people.of Europe, but 
it cannot refer to ’these emigrations. That the Celts 
came from the East all history attests, and philology 
has confirmed its verdict;* but the waves of emigra
tion which- flowed westward passed all to the north
ward of the Caspian Sea. A physical necessity deter
mined their course; and from the Himalaya to the 
Carpathian Seas deserts or mountain barriers eltend, 
which prevented their overflowing the south, and set 
them on Europe. The Turks are an exception, being 
enabled to cross the desert regions between the Sea of 
Aral and th^ Hindoo Cush by means of their horses, 
and their pastoral habits. To the southward, there
fore, of this line no tradition of this peopling of 
Europe could subsist; and I might have set this one 
aside, as some uncertain reverberation of the great 
Celtic, Teutonic, and Slavonic emigrations, had I not 
recollected the name which the Jews of Morocco apply' 

^to Europe—“ Ei'se dom." They then were acquainted 
with the “ Erse,” t  or Gfaelic tribes, and must have 
known them to have gone to Europe, and called it by 
their name. This explained at once how the Koords

* I need only refer to Prichard’s work entitled, “ On the 
Indian origin of the Celts.” •

t  Erse is tl«e name which the clans give to their language : it 
inrtud^ Irish, Scotch, and Manx, and excludes Armorican, Welsh, 
Cornish, and Carniolan.—B rown’s Highland Clans.
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should have a' similar recollection [of the peopling of 
Europe by tribes who eir^grated from their country.

Many coincidences mjĵ hfc ,be added to these. For 
instance, among the IriSia Scots a higher class of 
Druids, unknown among the British,* was called Ollama, 
evidently t^e “.Ulema”— the learned — of.the East.- 
The name of fairies in Erse is shechyan., the Arab sheik. 
Moore remarks, that these beings seem to record some 
lost class or people, which he supposes to be the 
Druids. The blood-fine was,: for a pjince, a thousand 
oxen* in Arabia it is a thousand' camels. It was 
commuted in the Highlands for a coin, which is desig
nated by the Spanish word ,oros. The soldier’s allow
ance in the East is called “ tain,” whence timariot, the 

•feudal tenure of Turkey. A Celtic poem, attributed 
to the sixth century, and “ claiming respect as exceed
ing in antiquity any production of any vernacular 
tongue of Europe,”* is entitled Tain Bho', which is 
translated “ Spoil of Cattle.” **

The Irish Scots are the only people of Europe who 
have had their language, not through the Greeks and 
Romans, but directly from the first inventors. Tlut 
do. not lay any stress on this coincidence, as their 
letters probably were—or at least may have been—in 
use in Ireland long before the arrival of the clans, 
having been taught by the Phoenicians?

., The peculiarities which distinguish the clans from 
the Celts in general, may thus be traced to the coun
tries lying upon the Euphrates and the eastern and 

* Report of Highland Society on Ossian.
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' southern shores of the ^Mediterranean. ■ On the dthet 
hand, in Judasa and the coast Africa, are to he found, 
cromlechs and Druidical rem4ins, which attest their' 
passage through these cduiftries. With the inference 
thence to be drawn*, their own traditions concur. ‘ -

Great Britain and , Ireland were inhabited from the 
beginning by Gauls. The Scots, though Gauls, were a 
distinct and a military body, and;they entered at a sub-, 
sequent time from a different direction.. We trace 
them from Scotland to Ireland, where for a time they 
were the dominant race- They bad reached Ineland 
from.Spain : they had not reached Spain, however, frotn 
Gaul but from Barbary,—such were th e ir ' traditions 
when first recorded.*

In Westminster Hall there is a stone on which ther• - . '
Kings of England are crowned. It was carried thither 
from Scone, where the kings of Scotland had been 
crowned upon i t ; and had been placed there by Ken
neth, son of Alpen, afte? his victory over the Piets in 
843. To Scone it had been transported from Dunstaff- 
nage, where the successors of Fergus had been crowned 
jupon it. To Dunstaffnage it had been brought from

* “ The Scots were ,a. nation of Kelts, who came from Asia 
along the African shore, into Spain, and thence into Ireland, 
which they fill,” says Nennius, sec. 13, 14, “ even to this day.’ 
Afterwards he says,*" other Scots came from Spain, and, by little 
and little possessed themselves of many districts in Ireland. A 
Scottish colony from Ireland* planted itself in Argyleshire> then 
called babriadli,orDabreta, where,” says Nennius, “ they dwell to 
tljiP day! 3 another in the Isle of Man, and the parts adjacent.’! 
— A n st e y ’s Laws and Gonstilution of England, p. 3 8 .
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Tarah,* where the' Scottish kings of Ireland had been 
crowned upon it;  and IrAand had been named from it 
Innisfail. To Tarah it' h|id been brought from Spain,-f- 
and to Spain, it was said, *from the Holy Land. J It 

_ emitted under the rightful prince a*feound like’ !that of 
the statue ol̂  Memnon, § and remained dumb under’ a 
usurper. The importance attached to it was such as to 
make its removal to England to be considered in the 
time of Edward I. a necessary step towai-ds the subju
gation of-the Scottish kingdom. Th^y called it the 
stone*of fortune, and the stone of destiny (Lia fail), j|

Tradition, among the other people of Europe, is an 
 ̂ inventor of fable, rather than a recorder of. facts ; but

* Teamhuyr, in the oblique cases Teamhra, whence* Tarah. 
This is evidently the Temorah celebrated by Ossiah as the Irish 
capital. ' . -. I*

f  Moore’s Ireland. • .
I  “ The names of the stone are both of them derived 4fora a 

persuasion the ancient Irish had,J;hat in what country soever 
the stone remained, there one of their blood Was to reign.’*—  
Toland’s History of the Druids, p. 152.

§ Sir Q. Wilkinson found a stone, in a statue, sonorous,- and 
that in its top while concealed from below, he could b^strik- 
ing it  produce a sound. Referring to this incident, vvhile  ̂
standing beside the Assyrian statue, mentioned a few pages hack,
I  struck it in illustration of the method used. It instantly 
answered in Memnon’s voice, with the clear sound of bell-metal. '

II Harris, Antiq. of Ireland, c. i. p. 10. O’Brien gives this as
• two words ” Lia fail,” the fatal stone, otherwise clock na cinii~ 
^mhuin, an ominous accident or destiny, genit. dnncamhua. 
Both concur in the great veneratioif in which it  w ^  held by the ■ 
ancient Irish, on account of its “ miraculous virtues.* Antiquities 
Mt sup. p. 10, 124. See also Ledwich’s Antiq. of Ireland,* p. 
308. - •

TOL. I I .  .V
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its value is very difiFerent. among these races. Sup
posing that our books were ^vept away—not one an
cient name could be found an Europe.: the Gaul of the 
N’orth alone would be able^to restore them. He would 
tell you the names^f the.islands of Britain and Ireland 
which Aristotle used twenty-three centuries ago— 
they know no others,* therefore are their traditions 
valuable.

Although I think I have established my proposition 
without the aid,of history, I  can boldly appeal to i t  
Historical works of,authority are dramas performed by 
some great people, who are ever on the' "stage and in 
fron t; and events are assorted so. as to wind in .and 
conceal,, if not to disguise and suppress, whatever does 
not belong to them. In Livy’s pages the earth is a 

•chess-board, and the players sit in the senates of Rome 
and Carthage ; but if we go to the sources from which 
he dfew, and refer to authors who have dealt with 
special subjects, we fin<f other actors and other pas-j 
sions. We then see the honour, of one battle trans
ferred from the devotion of a consul to the docility of 

^quadrupeds, and the glory of another from, legionary 
valour to fameless barbarians.-f Roman history is a coni

* Grant’s Origin of the Gauls p. 262. Ptolemy’s names of 
the tribes can still he nearly all identified, and he only edited the 
old work of the Phoenician mariners.

t  Compare Livy and Polybius on the battle of Zama, and these 
with iElian on the last struggle of Macedon for the part played 
by the Gauls gnd Elephants. From the latter it appears, that by 
an»“ Ejephant and Castle,” Csesar crossed the Thames,, and won 
Britain.
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spiracy to rob of'their fame the Elephants and the. 
Gauls. What were the conditions imposed by Rome— 
what th6 fate incurred bĵ  darthage 1 the surrender of 
hef ships, her elephants, an^ her Gauls. Such was the 
importance of tribes ivhich Roman* writes exhibit as 
warlike, yet' undisciplined as brave; but unmanage
able,-with long unwieldy swords, and rash and aimless 
impulses. Here were they in Africa the prop of Car
thage. They had “ learned from long military service 
to speak Phoenician,”* and yet remained so distinct a 
body hs to require “ interpreters to disclose to th6 Car
thaginians their decrees.” !
. Further to the east^ a century before, during' th^ 
convulsions' which followed the -death of Alexander, 
and preceded the great contest between Carthage and 
Rome, the part they played is thus described by Justin: * 

“ So powerful at this time was the race of the Gauls, 
tliatthey filled all Asia, as if^with a swarm ; neither. • 
did the kings of the East carry on.any war without a 
mercenary army of Gauls ; nor when driven from their 
throne did they seek refuge elsewhere than amongs^the 
Gauls. Such was the terror of the Gaelic name—such • 
the unconquered fortune of their arms, that dominion 
was not deemed securely possessed, nor lost greatness 
capable of recovery, unless by Gaelic bravery.”

The Gauls are here measured against* Greeks, J with
* Yla\ai< TTpaTiv6iievosSiaK iyicrdai ^olvtKetn.—L. i. p. 80. TavTp 

S i  7T&S o l  T r X c to T o e  (TvvtcraivovTo Tjj 8ia\eK T%  S ia  t o  fiijKos r fjs  T rp o y iy tv tfp e -  

vjfs a r p a r e ia t .  *

+ At’ ipprjvecos ra SeSoypeva nap' avrovs Sieo'a^e roir »L. iff.
p. 197.

t  Sir W. Scott, in the “ Legend of Montrose,” says that the
■ y *'2
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the art of war. ckrfiM’'to the highest point; and'strategy 
raised'into a science, amongst, the general-kings, dis
putants ifot the' relics of'Ale3lander% atmy'and idomi
nion." Here were^Gauls-^but how different from-those 
of Gaul! he^p were Gauls as thoroughly^ conversant, 
and as essentially -imbued with' the knowledge Of' all 
the Systems bf the. ^last and'South, ias :*thoseio£ the 
North were ignorant of all habits foreign to their own. 
Here then is the people to furnish the emigration from 
the Holy Land to Spain, and to the Highlands, which 
their own traditions report: here are-the cfrcum- 
stances to fashion them-into that peculiar discipline 

Hvhich up to this day they have preserved. - ul 
' According ta  their own tradition -they had" crossed 

"into Spain from-Barbary. They,were not originally :in 
Africa ;• they must then have come all the way round 
the Mediterranean, and -then must they- have derived 
their origin from-those Celts who, six or- seven centu
ries before the Christian era, having been fepulsed 
from Italy and Greece-, crossed the Bosphorus and set
tled ^  large kingdom in Asia Minor: such is the ac- 

• count given of them by the writers of the period. They 
wandered through Asia Minor—as the Arabs and Patans 
do in India, or the'Albanians in Turkey-^-before they 
settled in Galatia, a^d to this settlement they were 

■ constrained. But probably t^ey did not all so settle 
when the Romans conquered that country, and in a 
manner w^ed against them a war of extermination :

•  ' I - ■ ■ ■ ^
clans haVe an ancient order 6f  battle, which seems to be derived 
from the Macedonian phalanx. ,
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their'Wanderings were resumed, and i,t,,rQust^havp been, 
to the. South that they (greeted thejr ,^teps.,. Already 
were they familiarized w jth these regions, and, probably 
entertained.a .peculiar relfftionship, with the most re- 
,markable of its people* • ■

. “ Galilee,” and “ Galilee of the, Gerdts,”, caa only 
mean a Celtic colony or settlement.*, The Gauls are df 

' as frequent occurrence ;in Josephus, as in Cmsal ŝ Com
mentaries. • The “ Gentiles” ,of,.Galilee were'not the 
ancient inhabitants, .for it was the Ifind of the Ger-‘ 
-gesetfes, who.never could become iJews, as the Gali
leans, were in . the ̂ timcj of jChrist. The expre^ion “ of 
the .Gentiles t  ” must apply. ,to stranger^ ..adipitted 
iwithin the "Jewish pale.ii, It^ was thi§ country ,tna-t Solo- 
I mon had desired; to . giye away, and, tha^ Hiram.would 
[not take. > i r ,
" This would, be the .most likely place for a, settlement 
lof Gauls; . The naraq is ^ven at a period which would 
iCoincide .with the/ hypothesis ; nor's is ,jthere, anything 
extraordinary, in: the, Galileans being, Celts, seeing that

-in  the time of Jer.dme .the iangpage, of ^Treves was «. • • * * • > ^  * 
;sjio'ken.in nearly its. primitiye. purity fin, Ijhe centre oj
fAsia'Minor, j  i . , . f

• The - idea .which' we -haye formed jof ,the [barrier be
tween the Jews, iand the GentileS, arises fron  ̂ the. ex t̂er-

* The names bf Golan, Galazai Gdriie; Fara, -have also been 
preserved, . ' i I . ■ r . - ‘

•j- “ Haroshetb bf the Gentiles,” see;Judges, ch. iy. 
t  “ Galatas excepto sermone Graeco quo omnis <?riens loquitur, 

prbpriam linguam eandempenehabereTreveros.”n—
Proan. 1. 2. . .
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mination of, and the constant denunciations against 
the nations of Canaan—the bibeonites alone excepted, 
—an exception obtained by %aud. There :was no ob
stacle whatever to the admission of any stranger to full 
participation and ^ tire  identification with^the Jewish 
people.. Whenever there was an exception it was in 
Consequence of transactions between that people and' 
the Jews. The' Jew resembled a man whose life is 
prolonged some thousand years with a memory unim^ 
paired. He had, been enslaved by the Egyptian—he 
was ever after shy of him. (The. Egyptian becalne a. 
Jew only in the third generation.) Amalet had smotn 
him on the way of the Desert, and he hated him.* 
The exceptions were the Canaanite among , tSe child
ren of Esau,^Amalek and the Egyptians: any otheri 
stranger had only to be circumcised, f From the, time 
of the Grecian Conquests, the Jews themselves.at-1 

tempted to efface this distinction, that they might 
appear in the Palestra Ji^e the Greeks;

This explains perhaps why Galilee' was the chief 
field of the labours of Christ, and how his disciples were 
principally from that people, who were most untainted 
by the prevailing, superstitions, not ranked amongst 
Jewish schisms, and free from the - servile imitation of 
the Greeks. Thus may we claim for our race a share 
in the first fishing for men ; and it is not an, extrava
gant stretch of the imagination to picture the listeners

.^ d  thou shalt uot forget it.”— Deut. xxv. 19. 
t  Exodus xii. 48.
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to “ the Sermon'on the  ̂ Mount,” decked with the 
eagle’s plumes and girded with the sporran and dirk.*

The sagacious Ptoleniies gathei'ed from Syria all 
the scattered elements of. !ltrength : they turned -ele
phants to a(yount: they collected Jews and attracted 
them into Egypt—they could not have neglected the 
Gauls. In cotamou with the--Jews, they must have 
suffered in the convulsions of Egypt, and those who' 
abandoned Egypt left it always for the West... Down 
that slope of the Barbary-shore— l̂ike so many other 
races-^they must have slid, and, arriving at the bourne 
of the wandering Arab, they too raised their pillar 
opposite the stones which Hercules placed. This 
stone no local tradition consecrates, no ancient belief 
confirms, no contemporary monument explains, no 
people claims. I t  is their own. The Arab, as he 
tents beside it, calls it a “peg,̂ ’ and on it hangs 
the history of the Highland clans. Arrested by the 
ocean—like the Saracens a thousand years latei*—they 
turned to the North, and crossing the Straits, got 
back again to Europe. ^

Thus, by the aid of history and monuments have, 
we. brought them down to Spain, up to which'their' 
own traditions had carried them. They appeared in 
Spain to continue that contest with Rome which the 
exterminations of Galatia had commenced, and their 
breasts might  ̂have been ammated by the 1-emem-

* In the Nineveh marbles, the king wears two €aggers in one 
case, side by side; The Circassians wear' a smaller one ^n the 
case of the largest, as the dirk.
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jbranc6  eyelr.of lErejiniis; and ^hg'ca; îtQl-i last/after 
pall> th^ world had: been-subjqgated by the, finalxonquest 
of the 'AsturiAns. andj the Yaicjones,; they* took ship fo 

tseek new settlements;. iGaiJls were id) great numbers 
in Asiay Syri^ .Africa, and Spain ; no_ trace of them is 
to, be 'found in the present day,' nor any-record Of ■ them 

-afterthefirst^ centuries, of the Christian Ora downvvards: 
,^ e y ’werefnot a people,.to tbecpme confounded with, 
jthe.natiye. populations' : .they passed, then;, out. of; these 
iregions.- 'Let us gee if Spain preserves any'record of .the 
'.event.'. ■ t.' -r •.  ̂ „
L To. this jday the Irish and Scotch, are entitled,. on 
. setting foot-, in Biscay, to every ;privilege. and immunity 
of the ,jiatives ;lvrrthey have the rank pf nobles,- can be 

I elected to .anxmagistracy^ and have the right of .holding 
land., Trom these-privileges Spaniards a re»excluded. 
In the whole range of history,no ,more interesting., fe- 

i fcord will be found of the. friendship of two races divided 
t by 2000 years. This isopolitan league,, recorded. in 
the institutions of Biscay, is a  monument of the passage 
through Spain,  ̂ of our mountain clanSi not less ,re- 

^markable than the listed of Tangier; and we; may be 
as certain of the event.as if the,day of departure 
and the numbers of the vessels* had been chiselled on 

I granite or engraven on'steel.
, Driven from ^paimpy the advance'of the Roman 

arms, where should they have taken, or where could 
they have sought refuge f , Gaul was occupied, America 
not open, Africa and Britain were provinces of Rome ;

* Tk<( hards, do enumerate -the vessels of diflferent expeditions
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the' Nortli 'of Europe,- if jiot Roman; distant'or difficult 
ôf access—there- remained only Ireland. The Romans 
were in possession of' Britain'for' 400 years ; why did 

"̂ they never set foot in Ireland 1 They had'fleets at their 
‘ comniand " 'a 'few  vessels' collecte'U on the coast had 
sufficed t̂O cross' to- Britain-'—that coast was difficult. 

■•Ireland invited thcir approach; they had forces to dis- 
-'poSe of,'even for the conquest of barreni lands i ' they 
-could send 50,d00i men tq the’North, and support the 
-expedition by sea; they could ciiyiumnaVigate ,the 
island, push commerce, spread agriculture, pierce forests 
with roads, fix on. stations, and fdrtify. caifaps. Ireland 

. (.was then 'greem as she is- now; ’"wooded as she is no 
i-longerrich  in her produce,  ̂ refined,-in her ihdus- 
Jtry/ 'Sciedce^an'd learning were ithere'i- strangers had 
• 'settled on her soil,- land 'adventurers Trom the -Holy 
Land”̂ had; perhaps, for a thousand years exported her 
produce and -worked' her mined. ■! Ireland Was then 

nevery way attractive ;— n̂o British parliament had yet 
passed an Irish law‘;*-^why then did' not the Romans 
cross-from the Severn and the Mersey 1 The Scots 

- wefe there. - i I - ,
•The Roman historians do not^ mention them ; they 

were not in Caledonia to meet Agricola or Sever us; 
their first passage into Scotland Coming within the range 

 ̂of history. Occurred only AtOi ^58, aifd it was centuries 
before-they established their dominion in the North.— 
The “ Stone of Fate” accomplished its'^ilgrimage to 
Argyle. -A century after their-first p a s s a g e a n  
incursion into-England-is the first recorded instance of
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collision with the Romans.* .^nd ar^ they not evhn as 
we-see them—or at'l'elist such as they" made themselves 
felt biit a'Oentury ago—a people who must have had 
some such history, whose adventurous spirit must have 
been discipline^ by ihng peregrihations-^th^ Ulysses of 
nations, seeing the cities and observing the manners of 
many people, and having an eye to mark what was pro
fitable, and a hand to hold what they had thought 
proper to select !  What other people brought a flag, 
to every breast 1 *in' i ts . vestment conferred upon the, 
humblest the blazon 6 f heraldry, and'the • insignfa’of 
kings; selecting emblems and signs from' the fairest 
objects of nature, or the most, imaginative inventions 
of man > primitive colours, flowers of the field, plume 
of the sky ? Alone in Europe they retain a stamp, a 
memory, and a name. After discomfiting the .remnant ̂ 
of a line of false princes, the British parliament feared 
to dwell in the same island with the Kilt, nor deemed 
itself secure where the “ battle colours ” were dyed with 
the heather, spun on the soil, and worn by the clans.f

* “ TSley were, however, expelled by Theodosius. In the 
fifth century from the Notitia Im'perii, large bodies of them 
appear to have taken sem ce in  the em pire: one corps was 
stationed in Illyricum, one at Rome, one in Italy.

t  “ Their peaceful glens were visited with the scourge of a 
licentious soldiery let loose upon the helpless inhabitants, and 
every means taken to break up the peculiar organization, and 
consequent power of the Highland clans. The disarming act, 
which had been passed after the insurrection of the year 1715, 
was now carriedlinto rigid execution, and with a view to destroy 
as much Js possible any distinctive usages of this primeval race 
and thus to efface their nationality, an act was passed, proscrib-
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All that remains is^thjlast flickering of the light of 
a land extinguished, not by the blast of>, ba.ttle,, but by 
the breath of her sous. ,i|llad Scotland’s ;chiefs been true 
to the noblest station, in Europe, tshe wotild have held, 
her own and saxed England. •

ing the; use of their ancient garb, ^ h e  indignity inflicted by 
this act was .perhaps more keenly felt by thn Highlanders, at-, 
tached in nO ordinary degr^ td their ancient tustoms,than any 
of the other measures resorted to by the English Government: 
but at' the same time it must ‘be admitted, that it  eflected the . 
object cdntemplated in its formation, and that more was accom
plished by this measure, in  destroying the. nationality, andi 
breaking up the spirit of the clan’s-men, than by any of the | 
other acts. The system of clanship was also assailed by an act 
passed in the year 1748, by which heritable jurisdictions were 
abolished 1 throughout. Scotland, and thus the sanction o f ‘law 
was removed from any claim which Highland] ̂ ie fs , or .barons, 
might in future be disposed to make upon the obedience or ser
vice of their followers.”— S k i n n e r ’s  Sketch, vol. i. p. 145.

I 1 _
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BOOK.. V.

' SEVILLE.

CHAPTER I. .
■ r

TCHE- ISLAin) lOE ■ ANDALUZ. .1

T he emporium- of tRê  AeW world and the port of 
the W6sterh’oceSfl, has become an ihlandl towa; but 
the shade of-orange groves, the white th’arble of Moor
ish halls, the dance, the bull-fight,..the garb^ of-; the 
Andalusian, still attract 1;he wanderer and detain- the 
guest. No where on^the-soil'-of Europe‘is'thej*e so 

‘ mhcb that is beautiful with so little that is familiar. 
-THe Tower of our metrojiolis claims the ■ hdnour'i of 
W ing ’ for its founder Julius - Cassar. < The* dictator 
appears only in  the list of4he benefactors of Seville : 
pressing forward to the bounds of human ’ memory, 
fehe proudly asseuts a founder among the gods. Exist
ing when Rome' was founded, iand Cafthage.bdilt, lshe 
has witnessed their-catfistrophe -and'survived their 
deC^y. FroJh the earliest peopling of the earth ̂ to 
the prW nt hour, Seville has endured a mother, if

•j
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not a mistress, city, and has never known sack or 
desolation. Italica was* the first Roman colony be
yond the Alps — Seville was the capital of the Goths. 
Two kings were canonized; the one for its capture, 
the other for its defence. • ..

This single provincial cityij)ossesseif the tradition 
of the Phoenicians ; traces of the Romans; tombs of 
the Goths ; monuments' of'the- Saracens ; a cathedral 
that has no equal. It has the highest tower, the 
purest air, the longest plain, and the richest soil in 
Sp^n. It contains the masterpiece of Spanish sculp
ture, and a whole school of unrivalled painting. It 
may be true of: Spain,, if, of any country, that ‘

“  Cada v illa  -
1 , . f T ien  su  ija i^ y ilW ; ^

JBut,'according .'to the lold proverb on t*̂ e lips of every 
-peasant, Seville .herself is,.the..marvel* and;neverthe- 
less,l she i.is ta!.truly Spanish townr-r-a village, not a 

ocity:.. ■ . * '’.i . ' > j.
<  ̂ Aijiioble bust stands :ih the lorange'r greye of i the 

Housfe -of Pontius Pilate.” It would' appear to be an 
i effort toicorijoin ithe* most r opposite ;qualities,,^nd to 
'rrepreSent under one head the distinguishing attributes 
■ (if thd sexes,, strength and [daring,, ivoluptuousness and 
"grace. The, head .is/Jarge', the brow ponderous, the 

‘•'eye full and grave, while the, cfipek ,and lips are 
3-robbed I from Hebe. It, is hard to- say whether the 
. martyr’s'palm, ( the veil of Cythera, or the club lof 

Hercules. iS  the, emblem befitting it. •  On inquiring 
where ,it had been discovered, I was surprised to learn
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that it was a head of Olfeopatra, a present from a 
Roman Pontiff. I t must have been sent to the Queen̂  
of I Guadalquivir,''«s thb prototype of ^herself'; sen
sual and heroic, faithful and capricious, wanton and 
warlike —  handling* with’ equal ̂  dexterity- and equal 
grace, the fag*̂ ot and the fan the castanet - andJ 
navaja ; the champion of the'Catholic church'against' 
Arianism, the bulwark of Spain against the North
men, . the first pupil of the Saracens in art, the first 
rebel against their power;*- the competitor of Flo
rence, Venice, Bologng., and Rome, in ‘ ddsign, paint
ing, and architecture ; the mother of the Inquisition ;• 
claiming as her: .founder ithe .■ representative' of force, 
and selecting aff her pattoUs two^ spotless virgins. 
From her port was embarked the gold that, in former 
ages adorned the temples of idolatry,^and on her beach 
has been in-modern times landed the gold of Mexico 
and Peru, that' has: left Spain bankrupt and Europe 
rich in com and poor in w8rth. ,

A Spaniard, in describing her, commences m these 
terms: “ In the  part of Spain towards the South,^in 
the ri(5 i and fertile province of Andalusia, on ’’the

* She was among the first to rise against the French.
“ To an acute but indiflferent observer, Seville, as we found it  

on our return, would have been a most interesting study. He 
could not but admire the patriotic energy of the inhabitants, 
their unbounded devotion to the cause of their coUntry,'and the 
wonderful efibrt by which, in «pite of their passive habits of 
submission, thej^had ventured to dare both the authority of 
their rf’uW s, and the approaching bayonets of the French.”—  
PoBi,ado’s Letters, p. 441.
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orienjtal bank, of the river Guadalquivir, stands thet 
beautiful Sevillia, capital and , metropolis, of four, 
kingdoms, first court ofi ,the Spanish monarchy, and 
primacy of .thejchurcheS of Spain ” -

Andalusia to the Moors was tliie Atlantic Islaitd r̂ rr 
the garfjeif,which they/found wild, /aifdj; which they 
filled with, new plants,'flowers, and| fruit. ' ,“ God in. 
his justice,” sa,id. they, “ having! denied to. the Christ* 
tians a heavenly paradise,' hast given them in exchange 
an earthly, one. “ It is a ,gardpn<; where the high 
placQS are battle-fields, .but,whoseivales a,reifree from,
faminp.” , ’ . m ,• *  ̂ ^

" Seyille'is a young bride,(her husbaUd'is Abbab, „
Her diadem. Asbaraf, .necklace Gua^lquivir. ^
Asharaf is a forest without wild beasts  ̂ . ] f ■ * I i ^

' Huadalquivir, a river without crocbdiies4i
1 '  '  f  ^  i  ' j '  ‘ '

So sangj one, of those'rSevillian ipoetsi who were so 
numerous! ,that„“ Africa woqld not hhve. held them, 
if it had been divided Out fh portion^ among them, 
and,whose praises had such, charms that “ had they 
been bestowed on the Night'they.'would j have made- 
her fairer than the J)ay.” ' . •

The Easterns represent the world as a bird, the 
• East being the hedd, Europe the body, th e ’ North and 

the South the wings, and the Wesi the .tail. Ha.roun- 
el-Easchid told an Andalusian that he was from, the 
world’s ta i l ; the Andalusian replied, “ the ' bird is a 
peacock.” ' • '

Al-bekir-Al-andalusi thus sums up tlft excellence 
of his native country : “ It is equal to Sham (Syria)
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for purity of air and, sweetness of waters ; - to Yemen, 
fo r. mildness of temperature*; to Hind (India), for 
drugs and aromatic plants; to' China, for mines and 
precious stones; - to , Aden •(Arabia),. for ■ the number 
and security of its joasts and harbours;” ,. i

To that st9ck of r knowledge known to ,us under the 
general name of Saracen, Morocco contributed pro
bably that dexterity in the distribution of water, and 
the perfection of agriculture and taste in gardening, 
which so enriched and embellished Spain under its 
dominion.. These arts could not have been furnished 
by the Nomade'tribes of Arabia, Petrea; and they 
were to .be  looked for in the descendants-.of that 
people, ̂ who for four centuries had made their country 
the granary of Rome and the .world, who inherited 
the agricultural science, which had aided Carthage to 
extend her dominion. The Tribe government of the 
Douar, stiU subsisting, arose- amidst patriarchal man
ners, and science triumph? without obscuring the charms 
-of nature, or the taste of man. This country and its 
stories are the “ Arabian Nights”r^no.t read, but seen.

Ibflir Ghalib-entitles one of his chapters, “ Con
tentment of the soul in contemplating the ruins of 
Andalusia.” For us this contemplation suggests any ’ 
thing but contentment. The Moor needed no lessons 
from the past the traces of Carthaginian wealth 
and Roman po\ver were useless to him. He required

* Burkhar^ cbarsksterizes the traditional institutions of the 
Deg^rt as “ so well adopted, so natural, and so simple, that every 
nation not reduced to slavery, if  thrown at large on the wide
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no maxii^s,-for he ciilturecl AiO ^allacie .̂ 'The Ar^bs 
tmited the two systems 'of the'ancient w o r l d t h e  
tribe'and colony. The results'fin' publiO riches-and 
individual well-being, - natber predecessors nor suc
cessors have fiyalled' or ‘conceivfd. Such "are ^the 
lessons which we may learn iti' the city of the fan

. dango and guitar, whither we may have -strayed - onl^ 
fo bestow a passing glance to' Lydian stepfe, or a 
listening hour to Teian'measures. 'f , ^
' In regard to, Moorish ruins, ‘ Se'riUe disappointed 

, ine. • The great niosqiie has been • deniolished ; the 
cathedral, indeed, occupies-its eite,̂  but why shoiijd 
the other have been destroyed? The Alchzaf is' by 
the'Sevillians extolled above the "'Alhambra j'Jbtit; ex- 
bepting the ' entrance, -it can-be admired 'O n ly ‘.aS a 
copy by those who have -seen the works of the mastei*. 
-Originally-it was. a Moorish edifice, but it- was re»- 
modelled under Spanish kings, and is nOw-undergoing 
repairs andt painting in Uhe* deplorable style of the 
specimens of Moorish plaster hUng “up in"the Museum 
of Madrid.''  ̂ The term ' Cazar, ■ or Cazaria", is derived 
from the palace of the Caesars ; itfwas then associated

de.s.ert, might be expected to adopt the samq-”— on. Ae 
Bedouins  ̂p. 214. ,

Burkhardt haa here so , forgotten the European, as to identify 
freedom and tense. Khowledge is  to God,"what science is to lan
guage; or mud to wafer. The fountain in each ia pure, each 
step in “ advance,” brings corruption : the last point, unless where 
there is a return upon itself, is always the worst. ^
' * The Duke and Duchess de Montpensier took up thejr afcoJe 
in the Alcazar, with the' design hf restoring it. , Furniture was 

VOL. II. Z ,
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with the Moorish god, arid thus'acquired-an impress 
of grandeur. A petition from a .township, implor
ing-the Queen to take the government out of the 
hands of the . Cortes, places •in antithesis 4  arid 
“ cluh! ” * .

.The.house of Pontius Pilate pretends to he nothing 
more than an imitation; as such it  is a splendid work. 
Its chief value is, in recording the thought of the 
chieftain, .who, after his pilgrimage to the Holy Land, 
endeavouring to ^transfer to his native* city the type 
of. Palestine—took the model of a Moorish palace for 
.the habitation of the Homan governor ’of Juda3a...

Seville has been well chosen, by Corneille- as the 
scene of his “ Cid.” This title,, and the reasons he 
puts in Perdmand’s mouth for conferring it on the 
young hero, show that he looked on the Moors 
as models for a  soldier and a knight. The character 
of the contest is pourtrayed ‘ with no less accuracy 
than is preSetved the sifnplicity of. the ballad. The 
Spaniards are inflamed against, the Mussulman with 
none of the fanatic spirit of the Eastern struggles 
and crusading times; yet the feelings which naturally 
suggest themselves in a war -between Infidels and 
Christians, seemed needful for the purpose and the 
colouring of his picture. - ’

A street named Calle de la Moretia, or street of 
the quarter of the Moors, is the record of the differ-

ordered from Africa. One generation more and the Alhambra 
will tie scarcely traceable, and the bastard fashions now springing 
np, will be to subsequent times the type o f the Moors [
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ent treatment of that jieople by Eerdinand the Saint,
; and Ferdinand the Catholic. . . ■

: " Ferdinand, after the capture of Seville, divided 
f the quarters ofi the, city* among the various nation's, 
provinces,^and tribes':—one called was .in
habited by the Moors, who. remained in the city after 
the Conquest, or who came from Granada as auxili- 

_aries to. St. Ferdinand. After the Conquest , of Gran
ada, these Moors were' obliged to send every, year a 
certain; number, to take part in thp honours paid to 
St.4’erdinand On the 30th of. May; and they had 
to assist at the Yigik and Mass, in cdpuzes, with 

'.green caperotes, with their crescents also green, and 
they' stood round the tumulus with whitq torches 
burning ijl theft, hands. The Morerid existed down • 
to r502, wben, by an order of the Catholic king, 
all, thd Moors, .inhabitants .of Seville, were bxpelled 
the kingdom, which order and the mode of execution 
are sufficiently curious to . fie published here, as they 
have not been given by any author. . '  ,

' “ The King and the Queen.—D. Juan di Silva, Count 
■of Cifuenti, bur Alferez Mayor, and of our (council, , 
fand our Assistant for the very noble city of Seville : . 
We have agreed to order all'the Moors to quit our ' 
kingdoms, and we order you> that ..you cause this 
'paper (carta) to be published, and .that you place 
in sequestration the mosques and other common pro
perty of the Moors, and to see that the said mosques 
are cleaned and shut up, and therein use Gie d ili
gence that we. know, in you. From the city of Se-

- z 2
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yille/ the twelfthl daj-of jthe^irionth jof F.ebruary>.one 
thousand] five, hundred: and, fwQii Ijithe JKling!; iljtfthe 
Qiieen.' iBy.order ofnthe-Eing^and;the;‘.Q,ueen,! Migufel 
Perezdei Alm'aza. • > ; I'J - - ■ i ,1

The*' Conde de iCifiienti, withjihis; lieutenant,' .thfe 
Licenciado- Lorenzo Sdmefo;-;j with the .public writer, 
Francisco Sigura, repaired bn theusamel day with a 
competent number of aguacilsi to* the, quarters of-the 
Moors, and having iherei assembled andubeihgi present 
Maesfre JVIohammgd Recocho  ̂ Maestre , Mohammed ̂ Daî  
ena, arid' Maestre Mohainmed Saganche, ;arid,.Ali.Fazai 
and Maestre Alunlie Aguja,iand. Ali Euyun.-r-'Moors 
^show ed; to' them i and xeadfi thfei royal < order,, whioh 
they kissed^ and .placed upon their .heads', in s sign of 
obedience.” 'Jhey ttheni opened thd fhosque,'and .pro
ceeded to- the sequestration, i and . made oath that 
these were the whole of the bi&nes commwnes\ byi.God 
thejaH-powerful'Creator of theiheaven- find the.iearthJ 
Then-they pfissed- all out* of the city, rand took pos
session 1 of the Aisario{ adjoining the field ■ of, Santa 
Justa. And this was'accbmplished with such j expe- 
<^tion, that the I expulsion-isf protbcoled as com pleted 
on the same day, 15th February, il50,2,” ^' . '

One' of the - canond lof 'the .cathedral remarked, 
“ Whenever *you' disturb'the ground you .come upon 
turbans : everywhere do the signs appear* of the heads 
of the-Moors,’ above as well asj below the earth, and

•  I  ̂ ,
* Historia d »  Sevilla Gonzales de Leon, p. ^67. It appears 

fiom*the» same work,' that the Jews' cdme' and lived ' “with the 
Moors. » .
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in.' ^Andalusial krei their^ hearts still bhried.r* ‘But'it 
is 1 not in th e ‘midst of joyous Seville''thatl the image 
bf such a contest 1 cam be called up : you requireTuins 
in loneliness—these you 4iave a few miles distant, at 
Alcala. There is the 1 stamp of; that''fierce border war 

, of ’linany centuries. It is, besides,’'an perfect study of 
military architecture. There may ,fbe~'seen , double 
tiers of guns, as on the';broadside iofi a ship,'the 
lower; embrasure; no tvider tham then muzzle, having 
aslit above, iri the form ofla crOfes, Jo-aim! by... There 
is afeo butside the walls, and all roiindj. as at Gibraltar 
and I Malaga, ;an advanced work, on' which . guns^ were 
ifa6 unted,’'at orice multiplying the means of annoyance 
hnd protecting the base of the .walls nffom the.enemy?s 
shot.' 'This place has three, distinctanteVnal defences  ̂
with deep ditches J traversing them. I t  seemed all 
hollowed out ; cisterns or mattaraoreS for corn occupy 
the'centre. Close'to one. of the wallsjiand at part 
whqre the ground >is How,, there/ is; a-darge 1 squafe 
opening, which must-evennow be . fiftjî J feet deeps 
though;!a; great'^quantity of rubbi.sh has'fallen imn A 
itolitary' tower ‘at the opposite ^oint' from the villagp 
projects beyoiid the  circuit lof iwalls :Ithe' stories of 
halls Of vaults, with large lembrasures of windows in 
the three sides, bombine the ‘light. and -̂ airy prospect 
of a kiosk, withi the gloomy grandeur of a fortressj. 
There', the traveller that would muse should' go* and 
go alone, and ponder long. *

I The first object that .meets, t]hq,eyq.in appiiP'tohing 
* See Gonzales de Leon, p. 519.
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Seville, IS the Giralda, and it  ̂ stands first in the esti-‘ 
mation of the inhabitants. Notwithstanding—or be-̂  
cause of—an incongruous Spanish superstructure,* a ii' 
enormous bronze %ure, foiti'teen feet high, with* a- 
shield on the extended left arm, and- a lance in 'the 
right hand,' is*placed on the top'—aV once a -istatue' 
and a weathercock—its apparent inclination,'as-it ' 
revolves, gives-to the tower a certain m anneir,-a-^it‘ 
and gesture, as it were, unlike any other, - and makes 
it look like a gre f̂c cypress bending to the breeze.. - 

During the siege, the Moors proposed  ̂to putt it J 
down, as too sacred to be le f t ; but ^ '6  'prevented • 
by the threat of St. Ferdinand, that if they touched 
one stoi\p, or rather brick, of'it, hb would not leaVê -' 
one man alive  ̂ The singular name that belongs to - 
it, is brought forth deep- from the' Sevillian’s breast, 
and 'its tones linger on his lips. It rivals the Imma-' 
culate Conception as an emblem and an ornament; it  ̂
is seen in the painted windows of the churches and 
cathedrals ; it is embossed on the chairs,' embroidered ’ 
on the dresses; prints of it are suspended on'the 
walls * it is to be found in- the pictures of - the altar- 
pieces and the slabs.of the f>avement; it is Copied in 
the steeples of the Surrounding towns ; and, finally, it > 
haS' giveri to Seville her two patron saints. Two 
potter girls of Triana, martyrs in Eoraan times-^ 
Santa Justa and Santa Rufina--iwere -seen in a vision
only three centui'ies and*a half ago, supporting the

•  • '
• - *  , ^

* *T h e  rich filigree belfry added in 15C8, by Fernando Ruiz,
is elegant beyond deBcriptioH.”— Zr««c^6oo ,̂ yol.-i. p. ^48.
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Giralda during a stox*m and earthquake, and were 
enshrined as the, tutelary saints. This event is tlie, 
Subject of one of the most incongruous^ though not 
the least, beautiful, of ttfe «piptures .of Murillo. ‘

This tower claims , for, its architect the supposed in,-1 

.ventpf pf Algebra, and it, was raised i UJs oiiCr of tho 
most powerful, pf monarchs, Jacob the Second,.,of , th e ,, 
Alnaohades. It, has been spared alike, by the Tan-. 
dMism and fanaticisni of conquest, ■ the ravages of-war,, 
the liightning that hath struck,, arid the earthquakes ■ 
that^iave .shattered the humbler, edifices around. . II 
is the , enibellishment of Seyille; her pride, her , 
standard-bearer, her nightly iwatch-tower, the plume 
of her mural poronet, first caught by the eyp^of the 
stranger, and last seen. , The:Giralda is said to be„ 
superior to the towers pf Kabat and .^ioroccq ; but 
there is no comparison either: ip tfie, materials, the 
ornaments, pr dimensions.

On reaching the gallery, thS clapgour, of bells strikes, 
one, as replacing the Muezzin call, “ God is great. 
To..'prayers;” “ Prayer.is better than sleep.” There 
are a do.zPn^reat bells, ,which jsend fprth fh e ^ o s t 
discordant and; unceasing*peplSi and 'the ringing of 
them is a strange-, exhibition. They are swung round ’ 
and round j the jppe is, allowed to coil itself round 
the. stock, or is jerked on the lip pf the bell, and, the* 
ringer springs up by stanchions in the wall to get a 
purchase, and then throws hifliself down ;,or he allows 
himself to be cari'ied by the rope as it ^ in g s  rp înd 
putside. As I entered the gallery, I , saw ope of the
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ringers tbrowfi.■out,)^ I,iniagined, -and"expected,.of» 
course^'.that.he.was)dashed on-.the pavement below; I. 
saw him the jnext moment perched oh the bell, smiling 
at my terror. »• * j „ •. j.

The belfry does,, however, discharge as a steeple, 
several of th ^  functions to which, it was appropriated 
as a minaret: the day, as in Mussulman countries, is 
divided; by prayer. "When you ask. in Morocco; at 
what hour you are to arrive at such a place;—if they 
mean at sunset, they will answer, “at Assar,” So'otber, 
hours are. marked by the first prayer,-or the mid-day 
prayer, and th^  ism ade known .to all; not-only. by 
the jnuezzin’S call, but also by a  flag hoisted on the 
minaret,—called, aZew. The Spaniard.s, in like. man
lier,-diyide the time by-the prayers,'the pracion, the 
animas, ,&c,j the-period of which is announced gene- 
rally  ̂ in*the soutlvof Spain,, from the towers that the 
Musselrnans built fori the same purpose- .̂

The- view from thee GJlralda invited me to ascend ̂ . .. ~

it daily rduring my ;stay. iM^hether .it was calm or 
windy,i-whether; in sunshine pr, ,shade, the charm was 
the s®me in/its jdiversities(j the lightness, of the atmo
sphere in eyery, change,, justified, thei saying of the 
Sevil^aHSii “ Our climate'is fit to raiso.the dead,
■ From, this height i t  requires no great efib'rt-to re-* 

‘place, in imagina.tion, the., dead -leveli by an armi of 
the sea; tlie - tide still rises four feet- in the river, 
though fifty miles from, the sea.* It is only thirty
yearn since iP has been deprived of the monopoly of the

• . . . . * ^* Heeren, in discussing the claims of Seyille to be the original
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Commerce of the New World; the caravels and argosies 
of Santa Fe deposited, upon tha t‘ bank-their precious 
freights, as is still ‘recorded in the name’of the round 
tower by the water,—sorride oro. . ’

HOSPITAL DE LA SANGRE.

This is a noble edifice, composed'of several grand 
courts and of two stories, the lower one for summer, 
and the upper one for winter, I think I may say that 
to eas;h patient is allotted at least four times as much 
Space as in any similar European establishtiienf, and 
the very troughs in which the dirty linen is washed are 
marble': the- patients have '̂ two changes of cle^n linen 
in the week. The kitchens are all > resj)lendent with 
painted tiles and cleanliness, ahd there seemed abund-: 
anCe -of excellent food. In thesO institutions, in Spain  ̂
the inmates are- completely at home. Soft and bloom
ing. girls, with downcast look' and hurried step, were 
attending upon the pooi”, 'the maimed, and the sufier-.- 
ing. The * liady-Directress had told the Servant who 
accompanied me,: to bring me, after ‘my visit; her 
apartment, whiclLwas a halL in one of the corners of 
the building*: shd said she had heard \Kat- England 
was celebrated for its charity, and asked if our'poor 
find sick Were better ofiF than in Spain. I was obliged 
to confess that the' reverse was the case. She was, 
however, better informed tRan I at first’siispected.

Tarshish, or the earliest settlement in the West, says, “ *  was 
not likely that these traders should hare reiitured’so /ar inland.”
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She asked nie if it' ’̂was not trueihat we hired merce
naries to attend on. the sick and . abstained from ,.per
forming that duty ourselves i and if-our charity was 
not imppsed as a tax,? She ?old me "jihat there were » 
eight hundred of' ’h<yi order in Spain ; that it  was the 
only one that* had not been destroyed,; that .noneil 
were admitted-but those of noble -birth or of gentle 
blood ; -and' that they.* took âlli the vows except, .that 
of seclusion,^ and in lieu of it took that of service to.i 
the poor and'-sick.' Thei St. Isabellp, ;of Murillo, i 
painted for them,- was-the model of their order., 
The Hospital de la Sangre was fotinded by a woman.

-  THE CARTUJA. '
‘ ' ‘ J f

This interesting convent is across thef water. I t is 
now a pottery, and th e  property of an Englishman,, 
who very obligingly accompanied me F over- the works.-' 
I never saw theJ Spanish* people toi morei advantage : 
they were models  ̂ in both sexes> .of classic and Anda
lusian beauty. Their 'Costume was peculiarly well-f 
preserved ; and the work— îtself cleanly-^was carried 
on'in the midst of. noble' structures,, surrounded with 
the finest chiseling, the grandeur of vaults and the. 
gorgeousness of azuleos. I inquired for the sepulchral 
stone of St. Hermangildo, ^nd after some search, and 
the removal of a heap of stones, We found i t  let into’ 
the wall at the eastjeifd of,the church* The pro- 
priqtor^ on my urgent entreaty, promised he would 
have it conveyed to some place of safety.
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I was anxious to get a t the feelings of the people,' 
worldng in this sacred edifice. Although familiarity 
had destroyed any strong impressions, they all seemed t 
to regret the splendour* of 'their .domicile, and ex- • 
pressed gratitude to their master :f(jr fitting up one ofj 
the'' chapels for public service. He hiAself told m q, 
that he had at first preserved the church of worshipj-, 
btit finding that it exbited the congregation, that the [ 
monastery should have .been so , disposed of, and -havei 
become the property of a heretic, he deemed i t  pru-i 
dent to  exert his rights and convert the ■ church to | 
the uses of the manufactory. As they were' drawing 
a distinction between the church and the monastery, 
he thought the time might come when they^ would 
rea^ert their claim to the possession of the monastery 
as well as to the church.' If I  had had no other occa
sion to judge of the prospect of future tranquillity for 
Spain,'this would have sufficed to assure me that, 
while this intrusion 'upon' th*e monastic property en-, 
dures, no settlement will be made. In England and iil 
France,! church confiscation was accompanied [with a 
change, of belief, and those possessed. either of 1 iere-j 
ditary influence or of political power were i the 
acquirers. ■ ■ '

No influential body has profited by the confiscation, 
or risen to power by’ the. possession,of. i this wealth. 
The wealth itself has disappeared— ît was the re
action from the sale of churdh property .that restored 
France to the community of Rome. T115 sale of J.lie 
property of a church not upSet; the penury rand suft'elv
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ing pf jts clergy (a plergy which a ts ip,theigonfessio^^ 
and .administers. I the, yiaticumj .doubtl^  ex^ycisesHs 
power of quipkening, the religious sense p£ Spaip, espe- 
•ciallj as the manifestations o f are- suppressedi-rr^P îJI 
ip, like manner prqc^uce a reaction. ■ t . i .  )

The Cortes^receijVes no, petitipp .upon the subject,pf 
church property, and the Crown,jlistens,]to, po,prayer^ 
against the Cortes.

The tithes never were supposed: to ' be appropriated 
to the church by the State. The tithes in each spot 
had a special and chartered origin.* The church was 
the continuation of the Mozarabic worship, and was 
supported by obtubia and not by tithes. It was not 
the tenth but the twentieth part. The tithe was in 
fact legally fixed at five per cent, of the gross 
produce. .

From this tithe the clergy paid a revenue to the 
State of their annual cures and professions; it 
amounted some years 5go to 180,000,000 reals. 
The church now figures in the budget as a charge 
of 140,000,000; the difference amounts to one half 
the dhtire revenue of Spain, and the property itself 
lias been wholly swallowed up. This country suffers 
at present only from the central government. The 
clergy, as a corporation, presents a check : the dues 
paid by the church would have been sufficient for all 
the purposes of governmeut. ,

These unfortunate proceedings are laid at England’s 
doqj, as beii% the patron of the minister who intro

* * * Origen de los Reiit^, p. 192, 217.
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kii’deid'tli^'change ;^she is^lso char^ed  ̂ with’supporting 
antinatioh^ governhients' with' ti>ahs";' wHich'j while 
giving *4' tdihporafy trruh^h t6 'a fabtion, impose
periiTanfent bbligatibris'and* difegraceJ Ndr'is‘it'one of 
the least ev l̂ consequences that Spann,̂  like oth'er bouh- 

■'tries ^imila'tiy Situated,' i s ‘.(considered'in' England as 
dhder ah ‘obligatidli'td’ller. ‘ ^ r 1 1
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CHAPTER II.

THE CATHEDRAE.-

. This bHildin^has neither fa9adei spire, nor dome.; it 
gives no external signs of grandeur, is surroundec^by no 
open space to exhibit its dimensions ; there is nothing 
to raise ei; satisfy - expectation,“ following the, plan of 

_the Mosque, which it has' replaced, and which’ rose' oh 
the ruins of, the Roman templci its predecessor. ► The 
cathedral, externally is lost iri the mass of buildings 
which forms a paraUelogram pf ,600 by 500 feet, acrOss 
which it  Tuns ; the remainder being Ijnade up of h 
parish churclr, a partery^ of orange jtrees, the Giralda 
tower, the sacristy, and .offices. As seen from .a dis
tance -with its flat roof, it appears, like, a large 
houSO in a village; for. in the clearness of that sky 
distances are lost. When i t . is pointed out as the 
pathedral, any anticipations you may have, indulged in 
are sobered down. The mind of the spectator is thus 
artfully managed, and the majesty' of[ the building is, 
veiled. .

Till you stand withiif its vaults—I entered nOt by 
it^own porfal, but by the parish church ‘ which opens' 
into it— thought I was in the cathedral, and looked
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around in surprise and ,disappointniient. I presently 
perceived an opening, and wandering in the direction, 
I thought I was advancing up the nave—it was the 
width that was before me !• Now the tower-like pilas
ters opened  ̂all around; but the Iknit I could not see,

. for the view is intercepted'liy the built-ujf choir. There 
is no one point from which all is to be seen—you have 
the sense of the vasthess bf the whole wherever you 
look, but which is nowhere paraded for you to admire. 
You wander around to look for whajj is to be seen,— 
to fiiM what is to be admired—as you w6 uld through 
a- forest of trees. ‘ ‘ •

Raised upon' the lines of a niosque and a temple, 
rthis^ building differs y^holly^-from Gdthib Ohurijlies 
there iS’ noi lengthened nave—no cross‘—it is ’ !a 

»pafi>,llel6gram supported by rows of pilasters] like',the 
Temple of Phyle,' ^Thfe'fecaatling of a'church id only to 

:be found in the distribution of the- '̂roof, ascending 
higher in the nave and transept,'so asdo make the Cross.

- Six TOWS of pilasters traverse'it injeligth, which sup
port seven rows of roofs or vaults. 'The have dnd tran
sept.ard 1 2 0  feet in height the two aisles adjoining 
it bn eabh side'^areilOO b and the two outer hisles are 
lower, and divided, into chapels. The centre vault above 
the high altar is l42 feet. 'At the eastern extremity it 
opens into the Lady Chapel, itself a Spacious church ; 
while another, the sacristy, adjoining it to the south, is 
jreached by a passage* The. chapels bonceal 'the altar 
and shroud the paintings, ,and their gratings seenfc to 
close in dens 5 io that the edifice, excepting the choir.
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is as a cavern. The stone isj\rithout. carving or monu
ment ; there is no line save what belongs to the 
construction ;—the pillars ascend, the arches join as if 
the rock had thus fashioned itself; the only exception 
is the slight tracery of the balustrade of the triforium, 
and the fret-work of the graining of the central and 
adjoining vaults. But, contrasting with their grey 
dulness, the floor is in slabs of marble, alternately 
.black and white in squares and lozenges.

The chapels have their own windows., The body of 
the church has two clerestory rows, one in the Have, 
one in  the second side-aisle above the chapels, be
sides a Catherine wheel in each corresponding gable. 
They correspond : there is one to each vault—their 
lines are in ̂ perfect symmetry with the vaults and 
columns ; they are deeply coloured and furnished with 
curtains, by which the light is regulated, and, when 
requisite, the sun on the eastern and southern sides 
excluded.; What wh all feel regarding the manage
ment” of the light of a painting I now saw in hn 
edifice. How improVed its merits—how magnified its 

,vastness— the 'eflects of colossal magic lanterns played 
around! j

Here presided the spirit of the Moors; the gloom in 
which they delight; the deep colour of the admitted 
rays, repeating the figures and tints of thei^ gorgeous 
walls, and streaming with a sweet yet solemn beauty 
on their graceful ornaments. These last, indeed, were 
w a*ti^, an3 their Sevillian pupils were determined 
to show what colour and the sun alone could do. As
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he travels round, looking in from the different sides 
and windows, a thousand beauties reveal themselves 
with all the changes of breaking or departing day.

Within this living Toc^ 6f Gothic grandeur, one feels 
the nearest approach .to. the sublimity of the conception 
. bf the mosque, imitated by the Arab from the Desert, 
and the heavens between, which'his lot has been cast. 
The high altaf has no gorgeous canopy, akin St. Peter’s 
there are no gems, ak in the chapel .of the Medici ; 
neither mosaic nor. painting nor g^dirig meet the 
,eye f-^it is surrounded on thb sides and 'iff .front by ff 
lofty iron gildbd grating, through.which you can distin
guish a screen filling up the. width of thê  chaffcel, and 
‘rising seven tyl or eighty‘feet abbve the altar. This 
Ispace is divided into compartments by fgur horizontal 
dud five perpendicular lines, each* of which contains a 
group 6f figures, in alto and bassO relievo, diminishing 
as they ascend, the four figures coming fully out, find 
the accessories being' traced in slight relief behind. Of 
these groups there are thirtyrsix/ the principal figures 
tw6-thirds the size of life, i knd oyer eaCh a Gothic 
canopy: they are separated by Gothic spaces, with 
niches and statues of various sizes. The cusps are 
enriched and enlivened with fine branches and foliage. 
Over jthe .whole projects a c'Ornice composed of the 

■ Twelve Apostles in niches, and the descent from the 
cross in the centre.' These figures are the size of life. 
This fcornice.is a frame-work*of Gothic niches for hold- 

'ing the statues, while branches are interlaced Jhr#ugh 
its deiltated spires and ,cu.sps. I t  fails Only in the

VOL. II. * iV A
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curve beneath Ihe projectib'n.to a corridor which sus
tains the Twelve Apostles, and which correspond with 
hexagoiis. Here would have been peculiar scope for 
the adaptation either of tlfh'Gothic ‘ pendants, or the
Moorish stalactite. • < .  "

■ ^ * ■
Oh the top, in the centre, is Christ on the cross, and

the two Marys kneeling. These are a' little larger 
than life. The groups contain between 300 and 400 
figures. There are 200 small statues on the Gothic 
pinnacles dividing them: seventeen statues the size of 
life are on the cornice and in the group above. *The 
whole space, which is above 4000 square feet, is about 
equally divided between groups and statues, and 
tracery «,nd foliation. The ornaments display the beau- • 
ties of the pqjnted Gothic style, with the richness of 
the Moresque white, serving as the frame-work to tlie 
exquisite Italian groupings. During three generations 
it passed from master to l^upil, and from father to son", 
and the design was unbroken; and, ,with the one 
exception I have mentioned, the whole is perfect aS if 
it had been dreanit by a Cellini at night and executed 
ui the morning. When you Idok upon it, you forget 
even the cathedral. ■

I was able ta  get the great doors opened ’ at the 
period when the cathedral is closed, and thus see the 
whole mass at oflce, and unimpeded. The most dis
tinct sight is from the organ-loft, between twelve and 
one o’clock, when the side-light falls on the left wing, 
and slightly illumines the heads over the screen, , and 
you may trace the wonderful minuteness of the orna-
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ments. But all .these, glijnpses. are nothing-to be com
pared to the un'earthlj effect,.of, the setting-sun, when 
the light through the: St. Catherine Wheel over the 
great door streams ^ull»upon .its different shades, 

I was about to say that ten mi^jates on this spot, at 
' this hour, is worth a jourliey to Seville * but it, 'is vain 
to rate the worth of what stands alone, and which fur
nishes a new standard to, rate the resources of art, ,the 
genius of man, and the beauty i of nature. All are here 
combined within the majesty of a temple consecrated to 
the Highest aims of life; and the hopes of eternity. This 
effect of the evening sun I thus described in a letter, at 
the. moment of witnessing i t •, '

“ I was passing the cathedral,nearly at sunset., I went’ 
in intending merely to pass through: i t  was very d a rk ^  
the light from the western windows, , streamed, like a 
phantasmagoria.. I  got th e . sacristan to, let me into 
the choir, and I sat down on the archbishop’s throne, 
at the bottom of the chancefj, opposite the high altar, 
with my back to the light, which,, passing over the 
choir, fell full on the upper;part of the screen, It 
was not white light, but deeply-coloured, an(f,the^ 
distance from the window blended the tints, so that 
it came like a rainbow-cloud, and the .groups passed 
through every variety of hue. The light shifted as it 
changed ; it moved, ascending always .to other groups, 
and in the gloom they shone like visions, in the sky. 
The birth, fall, and redemption of the human race, was 
the story of that wall. The rays then ^cended,^nd 
caused to • shine forth the Apostles, and finally the

A  A 2 
• *
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Calyary was brought . light.  ̂r The Jcneeling Marys 
appeared, npjt ,case,ĉ , in tyacery or canopied in jGpthic- 
/ret-work,—the , depths of the temple were beyond 
them r^then, the sacrifice. »f the cross, limb by limb 
came .foyth, and jusj as the light reached ^nd showed 
the outlines . the, Saviour’s head .and face, .averted 
from it^ glow, a peal, of a distant organ echoed through 
the roofs, and a moment after voices, as of angels in the 
clouds, supplied the tones.of praises which the,over
powered lips pf the beholder refused, to . uttei;. ; The 
light, was for a .moment lost in the intervaoing 
space, and I then struck on the groined ribs . of 
the arches above; changing them to rainbows. The 
orb of t]je sun touched the horizon ; the rays glowed 
fiery .red and remotely yellow, and then all was grey— 
the vision was gone—the natural light brought back 
the earth. But-1 am not recovered, and write now, 
still tremulous under the unearthly glow,of that de
parting sun—the suddenijurst of that choral peal.”

It was days before I could deliberate. I was dis
tracted between the effects it presented and the 
thoughts it inspired. The vistas of aisles upon aisles ; 
the beauteous curves ; the tall aspiring lines; the dark 
embrowning shades ! There was light,, but it >vas en
shrined in gloom, and was ever undergoing change as 
the’ pun went round, or the clouds flitted across,-^! 
went there to expose my mind to its influence, as we 

 ̂set plants in the sun that they may grow. It is sub
lime—dhere Ts nothing for display; it is simple—there 
is nothing for effect; it is harmonious, for it is all alike
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aiid true to itself. Its* vastness w^uld riot be gMid 
without its symmetry, nor itsbeauty harmonious with
out its size ;—magnificent in its simplicity, manifold in 
its unity, it  is but man’s*performance, yet 'it elevates 
'our conception of God’s chief work 'Yet otir‘“ advanced 
age” can only gaze 'with stupid bewildemieni* hn 
achievement's such as these, whether of art or polity; * 

Thiŝ  glorious cavern, during the Holy "Week, is 
decked out in crimson brocade. In the ‘centre of the 
nWe the monument itself, an, imposing structure, is 
reared and the high altar, dark and solemn throtigh- 
out'the remainder of the year  ̂ presents a blaze of light 
before 'a shrine of silver': and then within thhse walls 
and from that terilpie,‘ ‘ihe  ̂be l̂ tolls and '^he' horn 
echoes, and before the altar is heard tjie click'of the 
Castanet, and seeribhe solemn dance of Jewish and clas
sical antiquity.

This cathedral!^ unrivalled in several'bthef respects 
It possesses the finest organ, tekry,' and sacristy tn the 
world ; the largest amount of silver plate and jewels : 
the paintings are of greater value arid number than 
in any other church ; the largest Work, or rather m»- 
nument, in silver, in the world, is the Glona, placed 
behind the high altaV in the'IIoly Week : i t  is twenty- 
five feet in height; it was made frorn" the first-fruits of 
the, mines of America, arid' saved'difi-ing'the war from 
French sacriiege. . ^

I did not fully 'estimate this nathedr^ till I  entered

*  “ Ic i I’oBuvre seule de Vhomme suflit pour ecraserl’hoiiinie.” 
— A. D umas.
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that of York. The nave of the one is not equal to the 
aisles of the other. At York there is but one aisle, and 
the flat waU stops the sight immediately beyond it. 
The double side-aisles at Sevflle are equal in height to 
the have and transept at York. Three cathedrals of 
York might stand; as to width, in that of Seville. In 
York there is more glass than wall, and these are white
washed : its windows are its glory—their absence is the 
splendour of Seville. The ’ vastness of the one is in
creased by its gloom, the size of the other diminished 
by its glare : the one may excite admiration, curiosity 
—the other inspires awe. The want of uniformity in the 
building and arches at York, brings into evidence the 
harmohy*of the Seville church'; for the perfect Gothic. '̂ 
reigns througljput, although, four centuries elapsed 
between its foundation and completion. In York, the 
windows And the arches are more acute,' the vault more 
obtuse. The difference.'indeed is slight, but is quite 
enough to shock the eye when fresh from the unble
mished symmetry of the other.

In ^ e  lower part of the screen separating the chan
cel of York from the nave, the fifteen British kings, 
from William I. to Henry VI., are placed in niches 
under Gothic canopies. Suppose this row of figures 
with infinitely more luxurious embellishments, extended

*  The perfect Gothic is the arch composed of two segments of 
a circle described from the ^ring of the opposite arch, as a 
centre; and the«proportion of the'span to the height—a point 
not nUtest in any wOrk upon architecture—is at Seville in the 
diameter of the circle from the impact of the arch to the floor.
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a third in length, and expanded, upwards by four or 
five additional stories, and you would then have an idea 
of the retahlo high altar of Seville.

When we look on flie* tombs, the Nile, the heap^ 
of Babylog, the symmetry of thg Erectheum, or the 
pillared precipices of, Syracuse, ,we are*lifted into the 
times of .those-who have left these traces of skill and 
greatness. Had the Sevillians disappeared from the 
earth, in what rank should we have placed them 1 

The ancient claims of Britain rest on Westminster
‘ '  r .*  ̂  ̂ •  ' .

HaB; the revived aspirations of the fatherland of 
Gfermany clus t̂ers around Cologne; the glory of Ihe 
Church of the West is St. Peter’s, as St. Sophia was 
of that of the East; yet are each outdone and all sur
passed by the work of a provincial corporation, who 
chanced, one day to resolve they should*" build such a 
cathedral that future ages would call them mad.” No 
moparch ordered th e , plan, no empire furnished the 
means. This masterpiece wa  ̂ planned and reared by 
hands unknown; the wealth was furnished by hard- 
earned gains and persevering parsimony.. Well may 
the 'Andalusian speak of his “ kingdom,” not hlS pro
vince. What means great nations” when a province 
can accomplish, such works 1* When the arts flourished 
in Italy, there were great men and small states ; so in

* “ Aujourd’hui, parce que postre Prance n’ob ît qu’d yn seul 
roy nous sommes contraints, si no«s voulons parveuir il quelque 
Lonneur, de parler son langage; autrement iĵ sfcre labeur, tant 
fut-U hpnorablo et parfait, serait cstim6 pcu de cbos,f o» peufc 
cstro totalementniesprise.”—H ousard, A l i n r A r iP o e t .  f .  1628.
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Spain, the age of art reveals ,the independence which 
belonged to her provinces. What was the universal 
monarchy of Philip II., when the Cabildo (the Arab 
tribe) which raised the cathedral without his aid, 
existed despite his p<jwer 1 ^ "

A modem English traveller* regrets that so much 
wealth should thus lie unproductive, and suggests its 
employment to put ,an end (he wrote at the time) to 
the civil war—that is, to extinguish the liberty of the 
Basques ! Was an Englishman alone to be found to 
propose the robbery of one of these provinces to*aid 
in the treacherous design against another ?

* The author of “ A Summer in Andalusia.”
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CHAPTERIII.

SPANISH painting .

One is accustomed to think of Spanish artists as 
pupils only,’ even when rivals of the great masters with 
whom we are familiar. -Such, at'least, was my impres
sion, and accordingly, no less was my surprise and 
suspense than delight, at the. first glance at the “ Mu
rillo Chamber,” at Seville. The picture which faced 
me, as I entered, was Christ bending from the cross to 
embrace St. Felix, of Cantalicio—I might have taken it 
for Vandyke : next came a St. Joseph, equally admir
able, yet different; then a San Leandro—the one 
might have been from the pencil of Dominichino, the 
other of Titian;' and so I turned, from picture to 
picture, finding new rivals to every standard and 
style of excellence. The question then arose of com
parison between the Spanish, the Italian, and Flemish 
schools. Afterwards, at Madrid, I visited repeatedly 
the Spanish collections, to possess Ihyself thofoughly 
with them before visiting the Italian and Flemish 
galleries. A severer test I could not ^p ly , for the 
gallery of the foreign schools, at Madrid, is tha rMiest 
in the world. Here are the grander compositions of
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Vandyke. One of Raphael, ihe Spasimo, might, >if in 
the Vatican, displace from its- throne the Transfigura
tion. Three or four' masterpieces, besides ten others, 
are . from Raphael’s pencil, *and form a collection of 
his works equal to* that of the Vatican. ,*0f Titian, 
there i§ a gallei^ in itself—no less ■ than forty paint
ings all on a large scale. Amongst these is the cele
brated one of “ Fruitfulness a fllock of cherubs, just 
as you may see chickens collected under an inverted 
basket in the streets of any Spanish town, and which, 
if anything, would eclipse or rival Murillo in* the 

•gracefulness and variety of his infantine conceptions. 
The result of the comparison was to relieve me from 
the restraint of habit, and I could, with conviction 
and boldness jiow assert, that in painting, Spain has 
no rival.

The Spanish school is most various ; but in all its 
varieties it is natural. I th as  no particular manner 
manner is no more than systematic or constitutional 
failing.* It is the error to which a man is liable, and 
whichj when he founda a system and instructs others, 
u> more readily caught by his pupils than his merits,

♦ The Spanish artists usually endeavoured to prodiice an 
exact imitation of material nature ; while the Italians aimed at, 
and,,aUained highet' results. The object of the Spaniards being 
less difficult of att^nment, the perfection with which 'they imi
tated nature, passes conception. To that they devoted all the 
energies of their genius; while you may search in vain in the 
best productions of Italy,—̂ not excepting the school of Venice, 
one tfipt most resembles the Spanish,—for anything approaching 
their success in that respect.”— Art. Antiquities of Spain, 
p. 3C1. • ■
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—a colourless and unblemished glass is invisible. We 
become- sensible of its presence b j its changing the 
hue or distorting the raj. And so manner in paint
ing either perverts or obsctires nature.

Natiirei *in her varieties, has ^ counterpart in the 
Spanish school. She is represented darkly in Kibera,. 
and Roelas, mildly in Cano, richly in Morales, boldly in 
Zurbaran,’brightly in Velasquez, divinely in Muriljo.

The school of Spain is solemn. The subjects which 
were alone worthy to be immortalized, were those 
whicti pertained to immortality, and art was dignified 
no less in its application than its powers. Painting 
was a religious exercise. The enthusiasm of art was 
linked to fervour of faith. The studio was an*oratory, 
and “ each work was commenced and pijpsecuted with 
fasting and prayer.”* The lords were the convents ; 
the ihmates were sons at once of the founder and of the 
peasant. For these Spanish jart exercised her calling, 
not to please the caprice of a virtuoso, or to tapestry 
the walls of a Sybarite. Seville or Cordova presented 
no Flemish pot-houses. In the productions of Jiheir 
masters, there was none of the extravagant mythology 
of a Rubens, or the more finished lasciviousness of a 
Titian; no dissecting-room of a Michael Angelo ; none 
of the finery of a Paolo Veronese. There were neither 
allegories, portraits, nor giants wrestlin'^ with the rocks.

The stranger who visits only Madrid will bo sur
prised at such a description, for he h ^ , there seen

* These words apply specially to Vicente de Juanes,‘ founder 
of the School of Valencia.
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what is called the “ Spanish* Rooms, ’̂ ' filled with por
traits, allegories, extravagances, dwarfs, heathen gods, 
and historical compositions, and these constitute in 
his . eyes the masterpieces of Spanish art. The rea
son is this; that aUMadrid are collected tV paintings 
of Velasquez, who is so far Spanish only as the want 
of manner makes him so. Bom in Seville, he became 
a Madrileno, and a parasite. His pictures are all at 
the capital, and in the style suited to the taste of 
foreigners. The. Spaniards of the capital esteem their 
painter, and are reacted upon by the .estimation in 
which he is held by foreigners.

The thought in all things comes before the exe
cution. • What would the work of him .who chiselled

I .

the Apollo IJelvidere' have been, if applied to the 
person of a Souter Johnny ? So the art of Velasquez 
was expended on Philips and abortions. His paint
ings are common-place domestic scenes, or they are 
classical, and there he parodies the poets of Gfreece 
and travesties their gods. His chief works are beau
tiful^ caricatures in oil, without satire and without 
d’un. Before returning to Murillo and Seville, I,must 
say a few words of his chief works.

Vulcan's Forge is an exquisitely finished group 
of naked Spaniards, with arms, breasts, stioulders, 
and loins developed. They are heavy below, as if 
trampers, not blacksmiths; nor have thej been har
dened and b:|j)nzed by exposure to the air, the furnace, 
or fho» sun : they have had their clothes taken off 
within the hour: the shirts must have boon filthy;
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the bodies are unwashed.^ The^picture is an exposure 
•of nakedness. The walls of the place, and the man
ners, and the countenances, would appear rather an 
effort to unidealize the ^r(|pk, than to raise the modern 
to a conception of ancient poetry. In it there is the 

.genius of painting, not*-the painting*of a "man of 
genius.

The Belidores. Drunkards; or, Bacchus among his 
Companions. — These are , Castilian peasants engaged 
in a most un-Spanish debauch. One naked, and bear
ing* a classic wreath, personates !feacchus, with a 
maudlin solemnity on a sensual countenance. An
other presents a full face of coarse and stupid laugh
ter, and wears on his head sometliing between a 
'Spaniard’s sombrero and an Dish hat. This is the 
picture Wilkie selected from' out Ui5 treasures of 
Madrid, to admire, to study, to imitate; copying and 
recopying it, and so fixing in his own mind the phy
siognomy of the laughing di^nkard with the Irish hat, 
as thence to bring forth • a numerous progeny, some
times with a hat more, sometimes less, the worse for 
wear. •

The Spinners. A Flemish picture, as seen througti 
a magnifying glass: the scene such as Teniers or 
Ostade might have selected. Two women, a young and 
an old one, are sitting spinning at, the wheel. Be
tween them the back shop is seen with customers and 
tapestry exposed for sale—an^, therefore, thi| is a paint
ing highly admired by the English. TllC back-ground 
is remarkable for its light, or rather for tlie *sliades;
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for painting, like the magic lantern, produces briglit- 
ness by shutting out the light. Wilkie said of Velas
quez, “ he paints the very air we breathe just so a 
clear and perfect jnirror migh# be described as glass. 
One of the pictures of the same master r has, been 
called “ The Theology of Painting,” and another,.“ The 
Philosophy of Light.” Jlis. perspectives and distahces 
are not rendered by lines, or by any peculiarity of 
construction or drawiiig. . He put on the canvas 
what he saw. • ' • * •

If it is wonderful to see a limb or a figure, »ven 
when all the picture is consecrated to that effort, 
break forth, as it were, from the dead surface and 
rise to\/^ards you, how much more to behold that 
canvas fly open and spread back, so that by the aid 
of a tremulous ray, breaking across it here and there, 
you may see around and distinguish things, places, 
and persons! This is the triumph of the art of 
painting, and here Yelasqfiez stands alone.

The Studio.—Here, like one of those vaudevilles, 
in which the wings of a stage are represented, and 
ŷ ou Sear, the plaudits of another audience “ within ” 
— the §,rtist is seen at the corner of his picture, the 
back of it being towards you. Thei’e are a dog, dwarfs, 
and a lady-in-waiting in attendance on an infantine 
Infanta, who is standing for her portrait. The presence 
of the royal parents is signified by another stage-clap
trap — their reflection u f a mirror. All the figures 
are splendid all separate parts, but there is.no dignity 
in any expression, or any purpose' in the whole.
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When Philip sâ y this picture^ he said, “ One thing 
is wanting,” and taking the palette and the brush, he 
traced the cross of St. Jago on the artist’s breast.

The Surrender of Breda—or the Picture, as it is 
called, of ̂  the Lances, — from the number and the 

' thickness of the forest ‘Of these that •appear to the 
right. This is indeed a grand composition. It owes- 
its power to its being a. portrait and, a .history of the 
chief figure. The noble and chivalrous Spinola  ̂ with 
an expression of courteous grief, is bending down, and 
layfng his hand upon the shoulder of his common
place and stern, though vanquished, opponent. The 
exaltation of. triumph is subdued. The victor’̂  
thoughts are with the unfortunate. What^a repre
sentation of victory 1 Here, for once, the correctness 
of the eye has supplied the place of tfie sight of the 
mind, and his pencil, like Allan’s in the Polish Exiles, 
was above' himself.

The last I shall notice is’his Christ upon the Cross, 
—the only picture of this description, with one ex
ception, which I have found aijiong seventy. I t is 
an immortal work. . •

' I cannot quit the Gallery of Madrid without some 
notice of an incident which fixed, two pictures espe-i 
cially on my memory in the description of the Gallery. 
The two subjoined pictures will be fqund in Murray’s 
Hand-book, Ko. 121,—Prometheus, -a finely painted 
picture of gore and bowels* such alone as could be 
conceived by a bull-fighter; axxdi please 9  people iphose 
sports are blood and torture. How different from the

f
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same subject bjr-the poetical. Titian, See No: 787/’ 
“ No. 787, compare poetical treat
ment by our Italian, with 1 2 1 , the butcher production 
of the practical Spaniard, Ribem,: it.is iEschylus to, 
Torquemada.”- I fancied, having examined ■ the two 
pictures, that A.e writer had mistaken the one for the 
other; I therefore returned to the Museum, Guide
book in hand, .and remained satisfied that it was the 
deliberate purpose of tlie writer to represent the- 
pictures as he has done. , ‘ '

The Prometheus of Titian (1 2 1 ), lies on his bacl» on 
the earth, with the heels in the a ir: the top. of the 
head is the lowest part of the figure,' and towards the ' 
spectator;— the'face is consequently not seen. The 
hero of ,<Eschylus first endures reproach in silent scorn, 
and then bursts forth in indignation, claiming' 'un- , 
bounded merit -for his works.* He stands, his face 
to his accusers and to heaven. Here is a man lyin^ on 
his back ! was thought or buffering to be expressed in 
a head of shaggy hair t How treat with paint a subject 
poetically without action and without' feature ? This, 
PromTMieus! the fore-thinher— t̂his, the stealer of fire 
from heaven ! It is a corpse revived and cast upon • 
thq jfocks ; and the picture, if that of a poet, must have 
been designed to represent the deluge. The only ani
mated portion of .the composition is the eagle—he is 
the predominating figure perched upon the body; for 
by- the manner of the fasUfenings, the man, if not quite

•  0 *  “ pv6a , Travra eruXX̂ /3Si/j> /laCf'
Tlwcu Tt\vai fSpoToiaiv (k Xlpopij6toi>s.
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dead, could easily have (^iven him away. The Pro-- 
metheus of iEschylus is bound so that the winged dog 
of Jupiter may come undisturbed to his uninvited 
daily feast. This is no ftagle; it is a vulture feeding 
on carrion :̂  .the colouring is from the dissecting-room 
T—but not the anatomy. 'The bird has*laid bare an 
enormous surface of the putrid flesh, somewhere about 
the breast, where there could be no such, exposure of 
muscle, and to which, moreover, the eagle’s commission 
did not extend. Such is “ the poetical treatment by 
our’italian.” .

In No. 787, the Spanish master has painted a man 
full of life, not lying where he has been tossed, but 
held where he is bound. His body writhes ; one hand 
supports him off the ground, the other is’raised either 
in agony or supplication. The drawn lineaments of 
the face and the expanded mouth, make you listen 
for the cry it is about to utter, or which has died 
away. The tormentor is witllbut his reach, and is un
seen—̂you may distinguish where he is, but you have 
to strain the sight to penetrate the gloom in which 
he broods;—there is no doubt Of the presence-ofl*the 
one, or of the cause of the, agony of the other; for 
from the slightly gashed side, * a filament is being 
drawn away. This is the “ blood r battered subject,”

* In fact Ribera might have taken greater ficense.
“ he roi

KTtjvhe Kveav, ha(})oivbs ^ rh s , \iPpa>s 
hiaprapriarei adpiaTOS peya paKos, ^  
uK\riros epTTav bairdKevs iravr)pepos, 
neKaivo&pa>rov S ' rjitap eK$oivi)<reTat.

VOIi. II. B B
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the “ butcher producti9 ii_of,goje’'and bowels” qf our 
Spaniard.. • . ■ , .

Ribera’s Prometheus would, not stand were a Daniel 
.brought to judgment, for Uie* eagle takes a Shylock’s 
(Share, having.no more right to the entrail, which hejs 
suffered to pitfer by the Spaniard, than, to the carrion 
on which he is gorged by the Italian. ,

Who eveBn painted such children as Murillo 1—the 
cherubs of Raphael are statuettes j those of Rubens, 
.foetuses; Murillo’s are children "and, cherubs. The 
brood is as prolific as the type is, beautiful—gelffee, 
rosy, dimpled, sporting in troops,' or flying in Rpcks, 
and then gathered into his canvas —. light as the 
a ir ; bright as the rainbow, yet of flesh and blood; 
full of-life and grace, of vigour and ease, of health 
and gladness? '

Who ever painted such virgins ? The Madonnas of • 
Italy are matrons and mothers. Mary holds her Child, 
or she gazes on Him as ^ e ' shows Him,—it is maternal 
Jove. The Marys of Murillo are scarcely past the 
verge of childhood; the cheeks are full and. ruddy; 

^the%rm is plump. There is the ethereal, but it is in 
the expression ; the face, is upturned, the large eye 
raised, and the .mouth half open, the hands, pressed 
across the breast. The figure is erect—the size na
tural. ■ They arp never, the same to look upon,-and yet 
each can only be described in the, same wordsi as the 
rest. These bright, Yilgins in, the sky, these laugh- 
ing.cherubs the clouds, fill the canvas of Murillo 
with joy and innocence. , ,. . •
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. The gallery of Seville consists of a convent and 
its church. The rooms, cloisters, and corridors ate 
all lined with paintings'; the church is, in lik^-man- 
ner, filled with them. High and. low and all around. 
One chamber is'set apart for Murjllo : in it eighteen 
>or nineteen of his chief works, nearly Sll the size  ̂of 
life, are collected. In reviewing theni at an interval 
• of "nineteen' months, it is-impossible for'me to,;, say 
to which I would give the preference.. One he used 
to call “ m^ picture.” It is the St.'Thomas of Villa
nueva, Archbishop of Valencia, distributing alms;- It 
draws neither on the tender nor'the -ideal, and .the 
selection'indicates not' the judgment 0^ the artist, but 
the disposition of the man. “ T h e ’̂ Adoration of the 
Shepherds,” is, in colouring and conception, not Unlike 
the “ Repose in Egypt ” of Correggio, at Parma.

Santa Justa and Rufina sustaining the Giralda, is 
beautifully executed, but incongruous and out of nature, 
and has neither the pure tints nor the deep dyes of the 
painter.'. The celebrated Senora de la Servilleta is a 
gipsy woman of Triana. I have mentioned these t\to 
'as the pictures which pleased me the least; althougli, 
in  the St. Felix receiving the Child from the Virgfti, 
'how charmingly are infancy, young womanly beauty, 
and ripe old age grouped and poiirtrayed! It is three 
Ipictures, not one; That of St. Antonio* iS fervour with
out fanaticism. Leandro is majestic and triuml)liant 
prelacy  ̂ in Venetian brocade,•under an oriental sun. 
Like 'to it are the two ideal portraits, or rather'rf"eal 
portraits, under the names of Leandrd and Isidore

B  B  2
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in the sacristy- of the cath^jdral. There are three 
Conceptions—una de diversd—blooming maidens in 
the same attitude, arrayed in white and blue, with 
Angels in the-clouds; andiyet there is lUo monotony. 
-They have the serenity of beauty of i the' Seyillian 
maidens, by-'{^hom Murillo’s pencil was inspired ; • but 
the fulness of the lower part of the face reminded 
me of-the women of modern Rome—the grave,.dark- 
‘eyed,'thoughtful Romans. The Saint, Joseph with the 
infant Jesus'is a high-minded Jew, .and the ;child, a 
prodigy. This pidture recalls one in ,the cathedral 
which I may here notice, as in speaking of that build
ing I -could think of nothing but itself. The picture 
I meat^ is, the “ Guardian Angel.’̂ An angel leads 
a child and, points to heaven-: the figures are less 
than life, ’flie picture is darky the tints are not 
clear, the outline not distinct: there is no grace in 
the form of either, no' beauty in the face ;. yet in 
this consists the triumpfi of the master—the inward 
mind shines through the veil, and you are sent at 
once to the inspiration that has descended, and, to 
the innocence that looks up. This picture is an ad
mirable .exponent of the imaginative temperament of 
Murillo. He could revere, and hope, and wonder, 
to bring forth by pencil-strokes, the compassionate
calm, with the .benevolent anxiety of the angel’s face

• '
and the trustingness of that of the child—mingled 
with the searching expi%ssion that follows the angel’s 
fingsr,^as to* find the heavenly realms which those 
alone like it, can seek or see ! . .
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The church at the Museum contains the St- Thomas 
of Zurbaran—held by some to be the finest picture 
in the world '; the St. Dominic, remarkable - carv
ing in wood,  ̂by Moht»iies ; and masterpieces by 

^yraost al^-the Sevillian school.  ̂I . had visited it se- 
■'verali times, scarcely noticing, two or •three pictures 
by Murillo, placed there as not worthy of admission 
to the “ Murillo Chamber.” One o  ̂ these, however,- 
haunted me after leaving the Museum. I^ext morning, 
ah(i at the earliest hour' admittance could be gained, 
■I A^nf to examine it. It was a Virgin,‘Ijut, of a-dif
ferent order'from his other Virgins-rcolossal,'looking, 
not up' to heaven, .'but -down .oh earth; .the hands 
joined and raised, not crossed, upon .the bogom; the 
eye east down, the ball covered. It ,iS not'thC.full 
front figure upstretched; the left knee'rests upon a 
cldud, yet the right foot is iplanted. with-the .firmness 
of a statue. The dishevelled hair flows not on the 
shoulders, but streams wifdly; and the dark blue 
mantle is whirled about and carried away, f 'Thej»ic- 
ture is divided into two . zones,—the upper one of gold 
— the sun ; the lower one frigid and ̂ alei Sh^floats 
between heaven ̂ and earth. The picture is placed high 
in the apse. As you approach and recede, she seems 

' now to ascend and now t6 descend. You cannot tell 
whether it is an ‘angel coaling down* to men, or a 
saint' rising to the sky, '

His other Virgins are beaiftiful;—this, one is hCroic: 
his other figures are flesh' and blood, ^his one, is of 
marble. His other Maiys are timid, hopeful,, inno-
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cen t; tliis is one o£ conscioysness* .The ^others ai’e. 
absorbed and ecstatic; this is a youthful ,Juno.—̂ t̂he 
Spanish form. The Andalusian, features .give way Jo 
the ideal dines of the. Greek*. *His other Virgins wear 
the outward expression of some mental , character asso
ciating the Wetness , of humanity with the beauty of 
nature. Here there is, no part you can singly grasp ; 
no feature you can separate, explain, o r  admire ;— 
fleeting'like the cloud, it dazzles like the sun. The
vision enters as the tones of music, t and returns, on • •
the memory like a vessel’s track in ,the.night,, •

Such was the vision which PetrarcK beheld when 
he exclaimed, “.Beautiful Virgin! clothed with, the 
sun, crowned by the stars, and so pleasing to the 
sun that his light he has hidden in thee I ” No, wonder 
that, the Andalusian peasants’ salutation should be,
“ Santa Maria purissima,” or the reply, “ Sin peccado 
concebida.” * ^

The Virgin of the Franciscans ” is amongst, pic
tures "what the Apollo Belvidere is among statues— 
a constellation ,of heavenly graces. I felt that it, must 
have ^  history: I turned oVer such books as were 
within reach, but found no mention of it, except in 
one recent publication, where it is noticed aS an ex
travagant production that had corrupted the taste of

* That the Virgin was born without sin, is a dogma of the 
Catholic church. The disputes with reference to this subject bear 
on the mode, vi^., Whether by retractive grace, or by an original 
miracl^ I mentfbn this, in consequence of the extravagances on 
this head,*which are introduced into Murray’s “ Handbook,”
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Seville-; but, bn inquiring - among the Sevillians, I 
found that my anticipations were not vain.

Imagine Murillo in' the fulness, of his years, and 
still in the'height'of ltis»power, called upon by the 
corporatioi^ of the Cathedral- to paint a Virgin for that 
edifice, to crown at once that unrivalled work, and 
his own unequalled fame. Imagine him pacing that 
hall, raising his eyes to  its vault, and his-mind to thei 
effort. This was not to be a picture to be placed on 
a wall, enclosed in a chapel, or screened on an altar— ■ 
fratile: it was to be an emblem of descending charity 
and ascending prayer, radiating through its vastness, 
and filling its space. Go' then to the Museum and 
contemplate the “Virgin of the Franciscahs,” and you 
will understand why she looks down—why her joined 
hands are raised—why she is colossal—how She is 
sublime. .

When the picture was finished, the Cabildo jpro- 
ceeded to judge of it, an(f exclaimed: Ayach che 
mamarachio, “ Ohl what a daub,” Murillo made a 
pre^nt of it to I the Franciscans, the advocates of 
the essential purity of the Virgin. It was suspfhded 
under the dome of their church : all Seville poureS 
forth to behold itj the Cabildo among the rest.

The Cabildo was personified in a Sevillian connois
seur, who was offended at my admiration. “ If you 
saw it close,” said he, “ as I  have, you would think 
nothing of it.” It was usele^ to. tell iim  that it was 
designed for the other side of a gulf*-that it was

I k 0  ^

painted to' represent the heavens; to be seen from—'
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mot to touch—the. earth. Xhe critic pointed to the 
contradictions of the cloak flying on the right side, 
and the hair on thie le ft;—in yain I answered that it 
• was not a ship, and that in*that distraction of the 
elements, in which^she, stands motionless^ consisted 
the poetry' of •the work. Murillo has filled the Cari- 
dad ; and hence his pictures have been less Scattered. 
There are, however, five vacant spaces. Of two the 
robber still retains possession two he has sold to an 
English duke, who has hitherto mistaken the pleasure 
of possessing a good picture for that of performing 
a good deed; the fifth, on its way back from Earis, 
was detained at thd Academy of Madrid. Taste being 
as goqd â plea for plunder aS' philanthropy; sense or 
anger suggested to the Sevillians to leave the place of 
these pictures Vacant— they have hung curtains on the 
empty spaces: ‘ seven still remain. Two of these 'are 
the largest he haS painted, and represent;multitudes— 
the Distribution of loaves and fishes, and Moses striking 
the rock two are Annunciations, in very different 
styles, the one bright and beautiful, .the other large, 
dark^.and solemn ; in this one the Yirgin is the 
heauid^aloi a Sevillian in her mantilla;—two are 
gems in size as, well as worth,—a John the Baptist 
and ab infant Christ: the .former is especially beau
tiful the seventh, is a St. Juan di Dios, the founder 
of hospitals—a dark picture. The saint is carrying a 
sick man td the. hospital,*and an angel, a tall youth 
with^outspreafl wings, is supporting him. Opposite to 
it hangs a curtain —let me raise it.
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In the ‘vesture of a nun, with the halo of a saint and 
,the crown of a queen, I^beUa stands over a boy whose 
head she is laving. The boy bends over a large silver 
vessel, from which th& teflected light illumines his 
flushed f%ce and winking eye, leaning on the stool 

’ which supports the basin : he is sufieritig, but patient, 
under the hands that perform the office. How the soft 
fingers hold— yet scarcely -touch—the''head !.^how 
gently they apply the napkin! ’ Beside'her stands a 
maiden with a golden jewelled ewei“; she watcheh till 
-th5 cloth J s  dry an elderly lady looks from behind 
to counsel and aid her mistress. A second attendant 
carries a tray with ointment, and over her. shoulder, 
in eastern" fashion, hangs a lace embroidered napkin. 

jThe service is regal, not drdinatio. There are other 
patients ready to be served. An old inan in fi’ont is 
unbinding his leg; another is limping in on crutches 
from behind: there is no crowd,- but tliere is work 
prepared for these lovely hands. The queen’s eyes are 
averted from the sores beneath her touch, and rest on 
•ah old woman 'below, whose upturned face reveals 
awe and gratitude. The sores on the boy’s hea? show 
the blhsh of granulation; but the care of the queen is 
still required. Who said the paihting made him smell 
the sore I ̂ ''^it is clean and washed and healthy*

There are here no *f6 rmS of unnatural beings—no 
■ ■ - I 111 1

* Murillo said of the picture q£ the Dead Prelate, by Valdez, 
and which stood next to this picture at ih^candad, that he 
“ could not look at it  without holding his nose.“  It jrepreseuts 
putrefaction. ' '<
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forced images—no angels’ wings 'i it is Isabella in her 
palace', amidst her ladies, at her ordinary work—no
thing that is not simple ; nothing»that is not' true ; 
nothing pictured except th*t Vhich has been; and 
pictured that it mayjirompt others to .do'tbp same— 
nothing that is*hot common, save that such deeds are 
as rare as the hands.by which they are here performed.

Amongst living beings I have seen ohe whose life is 
told in this picture—and it is her portrait. Murillo 
muk have known^ some such one; from . her life de
rived the thought, and from her face the model. She 
bears no resemblance to his yirgins. There are here no 
ideal lines—no blushing tin ts ; no childlike innocence 
is here—|h a t face is mild and solemn, and full of care 
and tenderness. He muSt have seen it in a sister.*

• l  ♦ *This picture is now in the Academy at Madrid, with 
two of his masterpieces,'—the Dream of the Roman 
Patrician. The Virgin appeared to him, directing him 
to build the Church of *St; Maria Maggiore. The 
second represents him narrating his dream to the 
Pope. This head is the original, which Wilkie has 
CQpieT for his great picture of Columbus. He was 
painting it when I first saw that artist, and I was 
struck by it as singularly inappropriate. I  now saw 
how he had selected it—here it was masterly because 
suited to the character represented. It is without

j
* I find in Mr. Stirling’s jjork on “ Spanish Artists,” that 

Murillo had a sifter. I  find, there nothing to contradict, hut 
everytWng to  ̂confirm, the history of Murillo which his brush 
had taught me. .
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power, elevation,, or resolution; but is noble, soft, 
pious,_ and munificent. jWilkie admired^ it as the 
founder of a 3aalicon, and placed it on the shoulders 
of the discoverer of Ameri§a. •

The. Isabella pourtrays charity; the “ deeping Pa
trician”—rest. The one abstracts the.^pul from sur-. 
rounding things ; the other subjects you to them :— ŷou 
lighten your step and fear to tread. The Roman is seated 
in a chair by the table, on which lies his closed book; 
he has gently dropped asleep, his, head resting on jiis 
hand. Nothing is requmbent, but all is s t iU ,i t  is the 
rest of the spirit rather than,the slumber of the frame : 
the spirit is elsewhere; the sleep so, light,, yet the 
abstraction so deep, that you watch for a breathing. 
The light falls on. his reclining head from the vision 
of Mary and her child above. On the •fioor near his 
feet, seated by her work—the work laid down and her 
head reclining on a cushion—-his daughter' lies in pro
found slumber: her dog, cufled at her' feet, is asleep 
too. The picture—no, the chamber—is otherwise in 
darkness. By what door ,did bo enter 1 Hush! .lest 
they awake! ’ ^

To see this picture, close the windows..
I took leave of Murillo.^ Tliis was* the last of his 

great works that I looked upon; its tone .the last to 
dwell on mine eyes, mingling with,those pf,the St. 
Isabella and the Mary of the Franciscans, which con
stitute it in my mind the ideal of painting. '

I cannot suppress my indignation a f  such* m ^ter- 
pieces being kept and shown in gilt gaudy frames.
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aid  liuddled togethier like the,w areiif an old curiosity 
shop. The eye is tortured by the glare]-and ttie mind 
oppressed‘by 'the numbers. They were paiited fot 
altar-pieces; they were designed to'dwell in the glare 
of the Temple; to be gazed upon ‘by the' kneeling 
penitent on tbfc floor. How* is 'i t  that] with bur vir
tuoso faith, our' religion of Sentiment,''no one dreams 
of replacing them on their thrones or pedestals,'where; 
with nothing tO distraOt the ' thought Or' oppress the 
eye, th6y may, if no" longer fitted to inspire devo
tion, a t ‘least fill and raise the heart. • ' • '

Our aige has produced a descriptive epic, of whioh 
Italy is the scene and heroine. Her-fortune, ruins] 
arts, monuments, are the incidents'; I the works'of her 
genius are transmuted into verse; and if the marble 
perished, the “Venus and the Gladiator in Childe 
Harold, would live. But where are the St. John, the 
Holy Family, the-Transfiguration, the Lastl Supper, the 
Flight into Egypt, the Descent- from the Cross, the 
Last Judgment 1 How is it  that sculpture’s rainbowt 
sister has claimed no tribute,- and inspired no strain—<• 
that^11 things' in Italy arO there but,' Raphael, Titian, 
Guido, and the Caracci % After seeing Murillo I un-̂  
derstood this blank. Byron in his portraits of statues* 
enters upon ho artistiO' disquisitioUs-i-they were to 
him the subject they represented, as if seen in life, 
‘•or conceived in fancy ; and he brings back from''the 
marble to flesh and blood,- and discovers as such the 
struggle of tlft Trojan father and the disdainful ma
jesty of the archer-god. ' The failing head of the
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Dacian awakens th e , scene) and circumstances of his• • .  ̂ .. .
end, and the great and, beautiful grief of the Phrygian 
mother recalls the desolation of the mother-mistress of 
cities and of .the world# . JiVhere was the painting in ’ 
Italy possessed of such ,a spell ?
' I may lUpw confess that' 'in Ital^  ̂ I n«ver saw- a pic
ture that satisfied my judgment, , however much i t  may 
have excited my admiration. In admiring, one or more, 
there was,an internal stniggle to inipose upon myself a 
standard of excellence, in what was the most excellent 
of known works. The canvases of f]\IuTillo reconciled 
me to niysel^ by presenting,a; higher level, or at least a 
more perfect adaptation. Other masters may have 
been in artistic powers superior-to Murillo, but he 
excels in a perfect knowledge and judgment of himr 
self in reference to the ends of • art. • What mortal 
power or genius could present a Transfiguration so 
that it should be natural ? What truth could there be 
in the struggle of the Gitfnts and Jupiter ? Could 
you be transported in spirit to the foreground of 
Purgatory, of the ,Last Judgment, pf a beleaguered 
Fortress, or a . contested Field ? [ What a,rt "^ould 
render simple an assembly of the gods The painf- 
ing might be exquisite, -but the attempt would over
power the master, or the subject would, be beneath his - 
power. .

It has been remarked," that when a j person becomes 
an adipii’er of Murillo, he i^wholly fascinated and in
capable of all discrimination, admire# his master’s 
defects and despises all others’ • merit. I  f5el that
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fascination— if fascination it be—where you clearly 
see the cause. 2fo other painter ever awakened in me 
curiosity. In him there is the metaphysician no less 
than the artist. In other painters you may admire 
the painting—in other pictures the painter. In Murillo 
it is the poet. «Colou*r is his verSe, light and shadow his 
metre; and hi§ were dreams rather than poetry ; or he 
dreamed as a poet and painted when he awoke. 'There 
is no drama in his scenes—it is ecstacy or thought. 
From the metaphysics of the mind’ he passed to the 
psychology of the*face : he painted no portraits, andyet 
every head is one. He selected the head as pourtray- 
ing the character, and the character to suit the pic
ture. I t is not the' beauty of form, but the innate 
connexion between mind and forih which nature her
self has traced in making the face the mirror of the 
mind which he-stretched forth his hand to grasp. His 
own portrait I therefore inquired after, to see if I 
could recognise the man ;• it is painted by one of his 
best pupils. I have already said that I have recog
nised his “ Isabella.” When I  meet his “ Patrician,” 
I shSfl recognise him in like ihanner. When I saw 
his own picture I was startled most; for it is the por
trait of one who of all living men .has exhibited, in 

' the same qualities—that of jud^ng of himself in refer
ence to .his work-vLdrd Metcalfej Ordinary men 
resemble not their parents but their age. Extrahr- 
dinary men of every age* are those who can preserve 
their^own lil«3ness, and having a likeness of their 
own to 'preserve, resemble each other.
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CHAPTER I f .

TELEA DE NAVAJA.----THE OLD SPAEISH- SWOED.

A S evillian whom I was questioning about the fre- 
qu«nt as^sinations, astonished me* by denying 'that 
there were any. “ What, you hear of,’̂ said he, “ as 
murders are duels.” I objected ih&.knife;—hb said, 
" Well, the knife ; that is our weapon.; we fence, we 
do not stab.; the duel has its laws, the weapon, its 
science.” I thought this must be a hg%rative manner 
of describing some rude point of honour, and asked 
him to show me in what consisted the science. “ I 
am not expert,” he said; “ but if you are curious I  
will take you to a friend of mine, whom you can 
engage, - as he is the best player in Seville y and, 
since the death of Montez, in all Andalusia.” ••

I begged immediately to be condvicted' to* the ym- 
cador, and was .introduced to ■ the inner apartment; 
which—as he united the calling of contrabandist to that* 
of fencing-master—^was' filled with'^bales 6f Tobacco. 
The subject was broached as a matter of business. He 
was willing to give me lesstns, but would not under
take to teach me. If I had natural* dispositmns I 
might learn “ to play” in three months, taking Time
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by the forelock. I  proposed commencing at once j’and 
next morning he came to me by day-light, at the inn— 
for it required a large room. A wooden dagger is 
used for a foil: it is about gight inches long, and in 
form like the old sacrificial knife : i t  is held by the 
closed fingers, the th\imb stretching along fiie blade, 
and the edge turned inward. Eound the left arnr is 
wound the jacket as a shield. My teacher, putting 
himself in attitude, at once reminded me of the fight
ing Gladiator. He thus commenced ; “ You must hold 
your right hand 'down upon your thigh; you miist 
never raise it till sure of your blow. Your feints must 
be with the eye—the eye, hand and leg must move 
together. When you look here, you must strike fhere  ̂
and spring when you have cut, ĉorta y huya. The 
left arm must he kept high, the right hand low, the' 
knees bent, the legs wide, the toes forward, ready to 
spring back or forward. There are three cuts and 
three parries ; one point,—4h6 point is low and at the 
belly— St. George’s au has ventre: the. cut must be 
across' the muscle'on’ the shoulder or the breast, or 
down*Well into the groin, so as to let out the bowels.' 
iTnless you know how to cut, it is of no use knowing 
how to fenca”

He knew nothing of our fencing, and was much- 
surprised when I made application of it, and attri
buted the advantaged it gave to a natural instinct for 
the‘ art. The result was,* that in a week he had gone  ̂
through the u^iole course, and the last day of my 

•stay at Seville, he brought two of the proficients, and
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we had' a regular assault d'armes  ̂ the guests at the 
hotels being spectators.. He honoured me at the in
troduction by saying, that he feared me more than 
either of his two con^ej^rs, because I sprang better 
than the one, and cut better than the other,
' The attitudeh are a study for*an a»tist. -There are 
not the stiff. figures and sharp angles of our fencing ; 
but the rounded limb, the gathered-np' muscloj the 
balanced body:—instead of the glance of the steel- 
there lis that of the eye. The weapon is concealed 
unijer the hand, 'and pointing! down, so that not a 
-rayibetokens it. There is no boxer’s fist or cestus,"- 
no crusader’s helm or hauberk, no Eoman’s sword or- 
shield. I t  seemed as if the hands and the eye of the 
man were equal to the claw of the.tigen'or the tusk 
of the boar. I t  was a xombat of beast* rather than a 
contest of men. There was. the anibling pacey*,the 
slouching gait of the panther dr the lion, or, rather, it 
was a mixture of the snake %nd the frog; gliding like 
the one and springing like the other.' This is the war 
of the knife, the Pelea de Navaja, falsely interpreted 
war to the knife. , • • •• ,

After missing a blow with the right hand, the knife, 
-by a dexterous player, may be jerked into the left; but- 
this, if unsuccessful,, is inevitable death. To jerk* it .

* “ Taking the poniard, cdled Puntilla,- bj, the Jblade, he  
poised it for a few moments, and jerked it with such unerring aitn, 
on the bull’s neck, as he lay on h* beht legs, that he killed the 
animal with the quicknegi of lightning.”— IISblado’s ieitei-s, 
p . 1 5 6 . ' . ■ ' . •

VOL, II.
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at your antagonist is not pernytted by the rules of the 
game. By a sudden spring an adversary’s foot, may be 
pinned after he has failed in a blow. The most deadly 
of these feints is to strike ^Jie^foot of your adversary 
sideways and so bring him down. A celeteated Juc- 
cador named Montes (not the Torero), killed in this 
manner eleven men, and was at last so killed himself.

The mantle or jacket round the left arm is used, not 
for the purpose of catching the blow, but of striking 

■ off. the adversary’s arm so that he ,may not reach. 
The guarding arm. is always within reach, but always 
avoided; for to strike at it would leave your side open, 
and the safety consists in keeping under your adver
sary. Jhe arms of the players were all scarred ; but 
that was in “ love fights.” The edge of the knife is 
then blunted,* or a shoulder is put to it, as in the case 
of the lances which they use with the bulls. .

The Sevillian was right. This is not simple assas
sination : it is not the stab given in the dark, though 
of course we could only so understand a man being 
killed by a knife. A popular song at Seville is, the 

lamentation of a man imprisoned for “ stabbing” an
other :—he exclaims against the wrong ; justifies his 
legitimate defence of his maja ; calls upon the gaoler 
to testify to his treatm ent; and, failing to obtain 
sympathy, rushes to the grates .and appeals to the 
people:—r . ^

“• Si, venga ̂ ente pt>ra aCa! ”, '

[filiere is Tio song'sung with more-fervour by the 
ladies. ' ■ •
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. This is the most deadly weapon I know; the dirk, 
the cama, the dagger, are grasped in the hand, and 
impelled by the leverage of the arm. The navaja may 
be so used, or plungeRi <ight on end like the Hindoo 
dagger, and also by the motion of the wrist alone : it 

' more resembles mowing with the scytlft than thrusting 
with a poniard : it is accompanied by the action of 
the sword, in which, -as in fencing, the limbs-corae 
into play, and thus serves the purpose of a defensive 
weapon. It is the origin of our fencing; and against 
adiirersaries not acquainted with that art, or hot armed 
for it, it still retains all its ancient superiority ;—in 
all cases it would he a valuable accessory to other 
weapons, without being an incumbrance,' aq|d serving 
for all the ordinary purposes of a knife.

The navaja (pronounced navakha) iS a clasp knife, 
—those worn by professed players are a foot long when 
closed. There is a spring to catch it behind, to prevent

it closing on-the hand. When opened there is the 
click as in cocking a pistol, and the sound is said to 
delight Andalusian equally with'Irish ears. T|ie art 
of fencing with it is called pelea de navaja. .Pelea 
has been derived from r̂lKea, or ‘zakXog, of. the 
Greeks ; but Igive it a higher origin. .*The Pelothites 
and the Cerethites served in the armies of Jud«a j and

c 0 2
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though these were the uaraes of two ■ people,’’ Hebrews. 
Seem to have borne subsequently that name.' One of 
these passed into Greece as Cretan, and Creticus be
came synonymous tyith b(»vj5iah< ' The Pelethites,. 
doubtless, used some  ̂other weapon, and wl^t i t  was 
the crsKia of. *the Greeks and the Pelea of ‘ the 
Spaniards plainly show.- N ot'that 'the  navaja came 
from Judjea: th e . word is Basque, an original term 
signifying to make smooth,, as with a knife. ■ Had 
it belonged to the Iberi it would have been Etruscan 
in all. probability, and the Romans would not have 
called i t  Spanish. Manlius Torquatus, indeed, used, it 
when the-Romans had no connexion with Spain : so 
that it T^s'in Italy, and of course ardongst the rem̂ * • 
nants of the Siculi and Itali—if these, as I  have sup
posed, were tlie same as the Hispani. It must have 
been preserved in the Same manner as the Spanish cap 
and shoes of which Seneca speaks. '
' The single combat between Manlius Torquatus and 
the Gaul, occurred nearly two hundred years before the 
Romans set foot in Spain. The appearance of this, 
barbarian in his armour appalled th6 Romans; and 
the champion, when found prepared for the combat, 
by laying aside his Roman armour, -was armed by his 
companions with other weapons. The historian de
scribes the combat "as if—-without understanding its 
peculiar feature, the mode of grasping the weapon-^ 
he were ^&scrih\ngM. Paifsa de navaja* “ The Roman,” 
says Jjiyy, “ h15ld .his sword cloSe to the thigh, with the 
point raised, getting under, the Gaul’s shield, and too
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close for the . stroke of ]iis long sword ; be then with, 
a cut forwards aijd b^k, slit his, belly and let out 
his bowels.”* Jhis would have been dmpracticable 
with a sword Jield in«t|je common manner, or with 
the “ mucrone s u r re c to . thus held it would merely 
have ,beeU' plunged in ; whereas it* i s . the slicing 
of the navaja that he describes in the wound it 
made. , • * . i *

Livyi writing four hundred years after, explains in 
the ordinary language,, the use of ap instrument with 
which he was unacquainted. I t  may be objected that 
a Roman must have been conversant with .the sword 
of a country with which the Romans ,^ d  been so long 
at war,' but with our armies in Spain, ,with^ so, many 
military and scientific men, artists, and philosophers 
studying its custom.s, the “ Pelea de ntvaja” . has not 
been so much as noticed, even as a curiosity. Else
where Livy says, that the Spanish sword ŵ is .niore 
fitted to wound by its poifit than its . edge ;• from its

‘ * * Pedestfe scutum capit, Hispaho cingitur gladio ad prb- 
piorem hahili pugnam.” . . • •

“ Ubi consUtere inter duas acies, Gallus velut moles supeAe 
imminens projecto Iseva scuto, in advenientis arma bostis vanum, - 
cmsim,, cum ingente sonitu ensem dejecit. - Romanus mucrone 
surrecto, cum .iscuto scutum imum perculisset, totoque corpore 
interior periculo .vulneris factus, insinuasset se inter corpus arma- 
que, uno alteroque subinde ictu ventrem *atque inguina hausit, 
et in spatium ingens fuent'em porrexit hostem.”—Livv, vii.

TttU' S’ 'l^rjpav KOI K«Xr<»i/ 6 piv Vvfiiosi TrapoJrXijcrtoy, ro 
rr)v ivayriov 8id6«nv, Ttjs pev yap oik VKaTTov to tfvrrjfia rijs ^laipdpas 
i(T)(ve npos TO ^Xairreiv, ^ 8e Td\aTikt) paxalpa piav etx« \p*iaf, t })v I k 

kaTa<popas, ka\ airriv rtiv dn'oorao’tcor.T—P olvb. iii. 15.
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shortness sprang their agility.. This is incompatible 
with the ancient sword, or modern fencing.

In the description of battles with the Spaniards, 
the sword is. never mentiongd «as a weapon used Jay 
them, when attacking a heavy-armed body, jar resist
ing its attack.* On more than one occasion their 
defeat is attributed to their' spears being broken, 
when they would be expected to draw their ̂ swords: 
no mention is made of their drawing swords, and 
having oply the “ navaja” and spear. They could not 
after the loss of the latter, stand against the united 
mass of the legion with their short swords, nor' 
defend themselves against a charge of cavalry ; but. 
they appear to have been superior, man to man; 
to the Romans,* as these were to the Greek pha- 
langite. •

I t was not an exchange of one sword for another, 
but adopting the Spanish knife as a supplementary 
weapon. Machiavelli remarks, that by the distribu
tion of the Roman legion into three ranks, it had

* Tin author of Murray’s “ Handbook” makes the Spaniards 
such dastardly foes, as to fly frotn the Homans, before th ey  come 
in  sight, and he quotes authorities too.' “ The very aspect,” says 
Seneca, himself a Spaniard, “ of a Roman Legion, was enough, 
‘ U is p a n i antequam legio visetur cedunt.’ ”—H andbook, p. 312.
, Wh'at Seneca says is, that the Spaniards slaughtered the 
Germans before the Roman Legion came even in sight. ■

“ Germanis quid est animosius, quid ad incursum acrius ? 
H o s  tamen H is p a n i Galliqtie*et Asise Syrimque molles hello 
viri, antequam legfc visatur cccdunt, ob nullani rem aliam oppor- 
tunos quaiS ob iracundiam.”— D e I r a , lib. i. c. 11.
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three times to be beaten .before a battle could be 
won ; and thus it would seem that it possessed three,,, 
kinds of weapons, and three manners of using them 
to be employed- before* ajiy one ■ of the ranks could 
be ultimately broken. .

This'explanation meets aft th!b difficulties of the 
ca.se. The Spanish sword was adopted, yet the Roman 
is not laid aside, nor are these two swords spoken of 
conjointly. It  ̂ accounts for the distinction between 
sword and knife, and explains the Greek term, as 
used by Polybius, and supports Dr. Arnold’s persuasion 
that in latter, times the Pelites had a' sword. A sword 
in the ordinary sense, they could not have had, for a 
sword requires a long shield, and then constituted the 
difference between the heavy and the light-armed. 
The nature of their tactics made swords superfluous. 
The Pelites advanced to skirmish and retreated through 
the intervals of the maniples, and formed again behind 
the legion. It was quite aflother thing to carry, as a 
protection for their persons, the Spanish navaja.

I  do not imagine that this “ Spanish sword,” as 
adopted by the Romans, was the clasp-knife. *1t is 
likely that the model of it is preserved in the latli 
foil still used in teaching, and which is the sacrifi
cial knife.* Ro instrument can be better conceived 
for ripping up the bowels of a map,' or for cutting 
the throat of an animal. .

*  In playing at lawn billiards, the Moorish children use the 
same for driving the ball, and hold it as the Spaniard^do the 
navaja. •
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On my return to England^ I was.one day in the 
room of the British Museum  ̂ when Mi*. Warshaw,

of Copenhagen, brought some bronze' instruments 
from a Celtic’cairn; one of these I at once recog
nized as the “ Spanish sword,” although-the form was 
new to me. Symptonis . of incredulity, as was, na
tural, manifesting'.themselves, I asked the, gentlemen 
present to handle the weapon. I t was tried all round, 
and no one -could grasp it so as ta  use it, in conse
quence of a sharp-turned hook from the hilt whi’ch 
prevented it from being held,, either as a sword or 
a dagger; butfwhich left space for the points of. the 
fingers, as the Spaniards, hold the navaja. I  showed 
it to be what t  said it was, by ta.king hold of it" in 
the manner in which iff had to . be used. There 
are now four at the British Museum: they are of 
the Roman period, in bronze — in case 46, of the 
BroliSh-room. One of them is fitted to go into a 
wooden socket, or handle, and is but one step from 
the clasp-knife.

Now at last, knowing what the Spanish swprd was, 
I looked to the .coins, and found one of the Carisia 
family, which, in the plates of Florey and Morel, 
have, together with other armour, an instrument re
sembling it. ^ortunat(dy, this coin is in the Britisli 
Museum : it is iii beautiful preservation, and there
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is' the very weapoB' with , the strange handle, which 
had been discovered by  Mr. Warshaw. Here it -is 
given as a Spanish weapon.; and on the same coin 
are the other two distenguishing arms'of Spain, the 
Lance Getra. The name of the iormer was taken, 
by the testimony of the Komans, from •the Spaniard ; 
the second is mentioned as a Spanish weapon, land 
Omsar uses it a^ a* distinguishing sign. The name 
also is Spanish?.* *On this - one coin we have the com
plete ancient armour of the Hispani.

h i ' the; centre, of the • cetra i s . a* star 
with seven points. The Basque names for 
the days of the week show also the divi
sion by seven.'  ̂ ^

♦ The Spanish (Castilian dictionaries) do not give the word. 
In the Basque, it is claimed as their own; * .

‘‘iO etra , Yoz antigua EspaBola, y por . ŝso Bascongada, aunqu  ̂
oy se ignore sa raiz. Cetra significaba broquel de cuero.”—Lab- 
RAMENDT, D i c .
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CHAPTER V.

THE DANCE.

Edere lascivos ad Baetica crusmata gestus, ,
Ex Gadiianis ludere docta modis.—M a r t i a l .

... ■ •
PouRTEEN days at Seville sparkled through their 

course, but I neither counted hours nor felt fatigue. 
Time se ^ e d  to stand still, though the greater and 
lesser lights rose and set. In constant haste, yet in 
unbroken abstraction, the diversity of objects seemed 
to create fresh senses,- and’ to feed exhausted strength. 
I knew no sleep, but was in a dream that never broke 
w hji^I sojourned in this* city — no, not d ty  — this 
sea-shore — this forest of cedars— Alhambra — Island 
of the Cyclades — Vale of Tempe,—for such sort of. 
hg.bitation is fitted for such golden memories. .

Its marvels were many ; its mysteries were one, 
and that the dance.' It was not the bolero of the 
streets, or the ballet of the boards, but a dance .of 
reserve and tradition, I  had not heard of it, and 
went not in search of i t ; — it broke upon me, and 
in R series of surprises. • ■ '

“ ^^uld  yofl like to see the Sevillian dances 1” ' 
was asked me ii\ a whisper, and, assenting, 1  found
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that it was no public performance to which I was ‘ 
•recommended or invited, but a representation, in" 
private, of dancers who did not appear on the 
stage. My natural question was, “ Are these dances 
indecent 1 ^ The reply was, “ No. ” “ Why, then,
are they not performed in public f ” aifd the answer, 
“ The people would go mad.” I was told that they 
might be seen but could not .be described, and a 
dancing-master would get the dancers and invite some 
friends. .

M  the time appointed, I was conducted up a crazy 
flight of stairs to a low-roofed room, some fifteen feet 
by thirty, paved with square, coarse, and ill-laid tiles ; 
lighted with three - or four common lamps, gtuck in 
the plastered walls. There was a harrow bench all' 

“round; on which were . seated men, woiften, and chil
dren of homely appearance. Though called a ball, 
none were to take part but the attired dancers—four 
girls, one of them a child — all bespangled and be
dizened in white, and pink, in satins and flowers. In 
Spain no preparation has to be made for music : the 
Greeks dance f/t>ercc ffrofjba, “ with the mouth ;** the 
Spaniards dance with mouth and palm, or castanet, 
which, if not in the dancer’s hand, vibrates in those 
of the spectators ; they beat time with their hands 
and sing the choruses. Our music copsisted of a single 
guitar. I was not without suspicions and misgivings 
respecting the nature of the performance ; but al
though there was in the decked girls 1 ,hat coij^cious 
slouching gait of a wild animal thjit has a nature
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of its own, the glooih of thp place, the meanness of 
the apartment] and the. ungainly aspect of the mo-• 
rose as^embly,  ̂discouraged the expectations that had 
been raised, and I would gl^ly^have retreated.' * •

The twang of . the guitar was' beard,^the space 
cleared, and two: of\he dancers were balancing their 
bodies and wreathing their arms, and retreat was im
possible. But*it only was the fandango—no dexterity. 
to . astonish, no excesses to shock; no blandishments to 
seduce. . ' •

.The fandango’done, s .̂mesclo succeeded—a sort of 
olla 'podrida or ballet,J composed of gallegada, bax:k' 
to back, the Hola Aragonese, the seguadilla marchega 
with its strathspey time .and step j theoouples setting 
tof each t other,' add the Highland snap and shout. 
This, too, was# decorous, and I began to ■ wonder what 
all -the mystery had been about, and when would arise 
the'madness we were to witness, and . perchance to share  ̂

The assembly had gradftally fired.—that fluid power. 
Whi^ matter will, by motion, engender : the dancers 
gathered and discharged,- and shock by shock the spec- 
tatoT?-'vibrated to their motion, and trembled with 
their pulse. As speech is not teeth or tongue, but 
all the; features; so is the dance not legs, but all 
the figur6 . - W e' indeed look .out on it by the eyes 
alone, and I are lp]eased; .to be surprised with an effort, 
charmed with- an attitude, enchanted, by a fotm. 
There is here nothing of*the sort, nor is it an “ epic." 
There is nb •  poem:" there may be a story; there 
is poetry ; but it is neither our pantomime nor our
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ballet, any more' than .'it i§ our zephyr grbups, or poses. 
These constitute our dancing, and if I  were convey -̂ 
iugfmy. impressions by word i of mouth, I  would-pause- 
here, nor, proceed until had'got at" all .the sources 
of gratificationj. which.we either experience from danc
ing^'or conceive to belong to it. * Them I could show 
that .the dance in Spain calls inte'play-another set 
of nerves.I Its fascination may.,be exerted without 
beauty, agility, o r . grace.i Now I knew that oius was 
only prose, for I had learned metre. - ; i

W ith. us 1 th e . limbs move hither .or thither, lifting 
the .body about; .the triumphi of art is to veil the 
mechanism. The. limbs, are indeed exposed in  their 
outline, but our ideal would be achieved if  the body 
were to appear to rise and descend without their aid; 
The Spanish.dance is an' inward actiom; the.limbs 
only manifest it. It is deep as a fountain— now 
sealed, and still, now bubbling up with tremulous 
motion ;.. now. overflowing ^n devious 1 bourses, 'how 
bursting' forth in wild contortions, then arrested^nd 
returning to its source. Gesture is its'voice, move
ment its sound; it fills the air,, settles oft*the 
beholder: it is felt not seen, and might .-be per- 
fceived with the eyes shut, if you could but cldse 
them.; The ecstacies it produces, and which astound 
the stranger by their. vehemence and delicacy — by 
a frenzy that has rules, and .a passion that • glows 
but . does not‘-burn, ' arises ^roin this, that the per
formance is hot witnessed but shared.* Com ped to 
our dancing,' i t  is as expression to grimace—tfie living
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countenance to a • pasteboar^d mask. The Spanish— 
no, the Iberian— the Phrygian— dancer before me 
sought not to float in air ; she belonged to earth, and 
envied neither the bird lyskiving, nor the cloud its 
texture. She could pau.se, stand, stanip,^ plant her
self—then defy. This is no part pantomime, but all 
dance : the earth, not the air, was her element: it 
was to her what it is to the wrestler, to the statue, 
to the antelope, to the tree. •

But I anticipate.—What I  have said was suggested 
by two dances T^ich were reserved— t̂he ole anA the 
beio, and which are no more to be conceived by the 
fandango, than that is by a pas de fascination in a 
ballet. Borrowing a hat—the Spanish broad-brimmed, 
high-peaked, festooned hat— t̂he dancer places it on 
her head, taeses and shifts i t ; beats with her foot, 
toe, heel; squares her arms: as a snake’s, her body 
undulates: she looks round, watches, tosses her head 
again, snorts, snifis the abr. Is it instinct — is it pas
sionals it a foe—is it a rival ? wiU she fly—will she 
charge—̂ re they weapons she prepareSj or charms % 

’Stat figure, which at the distance of the remote 
seats of a theatre, would have appeared motionless and, 
by its grotesque attire, might have awakened merri
m ent— has, now riveted every glance- • The guitar’s 
tones partake of the disorder, and give forth-—so to 
speak—a sympathetic provocation. She starts,'wavers, 
selects, and springs upon*her foe. It is the bull in the 
arena ! One •by one, she runs at Picador and Chulo, 
falters,’swerves, and runs upon another. Peals of mer-
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riment foliojv each feint. When her choice is fixed, the 
contortions, as she approaches, subside, the limbs are 
subdued, defiance changes to fascination, and the bull 
becomes the woman. ,A  handkerchief is spread on 
•the. ground ‘as she advances: she places her foot on 
i t ; stooping, the knee is benlf; sh# pauses, then 
slightly raising the heel, moves it to and fro, while 
pinching, with forefinger and thumb, the bosquina at 
the knee, and lifting it twice or thrice! Heads and 
shoulders press forward to witness this ceremony, and 
as ^he bounds away, hats and jackets are cast upon 
the ground, amidst a burst of intoxication, and a 
chorus of “ Salero ! Salero ! ” whilst the happy swain, 
the object of these attentions, gathers up the hand
kerchief, on which her foot has. been placed, and 
treasures its dust in his bosom. «

flere is a history—here are rites and rules, mysteries 
to me and to themselves. It was the bull, but it ’ 
was something more too. • Is it the horned Isis or 
the Minotaur 1 But the hdus did not endWiere. 
After skipping around and between, and avoiding or 
sparing the sombreros (hats),* she suddenly <wished 
at one of them, and,—what shall I say 1 —gored id;
— she sprang upon, and pounded it with her feet— 
left it — returned to it again, to toss the prostrate 
foe : approaching its owner, her victim, as the bull,
— as the woman, taking from her head the hat which 
she had worn, and crowning him with it “ King of

* A Matadore is in like manner complimenfed,* by ha^ being 
throivn into the arena.
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the lists.” This was the denou&)nent of the dance — 
or ‘̂ m e, or ceremony, or orgy, or myth, or combat — 
•call it which you will. ' •

“ Salero ” thrilled through #ie. The interpretation 
was unknown. It is inexplicable, and like the “ hug- 
meneh” of th§ Highlands—the Phrygian cry of which 
I had found in Barbary the interpretation—of what 
could “ salero •*  remind one, if not the Salii f .

That the motions of animals should have suggested 
, primitive dances is but natural; and what animal 
could more entrafice. the Spariish spirit than the bull 1 
It is not a passion of yesterday,: we have the bull
ring on early Etruscan vases. I have since found a 
confirmation of this idea in the dances of Hew Hol
land so striking, that I  subjoin a description from 
an eye-witnesg. f  •

. •  ^ h e n  I  asked the meaning of it, all they could say, was, 
that it  meant “ salt.”- Mr. A.,Dumas, who has given, i f  not' an 
accurate description of the daftce, at least a vivid delineation of 
H i^ ^ n  sensations, has, from thinking salero to be nonsense, 
written salado, and makes the performers be gratified by being 
called “ tr^s saleei” He is the only writer who has published 
this ItlJ’stery. . i '

f  “ After rest and refreshment, they b ^ an  another dance, in 
which a portion of them, taking tufts of grass in their mouths, 
imitated the actions of the kangaroo. After quietly feeding and 
hopping about for a while like the kangaroos, they were follow-ed 
by the rest o f the party, who in their real characters began to 
creep after the kangaroos to surprise them. The ludicrous 
bounds and manceuvres of pursuit and escape Were quite aston
ishing, and the act ended by ?he pretence of putting one of the 
repreStotatives of*the captured kangaroos on the firS to be roasted. 
This they called the kangaroo dance : they then gave us the
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In ’ contrasting Spanish and European dancing, I 
have put gesture aside, as no part of the former ; 
but, iu fact, we have no gesture- There is more in 
the turn of a gipsy’s* liead, and the wave of her 
arm, than*in all the practising of |he  ballerinas.

The Andalusians have a peculiar manner of ren
dering “ the body’s ^ i t . ” They say, e meneo 
the nearest approach to which' is, air. and mien 
but the nearer the words the farther the sense ;—me- 
hieo (from meneli, the Sabasan festival,) is not our 
professional gait, but the cadenced'.flow of the long 
and graceful line as it  undulated over strewed flowers, 
between lifted palms and burning censers.

The Reformation' is attributed to "the study of the 
classics. The classics themselves nfiist have been still 
more rational. How, then, did the old Vorship stand 
so long, shamed by the life of the Christian, and 
stained by the blood of the martyr ? The world then 
was neither devout nor ignorant: the, sceptic t^ g k t  
in the schools,, the scoffer entered the sanctuary. »The 
phenomenon was now explained, of rather—c o ^ re -

emu dance, in Ayhich— with one arm raised to form the. neckj df 
the bird, the h^pd twisted to represent the head— ŵith' the 
body stooped, they went through all the actions of this bird, and, 
with the rnost amazing effect.”
, “ J  asked, the king what this dance meant, and he pointed to 
thenioon then full above our head, and sa id ,' gpod,. tq black 
fellow.’ Nq dopht he would have proceeded to acknowledge that 
the ceremony was in honour of t l«  moon, had not one of the 
others who had stood his grog better than kin§ Caboa, stepped 
up and said,.* New Zealandman’s dance.’ He meant the*name to 

a  mislead, for they are very secret in all their rdiigious ceremonies.”
VOL. II. . D
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bending somewhat of the spell which bound the senses 
of Greek and Roman—I perceived the problem by the 
soktion. Seeing what dancing could be, even as di- • 
vested of all pomp, circums^aifce, and honour, I could 
imagine what in all ̂ its branches must have»been that . 
religion of art, *that “ worship of the beautiful,” which 
.we hold at oyce- to be the glory and the shame of 
Greece.

We only understand vice as the antagonist of Chrisr 
tianity : assailed,by vice, ft was itself the assailant 
of “ art —thus did Mars and Jupiter reign lon^ as . 
statues, if not as gods. »

But an esthetic life of sentiment was not alone 
engendered. These -excelliences were part of the in 
stitutions of the Ihnd. The songs of Tyrtoeus had 
their chorus; ^rom the games of Elis the Greeks  ̂re
paired to Marathon, nor had they lost the Pyrrhic 
phalanx, had they saved the Pyrrhic dance. The 
irrfniq̂ 'il fs not great with the patriarchs and worthies . ; 
of Israel. What would sound more Pagan, if we 
listened for the sense, than David , dancing . before 
the ark l We read it with an awkward feelings—̂ ' 
half ridiculOj half reproach.* I t .is  we who have 
reduced the dance to an amusement, or an exhi
bition ; we have chased away every thought not 

■ trivial or mercenary; we have left to it no occasion 
to be grave, and suffer it in no ceremony that is

. •  .
* In  the synagogues of Morocco, the congregation, When the •

name (rf &od occurs, spring up and down on their toes in token 
of rejoicing. The hfst time I saw this I  was utterly. confounde;d.

i
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solemn. Nowhere, but* here, is there a rent in that 
heavy veil, which has for nearly two thousand years 
shrouded the memory of that wonderful union of the 

• harmonies of sound aild gesture, which was, the charm 
of the an«ient world.

The descriptions. of mythological ceremonies, .the 
investigation of ancient history, the turning over the 
pages of poets for seductive images, the pacing of 
galleries for noble forms, the indulging in the reveries 
of the sea-shbre, or the mountain-side—all these could 
nbf furnish what, that .Sevillian room; floored with 
brick, supplied.

Seville preserves the Hebrew ceremony as well as 
the Pagan, orgy. On the Saturday eyenigg before 
Easter, and during the following ĝe’nnight, • a , dance 
is performed in front of the high alftir, by youths 
in the • old Spanish dress, sky-blue satin and white 
muslin, high-crowned hat of blue, with a white and 
flowing plume.' The music of, the cathedral i^jse- 
placed by an orchestra, by the rails of the altar. The 
dancers tare seated facing each'other,' on 'eack' side. 
the altari The music of, the cathedral ceases. ' * ^ t§ r 
a pause, the band of worldly instruments strikes up 
a valtz or a cachouca; presently the voices of the boys 
jo in ; then they start to their legs. The song is a 
lyric composition ; they sing and dance together, 
moving solemnly through a variety Of figures. The 
music is in two or three metres, like the Greek cho- 
russes. The first'act completed, they ^ tu rn  j;(  ̂their 
seats. The second is more animated, for by word of 

. D » 2
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command they plabe their hats*on their heads, and then 
' the'rattling of tlie castanets, which hitherto have been 
silent and concealed' in -thein hands, is heard through 
the aisles,* and this terminate? a performance solemn 

‘ and impressive to the Andalusian, which to.oiir ideas 
would be' nothillg short of sacrilege or insanity. '

In the midsj of another scene—a bull-fight —  the 
dance is thus described by 'M. Q u i h e t S c a r c e l y  
had the mules dragged out, the carcasses, when the 
sound of castanets was heard ; the barrier was'opened 

> again,i’ahd a long train of dancers, entered, divided 
into ' groups according ' to the provintes' of, Spaih : 
each wore the -cbstume of ’ theirs 6wn province : the 

•Basque With, long'flowing hair upon! their shoulders ; 
the Valencians (hblf Arabs) w ith’a plaid ; the Cata
lonians with fheir large embroidered belt; I the Ara
gonese with their dark mantles; but thb most brilliant 

•arid gorgeous are the Andalous,_with their large hats 
a»d^^h t jackets, embroidered in a thousand colours, 
and with intermingled points of steeL The 'troop 
pass dyng” with • pomp ; the' people gaze .on them 
wjth pride; and on the still warm and bloody earth 
the dance commences. , ' The faindango and bolero 
balance ' each other with, a characteristic monotony, 
recalling th4 noble simplicity of the ancient vases. 
From carelessness to gravity; from gravity to lan
guor ; from languor to intoxication and the exhaus
tion of passion. Ther^ is the moment at which 
the wkoy assembly is struck. Each Andalous dancer 
stoops to the eaffth, as if to gather flowers for the
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head of his partner, and immediately after he leans his
head upon his hand, his elbow on the shoulder of ,fhe
Andalusian—and he remains immoveable. I know not
if this is. one of the otdiiiary features of the. dance, or
-if.' it wa« a sudden t houghtbu t  this single movetoent 

• * * ' ® ' seized, instantaneously t he . ten thoiftand spectators :
they rose at i once, and-a burst of enthusiasm came 
forth such -as I have never before heard. There was 
not one man of the people who did not feel to. the bot
tom of his soul this poetry without words; and all 
the {irovinces of Old Spain were again confounded 
together in that instant. .The crowd disappeared and 
I remained alone in the vast amphitheatre, fixed to my 
seat.' This mixture of murder and of gr^ce—of en
chantment, of carnage, and' of ^nce, have left me 
overwhelmed with stupor : 1 1  still see liiis blood, these 
smiles, these hb.rrible gashes and rodious agonies,; the 
thrill of’ the fandango, and that Andalusian that stops 
to dream.”  ̂ ^

Of what other country of Europe could sucn things 
be written ? To admire or to comprehend is -quite 
enough at one time ; and it is seldom that w5*can at 

■ once enjoy both these gratifications. Let thpse who 
can admire Spain be content, nor spoil that pleasure 
by the hopeless attempt to comprehend her. '    
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CHAPTER V I

THE ARCHITECTURE OF CANAAN AND MOROCCO.

W hat we consider in arcliitecture is form or order. 
Th(0 masonry' of Rome and her teachers, the EtruscaiJs, 
of the Pelasgi, the Cyclopes, the Druids, and the 
Egyptians, present, us with colossal and imperishable 
monumenl^.- These depend entirely on mathematical - 
principle and mec^nical adjustments, because stone 
alone was userf, nor have- we any idea of another 
manner -of building. There was, however, still an
other race than these, which delighted in lofty towers 
anijjmssive walls, who, without stones, built Babel 
and Babylon.
• The .first point in architecture ‘ is, therefore, the 

majterial, and by that originally used must its sub: 
sequent-, forms and order have been established. 
We have, indeed, kept this primary condition in 
view, and carried our application of it to the most 
extravagant excess. The cave of the Trogloditae, 
the timber origin of the Hindoo, Ancient Persian, 
and the Greek, the essentially rock origin of the 
Cyclopi<i ]iave l?een fully illustrated; ■ and applying 
our rule in every ̂ ase whence we had not a natural
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original, we created it.. We have caused the Gothic 
to spring out of the interlacing branches of the 
forests of the North. Warburton* was, I think, the 
first who put forward t|iis extravagance, supporting 
it by higtorical suggestions which consisted in ana- 
chi’onisms ; but the same. propo*sition* recurs over and 
over again, as it furnishes a theme for'that sort of 
stilted composition which has become tlie staple of the 
recent trade of book-making on art.f

Architecture moulds itself into the shapes of things 
iif use fqr building: it does not copy the independent 
works of nature. The column and entablature, the 
volute, abacus and . plinth, are imitations in stone 
of the woodwork of primitive, huts; the^ -are not

■ * “ The Goths who conqtiered S p a in g  470, becoming Chris
tians, endeavoured .to build their churches ift imitation of the 
spreading and interlacing boughs of the groves in which they had 
been accustomed to perform their .'pagan rites in their native 
country of Scandinavia, and -they employed for this purpose 
Saracen Architects,, whose exotic style suited their purpojj^J— 
W arbcrton. • •

t  “ The soaring nave of a Gothic minster, in the clustered and 
banded stalks of its lofty pillars, the curling leaves of it^^apitals 
and cornices, the interlacing ’ arches of its fretted vaults ^the 
interminable ehtwinings of its tracery, the countless hues that 
sparkle from roof, and chapiter, and wall, and ,window, recall no 
work of man, indeed—no tent) or hut, or cavern, but the sub- 
limest temple of natural religion, the awful gloom of the deep 
forests of the north ; the aspiring height o f  the slender,pine, the 
spreading arms of the giant oak, rich with the varied, tints of 
leaf and blossom, with the wildjjirds’ song ^ r  its anthem,.or the 
rustle of' the breeze in its waving branches, for the voices of the- 
mighty multitude, or the deep notes of the solemp rf>rgan.*’—  
YKEE.'HLKvi'& History of Architecture,'g. \5^  .
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copies of the',growing tree. The origin of the Gothic 
is still to find; an. earlier material than st9 nes is 
to he looked fo r; and if we would go back to the 
origin, we must figure to oi^rselves the art of build
ing as devised' for defence, before descendi^ to em
bellishments, or«to th§ lowly habitations out of which 
those temples arose, which have been distributed into 
and constitute fhe five orders of architecture.

The Arameans, the elder branch of the human 
family and the inheritors .of early light, first occu
pied and permanently retained that fertile and well- 
watered region, which lies between the great limbs 
of the earth and the subdivisions of the ocean. 
There, neither strong positions were to be found, 
nor stones to be procured for the construction of 
defences. Thgir very existence depended upon the 
invention of a process by which the earth itself 
could be converted into wal^. The soil containing a 
large proportion of alumiilb,, durable .walls might be 
m ade^’om it without the aid of any arl^ save that 
of beating and ramming down. Factitious stones 
mightf4i)e obtained, or the mass formed at once by 
cases into a wall. ' Against injury from rain they 
had ready to .their hand a preservative, in the bitu
men with which the Country abounded, and with 
which they, cemented the bricks and besmeared the 
walls.* M -

These walls, whether m»de in pieces (brick) or in 
blocks, were however soft and perishable withoul^ the

•  The walls of Meg|lopolis in Greece were so defended. '
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aid of fire, which gives •brick (burnt) and4ime two 
compositions, of which, like air and water, we do not 
know the value, by enjoying .constantly their use. 
These discoveries 1 inftigine to have been, .connected 
with the sacrifice a i  practised by the early Aramgans. 
The Jews were forbidden to make an* altar’of stone, 
and when they set up stones, they ^ere forbidden 
to raise on them a tool of iron.* They were, more
over, Ordered to make the altar of earth, f  and traces 
of this practice are , to be found elsewhere, as among 
th^ Phrygians J and the Greeks.

The varieties of soil would thus expose to the fire, 
in various combinations, alumine, silex, carbonate 
and sulphate^ of lime (selenite). The b lo ^  flowed 
on it, and—as in the casg of Jupite/blympius—it was, 
plastered over with' the asheS. ' In the %lluvial plains 
of Mesopotamia, these altars must have been of brick 
in the mountainous districts, where alabaster as well 
as limestone abounded—gypsum and lime. At ,oi>» 
would the- substance of plaster be known, an^ the 
manner of using it, and, probably; lime was similarly

♦  " Thou shalt set thee up great stones, and plaster therh , 
with plaster, and thou shalt write upon them all the words of 
this law....Thou shalt not lift up any iron tool upon them.”—  
Deut. xxvii. 2 —d. The stones were to be covered, and were not 
to be touched with iron to o l; and yet all the law was to be 
written on them : it  must, then, have been on the plaster. •

t  “ An altar of earth thou shalt make unto me.”— Exodus 
XX. 24. . •

t  The Teucrian Girghis was, as I  have sh(»vn elsewhere, a 
colony of Gergashites. See also Selden, Diis Syriis :• ^ n ta g ,
1. ii. c .2 . •
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treated, and. thence the strength of ancient mortar. 
Vitruvius directs it to be mixed with ashes,* as, it 
must . have been jin the,i plastering of these> earth- 
altars. ■ ■ ’
- f Having thus obtained lime, it was. • used ^  the dis

covery suggest^ that it should be ; that is, to harden- 
the earth-wal]^ themselves — not to cement stones. 
They would soon discover that gypsum had to be set 
up in moulds, hardening at once of its own accord; 
but that lime, mixing with-the earth, or with gravel,, 
acquired consistency by being rammed down. The 
varieties so presented are infinite, from the rudest, 
the cheapest,. and the most perishable walls, to the 
most costly and durable ramparts; and these .could, 
so be raised ^ h o u t  machinery or science, yet 
affording a slfrength to , resist the besieging operators 
of those times, of a height to surpass all means of 
assault, and of a durability that has defied Time itself. 
^e.^evonshire cobwalls and. the Normandy pisd afford 
examples of the first;—common earth bound together, 
in default of lim^ with chopped straw; while in the 
old. Moorish tower ,of Gibraltar is a specimen of the'- 
last, a concrete possessing greater power of resistance 
to shot than any discovery which has been made since 
the introduction of artillery.

When I first saw the ruins of the Phoenician city
♦ “ Ex sabulone et oaloe Qtfwvilla"— V ite. 1.vii. c. 4. In the 

Highlands of Scotland it  is a tradition, that the old lime, which 
stands so well, w ls used unslaked: the very same thing has been 
told me Tn Andalusia. Recently in England they have fallen on 
this process for builfling under water. . ■
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of old Tangier, - which is a rough-looking wall (the_ 
opus incerfum of the Romans), such as might be 
built by a very rude people in-our times, I  could 
not believe it to be Phasnician; but upon farther 
examination of such ruins, and when I oame to con
sider the nature of the soil where tffese structures 
were' raised, and the merit attached to Jjhe first appli
cation of this most important material—lime -^I found 
in that very coarseness an evidence of the high an
tiquity of these walls, and . of the ingenuity of this 
peo^e; and fell that we were indebted to them for 
a substance become of primary necessity.

A Captive, eihployed as th e  Jews in Egypt were, 
has thus described the. task of the Christian slaves 
in Morocco: ■

'“ Our work and daily labour was contfhually build
ing of houses and walls : the material and method 
is so very foreign, and will appear strange to my 
countrymen. Here there are boxes of wood, of dimec^ 
sions according to pleasure: these we fill with earth 
powdered, and lime and gravel well beat together

* , . • - I  ’
and tempered with water; and when full, we remove- 
the box according to order, and withdraw the box 
planks, and leave this matter to dry, which will then 
acquire an- incredible degree of hardness and is very 
lasting, for we have seen walls of some hundred years’ 
standing, as we are informed, and all that time has 
not been able to do them arl̂  ̂ prejudice.. The king 
himself (what reason for his 'humour* may J)e we 
never had the curiosity to ask him)•w^l sometimes
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vouchsafe to wofk in "the liul6  and dirt for'an hour 
together, and nvill holt 'out' an encouraging word 
to the slave's there, viz;, as I remember, ‘God send 
you to your own countrits f ’ but I judge he Either 
-does not speak from his heart, or' else hep hopes God 
will not answer the prayer of such a wretch as 
himself"* .  '

. Livy mentions'the Wall I of Saguntum as similarly 
'constructed ;• and Pliny speaks of the “ forms” which 
they used for ramming dewn the materials in con
structing them. ■ He confines the practice, to Muuri- 
tania and Spain. In these two countries it has still 
one, and the same name, Tapia. In Hebrew and 
in Egyptian teh is the word which we translate 
“ brick ; ” it als^ignifies “ box.” The name has been 
derived fron^the ’mould. The hieroglyphic for ieb‘ is 
a foot and a hand.

. No doubt from this word the name rof the great 
^ity^of Egypt,' Thebes, is derived. T am aware that 
'Sir Gardner. Wilkinson derives it ixom ap, or ape, 
m etin g  the head or capital of the country; but 
iah is much nearer to Thebes than ap or ape;

■ and I am not aware that any city ever received its 
name from the head; whereas the most common of 
etymons for cities—at least among Arameans, is the, 
defences which distinguish them from the inhabitants 
of the Tents.f ,

* Captivity T. Phelps. London, 1685.
+ " The nacoie Thebes is corrupted from the ‘ TAp6 ’ of the 

ancient Egyptians tnd  Copts, which, in the Memphitic dialect, is
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The derivatives from this word are extraordinary 
* from their number, and the languages through which 

they spread, and vouch Tor the importance of the object 
to which it was applied,* and the antiquity of the 
language i i  which it. was used. The Turkish has taken 
froniit its word.for fortress-^" tabia”—̂ nd for mound, 
—“ tepe'’ The Arabic preserves it in its pure sense— 
the, Spanish derives frbm it. to^cloSe, and tapeti 
a covering;—whence in, the French we have taper and 
■tapk;—in English we have tapestry^ tap, which has 
-beefl probably .derived from the' original teb; we 
have* tub and tube. The G.reeks have taken from 
it rvTo$, and, thence roTra;; whence the string of 
European deriyatiyes,- type,.-\ typify, &c.,
■humble, ie. beaten d.own; also, ^^og, tomb, from 
the association of this mode of̂  building^with that of 
tombs, t  .

About the time that the Hebrews were taking Je
richo, the Phoenicians were carrying on their commei^ 
,cial enterprises to the west. By this irruption* into

pronounced Thaba, easily converted ipto Qfitai, or Theb6s. ̂ Some 
writers have confined themselves to A closer imitation of the 
Egyptian word; and Pliny and Juvenal have both, adopted 
‘ Thebe’ in the singular number as the name of this city. In 
hieroglyphics it is written Ap, Ape, or with the feminine article, 
Tape, the meaning of Which appears to be ‘the head  ̂ Thebes being 
the capital of the country.”-^WiLKiNSoN, TIfehes, voli ii. p. 136.

* Barrel is also derived from the Arabic —  bar, earth ; barril, 
made of earth; which the Spani^ds still apply to an earthen 
vessel. . , #  . .

f  The lexicographers derive r« )̂dc from Bdirru>, and «h?n they 
derive ddiTT<t> from rafoc. •  .
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Canaan, an immense mass colonists was placed at 
their disposal; and to this event in all probability is to ' 
be attributed the number and importance of their set
tlements. They are slippered to have reached the 
Northern Ocean, and especially to have had their set
tlements in Britain, as is indeed proved by the names 
still preserved^ jn Devonshire and Cornwall. In those 
two counties the tapia of Morocco is still used in 
building, though the species is of that inferior order in 
which lime is not used ; or if used at all, merely for 
the coating—the tempering with lime of Ezekiel. * In 
deriving it from the Phoenicians, diflSculty presents 
itself in the name: it is called cob: —  this word is 
neither feutonic, nor Celtic, Gi'eek, nor Latin, Hebrew 
nor Arabic. It after long research that the origin 
of it -occurredPto me in a word that I was in the daily 
habit of using, and which is the common name given 
in Morocco to a tomb—which is Cubbe. . Many English 
^rivatiyes show that co6  meant both "“ .wall” and 
“ beating.” . Cobweb, the web and • the vi^ycobden, 
hole-in the wall; cobhr  ̂ one making frequent use of 

■ the hammer; cobbing, a school-boy term for thrashing 
with a knotted'handkerchief, besides many- others—̂ 
Gobbett— Cobham,— cob as applied to a breakwater— 
Lyme cob. •

Cubbe ■ designates indeed a tom b; but it might 
equally be rendered, building, or wall: for. the cubbe 
are the only buildings ifrhich appear throughout the 
Westeir^ regions of Africa. Although the word will be 
found in no Arabic dictionary, it is not likely' that
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coh, the Devonshire name for the • material from 
which, the Moorish eubbe is built, should have been 
given by mere chance. Aa the. dictionary affords no 
clue, we must endeavour ̂ o trace them back construc
tively. .  ■ ^

Bochart accounts for the story jof a t(*mib of Hecuba, 
in Sicily, by supposing that the Greeks, seeing some 
Phoenician tomb, and inquiring, "What the.building was, 
were answered, “ Beth Hacub, suprema dorms” The 
meaning of Beth they could not mistake, and Hacub 
could only be. the unhappy ’consort of Priam. Sir 
W. Hamilton does justice to this explanation in a rigid 
criticism of the author. If Beth Hacub were so em
ployed, the contraction to the last syllable^ is quite 
natural; and as the tombs in Brit^rfh would be built 
of Tapia, the natives would call that substance by the 
same name—Cub—cob ; as the Phoenicians, themselves 
may have • contracted it. ' The contraction has re
mained in Britain applicable to walls when built oi 
this material—in Africa to, the tombs which 'are,T. their 
buildings. ' ■ ,
• , As each promontory in Sicily had its fable con^ctod 
with a tomb, the interpretation of which forms one of 

"the most interesting chapters of ‘̂Pheleg,”- the tomb 
must have been, as here now, the feature of the land
scape. The figure, at once the , most simple and complex 
—the cube, the dome, the arch, and spandril, all com
bined, doubtless has remained unchanged. Such, then, 
were those tombs scattered through Gr^bce, and^which 
we hear of as “ Phrygian,” a people^which I think I
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shall be able toi prove to be identical' withl the i ancient ) 
inhabitants of Morocco.!; i and to them Solon mu^t have 
referred, when he (forbade: tombs to- be i built with 
“arched roofs” . * • ' ■

Tim dom inant form is the  Cube ;-bu t th is ig the  very 
word!( It, has •been "a ttem p ted  to derive 'cube from
Caaba. Here is a. distinction without* a .difference.*•* '
From r the Greek xÔ og viQr .have the term all the way) 
downwards in. eveiy'. western .language. ' Thus,. the' 
building has supplied the- generalnam e' to Europe 
for its figure, toi Deyonshiren for its . substance, fed 
in Morocco has. remained with its. primitive meaning, 
substance and figure. > " w ,

The mistranslation- of the. Greeks respecting .Hecuba, 
receives a cur^ous^nfirmation from a grotesque mis-. 
take of the .Erench : they call these .buildings 'Inara- ) 
bouts, and speak and,write. Sihoui .marahovis as if. it 
really were either lan .Arabic, or a French .name for' r 
Subbe-t Marabouts are men, and they are sometimes •

* Cjbele is derived {rom^fcy(ip^tiv, talnruy, for,she made 
her s a i n t s  bow. the head, is derived from K virru . • ■

The 4drd cupola is' dit-ecllj.  ̂ irom' 'th^ Arabic'' Cdhat,' which 
from the form was likewise applied to the whole building, and 
also to nn umbrella : thus, the Mosque of Cordova was known as 
Cobbal al Malik, or the King’s Cupola; and an office under the 
Mameluk governmentiin .Egypt.was entitled,Cobbal u. ThaTr, this 
functionary carrying Jn umbrella, and bearing on his fist a  hawk.

•It I find in  Richardson’s Sahara maraiitj > This.may, »

indeed, be a( local- ;term fpr l^mb.. ,Ih Richardson’s Dictionary ' 
“ marabet” is  set ^ w n  as phfie^of rest. I t  has, however,- no con
nexion ^itfi “ marabout,’? or, properly,- amarcibout, from winr, to ' 
command; whence ewdr and admircfl. . , ,
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honoured with such a tomb.* The Greeks, liearihg the 
name of the building, applied it to a supposed inmate ; 
the French, being told the name of the inmate, applied 
it to the edifice. • ,  ■ •

Pis^ evjidentiy comes from 5r/ĝ <y,f to squeeze or 
break; and the Phoceans, the allies ^ f  the Phoeni
cians, monopolised the commerce of Gaul. It is to 
be ihferired that Cob is Phoenician; but-the word is. 
at present unknown, nor are there traces of it in 
the ancient language. .

Moors, like the Jews, as shown in Ezekiel’s parable, 
“ temper” .the earth with lime. The durability 
depends upon the amount of beating, and the quan
tity of lime ; and the expense is, of course in pro
portion. No ancient buildings of yi^e earth remain; 
but still in Africa, though rarely, earth alone is used : 
in one very important portion of their architecture 
the three methods are all employed together, namely, 
earth—earth and lime mix5l, and pure lime. Thisr 
is for the flat roofings of their houses, and *is a 
matter of the greatest difficulty; in fact, the very 
word architecture is derived from the process o f^ o f-

* Tomb, in Arabic, is mukhurea* medfan  ̂ gaber turhh. In 
Breber i t  is (tgekka, -

t  It was natural that the Phoceans should have adopted the 
art, and given a name to it, as was their wbnt, from their own 
language. The resemblance is too close to be accidental ivith 
“ Piazza.” Piso, in  Spanish, is to ^ainp ; it  is also the floor of a 
house, formerly made by ramming down, just as^he w’alls were— 
Pistor in Latin. Their bread was better kneaded than ^<frs; so 
piston, pestle, &c. . ' •

VOL. II. . E E
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ing; and they. celebrate tbe •coyering-iu the houses 
with ceremonies analogous to those which we employ 
in laying the foundation. stone. Over the wood^yrork 
earth is first beaten, down, ih5n a layer of earth and 
lime, and then the. pure lime : each layer is sepa^ 
rately beaten.* They use a small paviour’s mallet: 
they work by^angs, and strike in cadence with • short 
stroke, singing in concert, and producing a strange 
melody, that resounds through the neighbourhood 
•of their silent cities, startling the echoes with a ^mê  
lancholy, but not unpleasing note, which recalls *th ,̂ 
tones of “ Adria’s gondolier ; ” but the words convey, 
simpler thoughts' and a more devotional spirit̂ . Pne 
strain riiiis thus :

• ■  ̂ . .  ' 
“ yalla  wo yalla|im ili dinu yarb i;

Yalla w<#yalla an azziz yarbi.” .
0  God ! 0  God ! Eternal art thou, 0  my Lord!
G God ! 0  God ! Dear to me art thou, 0  my Lord ! -

They also apply their incantation to the case, as 
it m?ty be. 'The traveller in Spain is often greeted 
by a change in the metre and words of the song, 
a n d ^ e  salutation is conveyed in their simple and plea- 
sipg extempore verse. The owner of a house visit
ing the work may in fike manner be welcomed with 
such a strain as this :

“ Behold, Builder, the mortar is se t! , ,
The Lord of the dwelling will recompense us !
Behold, Builder, the jportar is set ! -
The Ma^er of his workmen will cause them to rejoice j”

* •
The distinction between the Aramean and the other

%
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primitive races seems to have been maintained for. 
a couple of thousand years; but at the mixture of 
nations by the great conquests'of the .Macedonians 
and the Romans, we. fmd» the use of lime’’extending 
to the’ others; and the chiseled^ stones adopted by 
the Arameans. I t is in the work§ ^ f  the western 
or Moorish branch that has been pres(^yed the type 
to our day; and they have excelled all ” other people 
in the grandeur and durability of their military archi
tecture ; and, with the exception qf the polygonal 
ahdT cyclopic, they have embodied with their own 
every' species of ancient building. *

We thus identify with the Arameans, block walls, 
plaster of Paris, bricks and lime ; ^ n d  wMle it is 
to be expected that these varioiMS processes should 
be carried by them whither they emigrated, or taught 
by them to the people among whom they established 
colonies, or whom they infracted in the arts and 
sciences, still are we not to look for these as ^com-  ̂
bined in one general system, but as severally or par
tially adopted according to the character of the sryifoce
of the country, or the nature of its soil, or as asso- • •••
dated with the kinds of masonry already in use. 
In one country, however, the whole of the processes 
which I have noticed are still to be found. . Not 
one is wanting ; and they stilly possess that excellence 
of early structure which we have lost in Europe.

•  At Shemish, the most remarkable PhoenicSan ruin ^hat I 
visited,' the Phoenician lime and mortar are conjoined with the 
Hellenic blocks. . *

• ,  2
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' 1 :?■ VaiSjfq-:o ?■_~ l;o o
-la,,the rviliages round Tahgi^' tWe walls'ar^ huill of 
sunburnt, brick .exactly oi th e . shape and dimensions

* • • ■ " ' ‘-O  •) I T r i r . l :  ! r  >■ t ■ . ‘ i'Mir. • , r r.,
pf those of Babylon. . ’ *

- trWe have, uni ted in  t»e^ origin as one whole,

^elated, pavement after the third Piiriio waf. 'The 
r,Greeks', had before them .employed'pavements ; a'tfd

I- I I J i .  f )  ' T, ■ r i j  v ( 7  r, ( /  , ■ r.

.this word r which w e, associate with S tonecom es 'r ^ ' [/ ;il ( y ' [' „ ' .4 -
-from pavire, to .ram  down, and could nave ‘ho'Ve-

r  - r  Ml I - t -j . fl
fference to stone, but, must have' been the" tabiif of' ■  ■ '• V ^!’ I r-7- ■ rr, r ■ r ■ t.

If . I'n. f I"| f J>,Wbe.n these artificers removed to' countries where 
j.fthe^^oil^as no^onger aluminous, they  would doubt- 
lie^.. although ^henei, were'ptones to bilild with,' clihg 
to theirj own *f^hjdn, as their buildings and fhls a^er- . 
tu,res wpuld of necessity ^epend, not "'od the'adjust
ment .of the blocks, but on the adhesion ijf the walls, 

'^hey^ clung, also to jtfieir lofty towers even whertr*they 
jf could ,|3uild on strong and naturally'defensible positions.
1 ,̂  Thi^we .find ̂ the Jews gratified by being pe'rmitted'to 
rebuild, lofty towers, and these have been‘ the work^of 

predilection of the sovereigns of Morocco'and of Spain.
If a

' * The flirthaginians first Used tetohes for paving ,iheit streets
and roads, so that f ôm them was derived one of the monuments 
that has mainlyr perpetuate the idea, of Roman grandeur and 

'magnificeJice.4 f; . ' ‘
The same practice is of cotrse used for floors in pMsages, .and 

- leads jjiaturally ^  the- ornamenting of these in colour, ‘̂ nd to 
paving t^em in brick and pottery, t|)es^^ arts took the place 
of the rammed-do\'^ clay, or the sun-burnt brick. " ’
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, This: ramrainff into cases,,explains also the rect-
i / u j  -lUjC}- , j j , |  J ^ x r  i  - k  - i

,^anffular, Torms of all theit buildings : round to wets
- O--' mui.  ill. ; a J| -i .tilj _l  ,, Î J ® ■ j I

are very ancient and very Eastern : those pfthe Hih- 
■doa were, round. Th^ primeval architecture] 0 0 11 'pie- 
.served in Sardinia, delighted in round towers, Oo also
' .-i ' “■ ->f \ 1 1 •' T /

,4hoserof Ireland were round. • The-vitrified forts * 
f)Were ^ound, ̂ sp̂ that ̂ this form distinguishes the' Ara-
means from thor Hindoos on ̂ th'e Ea^,‘ the (jells  ̂on' '■'! i '■ ’»'l' i‘ I'l U 1 ■ f  ^

n t ^  North,.and. I the' Aboriginal population'of Europe 
_.pn ,the  ̂ ^^ossulmans' borfOwe?d'0 n
J. tW  ^minar.et the^ Minpr'^of the Pdr^aris] Uut iii''tlie 

/Swaf of Barbary the original, form was i^amtaiWd. 
.The - two are seen struggling and combined iii'^tlie 
mosques ^of Cairo, as in the, early cathedrals of Europe. 
Jn  Morocco bricks are used of^all^he shaped, and'fin 
aUj, the varieties in which  ̂we find ,thgm in the East. 
AtiCarteia, i  .‘found tie  grooved bricks of^Ahcient
-  i!j I ' ' - i - I ' u i *  . ?  i : . ' . ‘If 1 I I ,1' j  i, I
Arabia. Plaster of Paljis is în  ̂like nianner used for 

ling ; and in Suez ittrge portions of thk housesbuilding; and in Suez Ittrge portions of thk houses 
- p  ' - f ' - 1 f  ?Mff

,are ^et ,pPfat ^moulds; andi lastW-, there
, J is, ,the I blpckj I wall 'dn  ̂a|l  ̂its varieties,'^rdni' tiy '^afth
I ,rauimed|td the concrete oymdftar aiik* eai‘'tt,<fiti!id' of

- n  . . n , ,  U(ir U-J )MWI J' fij I, V. ''T ,v"l ' / IN'i f  Inr.l 
mortar ) and stones, exactly like , that -which, con. 

T '  ^  ‘ on. 1 . n.'i tfii luH iifj- t I I O' I v fit) ihi J
structed two or three thousand years ago, still stands
as fresh;as‘upon tfie day..(Of,7firg9tjl,9n.^,, fa<j5t, these

f. ' 1 I’tii
‘ ‘ Vitrvivius'^coridemi'is^feijiia^e protection to

, . the besiegers rather than the besieged. The Moors first invented 
flanking,walls, *'  ̂ ' i  ̂ j . j 11.

■f Ay old Etruscan idŵ ir at Tos<J6nellk, is*exactlŷ ol̂  the same
s as f.bfl Monri.sb 'Sma. 1  ̂ ■ f ' i ' ' 'make as the Moorish Emia.

' III j h

    
 



422 PYRAMID BUILT BY ASYCHIS.

blojck walls are -to-day as perfectly Moorish as the 
horse-shoe .arch, the arabesque ornament, or the 
haik.

The reason assigned by Heyodotus for the selec
tion of brick by Asychis, the successor of IV^cerinus,. 
for building hii^ pyramid—na,meJy, that it was more 
honourable than granite, as showing the power of earth, 
has occasioned ‘in our times no small astonishment, 
and has received no explanation. After what I have 
said the explanation will .be self-evident; and it is 
not absolutely deeded whether these structures were 
raised, by princes- of Egyptian or Semetic blood.' I 
think that the inscription * and the story go further 
than .any positive statements of the Greek historian 
could have gone t(>give a shepherd origin to them.

When the Jj[ebre^s. returned to Canaan, the first 
obstacle they met with was the walls of Jericho, an

* “ Do not despise me, for whtn compared to the stone pyra
mids, I^am as superior as Jupiter to the other gods. For men, 
plunging poles into a lake, and collecting the mud thus extracted, 
formed it into bricks, of which they made me.”

TheT^s here a contempt apprehended, and the highest estima
tion expressed. The shepherd-king deprecates Egyptian censure, 
in following his country’s fashion. Sir Q. Wilkinson says : — 

“ Dr. Richardson justly asks, in what could this superiority 
over stone pyramids exist 1 and suggests, that it points to the 
invention of the arch that roofed its chambers, which, provided 
Asychis lived prior to the sixteenth and eighteenth dynasties, 
may possibly he true.”

“ The primeval builders of«Egyptian stone pyramids must 
have previously betn earth-mound builders elsewhere, probably 
in Asia.”—-trLinnoN, Otia Egyptiaca, p. 36.
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obstacle such as to baffle their natural means and 
acquired skill; nor is it to be supposed that they 
Were destitute of the means of attacking such de
fences; but the walls * 0 4  Jericho were remarkable in 
a country, of walled towns,* and the name of “ moon,” 
which Jericho signified, might hjtte reference to their 
height,t which a special interposition was required 
to overthrow.. The Jews built'with sfones, and with 
enormous ones, as thê  siege of Jerusalem and ruins 
still extant attest; and they had also, as well as 
thS Canaanites, burnt bricks. David*burnt the Ammo
nites ̂ in their own kilns J at Rabbah. Ezekiel says, § 
“ And one built up a wall, and, lo, others daubed it 
with untempered mortar. Say unto them which 
daub it with untempered mortar, “that it shall fall. 
There' shall be an overflowing shower.”* TheSe words 
have to us no meaning, but they prove that build
ing in tapia or cob was the common practice of 
Judaea. . * 0

The grea^ event, in the early history of tllfe Jews 
is the Egyptian captivity. The representatives of the 
Arameans were here in contact with the most i^ ia rk - 
able builders of the other races. The task of the 
Jews was building: it was not masonry—it was not

* “ The cities are great and walled uf) to heaven.”— Dent, 
vii. 28. “ Thou art to pass over Jordan this day, tp go in and
possess thirty cities fenced up to heaven.”— Dent. ix. 1. 

f  'go “ moon sails,” “ mountains of the moon.”
X 2 Samnel, xii. 31. *
§ Ezekiel, xiii. 10-11. °
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bewingjia).55[uamps omMjustiiig.iMdcksj.but' building 
withT sarthvtj thenexpressioh used m  Scripture/mayibe 
iuterpretedr applying either* to.'^mallDd? larger case* 
bricks, or entire walls. Ii4 tfce Egyptian paintings, 
we . see Jews^c or-. Arameana occupied , dul the* perform- 
ancerQf:theic.t^k^..andx;the.' red jmen,i tbe Egyptians,- 
thh taskTmastera lover Lthem; Here, however, it^ is 
burnti bricks: we isee.:-, the ?clay isjoveighedi/beateiij 
into; moiil(feocarried..to. the/furnace; blue, and.brought. 
backt jed.. ^The,.Jewsi.;tbetefore,. had introduced . this 
inetho^.j The. soil/off Egyphjwas not .adapted., for ifihe! 
block' wall o r .suh-burntjbridk, whilst the silex,, fitte.d
i t i o r  hufn ing; u /r i. ' .t > J t i‘ i. jh i
f [Thus.having got,;the'j|naterials, let: us :eee; how they* 

were: used in the?con$tructiQh of r .their ordinary dwel- 
lingSk 't’he/G»eek [FricUniuihrroom was copied :by-±hei 
Komans.,n Xhe.-MQors jhave; also a  form .of. room,' ,bui 
the method .•is.,:.different*i u The; Greek i house,: ̂ as'. the/ 
Tkii:kish,' was ,a]variable aggregate^ of (integers,.!which 
were,rih.variable,i JTo iightj oamd from^theldoo^. o k  

froni tlie sideriu. whichjit,, was,3 an<iiby which .the-: 
room adjoined 'iio- the-bpdy of the house, j- Fromi thel 
side opposite,to the, doorrr-that is ̂ the topr+-camehthe 
light from, contiguous; windows^ as in the qrieLiWihr- 
dows.of .ithe Middle Ages. , The rooms were, therefore,, 
struck outj tftt catch,;.the ilight and i.the, house;.was' 
like J a jbunch. of,c.rystaHt united; a t the. base, ino

i)' 1 jj .c; - i !• ‘
•  Not indeed th*ŝ e in captivity in Goshen, .and delivered 

Mosek ' period'is ih at Thothines I I I . o f  the fifteenth
dynasty. ' •  , • ' ^ D'
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account ̂ being, iakeh, 3 a ' j building it, of theu exterior 
fohnj which' depended^ con the accidental' arrangement 
and sizejof theljooms, the proportions of which were 
i n i r e i r i a b l e . ' j - .  c.*'

i:With theJM o^lsIit-is exactly the'creverseL Their 
building was a square'cof dead'w'alls: •the rooms were 
made to- fit'^thiat, form, and'their dight: came by the' 
door- and the-door- alone the door is  -in the' length' 
o fdhe room,-and-divides: it ihtci two 'equal partsa 
Fnder the - tent theyi-were encamped :al'way’s-ready' 
to^ m a r c h in - th e i r  houses they were fortified, ever 
in f state^ of-defence^ -Their breccia they struck' out 
into archways, or pierced with open works; but 'win
dows were-as tlittle known fto them: as^4 ilrUps> to 
the. Greeks dr Eomans. ̂ From this^courty in the centre/ 
coine the lights. I- need not fepeat *what f  I  have  ̂
already said respecting if, which the deader will find- 
in. the account of a Jewish house at Arzela. • - J

. lA Moorish house was.made in the"style of 'S -  
cavern 'or ^otto, find its pendulous interior fret-wdrk'" 
strikes ;<eVery; one as something resembling the sta-^ 
lactites .of a.cave avroxrU' aiirga).  ̂ The'
weight, therefore, of the roof, and the- deficiency’- 
of; timber, conjoined to maintain that original stfuc-' 
ture. of.longJmarrow rooms adjoining the court-yard, 
which originated dn. the materials *of thSir building’ 
and the' necessities of' their; ^defence, and which 
were admirably adapted to *their climate, and suited 
to ' ihe habit which it engendered ofllivingJiB com-r

1 . ir 1 1 ■ . " - < •
munity. •  r. .
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As the room of the Tm'ks.presents to ‘ us the Tri
clinium! of the ̂ Greeks, so do the ■ houses of Morocco 
the dwellings, of the Hebrews,:>aind furnish tthe ex
planation of obscure passaggs *10 the'Scriptures f to* 
the 'Moorish.^houses a s ‘exactlybapplies e '^ r j term 
having referen<te to^ houses or buildings, as those' 
having reference tO clothing do to the Moorish dress.

The Hebrews originally dwelt in tents. When they 
returned'from Egypt they found the Holy Land filled 
with' fenced cities. They came from the wilderness 
as the ‘ Arabs' now do into Suez from the Sahata. 
They adopted the settled manners of the people, but 
tribes identified with them, such as the Kenites and 
Kechabites, continued to live under tents. Tlie do- . 
mestic architecture ̂ of the Jews was thus properly 
(jauaanitish, a«d is in Morocco what it was in the 
HolyJLand when the Jews entered.

• r

The Arab under his tent, and the Breber in his 
. 2blid house of tapia, with its square towers, pic- 
thre to the life the peridd of Caleb and Joshua. This  ̂
architecture, transferred to Morofcco nearly three'thou
sand years ago, has here continued to subsist, while 
it has' been extinguished — utterly blotted out in 
Judsea. It required the protecting mounds of ruins-to 
preserve the fashions of the chambers of the Assy- 
riaU^kings, whicln have lived through all this coufse
of ages unharm ed by the breath  of heaven Or the

*
hand of man, in Tetuan afid Tangier.

Spain bad not her tapia from the Saracens, as already 
shown ; she received it, and with it her architecture,

    
 



THE ARCHITECTURE OF JUDiEA. 427i

from the same: sources as .Morocco., \We are infprpied 
by St. Isidore that,. in the fifth' century, the i Goths, 
hadj adopted the .same.-mode of building—of course, 
from the Iberians,,who <arg the, source of most things 
which we^are so fond .of ,ca,lling Saracehiq in,.Spain, 
whether architecture, blood, manners, «r, words. Like 
Judaea,rSpain^though not to the .same .extent—had 
lost her original type, and Morocco reraaihed,[at the 
time of the Saracen conquest, the treasure-house of 
the g,ncient world, and the museum of human history;

That Morocco did continue in the*usufruct, of jthis 
inheritance, may be seen in the buildings they im
mediately commenced in Spain, and in thei accounts- 
.handed down of the. splendour of the. ,buij]dings of 
Morocco, in the first days of Islamism^ • • ,

If this architecture of Judma can be ujiderstood and 
explained by the existing buildings ip Morocco, does 
the converse hol^ 1 Would the description of Mopr- 
ish architecture apply to fhe buildings of Judaea 
Do we, in, fact, in, looking upon the AlcazarS and 
Alharabras, behold the image of the Palace of Hiram 
or the Temple of Solomon 1 That question f dSnnot. 
answer in the aflSrmative. Therq is nothing described, 
of the buildings of Judaea that : is not to be found in 
those of Morocco; but there is that in thpse of ,Mot 
rocco which, had it existed in Judaea  ̂ could not have 
failed to have been described. , The descriptions of 
the buildings in Spain, if #they .disappeared, jwpuld 
not , correspond, with those of Judaea* The architpcture 
of Canaan has undergone a changedn^the Wpst.
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'  ''^rHdt"wh‘ich attracts' attetitipn ,-ioT th?i,.>^pj-esqu  ̂.^nd 
ai^akdn&  ̂fetKilsiasn^,y is; lihenirac^ry-cupon;, ,the>, ,w;all̂ , 
t̂Re peiisilfe figTires *d£ thfe aifches, andutR .̂.<Jpme^)y,ijth 

'tReir’colourk To these ^o^eJferehcejj^Swmadejdp^ai^- 
cieni Witersj^md^ t>f;-them; poitjfcrace.has^Jseen prq- 
i^jr^ed'; yet a rt the;? embellishments'' toctij$triking jppt 
to fed ■ bbservedi.Utid too beautiful »to>have Jbpep; lo;st 

such ■ an'-'ageT 'Had therOj beenr an ?Alhaml;»ra),.at 
^erusaleWof* at-'Tyre, w6j should rhave(|“ound,'som,9 - 
Hiing’likd'if oh'^thd batiks bf the^NilO, where'the-de,ws 
‘iaised ^theH' riVaV' temple ; iti.lhe^ Bath^^ of Lppuilus 
or in the Palaces’of.-Antioch.  ̂ Gredkj lyirtijosi, ,th,en 
Were ̂  spread' bver̂  all thesd'regions,' and^ there - were 
the Pibl^itiies fcollectingoalli the-istoresu of-a^)r and_ 
iiterafufe, who *gaxrisohedOfortressesl with the.-,J^^s, 
and who wer» spurred on by envy of Tyre and rivalry 

Carthage.1  ̂’ ‘ i . im i ,i , 'y
' We^have, then, two points,-most distinctly made 

S)ul— f e v  iliht the substance of.- thec'WaUsjjandj ,]the 
' Strucfure hf the' edifice^ the I.roofings the wppd^ppipt- 

ing, of Jud*a,- corresponded .with jthose !pf Morocco. 
Secondly, tRat the' embellishments of yiyid and. yaHed 

 ̂ dolours,'- and the delicate. lace-worky,i known ;̂ as, 4 r̂a- 
^R'esque, did not exist'in Judaea, i ‘I 1 ll'.iT
 ̂ ‘ The latter constitute-Sj^to; our„eyes, the Mqorish pr- 
chitecture, butj irom*-what I have ,said, it, will, appear 

' t h a t 'i t  is 'bu t h  garment'-Cver it.. ,W.Ren,[,,then, |Was 
" it- ndddd thereto 1 - by* whom was it  .invented 1 ,|Where 

was it* first Applied ? It is one of the jgrea,test 
■' efforts that^ ha^beeu ever- made ; it • is enough to
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Wfe «mVlst-ihok) some "pe
, f f 1 j • ' V . X JL
‘riod' '̂of '^e&en6ssX?)t'soineiiseat ojfiiempiiTe*,pn^pr-^Qjne 
priiicfê ’̂j f̂fer^niinbfit/ iiKi blLj thei attributes 
"command ̂ 4he'^admiratio^fof 'mem t'J7e ,tui;nj, ,to^;^a- 
Tmasctis—Ijjô tile Calijphat :iiweî baVe i )p j^ a c e § i t  tl^er ,̂ 
"Wd̂ ;nb'̂ -teH(̂ ''>J J'hej»eatH'estfimobume*ts, ^^tw^rd are 
' f̂bi&nd-at -Alekaiidfidlitrand th§n[ joplyt ,ip,ofrjagmj^ntSj; 
and''ttere is Tieitterf thejLthmg[inori,^he type. , . Did 

"it;thep;*J'spring'1 up ̂ rjon-’ the ^aoil'rof v Spain,^ in that
■ favWed'regl'om ? "Jfo.'i IWe find it in,j;l;ie,very ear|iest
- rabnunients ̂ ot Jthec Moors., , iWhen tfiey .entered |%ain, 
Tt was alr'ciady^^formed.and.'jcomplete?; ; i i  j ,
■ it'^Wasi thefefore;»an Morocco,ijjthat the aijchitecture 
6̂f  Judaea'''underwentiJ those., changes, e^jpantled into

, ’ . T  I *  .

those^gracefuh forms,* j and!jobed- itSSlf [in those, min
. lbow'^dlour§.T •’ 1. ’ -. I .i,, . I ^

There are natural features and primitive, j îabits 
Which suggest dr account for eaclr of, these modifica-

- lions^features-so: striking that^hey could ROt fail to be
■ dhserVedi and so beautiful that " they must iave been 

copied : Uhese* I  have 1 described „ as they picpsented 
thiemselyeS ‘ tp me. The types whicji ,1 /ound na-

■' ture or'in 'practice 'are lof jtheostalactitic,. dpme,,' and
arch,—the horseshoe.i.arch[, :the!,.,tracery »pn the,wall,
th e ' diversified colouring of: .thatr itracery,, < the| half-
^^Idbel dome fipOn ^the'dubhj; andl>ltheee, in fact, [.are
the" modifications that the - architecture i of Judaea re, f r - A I, .•

 ̂ ceivedi and by which iti :hjis been convened,[into the 
^-'ifdOrisH. "> i  ̂ ^

‘ Oh the, material j; the system, yf , architecture de-
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■pendfed, and it is - wholly i different from“ the classic. 
The.great styles of‘ antiquity depended, not on tlie 
adhesion of the stones, but their form and weight, 
and by sciehce alone they ̂ obtained arches. Thus 
the perpendicular‘key-stone of the Egyptiaijs, Etrus
cans, and 'Rema»s, thS horizontal and narrowing circle 
of the Pelasgi, the massive rocks carved and trans
ported 'by ' the “Egyptians, the inclining jamb of the 
Cyclops (Tyrius and Lamos), the column and enta
blature of the Greek, alb 'depended on mechanical! 
sciehce, and, therefore, the' form of the passage throhfh 
a wall, beCanie a distinctive feature of a rhcci’ 'The' 
tapia, by its adhesion, constituted as it  were a rock 
in tke form of a' dwelling ; they required no meCha!- 
nical‘ adjustments*to obtain the opening4 — they couid 
make therii at,pleasure; square. Or with a semicir-' 
cular'or pointed arch or a hofse-shoe. They du'g 
through the walls; so, in like manner, could they carry 
them to’ any height, hnd ^uild them for any number' 
of ages? Hence, , the square, massive solidity of the 
Moorish structure ;' hence, the absence of all exterior 
lines architecture'for embellishments; bence, the 
ornaments of the material itself; hence, the bold fa-

j . i
cility a n d ‘the’ endless variety which they gave to 
their arches"; hence, the rich -decorations and light
ness of the'interior contrasted with the exterior rude
ness ‘and gravity; hence, the adornment of that interior 
by tesselated pdverhents and variegated walls.

Here jras arcHltecture in its essence : the covering- 
in of the top, the greeting of the wall, was the work
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o f . barrow-rineii. Tlie carpenter, the craftsmaui was
required for laying on the beams, and .making the 
terrace w ater-tight. . W ithin, the roof is as im portant 
as'W ithout ; for ,as î  ̂ is u p o n .th e  roof th a t depend$ 
the durability, and  I  may say,, solidity of the  .struc
ture, so in  the  roo f' consists, the, chigf embellishrae'pt 
of the apartm ent, • . i .

Nothing is weak—nothing frittered* a way.. Sirnpley 
but never rude unadorned,, but never base ; severe^

I ' . . • I -* ^

and yet in the highest degree attractive ; the iEschy- 
.lean Majesty of the Doric .order is,.the very highest 
conception that even Grecian art could realize. The 
contemplation, even' in ,the meanest,engraving, of one 
of its matchless porticos, in all the stern grace of the 
column, capital, and ^cornice; is absolutely oyerwhelm- 
ing. And this climax.of pure, Hignitj’, this , expres-, 
sion of heathendom in its noblest form, this embodied 
xaXoi>, such as the, Hellenic mind only, could copi-j 
pass, we are gravely told' wsis borrowed from the hide
ous and unmeaning monstrosities ̂ of the raee ,whp, 
paid divine honours to, thq lowest vermin,, an^ whom- 
their gardens supplied ,^with appropriate objigtts of 
veneration ,

Coleridge, by transferring,in to, opr language/some
thing of the verbal chemistry of Kapt, prompted, com
binations of terms aŝ  if they had .been compounds 
of simple elements ; ,he did not give new substances, 
but conferred the facility o | travelling out of reality. 
Wordsworth, using the objects of art» and nature as

,* J’reeman on Architecture,^. 106.
• •

    
 



432 MYSTICISM OF COLERIDGE.

suggesting devotional though|jis, diverted the mytho
logy of the Greeks to the service of the faith, and 
thought it a conquest. Thus by peopling the forest, 
the cave, the vault, and the spy:e with mystic beings, 
and supplying them'̂  with hidden meanings, he con
tributed his part to theirs.
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.. CHAPTER Vfl.

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE FROM SPAIN.

T hat the grandest of styles should be known by 
the* name of the rudest of people—that architecture 
should be called after dwellers in tents and tenants 
of huts—that the Goths should have ceased to exist 
before the Gothic was invented is, indeed, ^  pheno
menon. The word, nevertheless, has served during 
many centuries all the purposes of a name, and does 
not appear until these latter days to have been the ob
ject of criticism or cavil. At last the word “ Gothic ’’ 
became a field of literary. debate, and immediately* 
-of religious discussion. Some articles in a magazine, 
on the .architecture of the Middle. Ages, connecHng 
incidentally therewith contemporary practices au(f dog
mas, was the first symptom of the hallucination, out 
of which arose two schools of mystagogues, theo-- 
logians materializing dogmas, and mathematicians 
idealizing forms. In these transmutations the gross 
did not become ethereal, nor the airy, grave ; but the 
solid melted into air, and tke spirit was turned to 
mud. Under this double perversion *of pi^ty and 
science we had the progressive devel#pements for the

VOL. I I ., F F

    
 



434 PROCESSOR. WHEWELL AND MR. WARD.

structure of conscience, and .an arch.* Got)iic art 
and Christian faith were deduced, from Paganism by

*  IDEAL STRUCTDEE OF AN

ABOH. ■

“ The introdxiciiqn of the 
arch undermined #h e GTecian 
system o f entablature, dnd in
troduced a doubl» plane of de
coration : the niin  of tais.te and 
art swpemiening upon this, hrohe 
up still further the Roman tra- 
dilional arrangemsnk; caprice  ̂
and the love of liovelty, intro
duced new forms of membei'S 
and ornaments into this inco
herent mass ; arches of various 
shapes we?^ invented or bor
rowed the Bjzantin^ dome 
was added (!) te the previous , 
forms of Roman vaulting. So 
fa r  all is a proof of disorgani- 
taiion. . But (hen comes in 
new' principle of connexion first, 
and 0? unity afterwards: i the 
lines of pressure are made the 
proiwijent features;- the com
pound arches are distributed 
to their props ; the vaults are 
supported by ribs ; the ribs by 
vaulting shafts, the upright 
meeting of the end and side is 
allowed to guide the^ieighbour- 
ing members. Finally, the ge
neral authority of vertical lin^ 
is allowed; th(^ structure is 
distrilftiftd into compartments 
according to such*Knes, each

STRUOTUBE OF AN IDEAL 
-  •  ' ,
•  CONSCIENCE. •

“ Wo are now, tien , able, to 
see with some distinctness, the 
fundamental maxims of the 
philosophy of faith. ConscieucO, 
view’ed in ahstract, has no power 
of discovering piore than the 
immutable principles of moral
ity. But in proportion as t̂ is 
pure and well disciplined,^-it 
discriminates and appropriates 
moral and religious truth, of 
whatever kind, and disposes 
the mind to listen to this exter
nal message rather than that; 
while each new truth ■ thus 
brought before it  from without, 
in proportion as it  is deeply 
received, and made the subject 
of religious action and Contem
plation, elicits a  deep and h i
therto unknown harmony/j-om  
within, which is the fidl war
rant and sufficient evidence of 
that truth. Vieived then in,the 
concretê  as found in the devout 
believer, we may regard .con
science and faith to be the pne 
and the same faculty. -Consi
dered as submissively bending 
before external authority, and 
ever deriving more of doctrinal 

. truth, we call it f a j ;t h  ; consi
dered as carefully obeying the
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a. “ series of conversatious”—isuppositioiis regarding 
the centre of a vault, were called “ tenets,”~-ithe 
change of an ornament was a “ manifestation”—finally 
a cathedral was a •petrifaction of religion”—Art 
was called “ Christian,’' and then, of course, the Re
formation could be re-argued upon *the. plan of an 
architect. , \

It was truly a Pagan thought to call art-religions 
the appropriation of art; it was the, very life of 
Paganism, and justly did Quintilian say, that the 
Mnerva arid Jupiter of Phidias  ̂“ added something 
to religion ” ■

But these things were for those without the veil. 
The initiated were untaught art arid its «ymboljsm, 
and to them was revealed the jmmaterial existence 

• of the Godhead, his solitary being, aftd Omnipotent 
power. “ That,which'was at first a gross symhol,” 
says De Quincy, “ became a sublime metaphor, because 
invested with the poetry of art.’̂ With us the ex
ternal expressions of the feelings of a devout age 
have been changed by the pedantry of a learnejj one 
into objects of idolatry ; and Christians direct Chris
tians back to the mysteries of Pagans unteaching 
the truth which Pagans knew, and pretend to reform

of these being symmetrical in 
itself. The ionlmuity oi %vp- 
righi lines -being established, 
the different pZawei of decora
tion glide into tracery hnd fea
thering, and tmi? doTuio system 
IS complete.’'— W mewei,!;.

p r e c e p t s  o f  w h ic h  i t  h a s  k n o w 

le d g e ,  a n d  a s "  l a b o r i o u s l y  r e 

a l i z i n g  ' a n d  a s s i m i l a t i n g  t h e  

♦ t r u t h s  o f  w h ic h  i t  h a s  p o s s e s -  

s io ii ,  iv6 c a n  i t  coirscrEN C B .”-—  

WAhb; ? *
• .

.  E F 2
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their own worship by transferring to the 'sanctuaiy 
the external' images in ■ which the Pagans ' presented . 
natural religion only to the'uninitlWted crhWdl - ' "

In  thb religion's' of Hhe ^nddnt wotld, Feltichisra 
lay at thd bottohi-':- the gdd^'bf the couratry w'erb 
raised- into-deirtes," or these'ivere brought down as 
patrons of the 'spot. ’It' was aii honour and a SeOurity 
to address tbein'; there was ‘no idea' of ptoSelytirig 
the’arts'; the wealth of the votary dr the strahget 
■#as expended bn'their service’. Christianity presented 
a hew character,‘the reverse’ of-all that preceded i t ; 
ihen.' were 'to be s^ved’ from' craft and' its devices, 
fi’oni art '  and itS' ehchantmehtS, ifrom Jvice add its 
sedufctioris# from the World and its' wisdom. It was 
a religion of proselytism, repentance, and abnegatidn.' 
It was' preachod by fishermen and' addressed to-babes: 
It'^thuS stood the very antithesis, of Polytheism, and 
the association' of art and ‘religiorl was as essentially 
an un-Christian, as it was essefitiailly a Pagan thought.

' Architeb'ture'has 'given''•rise’ td thdse aberrations 
d'My because its b'istdry is ̂  'uiikndWn.' ■ The * architect 
tufe b? Euidp^,^'as revived subsequently'to'the eighth, 
centuij/; was frW' t'he 'SarhcenS : ‘theybommdnicated 
td Europe-the iiUpulSe which retrieved her 'from that 
lethargy," o'r,'afe’M. 'Gdizdt" calls i t ,  that death bĵ  ̂ the 
eitinkidn bf* eVe:^-fithctiofi‘ Which came upon, her 
after'she 'had -made ’ experiencie' of' Kome and hef 
greatneSS-i-Ciiristiaiiily diJd iMef light'-^the 'Barbarian^ 
arid' thtis -vigouri ’ ,'They  ̂furnished ' also ‘the models 
arid'the'first w’o«kmerii 'J'Had‘it beeri' kndWti that
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ecclesiastical arcliiteptiwe came from a Mussulman 
source, surely we should not have heard of “ the Gottiic 
springing from, the Bible,” and like. foolish speeches.., 

kinds pf excellence, on periods of greatn;ess, 
arphitectjire,, has furnished, the fewest, How many 
are thei, admirable - languages, system* of , goyernment, 
an4 j epochs o f ,splendour! .The whole,human race  ̂
during thousands of years,.have brought forth scarcely 
ipoi’e. tlian,|than two or three distinct -styles of archi- 
jteeture,. Xanguagei is learnt, unconsyiiously it, sur- 
yhre? ,pn4er| every lyicissitiide. A ‘political, system a 
founder may( plan.' In science, by the discovery of 
one, all benefit,— painting ,orj. sculpture arises Yhen 
a, few excell Archi|;ec,ture' belongs , to |tj|je,; circum
stances,,, no [less . than, the- genius .of - aj,, people,, the 
climate under which they liye,,,tlfe soil«on,,whichj they 
diyell,,their customs, and, ttheir belief. The, knowledge 
or taste , from which it springs must be universal,, ?q 
also the habits, it engenders*  ̂■ , ■ ) ,*■
. Buildings arp raised,, for,,man’s.-inece^ities,thy his 
labour; they are 4he, creatures of. his hand,^ they a,rp 
the' most permanent, the most .essential | o f ,th8 ,*types 
pf his race; they have,,embraced au(}''protected- the 
lowliness 1 and weakness pf his origin,; they h^veiexT 
panded ,with his' growth; . bardeppd ithemselyes ,in. his 
da,nger, swelled intor ,magnihcence»,.in, |0^
arisen,to sublimity imhjs gd(|ration. Architecture has 
laboured itself info hie ,,by iong. trial ,apd' pa.tient prpr 
gT0ss.n Like np otb.er art,'it isj;within*fhe gragp,ofj,po 
mdiviflual .genius : thp ;materials, |i'e, of ,ihe., iru^e#
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kind, the labour conducted in , the people’s' eye, the 
poor man is the workman, and. the embellishments are 

. of the commonest nature. Architecture is as identified 
with the people,! as the nest with the bird, or. the 
honeycomb with the bee.  ̂ i

How, then, should aTchitecture have come into being 
in the midst of an unlettered race, without a previous 
traceable conception and gestation ; and how should 
it at once-be applied on the grandest scale to  the 
noblest monuments, without previous practice and 
adaptation in prfvate uses to common life % Y tt 
this must have been the. base, had an original archi-, 
tecture, arisen among the inhabitants-of the , North, 
whether ^axons or Normans. Nor is i t  a science 
standing by itself; it is the application of many other 
sciences previously pursued and thoroughly under
stood. Mathematics and dynamics must prepare the 
way, by calculation of-the pressure of weights; and 
the power of supports ; and above all is such pre
paration requisite in that style which combines height, 
solidity, lightness, and symraetryj depending upon the 
propm’fionin^iof shafts, the inclination of buttresses,, 
the curve of arches,' and the groining of vaults. How 
Should, perfection in all these have been attained, 
by tribes emerging from their forests, or landing .from 
their hide-covered, boats 1 To-day, amidst the won
derful progress of all. other sciences—with models 
before us-^with the greatest zeal and opportunities 
r—seeing |h e  endl’mities which result from every archi
tectural plan sli^ll wei suppose. that -it. should have
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spi'UDg at once to perfection' among a people inex
pert in other ai'ts and ignorant of every science 1

There were, indeed, before the tribes that over
threw the Roman empire, the models of classical 
antiquity^; but they, when they began to-build, built 
in ■ another ^tyle. It is very ea&y in#the varieties of 
times and places, to trace here and there coincidences 
and adaptations, which theorists, by th*e aid of analo
gies and similes, may connect. I t  is; easy to draw 
scales of lines and forms, which shall show an insen-. 
siWe progression.from the Erechtheum to Westminster 
Hall-; but the style that then arose 'was; hs‘ distinct 
from: the. Greek; hnd Roman, ks these from the Egyp
tian, the Chinese, 'or the Hindoo. But ̂  had they,
restored the classical] would the mOre existence- of 
the models explain the fact 1 They lip.d Cicero - and 
Homer, without • being orators or poets, and, though 
England was filled with - Romah masonry, the inaking 
of bricTrs was a hew discovery a thousand years aftOT 
their departure. The sight of masterpieces dbes not 
suffice, even for cOpj'ing them—that is a new inven
tion. Man requires living teachers, and th c^ r T̂ ere 
no more to be found in the organic remains of. clas
sical architecture than in their own unfashioned 
thoughts and uncultivated faculties. . .

Independently of I thebe d prioui reasons, we -find  ̂
this architecture not springing up; at. any definite 
moment, or at'any particuljir spot,'but arising simuU 
taneously amidst a' variety, of^tribesf such a  ̂ woultl^ 
occur if derived frdm a foreign- aiid^a common sourcci

    
 



440 SARACENIC ARCHITECTURE.

Where, then, arQ we to. look for that source, if not 
amidst the almost fabulous people, which at that 
very time appeared in the South 1

It i s  no novel idea that Nosthern architecture was 
.derived from the Saracens; but our supposed inter
course with thaii peoJ)le is confined to the Crusades, 
which, coinciding, indeed, with,. or shortly preceding, 
the Gothic style, followed by centuries the Saxon and 
the Norman ; and as the three are so. intimately asso
ciated that they do in reality constitute but one style 
of architecture, tbe admitted obligation is reduced, 
^ 0  to say, to nothing, by the great effort of the first 
invention being attributed to ourselves: or rather 
we'lose sjght of the greatness of. the. effort by-sup
posing it to have' been made where faculties equal 
to it had no e^isteu^e, and we fall into this necessity 
by hot seeing Now, if not of our own invention, we 
could have borrowed the first steps.'*̂  ,
• JBut ihe intercourse of*Jforthern Europe with the 
Saracefts preceded the Crusades by four or five cen
turies, and the intercourse of England with Africa

• •  .  ■
* “ The Anglo-Norman cathedrals were perhaps as much distin- •

gulshed above other works of man in their own age, as the more 
splendid edifices of a later period. The science manifested in 
them is not however very ffreat,a,ni their .style, though by no 
means" destitute of lesser beauties, is upon the whole an awkward 
imUation of Roman flrchitecture, or perhaps'more immediately 
of the Saracenio buildings in Spain.”-;—Hallam, Middle A g ^ ,  
vol. iii, p. 431.  ̂ .

As we become gjiilosophical—that is, as the habit grows of 
accbunti%«for everything—we must of course deny what we can
not account for. •  '
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preceded Islamism. The first architectural move
ment in England, in the age of St.Winifred, follo\Yed. 
by half a century the erection of the mosque of 
Omar at Jerusalem, dong of the noblest monuments 
in the wprld. The Lombard style arose in the south 
of Italy after these people had •comet in contact with 

Saracens,- and learnt their arts,'and employed 
their artists. The. second architectural age in Eng
land m s that of the Normans :. it was preceded by 
their conquests in Calabria and Sicily, inhabited by 
the Saracens, who; excelled—as the* ruins left behind 
them attest—in the very highest branches of this 
art.. The Gothic arose in Europe, when the Goths 
of Spain were regaining power in the tjvelfth and 
thirteenth centuries, and they could emulate the arts 
and command the services of fheir ]\Joorish compe
titors ; and the i Spanish peculiarities of the ^tyle 
passed into Europe with their name, precisely, in the 
same manner as that of tiTe Norman or the Lombai^ 
before them. - ' • . -

The most comnioh and primitive style of Moorish 
arching is the flat wall cut into , the semicircle, sup
ported without entablature bn wall or . column. That
is. exactly the Saxon : it ŵ as only known to them 
after they had crossed the seas : they did not find
i t , in England-^they must, haye acquired it in .the 
course of their maritime enterprises; and they were 
familiar with Western jfWfrica, then inhabited fcy 
Christians. Hadrian, the covmSellor* of , Aljfr^d, who 
first brought Greek letters to ^igland, . was -from

    
 



442 AFRICAN CHRISTIANS IN ENGLAND.

Africa. African. .Christians, recorded in old ■ Spa
nish charters, built’ churches in the north of Spain, 
where the Mussulmans never penetrated. By Domes
day' Book we find- Africans settled in England at the 
time of the Conquest. Constantinus Afer lyas foun
der of the School of Salerno ; and the old British 

■ bards mention African princes as the allies of their 
Saxon invaders.* The Saxon race came in contact 
•with the Saracens in the earliest times of Mam by 
pilgrimages to the Holy Land—they served in the 
armies of the Greek emperors. From the time ^ f 
Constantihej an -uninterrupted' connexion of the Arabs 
and Northmen, during four centuries, is attested ‘by 
twenty thousand Saracenic coins in tile Cabinet of 
Stockholm, found in Gothland and along the eastern 
coast of Swed^. ' * '

Having thus established the improbability of an 
original-architecture among Our Northern forefathers; 
Baving' shown In the previous chapter the existence 
in wesCbrn Barbary of the style which had descended 
from the earliest antiquity; and havihg now indi
cated Ihe channels through, which it might have', 
passed 'thence to Europe, and the links' between 
Africa find each of the races who were distinguished 
for any of its- Varieties; I shall now proceed to the 
internal evidence the buildings themselves afford.

The b̂ êsOnt' buildings of Africa are doubtless’
' ' •* ■ 

* Gormoundj fell at| the battle of Derham, on the bor
ders of Gloucestershire, about 570,; Gulfied, Ranulph, and 
others, •  ■ . , ■ > i<
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exactly what they wese in the tim e, of Mahomet, 
and . before the conquests of the Saracens. They 
contain, the rudiments of 'the Gothic, Saxon, and Ro- 
inan styles. The toiub is a cube, surmounted b y , a 
ha,lf-glo,b§ vault. The door-way is ant arch, horse
shoe form, semicircular or pointed; ^t is shouldered 

. by a spandrel. Exactly the- same are the tpmbs of 
India — the great monuments of Jehaiigir and Akbar, 
which by _spme, from a . mistake in the date, have 
been considered as the type and the model of the 
Gothic. *

The building next in importance is .the tower, 
which is composed of these cubes placed one above 
the other: the inner tower* rises at the top higher 
than the outer one. In their domestic architecture 
they use flat roofs; but in the fhosquq  ̂ they employ 
rows of gable roofs, supported below by columns aed 
arches. There are sometimes, double rows of arches, 
and intersecting arches., ,*Their dwelling-houses are 
enriched with a great variety of details, which may, 
be compared to miniature representations of the em  ̂
bellishments of ou'r religious edifices, such as ̂ *ches, 
small pointed windows, -pierced spandrels, mouldings, 
and cornices. The same style pervades every kind 
of building, ornament, and utensil,—rtheir tombstones, 
their- cushions, the wood-work of.their apartments, 
their trays, their stools, the latter of which might be 
taken for small models of (^thic buildings. , .

It Y'as’ii|ipossiblej td'lbeliold claiiy' these‘jabjects, 
and not perceive that Morocco, \^hencO issued the
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people who xaised the great monuments iu Spain,* 
iiad been, the't native country of ithe Gothic. The 
long vault, and taper spires indeed, were wanting; 
nor*'Were there any 1 buildings, io which  ̂ ks>a whole, 
thh title of Saxon, 'Iformau, or Gothic cOuJji be/ ap.i 
plied. . But' ihofi it Occurred to me, that these modi
fications might be traceable thrbugh' the Saracens, 
a n d ’in their various settlements in Europe, dbwni to 
the historical period of the' a rfin  its European sites. 
To pursue suchi an investigation approprialtely would 
require a lifetime.* However  ̂ Thave examined build
ings ini suflicient numbers to trace, and I think -estab- 
lishj the' connfection. ' ' -

The-Sa|'acbns were established, not'in  Spain only, 
but also in the impoi'taht island of Sicily, ahd -thb 
southern extr^piity ot Italy. These j were conquered at 
an early period by the Normans, and the Saracens ĉon
tinued -for half a century under them, working for 
them, building chkpels;-bhurches, palaces, and eathe^ 
drals.-f* These Normans were in continual intercourse 
with their native country on the British chanhel.

* Has the attention of architects, or of writers on architec
ture, been directed sufficiently to Spain ? A comparison of the 
genuine-Saracenic remains in the'Peninsula, with the earliest'spe- 
cimena.of Spanish architecture, in'their details might do more to 
illustrate ,the conn^Xjpn of ,the jt^o schools, and the history of 
the pointed style, than has been effected, or is likely to be effected,r 
t y  elaborate' theories on the subject.”— F oster’s MahometanUm 
Unveiled, vol.'ii. p. 252. I ■ •  '' ‘ -

,t For instance,•the ,Cathedral, of Coutauces,' finished .tWelvd 
years t)e ôl•e the battle of Hastings, |- j ,il i
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Passing constantly thrcwgli .Fi-ance, tliey soon after
. wards conquered. England.i It,was, this people who gave 
Jthe great impulse to architecture ia  ■ the eleventh cen
tury in England* and. Srance ;l and thus arose the sty la 
kpown bjj their name; not merely raising those build- 
ih'gs by- the wealth, they possessed ii^ Normandy, or 
acquired , in England, but eveni hy contributions inade 
from.the booty of Calabriai- and the spoils.of Sicily. 
It-is a remarkable fact, thatl.a'connexipn so'well au
thenticated between ithe Normans and .the Saracen's, 
shbuld be passed byd unnoticed ’by *the writers upon 
architecture; For,my own part, .when I stood within 
the north transept of the Cathedral of Trinchesteri 
where the Norman, portion hasi remained undisturbed, 
I  should have been- sure of that connexion, had no 
records of it been preserved. * .

Theophilus cites, the Ai'abs (of course of Sicily) as 
excelling in. a branch .twherein we have least- acknow
ledged their, merit—the working of metals ; . he par* 
ticularizes r its yavious branches, casting, hammering, 
an(f .chiseling, i , u , ■ i . /

“ The Arabs,” says Vasari, “ have given tlieii* name 
to a‘ species of ornament, which thdy have invented 
in o^dience ito' the precepts of ,tiieir Prophet, ;gnd 
which is composed . only of fruits and .flower foliage, 
and embranchments.” ' 'May not this' description, so 
unlike the Arabesque' as' we know it iii the Penin
sula, be derived from the Aliased wprks ;of the Arabs 
ini Sicily,, where, -out. of thoir lalliance' frith-the jGrreeks, 
a character sprang very disU'ncf frgm that to which
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their union with the Moors gave birth- in the 
West 1

The oldest of the specimens we have in Sicily, is the 
Capella Palatine, built, soon after the* conquest of the 
island, by Roger. I t  approaches to that sqyare form 
adopted by the Jlastefn churches, to which Sicily then 
belonged, after there had ceased to be catechumens, 
and so consisted of the solea and meroi, to the exclu
sion of the elongated naos or nave.* The chapel is 
small, but it is one of thd' most perfect—if not' the 
most perfect— pieces of workmanship’in the wortd. 
The floor, roof,’ and walls, 'are completely inlaid, or 
incrusted, with marble or" mosaic. There is a wide 
band runjiing round the apse in Arabic characters. 
This led to its ^eing supposed to be a mosque. ' The 
inscription, however* is a dong string of honorary 
epithets applied to Roger.*)* ' ^

From the succeeding' reign we have the Cathedral

* I ounnot h'elp referring, to that new. absurd term Naology, 
so perfectly pagan that ^t wa? even excluded by the Greeks, in 
adapliD^ their own terms to the Christian worship (see Simeon 
of Thessalonica), (Leon, Allazzi, De Solea Goar, Kituale Grrnc.);' 
Whewell is at the same time endeavouring to exclude tlie term 
“ naye,” where we have got the thing, substituting for it, “ centre 
aisle.”

+ XTgon IPalcandus, in Carusi Bib. Sicul., b. i. p. 4S7. This 
inscription -correspond With that upon the Dalmatic, Which wat 
supposed to have been the imperial robe of Charlemagne. Tys- 
chen has, however, made it out, to. he the work of (h e  A^abs,|0/  
Palermo, A.n. I l3 2 ^  *A baptismal font at Caltabellota bears an 
Arabic iriscription, which is interpreted b^ M. tan ci— “ Oflice 
(workshop) ĉ f Ben̂  Mgs ît ,̂ son .of JTain;” ,
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of Cefala, the Church Dell, Amigralio, that of Jeru
salem, the Royal Chapel of St. Peter’s, and the splen
did Hall of William I ,  all in like manner 4he work 
of the Saracens. Th<ire is no single instance among 
them of a horse-shoe arch. There is no. -vaulting of ’ 
the - roof; but in the Cathedral* of (jefala there ,is a 

•perfect Rorman arch, bevelled orichamfered, and exactly 
the same as we see .them in the north of Europe. 
This edifice bears a Latin inscription-attributing' to 
a Saracen, the honour of the - construction, Hoc 
o^us musei factum . e s t but the^e buildings were 
greatly  ̂surpassed by the Cathedral'of Montreale, 
erected by William II. It is aderned with arches, 
traced upon the walls without, and t h ^  are all 
Gothic ; the floor of the Solea is laid down in marble 
in Arabesque figures the wall^ are gncrusted with 
mai’bles or mosaics, or ■ covered with paintings; the 

■gates are in bronze chased ; the doors and,windows— 
many of them, at least—afe in the old classic stylS 
of Greece; the outline of the building -is also ‘clas
sical and rectangular, but ornamented with ihter- 

, seating Gothic arches, which spnng from th5 jamb 
unbroken by cornice, capital, or entablature. On the 
whole it presents in dimensions, height, richness of 
material, elegance of design, variety and adaptation 
of styles, an object of art unique. It is singular 
that this greatest work of the Normans in the South 
should have in it ho trace ̂ either of that style which 
we call Norman,* or of that which*is the, pecuUar

* In the Norman buildings the pointed *rch occurs. -Mr.Whe-
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feature of the Moor, the horse-shoe ; and the two 
styles that are there traited, and which nowhere else 
are so found, ate the Greek and the Gothic. At the' 
time of its' erection this cathedi'al was' esteemed the 
masterpiece of architekure, and as surpassine at ohcd 
St. Sophial, andi the *St. Peter’s, i)f 'that day .' Pope' 
Lucius says of i t : “ Simile, opus per ^aliqilefh' reg'e^*' 
factum non' fuetiV ab aritiquis Hemporihusi*'* Tlie 
Duke di" Sara de Falco, who Jiuhlished at ‘Palerra'6 ,' 
in 1838^ elaborate'and beautifur'engravihgs of-it, has 
collated ■ with Som'e of its'ornaments,'fragments froin^ 
Owen Jones’s “ Alhambra;^ but .it’ is-a^s Moorish as 
the Alhambra itself 'The ' towers' are ‘ divided ifato 
stories, and each is- somewhat smaller than the'one 
beneath, so that*they, have' the• appearance of h u t- ' 
tresses without being really so.- The Sicilian author 
and artist says * ' ' ■ .

“ While this' temple was building there arose in 
Palermo the magnificent Duomo,^and the Church of 
the HoJy Ghost in 'Messina,- the'Cathediu,! and the - 
Church of St. Mary, a t -Kaudaz'zo, aiid so many others 
thaf;.it^s needless to cite. "We have ^ascertained, that 
the artists employed at' Motilreale were neither Italian 
nor Greek, b u t ‘Sicilians'; and that is rendered more 
manifest by the* Mosaic • work, and the .'details of ̂  
ornament 'and construction • so ̂  largely drawn from' 
the Arabs, which c'Ortainly did 'not come from-the

- ■ , * f  ̂ « ."J’ ' ^
well, observing the fact, instea(i of concluding that the various
styles wete' contemporaneous, gets rid of the fact, aS usual, by '
a theoretical explanation. u . , . '
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Greeks of the East, but^ from those who, long fami
liarized with the Saracens, had imitated their manner; 
and that a school of these workers in mosaics existed 
in Sicily is demonstrated by the variety of compo
sition, the fertility of genius, and the power of design 
in those 3ays, and they all agre§ with the workman
ship of Montreaie.” . ,

He then proceeds to claim for his country the hon
our of introducing chasings and carvings into Italy, 
and Gothic architecture into , Europe : the former he 
deduces from the ancient, Greek arts of Sicily, the 
second from the Saracens. .. • ■ .

In,Spain the Goths were as,entirely the pupils and 
follo\teirs of the Saracens as were the Normans , in 
Sicily. .The variation of style from the Moresque, to 
the Spanish, or Gothic,,was connected with the dif
ference of the social habits of the people. The Moors 
in Spain remained constituted by tribe,—-as much so 
as in the Desert, although*without its space. The # 
feuds of the different. tribes of Yemen were trans
ferred to Cordova and Seville ; and a fray between 
two uleds bordering on the Great Desert mighU Sud
denly produce bloodshed in the narrow lanes and 
thick villages of Andalusia. There were also the fre
quent, ruptures and the permanent animosity between 
Brebers and Arabs, and thus their, buildings of ne
cessity retained externally the ponderous and castel
lated form, while their perfection in the- various arts 
of decoration embellished them internally with stuc
coes, carvings, gildings, paintings, enamel an3 mo- 
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450 MOORISH BUILDINGS IN SPAINS

saics. The Spaniards, as t h ^  recovered the country, 
were on the one hand, relieved, from these sources 
of continual alarm ; and, on the other, were desti
tute of those arts of interior decoration: fhenbe a 

' ’ • • • • - 
more"' aspiring exterior, and* a more gloomy interipr ;
add upon the stone;^ was concentrated the ?are which 
the Arabs had to give'to so many other, materials.
- - There has •been’ a- great destruction in 'Spain of 
Moorish buildings.' We do possess, indeedy ibut two 
remiarkable'ones; the one the fraginent of a palace 
raised within 'latter days; * the other -a mosque, Jhe 
first in fame, but’also the ' firs t ' in,,date, being'n6 w 
1300 ,years old, r 'lt does not,, therefore, ,alFoj:d , us 
the opportunity, of judging^cof' the-progress, of ;the 
art. , There subsist, however, ,soine'Smaller specimens 
of a later date, which-might alipost.b^, taken,for Gothic 
building,s.* i . , , i '

The characteristics'-of the Gothic a r e t h e  pointed. 
• arch; the arch resting o» the column without ehta-' t I > ' ' I I I I
blatu^e; vaulting; arched gateways; splayed windowsj; 
buttresses; the spire-towet 'or f'belfry. These may 
sevSr«,lly be traced to the Saracen's, -

'■ '. ' -  ̂ ' 1. 1 , , .j
-  * At the place whet« wre-breakfasted to-day (Naval Carnoro) 
there is a  really beautiful church of the Arabesque order. I t  has 
two Moorish.towers/ with .the sphere and globe : the interior is 
mosti devotidnaJ. I-'thought the Moorish arches of the nave 

' quite equal for devotional effect to the Gothic, which it  much 
resembles. Nothing could be more chaste.. The interior besides 
■was very neatly kept; whichj'in these dayt of revolution and rob- ‘ 
bery, is no sligh^m atter.' I^ it had not, been in ^pain, X should 
have A eught that I  was in' a.Gothic ohmch.”-^Extract from a 
MS. Journal.  ̂ ■ ' '

    
 



THE POINTED ARCH. 451

THE POINTED ARCH. .

This is to be found from the first moment of the
appearance of the Aralbs, 4n countries the most remote
from, each other> and in sti-uctures destined to the-

• * •most diverse purposes. I may instance
'] The Mosque of Omar at Jerusalem, «the first build- 
■ing of the Saracens, commenced-a.d. 63.7,* .

“ A large square plinth'of marble exji^nds from the of 
,one column to the other, ahd^ above, i t  there are constructed, a 
number, of airches all .round, which support the inner eh^ of the 
roof or ceiling, the outer end resting on the walls of the building. 
This is composed of ifood or plaster, highly ornamented with a 
.species of carving, find richly gUt.”— RussELVjPa^est#(e, ,p. 500.

Dr. Richardson speaks of it as the most beautiful building he 
. had ever beheld; but gives no desoriptioti. ^

A li Bey observes, that “ the great centre nave of the mosque 
A1 Aksa is supported on each side by seven arches lightly pointed, 
ifcstingi upon cylindrical pillars,^ in the form of columns, with 
foliaged capitals, which do not belong to any order: the h)urth* 
pillar to the right of the entrance is o6tangular and enormously 
thick, called the Pillar of Sidi Qmar.’’— P. 601.  ̂ .

On the conclusion of, this work, there was a letter froi# the 
architects to the calif, as given by je lla l Addin, which may be 

'read in our days with perhaps some profit  ̂ or at least surprise :—  
“ God hath hroughi io an end that \i-hicb the.. Commander of 

believers hath comimanded us respecting the erection of the.chapel 
of the sakhra, the sakhra of the Holy City, and. the mosque A1 
Aksa. And there remains Hot- d  woi'd be spoken about it. 
Moreover there remains some surplus above the nvonerf granted us 
by the Commander of believers , to that end, after, 100,000 dinars 
have heeii expended thereon. L?t the Commander of believers 
feoflVert it t o ‘the object ho likes ’bGsti'^^'empleofJcttusidem, 
p. 18G. ,

. 0 0 2

    
 



452 THE POINTED OR .GOTHIC ARCrf

The Mosque of Amrou, a t  Cairo, the first Mussul
man building in Africa, commenced towards ,A.p„ 650* 
That of E’Naser Mohammed, A.p: 698.* ,T^e Nilo- 
meter (lancet-niches),; a.d. ,70(i. rSheUa, in Mo^ocqo, 
date. Uncertain, probably’anterior tq the Mussuln^an 
era.f The To^er ot Alcarao, . in Sicily, the earliest 
Mussulman building jn Eastern Europe.^ Thor Tower 
of Gibraltar; A.b. 745,. which contains a regular Gothic 
church, window, though now;;built up., Thq Cathedral 
of Moutreale,'tA.P. '1174,  ̂ where the, arch; springs^un
broken from,[the*jamb, Tn fact, whenever the Sara- 

.cens I appeared, 4fiey. brought, the arch ;we calliGpthic.

* f‘ I t  is remairkable, for an elegant doorway, with clustered 
pillars in tffe European or Gothic styl^ such as might be' found 
in  one of our churches, and therefore dilfering in charac(«]/from 
Saracenic architecture, * Over this door is an inscription, pur
porting that the building was'erected by the Sultan Mohammed, 
son of the Sultan El Melek E l Munsoot E’deen Kalao6n E’Salehee. 
The date on the lintel is' 698 A ji. (or a.d, 1299), and on the body 

’ of the bulldihg, 695. -The minaret; which itands above th is  
i-Gothic •entrance is remarkable forlits Jiace-like fretwork,]which 

calls to mind the style> of the Alhambra and of the A1 Cazar  ̂at 
sevilfe- ' , ".'I’ ■ "  '

Thb pointed arch'was 'evidently employed id E^ypt prfevious 
to the accession of the Eatimite dynasty, and consequently long 
before it  was known in any part of Europe.”— W ilkinson’s 
Thehes, vol. ii. pp. 241, 288. ,

t  I t  is supposed to have been the capital of the Carthaginian 
 ̂ colonies. I t  is Tield i  place of peculiar saiic'tity, and .no Christian 

or Jew was allowed ,to enter it; J th a s  been in- ruins (Sincej,the 
twelfth century, -i <  ̂ \ ■ -

X The pointed ^ ch  is here merely in the substance of the wall, 
placed to •strengthen' it  ab6vi''the‘WindbWs, with a low^or fbur- 
centred aich. The s ^ d  is.Jtu. bfe ifoudd in the gates o f Jerusalem.

    
 



IN VARIOUS BUILDINGS. 453

It is found in universal use by them, and was so used 
by'nb-people before them. When used by any people, 

‘ the connexion with them-may be traced. In Mo
rocco'or  ̂Spain may fce^found-all known arches—the 

^ellipticat' the four-centred, .'the' horizontal, the sur- 
 ̂basedj thd lancet, the 'angular-*-if ]#may so describe 

-ohe^ unknown'id usj' add ^formed like a' truncated 
"tnahgl^r.^ ;They had'thh  ̂stilt arch  ̂ tlie ogee, and, at 
* Seville,' is io bd fotlnd' a'specimen of '- our decent In- 
^venti6n,'_ the "skew- arch'; the^ * had'the trefoil,-the 
.^entifoii, ks omaiment^ wilh a'mulfitnde of unclassed 
alid' unndmnd Iforins,* which' ’mhy, d'n our terms, ‘ be cha
racterized as pensile, stalagmitic, serrated, cusped, fan

, ned, .dentiled. , These hiay be studied Jin’ Jones’s
r  I ’ . I  . i „  - J -  (|.  ' ' 1-- ' l l  -I n  1 ’ ^  r

,„Alhambra, r -
7 fl
I

1 ) t I 

. 1/ ■

-r li
I

1 if-
-iCHAUFERII^G.,Q]F.,3’HI) ARqH, |

r i,;am not' aware ttat.lihls modificaiidn exists on the
( I   ̂ ff ■ I ' . . . - . I  . h I, •,! r l  • [ '  •■ ‘ ; I

1 soil, of Africa torday,, sinless in a, fragipent described 
'̂ in the Pentapblis," by'Dri Shaw : this is the modifica- 
 ̂ tioii’ of tlie^ Î brmi{n̂ ''il'p'oh the SaxbnJ^and is , to , be 

,,i,|pund| in , thepQathe.dral,,,o;f Cefala, and the .fbwef of
,1 Gibraltar. ■ > • - i . i . < . n  I

•1. J

M I

' 1

■ ' 1 ‘ 
VAULTING- I !•-

1,, ! This portion jof modern architecture js iloman,; j but 
 ̂iit ifi' no way suffides tb̂  say that the Eom'an had vaults 
, to account for- our having them : the 'models of a1 r - f  "  i -  :  1 - I. -  '  I ' J - - I  ^  - . J  .1 - I .  ' J t ' .  V  ' ^

, ,dpad.people do not,mtrpduc(?,a new,Rrt,;..ihp, Sara- 
I fcensf did' not copy the i classical ijiodels. The Moors

    
 



454 THE POINTED AND ELONGATED VAULT.

had, indeed, the half-sphere; a^the Romans but they 
had not the elongated vault*. The'_ pointed and elon
gated'vault, with its intersections, was, therefore, ori
ginal in the Gothic, ‘ and may hiive been constructed 
by the, Saracens, in Spain. To 'it there was the 
closest approximttion *in their pointed arches,-'door
ways, and windows. The gable form of their mosque 
roofs -would suggest the pointed and not th i semi
circular vault. Whenever they covered these in stone, 
here was the point— where,, their original material,' tbe 
tapia, failed, it could rise from four sides into a 
dome; but elongated vaulting, and its intersections' 
and groinings, depended'upon the mechanital adjust
ment oif tlje s e p ^ te  stones. When they dame to 
build in this fashion in Spain, (as in Egypt, Syria, 
Sicily, &c.), th«ir malhematical skill would be called 
into play, and they must, of necessity, have thWwn 
stone roofs over the large^ churches and cathedrals 
which they were employed'by the Christians to build.*

ARCHED GATEWAYS. ‘ "
■ •  • - ' 1 ■ . , : .

This is one ,of the most remarkable features of the
Gothic, so junlike the doors of any ̂  other style, giv-

j. . . j . •! ij. i.F' r .
* " An entire side of ^ chapel of the cathedral of Toledo, 

opening out of the sotithernrhost nave, is ornamented in' the Ai'ab" 
style, having boon executed by a Moorish artist At the same 
period'as the rest; and Ho,t (as might bo,conjectifred)^|havingi 
belonged to the moscjue, which o^upied the same sitê  previously 
to the erqptkm of the present cathedral.’*— 'WELhs'sjlniiqu'ikes, 
p. i^ 8 . ■ ' ’ ' ’I . I r ■

    
 



STAINED GLASS., 455

ing„suck grandeur to ihe edifices, and; suggesting,  ̂
even at once, its-whole’ designs. And here the identi-. 
fication is complete — the eiitrp,nce to every Moorish 
room, is I,like the porcj  ̂ of a cathedral, and the mas
sive portj ĵs, that close th'lm-'^ith the wicket,-presents 
in I every Moorish .court the,-ga't#way^of a, monastery
ox college, ■ , ’
■ . . ' • ' ■

■ /  W mDOW S AND. STAINED GLASS. ,v

1 * 1 * ^  , . ••• . ,
From the want of windows in Moorish houses and

mCsques, and froir  ̂ the great dimensions, elaborate 
structure, an d , impc^rtant oiOSce of windows in our 
churches ‘,and cathedrals', i t , might be supposed that 
here ,we„ should be at-fault in tracing the donn^exipn ; 
bu t,the  Moors afford us the mostifuteresting rudi- 
mentp of the stbnerframed figures of our window, and 
the painted, glass ,mth which they are embellished. .

Above and beside the door in Moorish rooms, there, 
are smi l̂l apertures for air "rather than light, generally 
narrow, with a trefoil head. Two, four, or yiore of 
these may be placed side, by side  ̂ and over them a 
circular figure pierced in like manner. In som% »f the 
Spanisk, cathedrals— and I again 4kote Tole'do—there 
are‘ windows wkick represent  ̂these openings ,.in̂  the 
wa-ll, a,nd are glazed. In the Alhambra, the Alcazijr of 
Spville, and pvery otker *Mo,drish structure in Spain, 
there are to be seen, the ’pierced work in stucco, in, 
the'fotm' b f  Gothic'.windows';*—thfe patterns of these' 
correspdiid’Vitl^ the tracery 'on ' the walls, 'which 
being i n , colour, it was natural to continue the

    
 



456 GLASS FOR WINDOWS.

patterns in colour to the open spaces; and to effect 
.this, whe^ the exposure required it, bits of painted 
glass rare stuck into the- plaster -while fresh. A 
colder climate, would suggest, the, extension of the 
glass, the reduction of the *stucco, and the^ substitu
tion , of „ stone ̂ o r  stucco.’̂ Glass , for windows, was 
peculiarly a Spanish a r t ; it was already known in 
England and France .-in the seyenth century:* the 
staining, of glass commenced in Spain, though ,̂ it was 
carried to the, highest, perfection in France. , Two of 
the .colours and substances were designated Spanish afra 
tiine, when. few, original colouring matters • were em- 
ployed.f The Saracens, were, .besides, .proficients, in 
the making of glass,,whether ^transparent or coloured. 
The first raccidShtally feU lupop. in the Mosque at Cps- 
doya—they used coloured, gla^,for the,mosaics; but 
it was opaque ;—fhey also Tanderstood  ̂enamelling, and 
in encaustic tiles ,they yrere unrivalled. .Stained glass 
ie, to this day, of universsJl use aniong ithe Easterns, 
who h%ve spread more to the northward, and have 
adopted external windows. A Turkish room is a min- 
iaturg cathedral, with its ascending floor; its entrance,. 
opposite to. its lights, and its clerestory windows,—for

* ]Dû  Cange, v..yitreaj • .
f  'The fine cojiour then given to stained glass in Europe was 

derived from tfie old mosaics, which were pounded and laid upon 
the glass, and thus passed intĉ  the furnace. See Theophilus 
ljiivh \ AriiuTn Cedula. ‘Immense must have been the destruc
tion of ancient'relics'through th% practice, to which the Moorish 
mosaic^ S^ce^^ubiecT,'as well', as those of .Boiiie and , the glass of 
Ihe’ PheehicianT.- ‘  ̂  ̂ ' ‘

    
 



GOTHIC WINDOWS. 467

thbre are two rows of •them.— the lower one rectan- 
gtilaf like ours, and furnished with curtains^ the upper 

^one of - every variety of shape, and in stained glass, 
and made to-correspond with- the ornaments of the 
correspopding panels of the apartment. •

- The apertures in the MoorJfeh tapia thus became 
Gothic windows, and the pierced patterns of the stucco 
-muUiohs and transoms, with cusped trefoils  ̂and 
tfoliage in stone, with the intervals glazed in stained 
glass: the adjoining portion of the wall must then 
Khve been pared away and'bevelled out. The Moors 
were the first’ people to .aidopt this process, as . apply
ing it  to military architecture : they adopted it for 
their loopholes and embrasures, ^h ile  ,bows and 
arrows were yet in use. Their first external windows 
.were embrasures—churches we/e built for defence as 
iwell as devotion. The bevelling in their walls is on 
both asides less without than within, exactly*as it 
is practised in Gothic window^ *

BUTTRESSES.

Next to the arch itself the buttress has been con-i • * ' ■ ■
sidered essential to the Gothic.* This member is 
supposed to have its origin in the North, and to have 
been requisite for the passage frpm the Norman to

♦ In  iiJotliic works the arch is an indispensg,ble and govern
ing feature; it has pillars to support its vertical, and buttresses 

resist its lateral pressure: its summit may be carried upwards 
Indefinitely by the' jamb'thrust of its two sides.”— oî  
Get'man Churches, p. 20 •, 3rd edit. •
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the Gothic, and from the tower to the >spire., The 
buttress is to be found among the Arabs, as.early as 
the pointed arch, and _as universally, known, though • 
not so commonly used. • ■
, The square building at Gibraltar, used ais#, maga
zine, and with atsort df'pyramidal roof, is strength
ened by powerful and expanding buttresses, irregularly 
placed on the angles, a .d . 749. Specimens are abun
dant at Jerusalem, in Cairo, and in Sicily.

I  iiave met with no instance of flying buttresses : 
these, however, may be seen in  Spain, carried to 5, 
width unknown elsewhere; — as for instance, in the 
Cathedral of Seville. > • ‘  ̂ ‘

THE TpWER AND SPIRE.-
• _ '

The • early English towers' are copies of those 6f  
Morocco.' I'he ^Moorish tower stands apart from the * 
^Iosque : so do" bur early belfries 'and the Campanile 
of itaiy.* The spire has been'haturaMy'suggested hy''^ 
the minaret,'which may be connected with' the oh'e- ' 
lish, befng'the piiiy instance olf tlie hind in the ancient'., 
world ;;' and‘the minaret having heeh first adapted to 
Saracenic buildings in Egypt,’where it was'hng'rafted. 
on the 'Sma or square ^tdwer of the Moors—togethei” 
they constitute dur* spire, ad seen in' the half tdwef^ 
half minaret ot lEgypt. ’ ■ i*

If apy one will will turn oyer successively the pages 
of Bohestste. Holy!*3hand, .Costcs’ ]Egypt, Hope’s Germap, 
Churches, Sara dc ^’ulco’s*'Siciiy, and' Gaily 'Knight’s «
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Italy, he .will recognise* the features of the one in 
the other, and trace the resemblances just as if tUrur 
ing over the grammars of various langu^es derived 
from a common sourcef  ̂ ’

CLOISTERS. * ’

The quadrangle with the columns* sustaining the 
advanced building of the. first- story, .gver an open 
corridor below, is as Moorish if thie models had 
been ^sent from Morocco. * The court of the Mo
nastery of Bellem at Lisbon, is the most beautiful 
specimen I  know. I t is at once purely Gothic and 

■purely Moorish.; each style seeming to have taken 
something from the other to heightdfi its effect. In 
the centre is a fountain,"and on each side lines of 
tanks for,'water, intersected with stages for plants, 
which are l^ned with coloured, tiles around: there 
are ■ Gothic, arphes. filled -«tith. the screen or stone-* 
wpfjcjof.windqjvs-r-without the glass, as in. thejCampo , 
Sancto of Pisa. In the angles qf  ̂the quadrangle, the 
limbs, of a projecting and wider arch seem to eaifirace

■ ' *  l i ”  '-’ . I  1 ' I 1 .  1

and protect a sharper arch, withim This may be 
seen in Moorish works, and also in the porch of theI . i. 1 • - r- , ^
Cathedral of Rouen. The church belonging to this 
monastery .presents an interesting .field for studying^ 
the influence of the Moors upon European architec-

* Intone of the faces of the olfl fonthn^ Wyichester Cathedral, 
helhhging) to Saxon) times, there is a representation of«a«building' 
which .might heltaken' for a i^Ioorish hou î .̂  ̂ , ^

    
 



460 FIRE-PLACES AND CHIMNIEY-PIECES.

ture, and it is in every' way' a building not less 
original than beautiful. ■
' A connexion' between Africa and England is trace- 
•abld in' a point where we might leait expect it, and 
at^a very'early ̂ period—arid't^at is fire-place^ “ Chim- 
ney^,”' says Mr.-^ailamij * which had been 'missed by 
^the’ sai^eliy-'-lof ^Greece' 'arid - Rome—a^Jiscovel*y of 
which’.'Vitruvius' never* dredm'ed-4was rndde'- perhaps 
'in this country' b j  sbrile fbrgotteri 'bafbanari.’?^ '̂ He 
refers to 'Goningsby'Gastle, ribpposed' tri be 'of'a date 

‘prior tb thejConijuest', to ^brbve'the’existence'of'bhifii- 
neys, -before the ' rillege'd̂  date of" the d i s c o v e r y t h e  
fourteenth century.' ^Had'-he irispected "’the rihiinbey 
iri questicjji, be raust''liave ^efeei'fed'a^'b^ciili'ar 'arid 
uriique method of '1011110'̂ ' thiEpkey-stbries of^'fhe-flat 
^arch tha^" suppbft^ the f/oritdn fieu of ri'hnarilelpiece. 
This ̂ process, ririi'qbe in *Elirbpe, is cdifimbn«ambri^st 

/ th b  Moors.-' ]■-■ ’ ^
* 'Wfibeyer Jias 'idintedrthe ̂ lasf rhu^t'have brien struck 
■'with 'th e ‘briginal '^character' of-thb'  ^fireplaces' arid 
cfiimney-^iedes’; 4liey "’are -'an ' eiribelfisbmbht* to'"ihe 
room, *ih''what we 'shouid term 'the Decorated''Gothic 
 ̂style. Whoever hris lo'bkedbown upori the' city of .Lis
* bon ffcm its giirderi-fo'rtresSj’ carinbt fail to bbserVe "tlie 
‘Contrast between* the' small 'neat tows of kpertures 
that'serve' M  ‘ chftnriey'tops, *and oun rin^ghtly ririd 
grotesq^ue expedient forHRe‘’s’amb']^urp'ose. 'Whether 
'iii'the mode-bf placiil^’th^^'firbi'ih the embellishmeht 
of"* thelj^rtibri^f'the 4obni' appro’p'riated to it,'o r 'in

^ l^ ^ d le  Age^-voll ui. pi i s 5 .
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thQ elegance,,pf,,chimney tops (so as to change them 
from a blemish to an ornament), 'v^ have yet  ̂ to learn 
an^ij borro;v;r|.fi;om, the Moors. These chimney tops 
p.nd appliances are noj to bê  see.n indeed in i^Ieypccp; 
^utj;jthe , tr?iC,es.,. subsist •further ,north, . \y|iere t .̂ny 
^dapted ,themselyeS[)to the nep^sitiei of' the,,climate. 
The general,resemWanpe of featiire,is alsoi,fpJbe, traced 
Jin, the I names, manyijo^j whjch 1  , Jiafe- .alreOjdy jn,®n‘ 
tioned, such as,; hpusp-doof,, |jarbican, ,^ i r y ; b,nt and 
Jjen, and cabailjof, the .Highlanders  ̂ roof,, stable, 
,gypsuip-house,vgarret,, andjieveqi burgh,, which we.havp 
heen,;^conten ,̂t]C) t^ke^,fromf,the (?reek,fy^of, ,is aftpr 
all,,an, Arabic]wprd, .in cqmmop use for .pigeonrhouse, 
iwheUjbuilt, in-thp form,, of a  towerj* J n  conjmiction 
with,these yp .mnstj |;a]fjq sp,,|many'^rms and usages, 
exhibiting . an intimatq, connexi(» between Africq, and 
England, dating^from the, decline pf Roman ppwer.  ̂

In these observations I neither propound. a new 
.,|ihepjry ,̂nor agila,^, %.settilbd fquestion.,,,]^ present the 
;good̂  and, validj'Teasonq upon ,whiclji opr ppcestoys 
. adopted a title, ^wlpchj-we r use with disgust and are 
rjendeavpurihg to discard. I  trace qui:[ arc^t?cture 
.bapfc to the people tp whom it properly pprtains, and 
. through tl^em ,to an antiquity venerable, in itself .and 
deeply, interesting from itp associa^ipn ^with the in- 

jspired writings., But it  is mote ,particularly the 
.jipeans of its introduction.^ intp .EUrppej.thalj it is useful 
jtp.,establish^ for ,this, if anything, nilght diminish 
ĵ the odiunif iheoloyicum. which Jias j«prung ̂ froni tljiis 

, * ‘V̂ ilkinson’ŝ Thebes, vol. ii. p. 18.
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source. A more perfect anj;idote there cannot be 
than that this “ Christian" art, this weapon of pros- 
eljtism, by which no religious community achieves 
conquests, but by which all faith is smitten, should 
be itself Mussulman, arid tfiat we should owe the 
architecture (if ther(j were any ratio between the 
supposed cause.and the effect).which we attribute 
to the Bible, td the Kdran . '
■ What would have'.beeri the . rdply of the ^ r ly  
Christiaris, had such a mania then prevailed, to those 
who argued the truth of poljtheisin, from the t'empks 
that had been raised in its honour, or the statues with 
which they were adorned?* What, again, vrould 
those have said, whose works are how taken as models, 
had they ^een tWd’ that in a future age of light and 
freedom their walls and arches should become steps 
in the ladder of conviction, shibboleths in polemics 
and lists of orthodoxy !* In the long and vehement 

' oontests hetweeri the Christians and the Mussulmans 
in Spaip', both reciprocally used the teriiples of the 
other, which'Were sometimes even divided between 
them** ‘ ‘ ’

“ Men have*before riow been led to adopt Romanism 
by its fancied cohriexidn with poetry, or painting, or 
Gothic architecture j  arid such men had lived while 
the mythologies 6^ G(r^ce or o f  Rome were living

j ' • I ' •
*  The Wickham brotherhood, an association o f Catholic Itfys- 

tagogues, headed by Pugin, vot<*l those uncalholic, in an archi
tectural sen|e, who did hot believe in the Gothic of the thirteenth 
century. ,

    
 



INTO EUROPE.

systems, .they jvoiild with equal reasc 
Christianity fpr heathen 
arrived at its highest 
adoptiou of religious view] 
in some way conneCte^ v| 
our senates or. our feelings,’

, ference to the evidenpe for thei!' 
which seems indicative of a practical 
evidence of any revealed truth, or of 
truth whatever,”* . "■

The inhabitants of England, who first ' 
it in the North,'did not call themselves, 
iSaxons: nor were r.the followers of TViHiâ  
but Normans. ,The , Gothicname ha,d disa] 
frpm Europe ,as the designation of^any (»qj| 
the later modification of̂  the s^ le  a p p e a r^  
epithet was ajpplied. But there was •one cor 
^hich the name of the (^oth was still preservet 
that was Spain, That n ^ e  would have disappcj 
in Spain, as elsewhere, ha^ it not been for the Sara^ 
conquest. The Goths had not originally dppear^ 
in Spain as ravagers or conquerors; they came in  tV 
name and with the authority of the Roman* empi^ 
to drive out the Vandals, to put an end to anarchj 
to protect property, and to sustain the. laws., The^ 
people of Spain had .evidently been disinclined to 
espouse the quarrel of the Goths against the Saracens; 
but, in subsequent attempts to'throw off the Saracen

* Palmer on the Doctrine Developdpient and Co^cience, 
p.8C. ‘ •
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. evidence of anj revealed truth, or of a: 
truth whatever,’̂ * \

The inhabitants of England, who first 
it in the 2J’orth,'did not call themselves 
iSaxons; nor were the followers of Willia' 
but Normans. The .Gothic name, ĥ d di; 
from Europe as the designation of^ny o©u 
the later modification of> the s^le appear* 
epithet wais aj)plied. But there was*\)ne co 
which the name of the Goth was still preserve' 
that was Spain. That n ^ e  would have disappi 
in Spain as elsewhere, ha  ̂it not been for the Sara! 
conquest. The Goths . had not originally Appear! 
in Spain as ravagers or conquerors; they came in  t| 
name and with the authority of the Koraan*empil̂  
to drive out the Vandals, to put an. end to anarch 
to protect,- property, and to  sustain the, laws. The' 
people of Spain had ^evidently been disinclined to 
espouse the quarrel of the Goths against the Sarace.ns ; 
but, in subsequent attempts to throw off the' Saracen
• , 0 : I ■ . ■ .

• Palmer on the J?octrine of Develop^nent and Conscveme,
p .80. ' ' ‘ ‘ ^  '
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